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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION

I HAVE deliberately retained the preface to the second edition because

it is still substantially true. It also contains my acknowledgments,

which are as applicable and as sincere as they were ten years ago.

The third edition appeared in 1944, and was described as " a gentle

revision." The same thing has happened again, partly because I am
assured that there is an urgent need for more copies of the book, and
partly because the position of cataloguing, in this country at all

events, has not changed materially since the war. I have, however,

rewritten chapter 18, to make it lit in with the recently revised Syllabus

of the Library Association. I have also reduced somewhat the number
of examples in chapter 19, because the larger number rather destroyed

their value, especially as there is no longer a whole paper dealing with

practical cataloguing.

To say more than this seems unnecessary, though it would of course

be helpful to practising cataloguers, students and myself, if those

well versed in the art of cataloguing would care to send me any
criticisms or suggestions which might usefully be embodied in a future

edition of my brok, if one is called for.

CSHTltAl LtBEABY,

Cboyoon, Sokbey.

294^

HENRY A. SHARP.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The first word most be one of thanks for the cordial way in whidi the

first edition of this work was received, in this Country, in the United

States and elsewhere, evidenced in appreciative reviews, in many
personal communications, and in the comparatively short time that

has elapsed since the publication of the first edition. All these expres-

sions are encouraging to an author, who published his work with much
trepidation, and who has not found it easy to spare the time to prepare

this second edition so that it shall be of still greater value to students

and to practising cataloguers alike.

In the work of revision 1 have endeavoured to embody, as far as

possible, most of the suggestions made following the original publica-

tion, whether in reviews, in private letters or in response to direct

invitations, and to rearrange, amend or extend chapters so as to bring

them into line with the Library Association’s revised syllabus and
with present-day cataloguing practice.

But it has been necessary even now to curtail certain parts of the

wmk in order to keep it within reasonable bounds and at a price which
will not be unduly high in comparison with other technical works of

similar size, but wider appeal.

It will be seen that several new chapters have been added, namely,

those on Catalogue indexes. County library catalogues and catalogu-

ing, and on Classification and cataloguing. Every other chapter has

b^ gone over carefully and amplified where such amplification had
been asked for or had suggested itself as being desirable. The examples
used in connexion with the explanation of the code rules have been
removed from the ends of their respective chapters to their mme
appropriate places following the rules concerned. The number of

examples of practical cataloguing, taken from actual examination

specimens, has been deliberately increased to fifty in spite of, and
jNutly because of, the projected removal frinn the Library Association’s

examination syllabus of actual practical cataloguing, because it is felt

that guidance on this, the most essential aspect of the subject, is more
necessary than ever. It is, in fact, true to say that there is not a chapter
but it h^ been subjected to more or less revision ; this applies very
particularly to the chapters on general principles, modem practice,

subject entries fm a dictionary catalogue, and special catidoguing,

where, by the way, one or two aspects of catdoguing have been touched
np(m that do not apply to any great extent to British libraries, but at

least have a certain interest els^here.
My indebtedness to those mentioned in the preface to the first

edition remains undischarged, and has indeed, in almost every case,

been increased, sometimes very considerably. But it is necessary here

vl



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION vii

to reondmy indebtedness to still farther individuals and firms. Among
county librarians who have helped me in connexion with Chapter 21

are Edgar Osborne and his cataloguer Miss P. M. Crossley, ]Uchard

Wright and Miss A. S. Cooke. Several tutors of the Association of

Assistant Librarians and some students have made useful suggestions

arising out of their teaching and student experience, as also have
Mr. J. D. Cowley and Miss M. S. Taylor of the School of Librarianship.

Mr. Ernest H. Lindgren, librarian of the British Film Institute, gave
me much more information respecting the cataloguing of films than it

has been possible to print in the limited space at our disposal. Mr. J.

V. C. Hughes, of The Gramophone Company, kindly checked the note

on the cataloguing of gramophone records, and among our own staff

Miss B. E. Homewood worked out several tables and checked certain

other information, and Mr. F. Barlow gave me some fresh examples

and other data. Moore’s Modem Methc^, Ltd., gave me information

respecting their form of sheaf catalogue, and lent two blocks; Messrs.

Block and Anderson, Ltd., supplied information about the ormg
process and lent a block ; and brides the librarian referred to above
and in the preface to the first edition, I am indebted to Mr. Charles

Nowell for two blocks and to Mr. W. A. Marsden, Keeper of Printed

Books at the British Museum, for information respecting the new
British Museum Catalogue and for permission to reproduce a page

of it. Mr. E. Ansell supplied information respecting the rules

used in the library of the University of Cambridge, and Library

Bureau lent two blocks and gave me information about their Kardex
system.

Finally, my thanks are due to Mr. E. R. J. Hawkins of the Croydon
staff, who kindly read the proofs and made many valuable suggestions.

HENRY A. SHARP.

Central Library,

Town Hall, Croydon,
Sepumbtr, 1937.
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INTRODUCTION

Good cataloguing is part of the very essence of the librarian’s job.

I have little patience with the rapid, slovenly work that has been too

often in the past thought sufficient for the popular library, and some-
times for the larger reference library too, and which is still to be

seen in many places. Partly this is due to the comparative rarity of

efficient catdoguers—the surprising rarity, I might almost add—but

partly it arises from the mistaken idea that " anything will do "

—

anything in the shape of an author and title entry—^for the general

public. That elaborate cataloguing is not called for in all cases is no
doubt true—^that it is both unnecessary and costly to give the same
details of a book of temporary interest, as is desirable for a work of

permanent value, may be granted ; but even then what is given

should be as accurate in form and content in the one instance as in

the other. This, if for no other reason, because inaccuracy and de-

parture from the code form permitted in this or that entry will assuredly

extend to others and vitiate the whole catalogue.

To the uninitiated, cataloguing is apt to appear a very simple

business, and the len^hy codes of rules evolved by librarians a pro-

fessional device to obscure the obvious. You copy the author and title,

set down a few items, such as date, number of volumes, if more than
one, etc., and there you are. But try it, and you will quickly find all

sorts of problems facing you, and to ensure that you shaU deal with
these various problems in the same way, you will find that a code is

thrust upon you, however simple it may be, or chaos will result.

And if the books you have to deal with are of many types, you will

be obliged to extend your code, until in the end it will be far from
simple. For the purpose of a c^e is not only, indeed, is not chiefly,

to enable the cataloguer to be uniform in his treatment, but to help

the reader to find his way amongst the entries as easily and quickly

as it is possible to do. For this there must be " rules of the road."

A reader vranting a particular book, and not coming on it at once,

and where he expects to find it, may, and often does, condemn the
whole system, and librarians with it. He forgets that the librarian

has to deal not with one piurticular book, but with thousands, smd
that it is just as unreasonable to suppose you can master a catalogue

at " one fell swoop," as to pluck the heart out of Bradshaw’s railway
guide without taking any trouble to acquaint yourself with the system
on which it is compiled, or until familiarity has given you the key.
Without a code there would be no system, and no key. This does not
mean that the reader must learn the code : far from it. But it does
mean that when he is referred from one heading to another, there
is a method behind it which in the totality of references is to the

xa
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advantage of the consulter. In other words, cataloguing is organized

conunonsense, based on experience, and applied to the description of

printed matter.

TJlfe (to compare very different things) the science of chemistry,

cataloguing is essentially a laboratory art. It cannot be learned by
memorizing a code or studying it in vacuo. It must be applied from
the very b^iinning. You can only become a cataloguer by cataloguing.

The difficulty here is that there are so many rules to apply that the

novice is bewildered. It is for this reason that the usual method of

Ifeaming is, in my opinion, not the best suited to the end in view,

which is to make the code so familiar that it can be safely referred

to the automatic consciousness, leaving the active intelhgence to

decide on the particular rule or rules applicable to the case in hand.

For this purpose, alternatives should not be considered till later.

Nobody studies comparative physiology or comparative law till they

have mastered the physiology of a typical animal in the one case,

and the law of their own country in the other. It would be possible

to select, perhaps, a dozen or so fundamental rules of cataloguing,

with which 75 per cent, of ordinary books could be dealt with. The
other 25 per cent, require the remainder—^by far the larger part

—

of the code. Let the student work on the short code only, rejecting

any book which raises points of difficulty, until he toows that

code perfectly. Then he is in a sound position to extend his

practice, to master the other rules, and to review alternative treat-

ments.

Many rules in a comprehensive code like that of the Anglo-American,
are merely special appUcations of a wider covering rule. If that rule is

understood the special applications follow, and in many instances

would appear to be unnecessary ; the justification for them is that
many people seem to be incapable of applying a general role to
particular cases, and this inability is again mostly due to regarding the
rules as so many separate injunctions, as though they were regulations

for road traffic, or for filling up your income tax return. They are

not ; they have a certain intellectual unity, though it must be con-

fessed that they are generally presented in a fashion to disguise the
unity behind. All the more reason for a text-book to explain all this.

Every art is not merely a practice : it is a valuable d^ipline also.

Of no art is that truer than of cataloguing. It is first and foremost a
discipline in accuracy. Without accuracy, cataloguing is a snare and
an offence. And accuracy for most of us has to be achieved. It does
not come by nature, ^taloguing is secondly a discipline in the

attention to small details. It is a discipline in consistency, and a
discipline in co-operation. People who cannot sink their individuality,

who cling persistently to their own way of doing things, irrespective

of the way (whidi is the way of the code in use), are no earthly good
^ cataloguers.

I dare say that all I have said in this introduction is said, and said

better, in Mr. Sharp’s book. However that may be—and I have not
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seen the text—I know that Mr. Sharp is himself a thoroughly com-
petent practiser of the art he writes about, and though any
commendation of mine is superfluous, yet as an old colleague, I

do heartily conunend him to the serious attention of the would-be
cataloguer.

L. STANLEY JAST.



CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

“ There is no matter connected with the administration of a public

library which can vie, in point of importance, with the character

and the condition of its catalogues. However lil^al its accessibility,

however able its chief, however numerous and weU trained its staff,

however large and well selected its store of books, it will fall lamentably
short of the true standard of a good library if its catalogues be not
(i) well constructed, (2) well kept up with the growth of the collection,

and (3) thoroughly at the command of its frequenters.”

Edward Edwards, pioneer of libraries, wrote those words in 1859
in his Memoirs of libraries, and his views remain as sound to-day as

when they were written. Admitting the necessity for a library cata-

logue, there is no one who will deny that it should be " well con-

structed ” to suit the needs of the people for whom it is intended,

that it should be “ well kept up,” and that it should be " thoroughly
at the command of readers.”

Almost the same words were written in 1937 by James Cranshaw,
in different phraseology (Library world, v. 39, 1936-37, p. 179) :

“ Suit

your catalogue to your immechate public. . . . This means that the

method of construction must be (i) suited to the intelligence of the

majority who will be expected to use it, (2) the arrangement not too

difficult to need all kinds of guides to explain it, (3) just sufficient

detail in entries to meet the general demand of your readers, and to

dbtinguish different editions of the same title for checking purposes.”

Everyone who works in a library knows, at least vaguely, what
cataloguing is, but not everyone has stopped to define it. Roughly,
it is the art of making records in such manner that they may be readily

identified, located, and examined. This can be amplified by sa3dng

that a catalogue provides records in an order which enables the user

to know what those things are, where they are, and to determine their

character and suitability for t^ or that purpose. Jo be reliable, the

recording most be in accordance with definite rules, which constitute

a code.

As applied to a library then, cataloguing is the recording of informa-

tion regarding manuscripts, books and pamphlets, musical composi-

tions, iUustrations, prints, maps, lantern slides, and any other material

that may fall within the scope of a library. It may even be enlarged

to inclu^ films, photo-micrographs and gramophone records.

From what has been said, it is apparent that cataloguing material

may be divided into three groups :
(i) written, (2) printed, (3) engraved,

or produced by some other graphic process.

Nor is cataloguing limited to sej^te pieces. A valuable part of
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the cataloguer's task is concerned with analytical cataloguing, the

recording of some part of a larger work judg^ sufficiently valuable

to warrant an entry additional to the one covering the work as a whole.

It will be accepted that the task of cataloguing a library and of

keeping it catalogued is no light one, though its precise extent must
depend on its size, on the time that can be devoted to it, on tbe number
of people available, and on the kind of people likely to use the cata-

logue provided.

Most authorities are agreed in putting accuracy before ever3rthing

else. L. Stanley Jast was always insistent on scrupulous accuracy
on the part of those entrusted with the cataloguing of books. Speak-
ing on the subject at a summer school he said that " to put a semi-
colon when the code requires a colon ; to add extraneous marks to

a class symbol ; to change or mis-spell a word in a title ; to do any-
thing whatever except exactly what the code permits ; this in a
cataloguer is arson, high treason, burglary, everything that is illegal

or wicked."

William Warner Bishop, in his Handbook ofmodem library cataloging

(Baltimore : Williams and Wilkins. 1924), goes further when he sa}^
that " No amotmt of training and no extent of study can make a
person of an habitually inaccurate turn of mind a good cataloguer.

Accuracy in transcribing, in compiling notes of authorities, in copy-
ng, in eveiything, in short, is the sine qua non of success." Margaret
Mann, too, in her Introduction to cataloguing and the classification of
books (Chicago : A.L.A., 1930, new ed., 1943)—^is equally insistent

But let me add a word here to senior cataloguers and hbrarians whose
duty it is to determine the final form of catalogue entries. Never make
alterations for the sake of making them or to impose your own style.

If you do find it necessary to correct or alter, explain to the person

concerned why you have done it.

P^haps a word should be said about the purpose for which a
catalogue is provided. Briefly, it is to exhibit the resources of a
Mluary, by means of entries, which may be provided under all or any
of the following headings

:
(i) author, whether a person or persons,

or a corporate body. In certain circumstances an entry may be
needed for the editor, translator, musical composer, illustrator, or

under any name a reader might reasonably be likely to look under
to ascertain if the library had a book by a particular author

; (2)

subjea, whether arranged in an alphabetical or classified order
; (3) title,

whetha* it is considered necessary. In addition, there may l^ve to

be cross-refaences where they will facilitate the use of the catalogue,

as well as a description of the book's ph3rsical appearance, such as

size, pagination, illustrations, date of puUication, and if necessary,

a list of contaits or an explanatory note.

Isadore Gilbert Mudge, of Columbia University Library, has called

the catalogue " the most important reference tool in the library."

In tbe same article (" Present day economies in cataloguing," Catahgm’
and elassifim' yearbook, 1934) she has given a definition of the purpose
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of a catalogue that seems worth wider circulation :
“ The purpose of

a catalog is to provide a tool which will give the reader accurate

information on four different points : (i) has the library a given book
atout which the reader has accurate information on any one of the

heads under which a modern catalog code would enter it
; (2) descrip-

tion of that book containing all the bibliographic facts that average

readers, not bibliophiles, need
; (3) full list of books, pamphlets and

other separately published works by a given author that are in the

library ; (4) full list of such separate works, on a given subject, that

are in the library/'

If this preamble has persuaded the would-be cataloguer that there

is more in cataloguing than he thought there was, he will be in a position

to receive some elementary instruction in how to begin his work.

First, a word about studying and applying cataloguing codes,

most of which make a great mistake in the method of arranging their

rules. Those concerned with capitalization, punctuation, imprint and
collation, are usually given at the end of the code, and not at the

beginning. Before even the simplest book can be catalogued, the

cataloguer must have clear and fixed ideas on all these things. Other-

wise he may form habits that may be difficult to break away from.

The next thing is the point Mr. Jast has made in his Introduction.

The Anglo-American code, with its 174 rules, its supplementary
Library of Congress rules and its appendices, is bewildering to the

beginner, who, if he tries to master the whole at once will prolong the

period that should be necessary to make him a good cataloguer of

the ''
75 per cent of ordinary books." He should therefore confine

his attention at first to such books as may be correctly catalogued

by the following abridged rules :

—

A SUGGESTED ABRIDGED CODE OF RULES

Imprint

I. The statement concerning the edition is part of the title. Follow
this by the imprint

:
(i) place of publication, (2) name of publisher,

(3) date of edition catalogued.

Collation

2. Comprising
:

(i) number of volumes, or of pages if only one
volume, separating sequences by commas, (2) illustrations, separating

portraits, maps, plans, facsimiles and diagrams, (3) size, height only

except in unusual cases, in centimetres or inches to the nearest half

or quarter. The collation might be confined to non-fiction and
unusual editions of fiction, figuring in histories of literature.

Contents, Notes, Added Entries, Punctuation

3. Set out contents of books containing several works or distinct

contributions, and add explanatory noies where necessary.

2
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4. Make added entries or references for names mentioned on the

title page not used in the heading, for alternative forms of names,

for titles, and in cases of doubt.

5. Avoid capitals except for the first word of a title, for names of

persons, bodies and places. Follow ordinary English usage.

6. Follow the punctuation of the title-page if there is any. Other-

wise follow accepted practice. Give figures in arabic, except for

sovereigns, princes, popes, etc.

Personal Authors—who is Author ?

7. Enter a work under the person responsible for its existence,

whether writer of the text, illustrator, cartographer, musical com-
poser, editor, or someone else.

Modifications and exceptions : Enter a commentary under the author

of the work commented upon, unless the work of the commentator is

of prior importance. Enter a continuation under the person respon-

sible, if it is in the form of an independent work. Enter a concordance

with the work or author concordanced. Enter an index with the work
indexed ; a revision under the author of the original, unless the revision

makes it virtually a new work.

8 . Joint Authorship, Enter under the author first named, followed

by the second. If more than two, add to the heading, after the one
fimt named, and others. Give these names in a note or in the contents.

Personal Authors—Part or Form of Name

9.

Generally, enter modern writers under their family names,
compound names under the first part, names beginning with prefixes

or having them joined up with the actual name, under the prefix if

English, as also in French if the prefix consists of, or contains, an article,

and in Italian and Spanish when the prefix consists of an article.

10. Give an author's forenames in full if possible, but omit those

not generally used by a writer.

11. Enter under forenames, sovereigns (using the vernacular form),

ruling princes, princes of the blood, popes, saints, and persons usually

so known.
12. Enter pseudonymous writers under their real names where

known. Enter authors who change their names tmder the earliest

names used as writers, reserving the right in popular libraries to use
the best-knovm name.

13. Enter classical writers under the forms adopted in some standard
classical dictionary.

Corporate Authorship

14. Regard Governments, Societies and Institutions as the authors
of works issued under their auspices or on their instructions. Enter
Government publications, generally, under the name of the country or
smaller community, with departments as sub-headings. A Society

s
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publications are, generally, entered under the first word of its name,
with reference from any other name by which it may be known,
especially from its headquarters. Enter an Institution's publications,

however, under the place in which it is situated.

Title Entries, etc.

15. Enter an anonymous work under the first word of its title

(other than an article) when the author is unknown. If the author is

traced, make an added entry under the title. Enter the Bible and
similar sacred or'national books, or parts of them, under their names,
as Bible, Koran, Nibelungenlied, etc. Enter a periodical under the

first word of its title—^unless it is the official organ of a Society or

Institution. Newspapers, year-books, directories, etc., are to be
similarly entered.

16. Make an added entry for a volume of a series under the name
of the series, unless it is known by that of an editor.

17. Give geographic headings in the English form, as far as possible.

18. Give the titles of works in full. If a sub-title is overlong,

transfer it to a note between inverted commas, and add Sub-tiAe. If

a book has more than one title-page, select the most general. Of an
engraved or printed title-page prefer the printed one. Of two general

title-pages, use the first when they follow, and the second when they
face.

The cataloguer should familiarize himself at the outset with the

various parts of an author entry and with the functions of each.

These are

:

Author: the person, persons or corporate body responsible for the

existence of the work.
TiAe

:

the name of the work, including any sub-title, as printed

on the title-page.

Imprint

:

the statement of the place of publication, publisher's

name, and date of the edition. In modem books, the date is often

on the back of the title-page, and sometimes, unfortunately, omitted
altogether.

CoUation : an indication of the book's physical form, including the

number of volumes or/and pages, illustrations, size, and name of series

(if any).

Notes : including list of contents, if necessary, bibliographical data,

etc.

The cataloguer's first concern then is the author of the work with

which he is dealing. This sounds easy, but is not always so.

Nor is this preliminary part of the cataloguer’s work finished when
he has determined who is the author of the book in hand. He must
settle what part or form of his name is to be used as the heading.

He may have a compound name, he may be one of the few people
entitled to be entered under a Christian name or a title, the name under
which he writes may be a pseudonym, or he may have changed his

—
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or her—name. He may be one of the ancient classical writers, or a

foreign author whose name has to be transliterated.

Assuming that he is now ready to make his main entry, the cata-

loguer must adopt a definite method of setting it out ; he should

adhere to this, and write the details in a dear handwriting. An
author entry may be dearly set out in some such way as this

:

MANN, MARGARET.
Introduction to cataloging and the classification of books. Chicago,

American Library Association. 1930.

424p. 20cm. (Half-title ; Library curriculum studies, prepared

under the direction of W. W. Charters.)

The first source of information in the making of a main entry is

the title-page. A preface or an introduction sometimes provides a
due to the author of an anonymous book, and frequently to the

date, when it is omitted from the title-page. The list of illustrations

should be examined in order to distinguish between the different kinds.

Even the cover-title should be looked at to see that it agrees substanti-

ally with the title-page. If not, a note to this effect should be added
to the catalogue entry, lest the book be overlooked by its would-be
reader.

Assuming that a cataloguer is not only concerned with making
catalogue entries for a library’s books, but with providing and main-
taining the actual catalogues, several things need to be carefully

considered. The sort of catalogue must be settled in rdation to the

people for whom it is intended. This is sometimes overlooked by
librarians, who often view it from the standpoint of the expert rather

than from that of the average user, for a catalogue is provided primarily

for the average reader rather than for the bibliographical expert, or

even the student, who knows pretty well what he wants.

Shall it then be an author or a name catalogue, a dictionary or a
classified one ? Shall it be printed, pot on cards, or be in loose-leaf

sheaf form ? When a considered decision has been arrived at, a plan
for its compilation and display must be drawn up.

Among the things to be remembered in a library with a constantly
changing stock is the necessity for a catalogue capable of being kept
up to date, capable of deletions as well as of additions.

Finally, the plan of the catalogue should be settled with reference

to the majority of the people likely to use it. This must not be con-
strued as suggesting that there are varying degrees of method and
accuracy to be followed in the making of a catalogue of a small library

and of a large one. The fundamentals of good cataloguing are the
same in both cases. But there may be Terences in the details.

Public libraries may prefer popular terms to scientific ones, such as
shells instead of conchology, wasps instead of diploptera, and so on.
There is. too, the question of pseudonyms versus real names,

and earlier names versus later ones. Most codes require entry under
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an author’s real name, under an earlier or a later form, and so on.

But the efficiency of a catalogue need not be impaired because it is

thought desirable to depart from such rules where it is clear that readers

will be better served by doing so.

Little has been said here about the other entries to be made for a

book in a dictionary catalogue, and in certain cases in a classified

one too. These are dealt with later, and are omitted now because

the cataloguer's first task is to make a main entry correctly.

Suffice it to say that if the cataloguer must be wary in maldng author

entries, he must be doubly so in making subject entries for a dictionary

catalogue and in the compilation of the indexes to a classified one.

The titles of books are often a snare to the casual cataloguer. Bridle-

ways through history, by Lady Apsley, is not a volume of historical

essays, but a history of hunting ; nor has Things ancient and modem,
by C. A. Alington, anything to do with archaeology : it is a book on
education in public schools. Green hiUs of Africa, by Ernest Heming-
way, isn't quite what its title su|;gests, but deals with big-game
hunting in Tanganyika.

FURTHER READINGS
Brown's Manual ol library economy .* 5th edition, by W. C. Berwick Sayers.

1937 -

Division VI gives a general and well-illustrated insight into the subject.
Mann's Introduction to cataloging and the classification of books. 1943.

Ch. I, The Cataloger as an interpreter of books ; Ch. 2, How to read a book
technically; Ch. 7, The catalog.

Quinn's Library cataloguins. 1913.
Ch. X, Introductory, the mfficulties of cataloguing a library, etc.

Wheatley’s How to catalorae a library. 1889.
Ch. I, Introduction, which explains what a catalogue is, errors concenung it,

the need of care, etc.

PROBLEMS
1. Why is so much importance attached to accuracy in making

catalogue entries ?

2. VlTiat are the component parts of a catalogue entry, and what
purpose does each serve ?

3. Practise the setting out of main entries by taking four simple
books and making the entries for them in the suggested form.

4. What are some of the chief factors to be kept in mind when
determining the sort of catalogue to be provided in an ordinary public
library of medium size ?



CHAPTER TWO

MODERN PRACTICE

The Library Association has in its syllabus a section called " Modem
Practice." This does not mean that the rest of the syUabus is taken

up with archaic practice belonging to the days when libraries were

fewer and outside the orbit of the ordinary man and woman. On the

contrary, most of the syllabus deals with aspects of the art of catalogu-

ing as it is practised to-day in different kinds of libraries and as it

is applied to different kinds of material. What is meant is a considera-

tion of new views on cataloguing, fresh devices, modifications of

accepted practice, and suchlike.

The catalogue has always been recognized as the key to the library

;

it is known, for example, that there was a catalogue of the Alexandrian

library as far back as the third century B.c. The need for such a key
cannot be less now than it was then. Indeed, when the increased

number of books in numerous branches of knowledge is remembered,
plus the greater number of people who can read them, it must be
infinitely more necessary.

Agreeing, then, that a modem library must have a catalogue of

some sort, what are the essential things about cataloguing as it may
be practised in two kinds of librairies

:
(i) that which " collects

"

and permanently preserves every book falling within its scope, and

(2) the ordinary public library, a large percentage of the stock of which
is in a state of fiux, if the library is doing its work efficiently.

Between these extremes lie catalogues for libraries of many sorts

and sizes, any of which will provide an opportunity for examining
the parts of a standard catalogue entry, comprising: (i) author’s

name, (2) title of the work, (3) name of editor or translator if any,

and number of the edition if other than the first, (4) place of publica-

tion, (5) publisher, (6) date of edition catalogued, (7) collation, or state-

ment of number of pages and illustrations, and the size in inches or

centimetres.

As the key to what may be called an all-time stock, the full cata-

logue entry will include all the foregoing particulars. The purpose and
necessity of some of them are so obvious as to be beyond argument.
Such, for example, as the author’s name, the full title of his work, the
name of the echtor or translator of a special edition, the date of the
edition catalogued. But each of the other items has its purpose and
value to some student or researcher. It is trae that many quite
reputable catalogues omit more or less of this information, usually
because printing costs render economies necessary. Here lies one
of the advantages of the modem card or sheaf catalogue, in neither
of which does it take more space to give full details than to give
meagre ones, and very little more time.

8
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At the same time it may be argued that in cataloguing for a modem
public library the circumstances are such that it is a waste of time
and labour to give full bibliographical entries. The items usually

regarded as unnecessary are those relating to the place of publication

and the publisher’s name, and to the collation, or physical form of

the book. It may as well be conceded right away that catalogues

of public libraries would not be rendered less useful by their omission

in the case of fiction and ephemeral non-fiction. But they can be
usefully retained for books that reasonably claim permanence or

semi-permanence. A statement of the size, for example, of the number
of pages, of the presence of illustrations, and even the publisher’s

name, gives some idea of the sort of book a reader may expect to get.

Many librarians think it a waste of time to give the details in any
circumstances, arguing, for instance, “ that the student who wants
close detail of pages, size, and the variety of illustrations is a very rare

bird indeed.” Writing of the detailed imprint and collation the same
writer says : “A few students perhaps take notice of them, but are

you to run up your costs for the exceptions ? ” Maybe it is even worth
while to do that

!

One view that may be accepted is that where a dictionary catalogue

is in use, and a differentiation is made as between main and added
entries, the subject entry should be the full entry rather than the author

entry, because readers who want to know if the library has a book
by a particular author are answered by the briefest particulars, whereas

those who want books on any branch of knowledge will be helped

by the fullest possible particulars. Here are two entries from a modern
dictionary catalogue, in which the author entry is brief, but sufficient

:

Abraham, Herbert. Asphalts and allied substances. 3rd edition.

1932.

whereas under the subject we get

:

Asphalt.

Abraham, Herbert. Asphalts and allied substances : their occur-

rences, modes of production, uses in the arts, and methods of

testing. 3rd edition. 1932.

This differentiation is done away with in the increasing number of

catalogues in which the ” unit " system is adopted, under which every

card is a replica of the main entry card, with the appropriate subsidiary

entry typed at the head.

Modem fiction may be sufficiently catalogued in public library

catalogues in such brief form as :

Author Entry.
Frank, Leonard. In the last coach ; short stories.

Title Entry.
In the l^t coach ; short stories, by Frank Leonard.
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Modifications of this sort may be desirable in view of local circum-

stances, and can do no harm. What is necessary, however, is an en-

deavour to secure some uniformity in names and forms of names
used as headings. When every library was a self-contained unit,

variations did not matter as they do to-day when some attempt is

being made to co-ordinate the library service by means of regional

library bureaux and the National Central Library, because it is difficult

to compile union catalogues with so many divergent methods in use.

For example, the editor of one such catalogue found Mahatma Gandhi

:

his oxen story ; ed. by C. F. Andrews, entered variously under

:

Andrews, C. F.
Andrews, Charles Freer.

Andrews. Charles Freer, ed,

Gandhi, Mahatma,
Andrewcs, C. F.
Ghandi, M. K.

while Emily Constance Cook, wife of Edward Tyas Cook, who received

a knighthood nine years after his wife’s death, appears under :

Cook, Emily, Lady,
Cook, E. T., Mrs,
Cook, Mrs. E. T.
Cook. E. T.
Cook, Lady Emily Constance
Cook, Mrs. Elsie Thornton.
Cooke, E. T.
Cook, Lady E. T.
Cook, Mrs. Emily.
Cook, Ernest Thomas.
Cook, Mrs. Ernest Thomas.

Discrepancies also arise through :

(a) Error in transcription, such as Brown for Browne, Brunton for

Brinton, initials copied wrongly or given in wrong order
; (6) the use

of full Christian names in some catalogues and of bare initials in others,

and the mixed practice in regard to family names and titles
;

(c) the

entry of dictionaries, encyclopaedias, and anthologies, sometimes under
the title, sometimes under the editor ; of biographies, sometimes
under an author, sometimes under an editor, and at others under the

biographee; and of concordances sometimes under the editor and
sometimes under the author concordanced

;
{d) the variant practices

concerning pseudon3nns and real or best-known names, compound
names, and suchlike.

Apart from such fundamental differences, it is to be feared that

the general standard of cataloguing is not as high as it was some
years ago, even in matters of simple accuracy. It is, for example,
inexcu^ble that Bailey should be written instead of Barkley, or
Baikie instead of Blaikie, errors actually found in library catalogues.

Leaving aside these broad qu^tions, it may be well to re-examine
such elementary questions as : why must a library have a catalogue
at all, what should it set out to do, what should its entries include,

and what form should it take ?
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The first question has been answered by referring to it as the key
to the library. Without it the library ceases to be a true library,

and becomes at best a semi-organized mass of books. Even shelf

classificatiofi cannot take its place completely. If anybody doubts
this, let him go into a strange library for anything except possibly a
novel, and try to find out, without the aid of a catalogue, what books
that library has by, say. Lord Avebury, Beverley Nichols and E. V.
Lucas. CaU it a catalogue, a finding list, or what we will, the necessity

for something by which enquirers can discover the resources of that
library, should be patent to aU. Indeed, so far from a catalogue

being unnecessary in a modem lending library, it is even more neces-

sary than in a reference library, because many of the books are not
there to speak for themselves.

Assuming that most are prepared to admit the necessity for a
catalogue, we may ask : What should it set out to do ? This has been
stated so many times that we hesitate to repeat it, but yet we must.

The perfect catalogue sets out to answer at least four questions:

(i) Has the library a book or books by this or that author ? (2) What
books has it on this or that subject ? {3) Has it a book with such-and-

such a title ? (4) What volumes has it in a given series of books ?

To these very hackneyed questions others might be added, but they

will receive attention elsewhere.

There are comparatively few modem catalogues that answer all

these questions completely and easily. The first is answered by the

main or author entry, the most essential of all the entries, ^^ere
a classified catalogue is provided, the functions of the author catalogue

are fulfilled by an author index, or by a separate author or name
catalogue.

The second question is answered by means of a subject catalojgue,

whether of the dictionary or of the classified form. Each does it in

different ways, and each has its own peculiar advantages and dis-

advantages.

Most public library catalogues are able to answer both these ques-

tions, but fewer answer the third and fourth to the same extent.

There are definite circumstances in which title entries may be reason-

ably expected and provided, as explained in chapter 9. Most libraries

have too few title entries in their catalogues in these days when

enigmatic titles are the general order.

Series entries have their value, but are not as important as the other

three, and the difficulty of providing them is increased in these days,

when so many books are in some scries or another.

It is in regard to what a catalogue entry should include that the

widest differences of opinion occur. A full entry will give the author s

complete name, and the other details already enumerated. This is

the style of main entry to be used in catalogues of permanent collec-

tions and in those used by considerable numbers of students, and it

is the one to be practised for examination purposes. Medium or short

catalogue entries, frequently found in public library catalogues, will
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omit certain of this information, but should retain sufficient to enable

an author and his book to be clearly identified, and to make one

edition distinguishable from another. As a general rule, where a

title is abbreviated, the abbreviation should not be effected by

omitting its first words, except possibly the articles a, an and the.

One of the needs in public libraries is for more anal5rtical cataloguing,

because there is an increasing number of books, the value of which is

partially lost through the absence of such entries : composite studies

of philosophical, religious, and economic subjects, and many others.

There are at least three reasons why more of this work is not done

in British libraries. One is that some librarians are slow to appreciate

the wealth of information that lies hidden in their libraries ; a second,

that cataloguing has often to be done by the staff in between other

duties, which nearly always means that the work is scamped and

entries restricted to their minimum. A third reason is that anal3dicals

bulk card and sheaf catalogues to an embarrassing extent, and as the

average British library has no separate catalogue enclosure, outside,

but adjacent to, the space reserved for books, the number of entries

has again to be restricted. Fortunately, a lot of this sort of work
has bwn well done in book form by such firms as the H. W. Wilson

Company, but there is still room for a lot more.

A few librarians have gone further than suggesting a simplification

of methods. They have advocated selective cataloguing, and practise

it to the extent of omitting altogether entries for fiction and juvenile

books. Sheffield, for example, has drastically curtailed its cataloguing,

and James Cranshaw, the chief librarian of Hull, has collected some
data respecting the position of cataloguing in Great Britain, some of

which was printed in The Library assistant for February, 1934.^ I

am indebted to him for further information, based on replies to a
questionnaire addressed to eighty-nine of the larger municipal libraries,

feted in the 1927 Public libraries committee report.

First, with regard to the vexed question of " fiction," it was ascer-

tained that seventy-five libraries made author entries for adult and
juvenile fiction, that two made author entries for adult fiction but
not for juvenile fiction, and that five did not catalogue fiction at all.

Fifty-seven libraries also made title entries for adult fiction, and
fifty-one made them for juvenile fiction. One library had the
curious habit of omitting the title entry at the central library, but not
at tte branches. Only seven of the libraries appeared to use the
subject mtry for adult fiction, but fourteen used it for juvenile fiction.

Some idea of the amount of cataloguing that goes on in libraries
may be gained from the fact that in one year eighty-four libraries
catalogued 370,000 volumes of fiction, and prepared 610,500 cards or
dips for them. These libraries discarded 276,000 volumes, which,

^ Economies in cataloRuing methods.
*
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theoretically, involved the withdrawal of 455,400 catalogue entries.

But doubtless many of the discarded boolra were replaced, thereby

reducing considerably the number of withdrawn entries. Mr. Cranshaw
has estimated that 60 per cent, of the stock of a municipal library,

mostly fiction, is constantly changing; it is on this ground some
librarians regard it as a waste of time and materials to catal<^e
fiction and ephemeral literature. But the view does not find universal

acceptance, though there is everything to be said in favour of simplify-

ing the cataloguing of such books. Selective cataloguing is discussed

furthCT in chapter 12.

Forty-eight of these catalogues were on cards, twenty-one partly

on cards and partly in sheaves, and thirteen in sheaves alone.

Something may be said here about the desirability of providing

subject hea^gs for various types of fiction, as sea stories, detective

stories. Western stories, historical novels, and so on. Some libraries

not providing such headings, group fiction on the shelves under
similar headings, or use code letters on the backs of the books as

D—Detective, H—Historical, W—^Western, and so on.

Borrowers who refuse to read any other than a particular t}^ of

novel appreciate these concessions, but whether it is good librarian-

ship, or good for the reader himself, to facilitate this sort of specializa-

tion is outside the scope of our subject.

The Use made of Catalogues

One of the difficulties experienced by public librarians is to persuade

readers to use the catalogues provided for them at the cost of much
time and trouble. It is unfortunate but true, that comparatively few
people use them at all, or to a very small extent. Sheffield tested

the use made of its non-fiction catalogues over a single week, and it

was found that at the Central library and five of the branches, only

646 consultations were made out of a non-fiction issue of 6910, roughly

9 per cent. No fiction catalogues are provided, and only 46 enquiries

for specific books were made out of a fiction issue of 28,041.

The use made of catalogues in junior libraries was even less,

and the librarians of those departments are of opinion that the

absence of fiction catalogues, so far from affecting adversely their

work, tends to improve it by bringing children into doser contact with
the children’s librarians.

Of the 401 people who used the catalogues at the Central library.

X03 referred to the classified part, 157 to the author index, and 141
to the subject index. It was also noticed that many borrowers went
direct from the subject index to the shdves, without consulting the

dassified catalogue. This, coupled with the fact that at least 25 per

cent, of the non^'fiction stock bdonged to popular non-fiction such as

wirdess, cookery, sports, hobbies, and sucUike, where the author was,

usually, of little account, the reader being only concerned with getting
" some ” book on his subject, led to a further enquiry as to whether
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it was worth while to catalc^e these books individually by subject,

if a general subject index reference to the shelves met the needs of

the majority of enquiries for books on such subjects, bearing in mind
that most of the bwks are wtnm out quickly or superseded by others.

The Shelf Register and the Classified Catalogue

The question whether a shelf register is necessary where a classified

catalogue is in use has often been (Uscussed with no satisfactory results.

It was found in connexion with this enquiry that twenty-four libraries

reported the existence of a shelf register for non-fiction as well as a
classified catalogue, and the same number reported the abolition of
the non-fiction shelf register. Seventy-seven of the libraries circularized

catalogued fiction by author, and forty of them had an author shelf

roister besides.

Maybe the shelf roister belongs to library administration generally
rather than to cataloguing in particular. But, speaking personally,
one would sooner give up the shelf register than even a section of the
catalogue, for there are other means of providing stocktaking machinery
in these da)rs.

Forms of Catalogues

It is interesting to know that of the eighty-two libraries replying
to Mr. Cranshaw’s questionnaire, forty-five use the classified catalogue
Md twenty-six the dictionary. Seven use both forms, and the remain-
ing four are experimenting with one or other of the two in addition to
^e one now in use. These figures suggest that the dictionary catalogue
is less used to-day than it was, say, thirty years ago, and yet many
librarians who have had experience with both forms hold that it is
the only one suitable for public library use. For example, one tells
me that " I have found at , that a Actionary catalogue is definitely
used and understood by readers. 1 have worked in four other libraries
where classified catalogues were used and never there encountered a
layman who really understood their intricacies.”

Personally, I feel that a good deal too much has been made of the
alleged intricacies of the classified catalogue, but then. I, too, may be

! As IS pointed out in my littie book. Libraries and librarian-
skhp tn Atnertca (Grafton, iq3^)r fhe dictionary catalogue is in almost
universal use in the United States, though there have been signs
dunng the past few years of a changing view. And this in the

most of our clas^cation schemes

!

the prmted catdogue has gone, partly, because it wasUways imecono^c, and hbranans are wiser in their methods of spend-
mft^ p^y beca^ of the constantly changing stocks ofm^
Wwanes. Ite ^ace has been taken by the card and sheaf catalogue.

Sth
**
j^ boHetin, Md cataloguers who are concernedmdt^ cs^ ca^ogues wiU find much information and sound

advice m tn card c^alogmng, by James Ormeiod. There is now
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a feeling that even the bulletin does not reach a sufficiently large

number of fresh people, and that better publicity value can be obtain^
through the use of attractive brochiu-es confined to comparatively few
books, sometimes a miscellaneous collection, sometimes on a specific

subject. If those librarians who have experimented with such
brochures have done nothing else, they have at least done much to

raise the standard of printing used for library publications.

It is difficult to dogmatize on controversial questions, and it is

suggested in chapter I2 that a solution to our cataloguing problems

may lie along the lines of selective cataloguing, but whether tl^ should

apply in a lending library is very debatable. The opinion of most
librarians is that aU the books in a lending library should be catalogued,

but in view of the ephemeral nature of a proportion of its stock, there

is a case for meting out different treatment ; not all bo(^ deserve

or require the same measure of fulness in their treatment. Most
fiction for example can be adequately catalogued under author and
under title in the briefest possible way, but always with the accuracy

that is essential to all cataloguing. The same applies to much modem
non-fiction.

Before coming to any decision involving drastic changes in accepted

practice, it must be remembered that a library appeals to many types

of people. There is the person who merely wants something to read,

sometimes for pore recreation, sometimes for improving his know-
ledge of a subject, although he may not be a student in any orthodox

sense. He would probably not ^ greatly inconvenienced if there

was no catalogue at all. Then there is the more serious man who
wants something definite, and may find occasional use for both author

and subject catalogue, and there is the genuine student pursuing an
extensive course of study, to whom a full catalogue will be almost

essential.

The advocates of loose cataloguing methods err in rememberii^
that there is the type of reader who just wants “ something,” and in

forgetting the fewer but more important number who want definite

guidance and information on books ; our standard should be fixed by
the second and not by the first.

In their interesting book. Library stock and assistance to readers

(Grafton, 1936), the toothers Lionel and Eric McColvin made an apt

statement that merits wider circulation. Writing of reference library

cataloguing they say

:

'* Upon the cattdoguing of the [reference] collection much will

depend, particularly when a considerable proportion of it is not on
opra shelves. Reference work, however, calls for a type of cataloguing

which has not been fully developed—wtdch, indeed, most be so expen-
sive that we can only expect it to grow gradually. The fact remains,

however, that in reference work the book cannot remain a unit ; we
cannot be content to know its author, title and main subject ; we must
know as much as p>ossible about its contents, which may be varied

end useful in many different ways. Therefore comj)osite vrorks should
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be fully analysed and ample subject cross-references provided ; the

entries should give information on contents, mention bibliographies,

etc. Whatever may be said for * popular ' cataloguing for a len^ng

library it is a mistake to sacrifice any of the advantages of detailed,

scientific cataloguing in the reference library in any vain effort to

make things easy for the general public. The general public can best

be served by the staff ; but the expert research worker and the staff

cannot be served by an inefficient tool."

Little has been said about modern practice in America, partly

because American cataloguing is set on more fixed lines than our own.

Nearly every American library follows the Anglo-American code, if

only because participation in the Library of Congress scheme of printed

cards renders it necessary to do so. On the whole, the importance

of good cataloguing is held in greater esteem in America than with us.

This may be due partly to the American's traditional love for elaborate

machinery. If it is not that, then we must consider whether the average

American user of a library is not a much more intelligent person than

the average British user is reputed to be.

This edition appears during wartime. It is within my recollection

that the last war had repercussions on cataloguing, which can hardly
be less in the present one, if only as a result of the shortage and de-

terioration of materials, and the necessary transference of trained

personnel to even more important tasks than cataloguing books.

It is easy in such circumstances for catalogues to become ragged,

and for cataloguing to suffer in detail and in quality. We can only
hope that during this time catalogues will be maintained as accurate
records of libraries* stocks, and that as far as possible every precaution
will be taken to see that when the war is over it is not necessary to
spend time and money in making good inaccuracies and deficiencies

that can be obviated with reasonable care. Avoid resorting to such
expedients as entering more than one book on a card or page : the
amount of work involved later will be very great. If materials become
too bad or too difficult to get, consider using the backs of good quality
old cards, or of using the inferior cards or other material for the more
ephemeral additions. Remember always, that the catalogue is a
library’s most important record.

Much of this chapter is controversial, and although it bears out the
experience of many librarians, whether some of the views expressed
are wise is a matter for grave consideration.
Here are two divergent American views on the object of saving

time and money on cataloguing and its auxiliaries ; one is to free
the money and time for other purposes, such as more books or more
personal service, the other is the view expressed by Isadore G. Mudge
in this statement :

“ Economy in cataloguing is economy that actually
saves expense in money or time on the library budget as a whole,
and does not merely save this expense in the catalog department to
transfer it to another department or to some future time." ^

‘ Catalogevs" and classifies' year book, 1934.
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Most British libraries would subscribe to the first view rather than

to the second because they have never been in the position of being

able to get enough money for books, and have been able to get scarcely

anything for the development of personal service after administrative

expenses have been set aside.

But there would be general agreement as to the desirability of

effecting economies if it could be done without impairing the efficiency

of the catalogue and, ipso facto, the library service to students.

Miss Mudge enumerates nine groups into which proposed economies

usually fall

:

(1) Simplification of cards by the cutting out of some information

called for by full cataloging codes.

(2) Utilization of co-operative cataloging by the use of printed or

other duplicated cards.

(3) R^uction in the number of cards for a given book.

(4) Simplification or other cutting down of subject headings.

(5) Reduction in the amount of cataloging research.

(6) Cutting out altogether certain records formerly deemed neces-

sary in a catalog department.

(7) Omission or reduction of analysis.

(8) Omission of full cataloging for certain types of material

—

e,g.

giving author entries only for older works, pamphlets, et cetera.

(9) Giving full information about a book on main entry card only.

She goes on to show how every sort of information usually given

in full cataloguing has its purpose and its enquirer. It is true that

she approaches the question from the angle of the reference librarian,

but that should not seriously affect the issue as students must require

access to all the catalogues which the library provides. She even goes
so far as to defend the retention of the usually ignored collation,

and quotes examples of cases where its presence has been of invaluable

assistance.

The McColvin Report has a good deal to say about cataloguing in

British Libraries, both as to its present position and as to its future

possibilities. In regard to the present he is more scathing than most
of us would dare to be, but we deserve it !

" Considering the attention

which has been paid to cataloguing in our professional education it is

both surprising and disturbing to note the poor quality of the majority
of the catalogues provided in urban and county libraries. One or
two places do not appear to have any at all ; other catalogues are

admittedly incomplete or undergoing ‘ revision '
; of the remainder

the majority are little better than brief indexes to the available

stocl». . . . The reason for this inadequacy is easy to find. To
provide and maintain a good catalogue is expensive and at present
beyond the resources of the average library. . . . One is forced to
the conclusion that it is uneconomic and impracticable for each library

to compile and provide its own catalogue. There should be established
a national cataloguing department which will do the work once and
for the benefit of all libraries."
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He develops the theme in another chapter, nrging the setting up

of an efficient national organization for central cataloguing for all he

is worth, not only for efficiency’s sake, but as a real economy. Like

myself, however, I sense that he sees little hope of it happening unless

and until somebody compels us to do it, or does it for us. He goes a
lot further than the actual cataloguing of new books, however, and
sees in such a project a means of disseminating bibliographical informa-

tion generally.

FURTHER READINGS
Articles, some of them written, we suspect, with the authors* tongues in their

cheeks, appear from time to time in the professional journals, and important
cataloguing innovations are noted year by year in the British Library Associa-
tion’s Year's work in librarianship, and in the American Library Association's
Catalogers' and classifiers' year book.

PROBLEMS
1. What advantages and disadvantages do you see in omitting to

catalogue fiction and juvenile books ?

2. Draw up a scheme of rules designed to simplify the cataloguing
of lending library books.



CHAPTER THREE

VARIOUS FORMS OF CATALOGUES AND THEIR PURPOSES

The Author Catalogue

It is generally accepted that the author catalogue, or some variation

of it (whether it be an author catalogue pure and simple, the author
entry in a dictionary catalogue, or the author index entry to a classified

one), is supreme in value and importance, because it is the only cata-

logue from which a reader can be perfectly certain of ascertaining

whether a library has a particular book, assuming that he has the
author's name correctly, for the author’s name is the one indisputable

thing about a book. There may be differences of opinion as to the

name of the subject one should look under, titles of books are vague,

and frequently distorted out of recognition ; one has only to look

down the pages of a Readers' Suggestions Book to discover how true

this is. But about the name of an author there can be little room
for difference, provided references are made from possible alternative

forms of name, such as from the first or second part of a compound
name, from the pseudonym to a real name, or from a real name to a
" best-known " one, from a title to a family name or vice versa, and
so on. There is, too, a certain value in being able to find all an author’s

books together instead of having them scattered throughout the

catalogue, according to the incidence of their subject or form.

For these and other reasons, cataloguers have always felt justified

in giving the author catalogue first place, and no library is complete

without some form of it. Admittedly the number of questions it can

answer is limited, hence most libraries provide subject and other entries

as well. Even the British Museum, which possesses one of the finest

examples of a printed author catalogue, also provides an equally

valuable Subject index. The London Library provides something of

the same sort.

The Name Catalogue

A useful variation of the Author Catalogue is the Name Catalogue,

which is arranged in a single alphabet of authors and of i»ople written

about, whether biographies or descriptions and criticisms of their

work. To this extent, it may be regarded as an author catalogue

and a subject catalogue of individuals combined. It will contain, for

example, the works of Wagner, and books written about him and

about his music. It will contain entries for the works of Ruskin,

for his lives, and for criticisms of his theories of life and art. Within its

limits, it is a catalogue of great value, and one that may be used to

3
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advantage in conjunction with a classified catalogue, taking the place

of an Author Index.

The Dictiohary Catalogue

The second variety is the well-known Dictionary Catalogue. It

appeals particularly to people who want very specific information, or

who are not pursuing a detailed investigation of a wide branch of

knowledge. The gardener who wants books about roses only, or the
woman who is interested in leatherwork and in no other handicraft,

can be served quickly, simply, but partially, by this catalogue, whereas
the student of astronomy in all its ramifications will be tetter served
by the classified catalogue, as too wiU the all-round gardener or handi-
crafts woman.

It tak^ its name from its arrangement, which follows the simple
alphabetical order of any dictionary, and for many years it was the
commonest form of catalogue to be found in public libraries. It is

still widdy used in Great Britain and in the United States , and I
found it in almost every American library that I visited in 1935 and
1937. American opinion seems to be wobbling on this matter, how-
ever, judging from two artides in Catalogers’ and classifiers’ year book,
*939» Amy F. Wood and Hazd Dean, called respectivdy :

“ The
Luge Dictionary Catalog faces der tag,” and “ Shall we divide our
catal<^ vertically ? " followed by yet another by Seymour Lubetzky

:

" Crisis in the catalog,” which condudes significantly, ” A new page
in the history of the catalog is about to be turned.”
The reason for its long-maintained popularity is that it is said

to Iw so simple to use. Just as anyone who can spdl may use a
dictionary intelligently, so may one use a dictionary catalogue. It
is only necessary to turn up the desired name, subject or title, and
^ere will be found, either an entry for the book, if the library possesses
it, or a reference to some other heading under which the entry has
been made. This sounds delightfully simple, and in many cases it
really is, and satisfies the needs of " the man in the street,” and of
some students tw. The fact that one can use the catalogue right
away has a certain appeal. But it is not always so simple if one wants
to do something naore than make a casual reference.

It is often urged in favour of the dictionary catalogue that the user
needs no knowledge of the classification scheme employed. But need
tte u^ of the classified catalogue have any such knowledge if he
dottn t want to be bothered ? In nine cases out of ten usm have
little or none.

basic principle of the dictionary catalogue, as far as subject
Mtoes are ^cemed, is that an entry shall be made under then^
of tl» specie subject treated. This principle is at once its strength
ftiiu its wsftkness, ss csji be shown by simple exsunples.

certainly want to see what books the
library has on Rome, but he may be going to Florence, Venice and
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Naples as well ; he will want to see some general guides to Italy too.

If he is using a dictionary catalogue, it will be necessary to con^t all

these headings—4nd possibly others—in widely separated parts of the

catalogue before he can ascertain the library’s complete resources <m
all these places. The dictionary catalogue .depends ultimatdy for its

success on an elaborate scheme of cross-references, which is often

incomplete ; and even if it is, the process is likely to become weari-

some, and Acre is alwa}rs the possibility of missing one or more vital

headings.

It should, however, be made clear that no single form of catalogue

can give a completdy satisfactory collocation of subjects as it is

called. People interested in Rome, for instance, most look in many
places in a classified catalogue to find all their sources of information.

They must look in religion for the history of the Papa<^, in literature

for the works of the classical writers, in ancient history, in modon
.history and in geography. The advantage is not therefore altogether

on the side of the cla^i<^ catalogue.

Some readers may consider that the dictionary catidogue is being

condemned as having faults that are largely imaginary. Hence it

must be made clear ti^t no form of catalogue is perfect, but personal

experience with this particular catalogue has revealed many real

shortcomings. On the surface it appears to be perfectly simple ; ior

casual enquiries it serves tolerably well ; and it must be admitted that

a large proportion of the references to our catalogues are extremely
casual. But for those readers who are concerned with a subject in

all its ramifications, the dictionary catalogue is more difficult to use,

slower in yielding information, and less satisfactory in its results,

than the clashed form.

Here we are at variance with such a recognized authority as the late

J. Henry Quinn, who had long experience with this catalogue. In
^inn and Acomb’s Manual of cataloguir^ and indexing, he says of

the dictionary catalogue, that “ In a correctly compil^ * syndetic
’

(i.e. connective) catalogue, however, this separation of subjects

presents no difficulty to users of the catalogue, as the subject entries

are interlinked by means of referraces from the name of one subject
to that of another if synonymous (the ' see ' reference) or frt>m general
or allied subjects (the ‘ see also ’ reference) in a descending scale (rardy
from the lesser to the greater), in order that the whole resources of a
library upon any given subject in aU its aspects may be fuUy ascer-

tained." It is against this scheme of cross-referencing that our com-
plaint is lodged. Even where it is done thoroughly, the process of
tracing a subject is bound to become wearisome and confusing.

^

(tee thing, however, must be made dear. While it is true that the
dictionary catalogue does not fdlow a ^tematic order in the same
sense as the da^fied one, it most not be assumed that it does not
follow a system, because it does. It does, for instance, group like sub-
jects together, within limits, vdiich limits are govoned by the inddence
of the wordu^ for the beading, as in the case of Rome ; and it does
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co-ordinate a series of subject entries by its system of cross-references.

A good d^ can be done too by the inversion of subject words and by
other to bring about a still greater collocation of subjects.

TnatPaH of putting bodcs on life. Marine. Fire and other insurance

under their adjectival forms they can be grouped under the sub-

stantive word, with subdivisions, as

:

Ihsuramcb. Fir$.— Life,— Marine,

Some care must be exercised in doing this, lest the fundamental

specific subject principle be nullified.

I think it is fair comment to say that the dictionary catalogue

reached the height of its popularity in this country in pre-open-access

days, but with the coming of shelf classification came the classified

catalogue. Years ago, Gl^ow issued some of the best examples of

the {Minted dictionary catalogue, in which, contrary to the usual

practice, references were made, not only from general heads to S{)ecific

ones, but from specific heads back to general ones. A single example
will show at once how thoroughly this was done, and how difficult it

must have been to use the catalogue to full advantage.

SCIENCE
[Here followed the entries lor books on Science in general.]

see also Astronomy, Biolo^, Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics,
Meteorology, Natural History, Palaeontology, Physics, Soap-bubbles,
Zoology.

At the head of the entries for books on Botany, for example, there
is a reference : For list of other branches of science^ see Science ; and
at the end of the entries for the general books on Botany, a further
reference to its specific forms

:

see also Algae. Ferns. Fungi. Grasses. Mosses. Roses. Seedlings.

And yet again, imder any of these sped&c headings there is a refer-
ence back to the general head, as

:

Roses. For list of other subjects in botany, see Botany.

The controversy about the merits of dictionary and classified

catalogues has been so heated that scarcely any time has been left

to consider whether the advantages of systematic and alphabetic
order might not be usefully combined. The dictionary catalogue dis-
regards cl^ numbers in its arrangement, and arranges solely by
letters, while the classified catalogue arranges its entries in an order
^Ued logical," though the use of the term is not a happy one,
because an alphabetical arrangement can scarcely be called " illogical."

Might there not be some value in attempting to secure the advan-
tage of each by using a dictionary catalogue, coupled with a syste-
matic order on the dielves ? This is actually done in .many libraries,
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and by such means all parties might be satisfied. The man who wants

a book on Chess will &id an entry for it in the dictionary catalogoe

under C : on going to the shelves he will find it there, alongade

books on otha: games. It should be noted too, that while a classifier

determines the place of a book on a shdf by the class symbol assigned

to it, the dictionary cataloguer does not necessarily determine its place

on the shelf by the subject heading adopted.

The Classified Catalogue

The Classified Catalogue arranges its entries in a systematic order

of subjects, the order usually being that of the classification used for

the arrangement of the books on the shelves. Its value depends largely

on the soundness of this classification, and on the extent. to whidb
subjects are collocated in that scheme. A bad or inconvenient classi-

fication scheme may restilt in a bad or inconvenient classified catalogoe,

as, for instance, where some books on gardening are placed in one
cla.ss, and others in a different one.

It is sometimes urged in favour of the classified catalogue that,

leaving out of account added and analytical entries, author and subject

index entries, a book requires only a single entry, under its subject,

which becomes the main entry, as against at least two, one under its

author, another under its subject, plus a probable reference, in the

dictionary catalogue. This is somewhat misleading, as whatever
added and analytical entries are appropriate to a dictionary catalogue

are equally so to a classified one. The main entry is predsdy the same
in both forms, a reasonably intelligible if abbreviated entry must be
made in the author index, there must be adequate indexing and refer-

encing of subjects, and the case for title entries in a dictionary catalogue

is no less urgent in a classified catalogue.

An advantage possessed by the classified catalogue is that the main
entry not only falls under the subject with which a book deals, but
it f^ in close proximity to entries for books on related subjects,

whether they be wider or more specific ones. This gives what is called

a logical or systematic order. It is no longer necessary to look under
I for books on Italy in general, under R for those on Rome, back to

F for Florence, and on to V for Venice. They, with those on Assisi,

Genoa, Naples, and other places, will be found together in a little

group of their own.
It is necessary, however, to be perfectly fair in discussing this

difference. The dassified catalogue does not bring together the

material on any subject ; na kind of catalogue can do that satisfac-

torily and completely. It brings together all the books on Italian

history in general, and on specMc periods and dties, but for ^those

on geography, literature, art, political economy, and so on, t^e en-

quirer must look under other Wds. Some of these separated headings
are actually brought together in the dictionary catalogue, as may be
shown by two simple examples

:
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In the Hampstead dictionary catalogue, under Italy we get the

following sulxhvisions

:

Description and travd
Army
History
Language
Literature
Mythology and folk-lore

Rdigion
Social and political

Miscellaneous

which, in a Dewey catalogue, would be distributed among classes

2. 3. 4. 7. 8 and 9.

An even better example is provided in the British Museum Subject

index, where, under England, we get the following, which in Dewey
are related to different parts of dasses 2, 3 and 9.

England
Antiquities
Army
Church of England
Churches
Colonies hnd Dmndencies
Constitution and Government
Court
History
History, Ecclesiastical

Law
Navy
Nonconformists
Parliament
Politics

Population
Royal Air Force
Social Life and History
Topography
Trade : Finance : Taocation.

The success of the classified catalogue depends largely on an explana-
tion of its arrangement, and on its indexes, which must be provided
for authors—where there is no author catalogue—for subjects, and
sometimes for titles. Lack of index entries, and bad indexing of sub-
jects and their synon}niis, are as fatal to the successful working of

this catalogue as bad and inadequate referencing are to the dictionary
form. A subject index should be flexible, entries or references should
be made freely under subjects and their synonyms, and care should
be taken to see that new ones are embodied. Chapter i6 deals with
this at greater length.

The common criticism of the classified catalogue is that it is too
complicated for the ordinary man to understand. If true, it is a poor
compliment to what is called everage intelligence. It is not really
difficult to use, and does not necessarily involve a deep knowledge
of the classification, but it does set in motion some sort of psychological
opposition in many minds.
One of the difficulties catalogue makers experience, and especially
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makers of classified catalogues, is that of petsuadiiig readers that a
classified library and a cla^ifi^ catalogue are not precisely Uie same
in what they contain ; this again is dealt with in chapter a6. The first

houses the concrete objects called books, while the second houses

written descriptions of thenu The classified catalogue is a replica of

the classification, but with additions, in the shape of added and ana-

lytical entries, cross-references, explanatory notes and suchlike. To
repeat a fundamental statement : a book, being a concrete object,

can go in one place only in a library, however that library may be
arranged, but the idea of a book may be repeated to any desired extent,

by cards, by lines of t}rpe in a printed catalogue, or by typewriting in

a sheaf catalogue. It may be represented under its author, under its

title, series, and main subject, while further entries may be made as

they appear to be necessary. Nor is the cataloguer limited to entries

for whole books : he may record parts of books by means of analytical

entries.

A word about references may be appropriate here, although thqr

are dealt with more folly elsewhere. There are two kinds, the su
reference, from some heading under which no entries are made, as

from Flying to Aeronautics, or from Zoology to Animals, and the

see ako reference, from one heading to some co-related heading, as

from Surrey to Croydon, Guildford, etc., or from Political Economy
to Capital and Labour, Free Trade, etc.

There is an idea that while cross-references are necessarily made in

a dictionary catalogue, they are unnecessary and certainly not usual

in a classified one. This is an entirely wrong notion. They may not
be necessary to the same extent, but they should be used sometimes,

as, for instance, from the economic aspects of such subjects as railways

and coal-mines to their technical aspects, from builtfing to architec-

ture, from the history of a country to its geography, and so on.

In the days of the printed dictioiuiry catalogue, it was usual to

find the references to related subjects at the end of the entries. For
instance, following the list of books on Surrey, there would be some
such reference as : For books on parts of Surrey see under names of

towns, as Croydon, Guildford, Richmond, etc. But to put them there

in the case of a card catalogue is to run a risk of their bdng overlooked.

They might be more usefi^y put on the appropriate guide or better

still perhaps, on a differently coloured card. But it is very difficult

to get readers to see anything I

Just as there is confusion as to the respective functions of a catalogue

and of a classification, so there is confusion between the catalogue and
the shelf register. It is sometimes stated that a shelf r^iister may be
used as a catalogue because it is arranged in the same order as the
books on the shdves. This is true up to a point, but a shelf roister is

compiled primarily to facilitate stocktaking, and all it does is to show
a book’s place on the shelf, the number of copies possessed, and the

fact of its presence or absence at the last stocktaking. Titles are

usually brid, and no analyticals, added entries or cross-references are
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included. It *s possible, however, to m^e the classified catalogue

serve the purposes of a shelf register, and it actually does so in many

libraries, resulting in the saving of one record and in the time and

expense of making it.
. . j x

Good modern examples of the classified catalogue in pnnted form

are few and far between ; it usually exists in sheaf form or on cards.

In 1929, however, and again in i934 »
Glasgow provided an excellent

one in its Union catalogue of additions to the Libraties, classified,

annotated and indexed, from which the following specimen is taken :

914.436, Paris

Lucas (E. V.). A wanderer in Paris. 1907* ill.

Author index :

Lucas (Edward V.).

Wanderer in Paris. 914.436.

Subject index

:

Paris. Description. 914.436.

There are several things about this catalogue worth noting. It is a

union catalogue of all the lending libraries, and is arranged by Dewey.
Individual biography is retained at 920 and arranged alphabetically

by names of biographees. Fiction in foreign languages is collected

at the appropriate literature number, French at 843, and so on, while

English fiction is arranged in a separate sequence at the end. There
is a useful index of titles, containing in alphabetical sequence,

titles which are not self-explanatory, also titles of books of poetry,

drama, essay, fiction, and other imaginative literature." The indexes

of authors and of subjects are contained in a single alphabet, and in-

clude entries for biographies and people written about.

Newcastle-upon-Tjme has provided good examples of the classified

catalogue in a series of class fists, and from America we have had such
fine ones as the Pittsburgh and the A.L.A. catalogues. These, and
many more are referred to in chapter 25, dealing with the history of

catalogues and cataloguing.

The advantages of the classified catalogue may be summarized
roughly as follows

: (i) it reproduces the systematic order of the classi-

fi^tion scheme in use on the shelves
; and there are few who will

dispute the advantages of such order, though it is probably more
pronounced in a lending library catalogue than in a reference library,
where the books are ^ on the shelves to speak for themselves, though
unfortunately a multiplicity of sequences often makes things difficult

;

(2) it gives a wider survey of the respective fields of literature, as, for
example, of the sciences and the arts, etc.

; (3) it reveals, in a striking
manner, the strength and the weakness of a library, not only in its

specific subjects, but in its broad classes as well. There is nothing
so easy as to build up, more or less unconsciously, an unbalanced
library. This is, in fact, one of its most valuable features

; (4) if

printed catalogues are provided, they may be produced in groups of
related classes, as philosophy and religion, etc. County libraries do a
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good deal of printing on these lines, as will be seen by reference to

chapter 21 ; (5) where cards are used separate catalogues may be

provided for authors and for subjects, for fiction and for biography,

with the result that more people will be able to consult the catalogues

at a time, though, on the other hand, it must be admitted that a multi-

plicity of catalogues, like a multiplicity of indexes and of sequences

on the shelves, has its disadvantages as well as its advantages.

The disadvantages were discussed in a provocative article in The

Library Association Record for October 1942, entitled “ The Classified

Catalogue : a plea for its abolition in public libraries."

The Alphabetico-Classed Catalogue

There is only one other form of catalogue that calls for attention

:

the one familiarly known as the alphabetico-classed catalogue, which
endeavours to incorporate the advantages of both dictionary and
classified forms, but fails to do it with any degree of success, for the

simple reason that attempts at compromise in anything must be a
failure, and neither the advocate of the classified catalogue nor of the

dictionary catalogue is completely satisfied. It is seldom found in

present-day libraries, though an approach to it is found in a catalogue

published by Leicester in 1934, entitled Science and its application.

It starts off by dividing the whole field into sixteen alphabetical

groups, including a general group at the beginning :

SCIENCE IN GENERAL
AGRICULTURE
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ARGHiEOLOGY
ASTRONOMY
BIOLOGY
BOTANY
CHEMISTRY
ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS
ENGINEERING
GEOGRAPHY
GEOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
MEDICINE
NATURAL HISTORY AND NATURE STUDY
PHYSICS
ZOOLOGY

It then subdivides each class in the same way, as :

ENGINEERING
General Aspects
Aeronautics
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Metallurgy
Mining
Motor Engineering
Railways
Steam Engineering
Telegraphy and Telephony
Wireless and Television
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GEOLOGY
General Aepecte
Gryetallography and Mineralogy
Economic Geology
Leicestershire Geology
Meteorology
Palnontoiogy
Petrology
Physical Geology
Stratigraphy

and so on with other classes.

But the classic example is the Analytical and classed catalogue of
the Brooklyn library^ compiled in i88i by S. B. Noyes. The follow-
ing will perhaps give a better idea of what it is like than reproduction
of a single page. Under the curious heading

Countries and Nations, Regions, Places, etc.

we have

:

Abipones
Abyssinia
Achaean Leagnie
Acton (MassO
Adirondacks
Adriatic
Afghanistan
Amca
Alabanna
Alaska
Albauiia

Albamy
Alcobaca
Alepi^
Algeria and Algiers
Alleghany Mountains
Alps
Al^e auid Lorraine

and so on for no pages.

Or, to take something in the nature of an ordinary subject, we have
under

Medicine, Physiology, Anatomy, Surgery
I. Dictionaries and Encyclopaedic works

II. Domestic and Household Manuals
III. History of Medicine
IV. Miscellaneous Works
V. Periodicals and Society Publications

>^I
Principles and Practice of Medicine

Then follows the alphabetical list of subjects

:

1. Abdomen
2. Abortion
3* Abscess

4 * Air.

5. Anaesthesia
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6. Anatomy
7. Anecdotes of Medicine
5. Aneurism
9. Asphyxia or Apnoea

zo. Astrological Medicine,
iz. Back
Z2. Bathing
Z3. Beverages
Z4. Blood
Z5. Bones
z6. Brain
z?. Breast (diseases of the)

z8. Breath
Z9. Bronchitis
20. Bums and Scalds
21. Cancer
22. Catarrh and Hay Fever

and so on for 28 pages.

These are the principal forms of catalogues that need concern us.

Each has advantages and disadvantages, and the thoughtful cataloguer

will determine for himself which, in his view, is best for the particular

purpose in hand. Leaving aside the author catalogue, which is essential

in some form or another, both the classified and the dictionary cata-

logues set out to do precisely the same thing in different ways. The
respective methods of arrangement in each variety are explained in

chapter ii.

Reference to Cannons’ Bibliography of library economy and its

supplements will show how much discussion has taken place on the

question of dictionary versus classified catalogue. From the mass of

material we have selected an article by the late Henry Bond, which
appears in the Library Association record for 1900 (p. 313-18)

:

Classified versus dictionary ; a comparison of printed catalogues.

The first paragraph indicates the significance of this particular

contribution to the controversy. “ The last year of the nineteenth

century finds the art of cataloguing in a state of transition. A few
years ago, the dictionary catalogue was favoured by nearly all libra-

rians, and was facile princeps in the estimation of the reading public.

Now, many librarians have forsaken their first love and espoused
the classified catalogue, and have got their readers also, in many cases,

to worship at the same shrine."

He then describes the features of a good dictionary and of a good
classified catalogue respectively, and concludes with three questions
and answers

:
(i) Which is the more logical and more educative arrange-

ment ? The classified form. (2) Which forms the more ready refer-

ence to the contents of a library ? The dictionary form. " It is so
simple that the wayfaring man need not err therein.” (3) Which is

the more economical ? If a classified catalogue gives the maximum
aids to ready reference, it has no advantage, but rather a slight dis-

advantage, over the dictionary form. The maximum number of aids
laid down were : (a) a synopsis of the classification, (6) an author list

(as distinct from an author index), (c) title list of fiction, and of books
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the subjects of which were not clear from the titles, (<f) class list,

(e) subject index.

It is said that the art of cataloguing has declined in this country

during the past twenty or so years, (^e wonders whether the wide

adoption of the classified catalogue has had anything to do with it

:

for unquestionably there was an art in making a good dictionary

catalogue that does not exist in quite the same way in the making of

classified catalogues. There was a sort of individuality about it that

one misses from the classified form.

FURTHER READINGS

Mann, Maroakbt. Introduction to cataloging and the classification of books.

Ch. 7, the Catalog.
Ch. ^11, the Dictionary catalog.

Ch. 12, the Classified catalog.

Quinn, J. Hbnry. Library cataloguing. 1913.

Ch.3, Dictionary versus Classified catalogues.

PROBLEMS
1. From your reading and personal experience, discuss in a general

way the pros and cons of the principal varieties of catalogues in

common use.

2. In what ways can a dictionary catalogue bring about a wider
collocation of subjects than is possible by the strict application of a
specific subject rule ?

3. What are the essential entries for a classified catalogue ? Illus-

trate your answer by making a series of entries for " Simple stitch

patterns for embroidery," by Anne Brandon-Jones.



CHAPTER FOUR

RULES FOR THE MAIN ENTRY

:

THE TITLE. IMPRINT, COLLATION. ETC. (RULES 136-174)

The cataloguer’s problems are numerous and varied, and are more or

less intricate according to the readers for whom the catalogue is

intended, the form it is to take and the code of rules on which
it is based. But every catalc^er starts from a common level.

No matter what form of catalogue he may be concerned with, the

principal entry is the main, or author entry. Whether this arranges

ultimately under a classification number, or in an alphabetical position

in an author or a dictionary catalogue, makes no material difference

:

the method of making it, and for doing so, are the same.

It is necessary, therefore, that a catdoguer shall first have a clear

idea of what the author is. Roughly, he is the person (or persons),

or corporate body who writes a book, or is responsible for its existence,

as distinct from one who merely prepares it for publication, whether by
translating or by editing the work of some other man, though, in certain

circumstances, both an editor and a translator may, for cataloguing

purposes, be subject to the rules governing the making of a main
entry.

Discussion of the many problems raised in this connexion is reserved

for elsewhere, and need not be repeated here, except to remind our-

selves that the term *' author " has a great significance to the
cataloguer. He may be an ordinary individual, a musical composer,
an engraver, a maker of maps, an illustrator, an architect, or something
else, including a government, a society or an institution.

Such cases as we are at first concerned with represent what is called

personal authorship, because the work is the product of private or

personal enterprise. In other cases, authorship is “ impersonal,"

because the individual (or individuals) whose task it has been to
prepare the book, has done so on behalf of some collective body,
whether a government or a government department, a society or an
institution. This form is known as corporate author^ip.
These are the two main divisions into which authorship divides

itself, and which, with certain exceptions, occupy the whole of the

Anglo-American code of cataloguing rules, dealt with in this and three

succeeding chapters.

These chapters do not constitute a code of cataloguing practice.

They are merely a statement of the rules laid down in the c^e, pre-
sented as simply as possible, with such examples as have semed
de^rable. Nor do they, as a rule, indulge in controversial discussions
of the ways of making this or that main entry.

All that is attempted is to hdp the cataloguer to familiarize himself
3»
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with the code practice, so as to enable him to make main ratries cor*

rectly. Whether it is wise for small- or medium-sized libraries to

adopt the code as it stands, lock, stock and barrel, is also ve^ discn^
able. Almost every library makes a number of modifications to it,

often, for instance, preferring the American alternatives to the British

rules. But in the main it is applicable to all sizes and types of libraries.

It will be seen that what is, actually, the end of this code—as it is

of most others—is treated first, because it is manifestly wrong to teach

a cataloguer how to make main entries without first teaching such

prdiminaries as how to transcribe a book’s title, the rules for capitaliza-

tion and punctuation, the items constituting the imprint and collation,

and so on.

Titles of Works Catalogued (Rules 136-149)

Transcribing the Title, etc. (Rules 136-141)

Remembering that the first essential of cataloguing is accuracy,

whether the catalogue is to be simple or elaborate, it is necessary that

rules should be laid down for recording the titles of books, as well as

for the making of headings. The first of these directs that in full

cataloguing the title shall be a precise transcription of the title-page,

including the author's name, except that non-essential matter and
the name of the series may be omitted, provided that any omission

is indicated by three dots. . . . Such things as degrees, author’s

qualifications, titles of other books of which he is the author are gener-

tdly omitted, and if necessary transferred to notes. In public library

cataloguing, the name of the author is seldom repeated in the title, but
where it is included in the title it should be as printed on the title-

page. If, for example, the heading is Dawson, Richard Henry, while
the title-page says Richard H. Dawson, the form of name in the title

will be Richard H. Dawson. Non-essential parts of titles are also fre-

quently omitted without any indication of the fact. For examination
purposes candidates may omit the name in the title if it is the same as
that us^ in the heading, but they should not omit parts of a title with-
out indicating that they have done so. While an abbreviated entry may
suffice for the ordinary reader, it is easy to see that it would not do in

a catalogue intended to serve for all time, and in some cases it would
be quite excusable if a badly abbreviated title was taken to represent
a totally different book.

Care must be exercised when catal<^;uing rare books to see that the
features of the title-page are reproduced as nearly as possible, indud-
ing punctuation, capitalization, unusual spellings, etc., and if there is

<me, the cdophon, as

:

Sbakbsfearb, William. Mr. William Shakespeare’s comedies,
histmies, & tragedies. PubUshed acctuding to the true originall

copies. . . . Colophon : Printed at the charges of W. Jaggard.
Edward Blount, I Smithweeke, and W. Aspley, 1623.
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Misivints are not common on the title-pages of modem books, but
when they exist, the &ct should be indicate by some such sign as

:

sie, within square brackets, by three dots underneath or by [ I ]

;

Sermon preached in the church of St. Jokn [ I ] Croydon.

If the title is vague; and requires a word or two of explanation, the
necessary words may be added within square brackets. But if a
lengthy amplification is required, it should be reserved for a note

:

Farjeon, Eleanor. Joan's door
;

[poems] by Eleanor Farjeon.

In most cases, it will be apparent from the title in what language
the book is written. If it is not, the language should be indicated

after the title in brackets, or in a note. If, however, the title is printed

in characters other than roman or gothic, it may be transliterated.

It is also permissible to add a translation of a title not in the classic,

romance, or teutonic languages.

Titles of Works (Rules 142-143)

An ordinary book in more than one volume should, generally, be
catalogued from the title-page of the first, any changes in the titles

of later volumes being indicated in a note, or in the contents.

It sometimes happens that a title is changed over a period of years.

In such cases, a full entry should be made for each edition possessed,

with a note under any other title by which the book has been pub-
lished. Where only one edition is possessed, make a full entry under
that title, and a reference from the other—or others.

Books with Several Title-Pages (Rules 144-146)

Where a book has more than one title-page, use the most general

one, noting if necessary the other, or others, noted. Rules for general

guidance are : (i) that a printed title-page is given preference over
an engraved one

; (2) that where there are two general title-pages,

the first should be us^ when they follow each other, the second when
they face.

V^ere only one of two title-pages is in roman characters, use that

one. Should both or neither be in roman, use the one printed in the

original language of the book, and note the unused title. If a Greek
classic has its title in Greek and in Latin, give both. There is in the

code a long supplementary Library of ingress rule governing the

use of title-pages, providing further guidance to those who need it.

Arising out of the foregoing, if a reprinted book includes, besides a

modem title-page, a facsimile of its original one, catalogue from the

modem title-page, and refer to the facsimile in a note, which should

include the date of original publication, and a statement of the title

if it differs from that of the reprint

:

Richardson, Samuel. Pamda ; or virtue rewarded. 1902.

R^rintf induding facsiinilc of title-page of original ed., London, 174^*
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Missing Tiixe-Page (Rule 147)

If the title-page is missing, make a copy of it from some relmble

source, and a note that it is wanting in the copy catalogued, citing

the source from which a copy has been made. If it is impossible to

get a copy of tha full title, the cataloguer must fall back on such infor-

mation as he can get, whether it be from the half-title, the running

title, or, in the case of old books, the colophon, indicating in a note

precisely from what information the book has been catalogued. Fail-

ing all these methods, a title must be manufactured and placed in

square brackets, with, in a note, the first words of the text, and a

description of the contents.

Similar steps must be taken, as far as they apply, if a book has

been published without a title-page.

Edition (Rules 148-149)

The title portion of the main entry should include a statement of

the edition catalogued, in the language of the book, and in the order

of the title-page “ except that customary abbreviations may be used,”

and arabic figures substituted for roman, as 4th ed. for Edition IV,

2nd ed. for Second Edition (see rule 174).

If a set of works is made up of several editions, the numbers and
dates of the various editions are to be put into a note or the contents,

as it is obviously impossible to include them in the entry :

V. 1-5 are of the 1900 ed. ; v. 6-7 are of the 1876 ed.

The Imprint, Collation, and Series Note
(Rules 150-166)

Publication and Printing (Rules 150-154)

The place or places of publication are to be given after the title,

in the language of the title-page. It may sometimes be advisable to
indicate in square brackets the modern and familiar forms of certain

names, as some people might not, for example, recognize Livorno for

Leghorn or Miinchen for Munich. The place of publication is followed
by the publisher’s name, likewise in the language of the title-page.

Some modem cataloguers advocate the omission of both place of
publication and publisher’s name, but in our view the latter is a valu-
able auxiliary of catalogue entries to-day.

Except in the case of very old or rare books, or where there are
special circumstances, as maybe in cataloguing books for a local
collection

:

London, Lon^ans [Croydon, Roffey and Clark, printer]
it is unusual to give the place and name of the printer. When it is given,
it shoidd follow the publisher. It is, however, important to indicate
in the imprint if a book is privately printed.
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Dates (Rules i55-i57)

The date of publication should be given in arabic figures, but if it

is shown in some unusual form, or not according to the Christian era,

it should be given as printed, followed by the ordinarily used form,
if necessary in square brackets

:

L’Homme de Champs ...» par Jacques Delille. A Strasboura.
An. VIII, 1800.

®

In this connexion it should be noted that in modem books the date
of publication is often given on the back, and not on the front, of the
title-page.

It is important that, wherever possible, some sort of date should
be given. An approximate date is better than the sign n.d. Where a
date or an approximate date is only suggested, indicate the fact by
putting it in square brackets

: [1937 ?1, [193 ?].

Reprints are frequently published without dates, or with the original

dates left standing. In the first case, note the date of first publica-
tion, and in the second, the fact that it is a reprint, as : ist ed., 1837,
or in the second case : Reprint of 1837 ed., without alteration.

There is a curious mle in the code, sddom applied in British libraries,

which directs that when the publication date is not given and cannot
be traced, the copyright date in brackets, preceded by a superior c
is to be given, so : [*1934.]. If it so happens that the copyright date
is earlier than that of publication, the copyright date need only be
shown in exceptional cases, as for example, when either the date or
existence of an earlier edition or issue cannot be traced, or when a
more exact date cannot be given.

Collation (Rules 158-164)

The coUation is a statement of the number of volumes or/and pages,

illustrations, maps, facsimiles, etc., comprising a book, together with

its size. Most public libraries give only a few of these details, but in

catalogues of a permanent nature it is desirable that the collation

should be given fully, and accurately. Besides providing some in-

dication of a book's size and form, it shows what variations exist in

the ph}^ical make-up as between one edition and another.

The order and nature of the particulars to be included are

:

(i) Pagination. In one-volume works, the number of pages is to be

given. In those of more than one volume, the number of volumes

only. This is the code rule, but there is a distinct value in knowing

the number of pages in such works. There is, in fact, a note to the

effect that the pagination may be shown in the contents note. The
method of indicating pagination is by giving the last number of

each page sequence, separating them by a comma

:

4
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viii. 1090, 93, 23, 30. This is, actually, the collation of Young’s

AndyHcd concoriance.

Unpaged matter is shown by the plus sign, or it is counted, and
the number of such pages given in brackets. Common practice is to

show the extent of prdiminary matter in roman, and of the main
text in arable figures. But the code says the figures should be of the

kind used in the book.

In the few cases where a book is either unpaged, or is paged in

some way other than by roman or arable figures, the number should

be counted, and given in brackets. Signatures are ignored except in

rare works. Although it is not so stated in the code, the cataloguer

may, if he thinks it sufficiently important, indicate unusual pagination

in a note.

(2) lUusirations. The ordinary cataloguer may find some difficulty

in dealing with illustrations, as while portraits, maps, plans and fac-

similes are frequently so distinguished, the rest are simply lumped
together as iUus. While this rough but useful classification suffices

for most library catalogues, the code directs that they ^ould be
distingui^ed and given in the following order

:
{a) frontispiece {front.),

{b) illustrations (tUws.), (c) plates {pis.), {d) photographs {photos.), {e)

portraits {ports.), (/) maps {maps), (g) plans {plans), {h) facsimiles

Ifacsims.), (t) tables {tabs.), {j) diagrams {diagrs.).

It is advisable to give the number of plates, maps, facsimiles, etc.,

in a book, to distinguish coloured {col.) illustrations from those that

are not, and to note any of an unusu^ character, as woodcuts, etchings,

etc.

(3) Size. In modem books, the terms octavo, quarto, folio, etc.,

are too meaningless to give any real indication of the size of a book.
English libraries often give the height in inches to the nearest quarter

lessthan the actual size. The code directs that it be given in centimetres

to the nearest half-centimetre, whether above or below the actual

height. Obviously 22 cm. conveys nothing to the ordinary reader,

even supposing he is interested in the book’s size at all.

It is customary to indicate only the height of a book, but in cases

of unusual format, both measurements may be given, the vertical

one first. Such cases are : unusually narrow, square, or long oblong
books.

Rare Works (Role 162)

While the general rules for collation apply equally to rare books,

notes may aito be made of more detailed descriptions recorded in

authoritative bibliographical works.

Imperfections (Rule 165)

Deficiencies in make-up should be mentioned in a note.

Rule 164.—^See Size, above.
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Atlases (Rule 165)

As a rule, atlases that accompany, and form an essential part of a
book are not catalogued separately, but the words and atlas are written

after the collation. But if the atlas has its own title, and pos»bly its

own compiler, the method of cataloguing used for an index should be
followed.

Series Note (Rule 166)

The name of the series of which a book may form a volume is

commonly given in the entry, but the code directs that it be placed

after the collation in parentheses. If the name of the series only

appears on the cover, or as a half-title, its name should be preceded

by the words : On cover, or Hdlf-titU.

For stQl more precise guidance on dealing with the collation, the

catalogue is referred to the Library of ingress Supplementary
Rule I, printed on pages 51-54 of the code.

Miscellaneous (Rules 167-171)

Contents (Rule 167)

In the case of what are called composite books, which include

(a) several works by one author bound together, or (&) works by several

authors, set out the contents, especially if the title does not clearly

indicate them. If the book is divided into parts, volumes or fasciculi,

indicate these in the language of the book.

Unless there is some definite advantage to be gained by adopting

an alphabetical order of authors' names or subjects, set out the contents

in the order of printing, in paragraph form. Where the contributions

are by different authors, personal preference would put the author

first, but the code says it should follow the title of the contribution,

provided this is the order of arrangement in the book.

These cases are different from the more ordinary sort of book,

where the setting-out of the contents is a matter of annotation rather

than an integral part of the catalogue entry. It should only be practised

when by so doing something of value to the reader is likdy to be
added to the information already conveyed by the title.

Notes (Rule 168)

Notes may be added where they are considered necessary for the

elucidation of the information in the heading or entry conconing the

author and his work, or information in the imprint and collation

concerning its publication and physical make-up. Gienerally speaking,

such notes should be in English, unless they are quotations from
foreign sources. Quotations, whether English or foreign, are to be
dearly shown as such, their spelling and punctuation are to be pre-

served, and their source diould be given wherever possible.
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A recital of the circumstances in which notes may be added to

catalogue entries would resolve itself into a discussion of the principles

of annotation, which has been done already in Ernest A. Save^e’s

Manual of descriptive annotation, unfortunately out of print. The
subject is dealt with briefly in chapter zo.

Added and Analytical Entries (Rules 169-170)

In the rules for making main entries, numerous cases are cited

in which added entries sho^d be made. They are also to be made for

the titles of novels and plays, for poems published in separate volumes,

whether individual poems or collections, for other books bearing
*' striking titles,” and for editors. Besides all the cases mentioned,

an added entry should be made in any case in which it would appear
to be necessary for the certain tracing of the book. In practice the

cataloguer must be guided by circumstances. Whether it is necessary

to make an added entry for every writer of an introduction, preface

or foreword is very debatable. It probably is not worth the time and
^ce involved, but it would be unwise to say they should never be
made. Added entries and references are, in fact, the cataloguer's

salvation, except that limitations are usually set by the amount of.

catalogue space at his disposal.

Generally speaking, not nearly enough analytical cataloguing is

done, usually because of the space limitations referred to. Much of it

is connected with subject cataloguing, with which we are not concerned
here, but it must not be forgotten that many personal analytics can
be usefully made under authors, titles, and personal subjects, for

separate parts of individual or collected works, even though they may
not have separate title-pages or pagination.

References (Rule 171)

The allusion to added entries as the cataloguer's salvation applies
equally to references, and it is important that these should be made in

accordance with the directions made from time to time in the code,
especially from alternative forms of authors' names, whether real or
assumed, personal or corporate, or in any of the other cases in which an
author may be known and looked for under either of two forms of
his name.

Capitals, Punctuation, Figures (Rules 172-174)

Time was when every word in a catalogue entry was capitalized,

uith such exceptions as prepositions and conjunctions. Now, practice
is divided between capitaliring the main title only, and capitalizing
nothing but what is absolutely necessary, with a definite tendency
tow^ds avoiding capitals as far as possible, except in the case of
foreign languages, when the custom of the language must be followed.

Briefly, remembering that the use of capitals is to be avoided
rather than practised to excess, it may suffice to say that they are
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to be used for the initial letters of the names of persons or personifica-

tions, for names of places and corporate bodies, for words used as
substitutions for proper names, like East, Orient, etc., for adjectives
derived from such names as the foregoing, like English. Irish, etc.,

and for the first word of every sentence.

Capitals aie natur^y used for the initial letter of the first word
of a book’s title, and in title entries for that of the second word as well,

if the first word is an article.

Very specific information will be found on pages 57-59 of the code,

but a sound axiom to remember is : to avoid the use of capitals when-
ever possible.

With regard to pimctuation, the injunction to follow the title-page

would be delightfully simple but for the fact that most modem title-

pages have none ! In cases of doubt, English cataloguers will do well

to follow the advice of De Vinne's Correct composition, or some other
recognized authority.

The period should be used to indicate abbreviations (but not after

the orc^al numbers, as 6th, loth, etc.) at the ends of sentences

or groups of particulars, as for example, in those making up the colla-

tion, to separate a main head from a sub-head, and in contents,

followed by a dash, to separate the respective items noted.

A semi-colon may be used to separate the title of a book from the

part relating to the editor, translator, etc. It is sometimes used to

separate a main title from a sub- or dteraative title, though often a
colon is used for this purpose.

Additions to an entry are placed within square brackets, as in the

case of an author’s name if it does not appear on the title-page ; omis-

sions are shown by three dots, and a misprint may be indicated by
an exclamation point, or by putting three dots below the word or

letter misprinted.

Accents are used in accordance with the practice of the language

of the book being catalogued.

Parentheses are to be distinguished from brackets. The first signify

inclusion, and are used to endose such things as the name of a series

or to indicate a form of name not used as the entry word. Brackets

indicate something added.

A short dash connects numbers, as 16-23, or if oot followed by a
second number it indicates continuation, as 1927-. The longer dash
is reserved for the separation of contents items.

A note of interrogation after any item indicates uncertainty.

No reference has been made to the use of the comma, which is some-
times used to separate the end of the title from the repetition of the

author’s name, as Wild flowers, by William Johnson, or the publisher’s

name from the date of publication, as John Lane, 1934, ^ough the

period is better in this last case.

Arabic figures are to be preferred to roman ones, except for the
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difierentiation of names of sovereigns, princes, and popes, when roman

figures are to be used. Figures forming part of the title of a book are

to be as printed on the titie-page

:

In headings: Henry VII, Pius IV.

In tides

:

3rd ed., not third ed. “ The Seege or Batayle of Troye

;

a mid^e English metrical romance . . . from Mss. Lincoln’s Inn,

150, Egerton 2862, Arundel XXII. . .
.”

PROBLEMS

1. What is meant by the " author ” of a book ? Make a list, with
examples, of as many author forms as you can think of.

2. Following is the title of a modem book. Examine it, and answer
the following questions : (i) what words, if any, could be omitted from
the title, without reducing the amount of information conveyed ?

(2) what items of the imprint, if any, are missing ? (3) what collation

items are included ?

Pattern design, by Lewis F. Day ; a book for students, treating in

a practical way of the anatomy, planning, and evolution of repeated
ornament. Second edition, revised and enlarged by Amor Fenn.
Containing 306 pages of text, and some 400 illustrations in line and
half-tone, many new to this edition, including two plates in full colour.

Demy 8vo, cloth, lettered. Published by B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 15
North Audley St., London, W.i.

3. What is the significance of a title-page, and what would you do
in the cases of

:
(i) a book in several volumes, each having a different

form of title-p^e ? (2) a book having two title-pages ? (3) a book
of which the title-page has been lost ? (4) a book with title-pages in

two languages ?

4. Make a list of cases in which added entries or references are
necessary or desirable in an author catalogue.

5. What are the rules for capitalization and for punctuation ?

Give examples.



CHAPTER FIVE

RULES FOR THE MAIN ENTRY :

PERSONAL AUTHORS (RULES 1-57)

Assuming a working knowledge of the preliminaries outlined in the
last chapter, the cataloguer’s first task is to determine who is the
author of the book before him, for on that depends the heading under
which the main entry must be made. The simplest form it can take
is known as personal authorship, to which the code devotes fifty-

seven rules, providing for all the factors that enter into this apparently
simple problem. The first twenty-two deal with “ under whom as
author ” a book should be entered.

Personal Authors—under whom as author

The general rule for books by a single author is obvious ; the main
entry is to be made under his or her name : Bragg, Sir William.
Concerning the nature of things. . . .

It often happens that two or more people collaborate in writing a
book, and that usually, though not invariably, the parts written by
each are not indicated. In dual authorship the main entry should hie

made under the author whose name comes first on the title-page,

his name being followed in the heading by that of the second, under
whose name an added entry or a reference should be made :

James, John, and Smith, Henry Robert, Travels in Asia, by
John James and Henry Smith . . . (added entry or reference

under Smith).

If there are more than two authors, only the name of the one first

mentioned on the title-page appears in the heading, followed by and

others. If there are only three, the names of the second and third are

included in the title, but if there are more than three, they are given

in a note or in the contents, with added entries or references under

each name

:

Binyon, Sir Laurence, and others. Persian miniatures, by Sir

Laurence Binyon, J. V. S. Wilkinson and Basil Gray (added

entries or reference under Wilkinson and gray).

Creed, R. S., and others. Reflex activity of the spinal cord, by R, S.

Creed [and others].

The collaborators are : D. Dexmy-Browii, J. C. Eocles, E. G. T. Liddell

and C. S. Sherrington (added entries or references under Dbnny-Brown,
Eccles* Liddell and Sherrington. Reference from Brown).

There is, by the way, a slight diflftculty here, because few cataloguers

repeat authors' names in the title, and there is no good reason why
4*
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they should. In such cases, the names of the additional authors ^ould

be given in a note. It is useless to make a reference from any sub-

sidiary name if that name does not figure somewhere in the entry to

which reference is made.

Academic Dissertations (Rule 3)

The catalc^uing of academic dissertations causes students a lot of

trouble, partly because they are not clear what a dissertation is, how
one was made, or what is meant by a praeses and a respondent, and
partly because they become frightened by the two pages of supplemen-

tary Library of Congress rules printed in the code. Actu^y, nine

cataloguers out of ten will never be called upon to deal with disserta-

tions, but this does not absolve them from knowing the rules for

examination purposes. Those who are interested wffl find a long

exposition on pages 105-121 of Wheatley's How to catalogue a library.

Rough definitions may help to make things a little clearer. A d^
sertation is a spoken or written discourse on, or treatment of, a subject,

which is presented in part fulfilment of the conditions governing the

award of a degree or diploma. The nearest modem approach to it is

what we know as a thesis. A praeses, or preses, is the president or chair-

man of a meeting. A respondent is the one who makes answer, especi-

ally he who defends a thesis against one or more opponents.

Ilie procedure usually followed in connexion with dissertations has
been so well explained in Watts’ On the improvement of the mind, that

it is worth reprinting here, because it may help to clear up this most
difiicult rule from the viewpoint of a catdoguer in a modem library.
" The tutor appoints a question in some of the sciences to be debated
amongst his students ; one of them undertakes to affirm or to deny
the question and to defend his assertion or negation, and to answer
all objections against it ; he is called the respondent, and the rest of
the students in the same class or who pursue the same science are the
opponente, y/ho are appointed to dispute or raise objections against
the proposition affirmed or denied. It is the business of the respondent
to write a thesis in Latin, or short discourse on the question proposed,
and he either affirms or denies the question according to the opinion
of the tator, which is supposed to be the troth, and he reads it at the
beginning of the dispute. The opponent or opponents, in succession,
make objections in the form of a syllogism, the proposition in which,
is in reply argued against and denied by the respondent. During this
time the tutor sits in the chair as the President or Moderator, to see
tlmt the rules of disputation and decency are observed on both sides.

His work is also to illustrate and explain the answer or distinction of
the respondent where it is obscure, to strengthen it where it is weak,
and to correct it where it is false, and when the respondent is pinched
with a strong objection of the opponent, in defence of the question,
according to his own opinion and sentiment.”

It should now be easier to understand what is meant by the instrac-
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tion that dissertations published before 1800 are to be entered under
the name of the praeses, with an added entry under that of the respon-
dent if he is known to have been the writer of the dissertation, and
that those after 1800 are to be entered under the writer, except in

the cases of nmversities where the old practice of prseses and respondent
survives. It sometimes happens that two respondents are named
but no praeses, amd with no indication of the writer. In such cases

entry is made under the first, with an added entry under the second.

Illustrated and Engraved Works (Rules 4-7)

Illustrated works offer some difficulty because it is sometimes haurd

to determine whether the illustrator or the writer of the text has prior

claim. In such doubtful circumstances, it is usually safer to madce
the main entry under the author of the text, with am added entry
under the illustrator. Here, ais in so mamy other cases, the added
entry is the cataloguer’s salvation. Works consisting wholly of

illustrations are obviously entered under the illustrator

:

Blake, William. Designs for Gray’s poems . . . (added entry under
Gray).

Bianco, P. Flora, a book of drawings, by P. Bianco ; with illustrative

poems by Walter De la Mare (added entry under De la Mare).
Belloc, Hilaire. Ladies and gentlemen . . . , by Hilaire Belloc

;

with illustrations by Nicolais Bentley. . . . (added entry under
Bentley).

Engravings are likewise entered under the engraver, unless they

are reproductions of the work of some other autist, in which case entry

is made under that artist, with an added entry under the engraver.

But it frequently happens that engravings do not represent the original

work of any single artist ; the main entry is then made under the

engraver

:

Heath, Charles. Heath’s gallery of British engravings.

Foster, Birket. Pictures of English landscape, by Birket Foster

;

engraved by the brothers Dalziel . . . (added entry under

Dalziel).

Maps aure entered under the name of their maker, known ais the

cartographer. He is usuatlly aiscertainable in older maps, but in modem
ones his name is seldom known or given, and entry must therefore

be made under the publisher of the map or atlas

:

Rocque, John. Topographical map of the county of Surrey. . . .

Clapton, E. Map of geographical distribution of medicinad sub-

stances.

Bartholomew and Son, ltd., puM, Map of the county of the city

of Glasgow. . .

.

It occaisionadly happens that an architect publiAes a volume of his

plana and of buildings, in which case he is tamtamount to am

author

:
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Berney, Henry. Middle-class dwelling houses ; a jwrtfolio of plans

and elevations, designed by Henry Berney, architect. . . .

Rouse, Herbert. Plans of ventilators of Mersey tunnel. . .

.

Music (Rules 8-io)

A musical composer is, of course, the author of his music, and is

therefore entitled to the main entry. Writers of the words of songs,

operas, oratorios, choral works, etc., editors and arrangers receive

added entries

:

Verm, Guiseppe. II trovatore, an opera . . . ; libretto by S. Cam-
marano ; ed. and tr. by N. Macfarren (added entries under

Cammarano and Macfarren).

There is an important thing to be noticed in connexion with

variations of a composer’s theme : they are to be entered under the

writer of the variations, with an added entry under the composer

of the original work

:

Liszt, Franz. Soirdes de Vienne . . . d’apr^ Franz Schubert . . .

(added entry under Schubert).

A libretto is a book of the words of an opera or similar work. The
main entry is made under the librettist if known, otherwise under the

title. In either case, an added entry is made under the composer
of the music

:

Herbert, Alan Patrick, and Davies-Adams, A. La vie Parisienne,

a comic opera in three acts, very remotely related to the Offenbach
opera with the above title (added entry under Offenbach,
reference from Adams, and added entry under Davies-Adams).

Thematic catalogues are arranged by the opening themes or passages
of musical pieces. A catalogue of this kind is entered under the com-
poser of the music indexed, with an added entry under the editor or

compiler.

The whole question of cataloguing music is dealt with more fully

in chapter 20.

Heraldic Visitations (Rule ii).

An heraldic visitation was a periodic visit made to a district by the
heralds to examine and enrol arms and pedigrees.

The main entry for such records is made under the herald or king-
of-anns making the visitation, with added entries under the editor
and the college or king-of-arms

:

Cooke, Robert. The Visitation of London, 1568, by Robert Cooke,
Clarenceux king of arms ; ed. by J. J. Howard and Sir G. J.
Armytage (added entries under Howard, Armytage, and
England. College of arms).
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Papal Buxxs (Role 12)

Papal bulls represent another form of cataloguing not likely to
come the way of the ordinary cataloguer, and yet they have played a
great part in the history of western civilization. They are papal or
episcopal edicts or mandates promulgating important rulings of the
papal coiu^, or of the Pope himself.

TTie method of cataloguing them is governed by several factors.

A general collection receives its main entry under

Roman Catholic Church, with a sub-heading. Pope.
Roman Catholic Church. Pope. BuUarium Romanum, seu

novissima. . . .

An added entry is made under the collector or compiler, and if the
collection is known by a distinctive title, under that as well. A bull

or a collection of bulls promulgated by a specific Pope goes under
the same heading, Roman Catholic Church. Pope, with the dates
of his pontificate and his name. A reference (not an added entry we
are specifically told) is to be made from his name.

Commentaries (Rule 13)

Commentaries are of two kinds : those in which the text is given
fragmentarily, or printed in such a way as to make it subsidiary to

the commentary ; and those in which the commentary is subsidiary

to the text of the work commented upon. In cases where the text of

a work is published with the commentary, the main entry is made
under the author of the work commented upon, with an added entry

or reference under the commentator. But if it is apparent from its

make-up that the text is included and printed in such a way as merely

to facilitate an imderstanding of the commentary, the main entry is

made under the writer of the commentary, with an added entry under

author of the work commented upon

:

Peake, Arthur Samuel, and Grieve, A. J. A Commentary on the

Bible (added entries under Grieve and under Bible. Com-

mentaries).

Elus, Robinson. A Commentary on Catullus (added entry under

Catullus).

Continuations (Rule 14)

Continuations in a library sense have a two-fold meaning. They

may be supplements or continuations of a work already virtually

finished, or they may be further parts or volumes of works issued in

accordance with the original plan of publication, as, for example,

such works as the Victoria county histories of England. Continuations

are not here to be confused with serials, but are what may be called

indefinite continuations, and include periodicals, proceedings of

societies, year books, etc.

The rule directs that a work which is in itself an independent book
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with a separate title, but which is known to be a continuation of a

theme b^un in an earlier work, takes its main entry under its own
author, with a reference from that of the original work

:

Stevenson, William. Supplement to the first edition of Mr.

Bentham’s History and antiquities of the . . . church of Ely

(added entry under Bentham, James).

Indexes (Rule 15)

A certain amount of care and commonsense tnust be exercised in

cataloguing indexes. An index to an ordinary work has its main

entry under the heading adopted for the work it indexes, and an added

entry under the maker of the index

:

The Times. The Official index to the Times.

North American Review. Index to the North American Review
. . . , by William Cushing (added entry under Cushing).

If the index should be to the transactions or other publications of

a society or institution, it becomes subject to the rules governing

corporate authorship, with an added entry under the indexer.

If, yet again, the index is a purely general one, the main entry is

made under the indexer, except only that indexes to periodicals and
what is called *' miscellaneous literature " are usually best known by
their titles, imder which they should therefore be entered :

Sears, Minnie Earl, and Crawford, Phyllis, ed. Song index . . .

(added entry under Crawford),
Readers’ guide to periodical literature . . . ; ed. by Alice M.

Dougan, and others (added entry under Dougan).

Concordances (Rule 16)

A concordance is an alphabetical arrangement of the principal
words in a book, with quotations of the passages in which they occur.
The tenn was origmally applicable only to the Bible, but is no longer
so limited. This is one of the few cases in which the British and
American committees failed to reach agreement. The British rule
directs that a concordance shall be entered imder the author con-
cordanced, with an added entry under the concordancer. While one
can see a certain amount of sense in this violation of the fundamental
rule that makes the main entry under the author, one cannot but
commend the American alternative, which enters under the name of
the concordancer, if only on purely logical grounds. The British rule
confuses subject and author entry.

Milton, John. A Concordance to the Latin, Greek, and Italian
poems of John Milton, by Lane Cooper (added entry under
Cooper). Note that this is an alternative rule.

Epitomes (Rule 17)

An epitome is not to be confused with a volume of excerpts (q.v.).
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It is an abridgment or adaptation of a larger work, and the epitomizing
is iMually done to suit the needs of special classes of readers. The
mrin entry for an epitome goes under the author of the work
epitomized, with an added entry under the person making it

:

Scott, Sir Walter. Scott’s "Ivanhoe” retold to the children;
ed. by Edward Lyman Williams (added entry under Williams).

Excerpts and Chrestomathies (Rule 18)

Excerpts are definite selections from an author's works, and chresto-
mathies are collections of choice passages from an author or authors,
especially those compiled with a view to facilitating the learning of a
langus^e. If these are from the writings of a single author, the main
entry is made under his name, with an added entry or a reference

under the compiler or editor. But if they are from those of several

authors, the main entry goes tmder the compiler or editor

:

Shakespeare, William. Selections from Shakespeare for recitation.

With an essay on elocution, by Samuel Brandram (added entry

tmder Brandram).

The cataloguer is called upon here to exercise a certain amount of

discretion, because it is laid down in Rule 126 that if the editorial

work'is judged to be very slight, or if the editors are liable to be changed
from time to time, then the entry is made under the title.

Revisions (Rule 19)

Rules for such things as revisions are useful, if only because they

help to dispel the idea that, given a code of rules, cataloguing becomes

a mechanical process that anyone can carry out. A revised edition

of a work must be entered under the author of the original work,

with an added entry or a reference under the reviser, unl^ it is

Substantially a new work, but as it is often nothing of the kind, the

cataloguer has need to exercise his powers of discrimination between

the alleged and the actual

:

Stewart, Isla, and Cuff, Herbert E. Practical nursing, by Isla

Stewart and Herbert E. Cuff, 1899 (added entry under Cuff).

Cuff, Herbert E., and Pugh, W. T. Gordon. Practical nursing,

including hygiene and dietetics. Ed. 6, enlarged by W. T. Gordon

Pugh, 1924 (added entiy under Pugh).

Pugh, W. T. Gordon. Practical nursing, including hygiene and

dietetics. Ed. 9 of Practical nurring, by Herbert E. Cull and

W. T. Gordon F^h, 1934.

(This example illustrates how an earlier name or nam^ may

entirely disappear in course of time. Libraries containmg all

editions would need to make reference from Stewart : for kter

editions of this work, see Cuff, Herbert, and Pugh, W. T.^rd<m.

In the last case, an added entry or a reference should be made

under Cuff.)
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Table-talk, Interviews (Rule 20)

Table-talk may be described as general conversation, especially of

the familiar kind supposed to take place during meals. As one would

expect, the main entry is made under the talker, while records of

interviews are entered under the person interviewed. Nothing is said

about added entries or references, but naturally, they should be made
under any other names that figure on the title-page. This indeed,

is always a safe procedure

:

Rodin, August. L’art ; entretiens r6unis, par Paul Gsell (added

entry under Gsell).

Translations (Rule 21)

Translations of works receive their main entry under the author of

the work translated, with an added entry under the tran^tor

:

Proust, Marcel. Time regained ; tr. by Stephen Hudson (added

entry under Hudson).

Manuscripts (Rule 22)

Manuscript material is generally catalogued separately, and its

treatment is dealt with to some extent in chapter 20. But in cases

where entries figure in the ordinary author catalogue, manuscripts
of an author, whether originals or facsimiles, are entered under his

name:

Anderson, John Corbet. Manuscript notes for a history of Croydon,
by Jo^ Corbet Anderson.

Anonymous manuscripts are entered under the distinctive title by
which they are commonly known, or alternatively, under the designa-
tion or number in the collection to which they belong. Finally, a
miscellaneous collection of original or facsimile manuscripts is entered
under its title, unless better known by the name of its editor or
collector

:

Codex Sinaiticus.

Codex Theodosianus.
Parham Ms. xxxvii.

The cataloguer who has mastered the foregoing rules with the actual
code before him, should be in a position to determine the main entry
headings for most cases of personal authorship with which he is likely
to have to deal, as well as the circumstances in which added entries
or references should be made, the necessity for which is often over-
looked, with serious results.

Personal Authors: Under what Part or Form of Name
(Rules 23-57)

When the cataloguer has determined who is to be regarded as the
author of a book, so settling the all-important point of its place in
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the author catalogue, his next task is to choose the part or form of

the name under which the entry shall be made. It takes thirty-five

rules to answer the question.

Full Names (Rules 23-24)

Names of authors should be given in full, and, with some exceptions,

in the vernacular. It is important in connexion with this series of

rules to see that references are made from those forms not used as

headings ;
more important than usual, or users of the catalogue will

often fail to find what they are looking for :

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm.

P£rez de Ayala, Ram6n.

Ordinary cases like William Shakespeare or John Galsworthy are

easy. They are entered under their surnames, followed by their

Christian name or names. But many others are not blessed with such
good and simple names. Many have double-barrelled ones, some have
prefixes, not a few are of the nobility or high ecclesiastical rank, and
so on. All such, and others, have to be provided for.

Compound Names (Rule 25)

Double-barrelled, or compound names, have always been a source

of controversy. The general rule laid down in the code directs that

entry shall be made under the first part of such names, with references

from other parts. But the problem is not to be settled quite as easily

as this, because there is a proviso that, if
** the author's own usage

or the custom of his country " prefers entry under some part other

than the first, it may be advisable to make an exception. While it is

probably correct to say that many people will turn instinctively to

the first part of such names, there is the danger that they will do so

too in the case of many authors whose names are invariably spoken

as though they were compound names, when perhaps, legally, they

are not, for the definition of a compound name is by no means clear.

It is worth recalling :
“ A name formed from two or more proper names,

often connected by a hyphen, a conjunction, or a preposition." Such

difficult instances come to mind as those of Rider Haggard, Conan

Doyle, Somerset Maugham, and in library literature, R. D. Hilton

Smith and James Duff Brown. It is just possible that the rule of entry

under the first part of a compound name may result in the works of

such authors being overlooked, because there will be no saving refer-

ences, as there are for hyphenated names. On the whole, therefore,

it would seem that there is still a good deal to be said for entering under

the second part, not forgetting the necessary reference from the first.

But examination candidates should follow the code :

Kaye-Smith, Sheila (with reference from Smith, Sheila Kaye-).

Wingfield-Stratford, £sm£ Cecil (with reference from Stratford,

Esm6 Cecil Wingfield-).
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Vallery-Radot, Jean (with reference from Radot, Jean Vallery-).

Ortega y Gasset, Josfi (with reference from Gasset, Ortega y).

But : Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan ; Haggard, Sir Henry Rider ;

Maugham, William Somerset, etc.

Prefixes (Rule 26)

An English surname beginning with a prefix is entered under the

prefix, and so is a French one if the prefix either consists of, or contains,

an article. An Italian or Spanish name is entered under the prefix

if it consists of an article simply. Obviously, if prefix and name are

one word, entry must fall under the prefix. The name of a naturalized

author follows the custom of the country that has adopted him. Much
trouble will be avoided by consulting the great national catalogues

and the standard literary histories

:

Le Fanu, Sheridan. De la Mare, Walter. De Morgan, Willum.
Du Bellay, La Fontaine, Le Clerc, but Vigny, Alfred de ; Este,

Anne d' ; Croisset, Francis de, etc.

Annunzio, Gabriele d' ; Robbia, Luca Della ; Valera, Juan de
Lapage, Vanlande, Delahaye, etc.

Forenames (Rules 27-30)

Christian names are to be given in the form common to the author’s

native or adopted country. If there is any doubt on this point, safety

will be found in using the form belonging to that language in which he
has written most of his works

:

Turgenev, Alexandr Ivanovich, not Alexander ; Tolstoy, Lev
Nikolaevich, not Leo Nicholas; Wassermann, Jakob, not

Jacob.

There is an important, if small, point here about names of classical

origin that is in some danger of getting overlooked. It is that se is to

be preferred to e, as £neas, ncr Eneas.
A good deal of valuable time has been wasted by cataloguers in

digging out unused or unknown Christian names. Even the code
recognizes this as a waste of energy by la)dng it down that forenames
not used by the author in his literary work, or not represented on the

title-page of his books even by initials, are not to be used in headings.

Nobody, for instance, would recognize Charles Dickens as Charles John
Huffam Dickens

:

Hunt, Leigh, not James Henry Leigh ; Huxley, Aldous, not

Aldous Leonard ; Harte, Bret, not Francis Bret. But
presumably we are right in using Herbert George Wells, on the

groimd that those forenames are “ represented by initials on the

title-pages of his works," though many people might fail to

recognize the author as H. G. Wells I

Opinions differ as to the use of variant forms of forenames, a certain

preference having been expressed in favour of the orthodox form.
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But the rule permits a distinct variant of a forename to be used in the
heading, when it is consistently used by the author :

London, Jack ; Brown, J. Tom ; Smith, Alex. ; Nuthall, Betty.

Occasionally, more especially in foreign names, it happens that two
forenames are joined into a single name. In such cases, separation is

not to be effected, unless it is known that the author sometimes divides

them himself.

Although these four rules deal with forenames, they still relate to
that great majority of cases in which an author's works are entered
under his surname in the orthodox manner. But there remains for

consideration a number of cases in which the main entry is to be made
under Christian names.

Entry under Forename, Title, etc. (Rules 31-34)

The cases in which a main entry should be made under the fore-

name or under a title of honour, instead of in the ordinary way, will

be fairly obvious to cataloguers with even limited experience. They
include ; monarchs, ruling princes, popes, saints, and other persons

habitually known by their forenames. Surnames, by the way, were
not in common use until the fourteenth century :

Q^qrgie.V, king of Great Britain) Saint, of Assisi ) Pius IV,

pope.

There is a difference of opinion here regarding main entries for

members of royal families. The British rule definitely requires that

they shall be made under forenames, with references from the titles.

The American alternative provides for the same procedure generally,

but it authorizes the cataloguer to exercise discretion in the case of

personalities better known by their titles.

Edward, duke of Windsor ;
Charles, due dVrleans ; Charles,

archduke of Austria, Note that this is an alternative rule.

The American cataloguer has also been burdened with the responsi-

bility of deciding whether a nobleman is better known by his family

name, by an earlier title, or by his latest title, under which entry is

generally made. The British rule is simplicity itself : noblemen are

to be catalogued under their family names, with references from their

titles

:

Disraeli, Benjamin, earl of Beaconsfield (with reference from

Beaconsfield) ;
Cavendish, Victor Christian William,

()th duke of Devonshire (with reference from Devonshire). Note

that this is an alternative rule.

With such exceptions as popes, and saints known by their fore-

names, church dignitaries are entered under their surnames, with refer-

ences from the names of the
**
sees " over which they preside in the

case of archbishops and bishops. The code adds
**
of the Church of

5
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England/* but obviously it would be logical for Roman Catholic

ecclesiastics to be treated similarly :

Temple, William, successively ahp. of York and Canterbury (with

references from York and Canterbury) ;
Garbett, Cyril

Forster, abp, of York (with reference from York) ;
Barnes,

Ernest William, bp, of Birmingham (with reference from

Birmingham).

Titles, Designations, and Epithets to be Added in the Heading
(Rules 35-37)

When particular titles or designations are commonly used in referring

to members of the nobility and the higher offices and ranks, these

should be added to the heading, and it should be remembered that

designations are included as well as titles. Foreign titles should be

given in their English forms when a Christian name is used as entry

word, but otherwise in the vernacular :

Kitchener of Khartum,
Hitler, Adolf, Fiihrer and Reichskanzellor of the German Republic,

When a Christian name is used as the heading, the cataloguer

should add to it any epithet, by-name, or adjective of origin, nationality,

etc., by which that person is usually known.

Ethelred of Rievaulx ; Henry I, emperor of Germany
^
called ** the

Fowler,**

When it is necessary, as it often is, to distinguish persons bearing

the same Christian and surnames, it is done by adding to the headings
their birth and death dates when easily ascertainable. Such dates can
be usefully added even though they may not be immediately necessary
for purposes of distinction. Alternatively, some descriptive indication

of profession, occupation, etc., may be added :

Whitaker, William, doctor of divinity,

Whitaker, William, F.G,S,

Pseudonyms, Change of Name, etc. (Rules 38-41)

Pseudonymous writers have always been a problem for the con-
scientious cataloguer. The number of such writers to-day is greater
than ever, and much time can be spent in ascertaining whether a
name is a true or a fictitious one, as well as in discussing whether such
writers should be entered under their real names, under the one they
have assumed, or under whichever the cataloguer regards as “ the best
known.** Curiously enough, this did not provide the two com-
mittees with an opportunity for making alternative rules. The rule

directs that entry shall be made under the pseudonym only when the
real name cannot be ascertained, in which case the abbreviation pseud.
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shall be added to the heading. An added entry should be made
under the title of the book

:

Alan, A. J., pseud. Good evening, everyone (added entry under title).

Beith, John Hay [Ian Hay) (with reference from Hay).

In connexion with pseudonymotis writers, it should be remembered
that in a few cases, mostly names of artists, a universally recognized

nickname (or sobriquet) may be used as the entry name ; but this may
not be one of his forenames

:

PiNTURiccHio, i.e. Bernardino di Bett6 Vagio. Bartolommeo,
fra., i.e. Baccio della Porta.

The cataloguer’s task would be much simpler if writers would not,

for one reason or another, change their names, but obviously this is

not possible. Two alternatives offer themselves for the cataloguing

of such people’s writings—‘not necessarily those of women. The
British rule follows the British Museum, by entering writers who
change their names or who add a second name after having published

under an earlier one, under the first name they have used, followed by

:

afterwards

:

Hueffer, Ford Madox, afterwards Ford Madox Ford (with refer-

ence from Ford) ; Beerbohm, Herbert, afterwards Sir Herbert
Beerbohm Tree (with reference from Tree) ; Whetham, Sir

William Cecil Dampier Dampier, afterwards Dampier, Sir

William Cecil Dampier (with reference from Dampier). Note
that this is an alternative rule.

The American rule, on the other hand, favours entry under the latest

name, but again allows discretionary power by inserting the proviso
“ unless an earlier one is decidedly better known.” In both cases

reference must be made from the forms not used for the entry.

The treatment of married women writers differs in a similar way, the

Americans preferring entry under the latest name, unless the woman has

consistently written under an earlier name, whether her maiden name or

that of a former husband. For the better guidance of the cataloguer,

it is laid down that the heading shall be divided into three parts

:

(i) the husband’s surname, (2) the writer’s Christian names, (3) her

maiden name, if known, in parentheses.

A further difficulty may often arise in the case of a woman writer.

Sometimes she uses her husband’s Christian names or initials, sometimes
not. When she does, they should be added to the heading.

With its customary inflexibility, the British rule disposes of the

question by simply directing that a married woman writer shall be
entered under the earliest name she has used as a writer, with references

from any later names

:

Stern, Gladys Bronwyn, afterwards Mrs. Geoffrey Lisle Holds-
WORTH (with reference from Holdsworth), Kennedy, Margaret,
afterwards Mrs. David Davies (with reference from Davies).

Note that this is an alternative rule.
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In a review of the first edition of this work, Leonard Chubb made a

useful point on this problem that seems worth quoting :
“ The alterna-

tives for changed names should be viewed from the standpoint that

cataloguing is a continuous process in building an index to the contents

of a library, and it seems wrong that an entry correctly made should

be destroyed for entry under a heading no more correct."

Variations due to Language, Transliteration, Period, etc.

(Rules 42-48)

If a writer invariably uses a foreign form of a name in preference

to the usage of his own language, entry is made under it, with an

appropriate reference. This applies to writers whose books were

originally published in a foreign or an adopted language, " and whose

names may therefore be given in the form thus adopted by them "
:

Chekhov, not Tchekhoff.
Chernov, not Tchernov.

A similar procedure is to be followed in the case of transliterated

names if the writer has himself consistently used a particular form

when among foreigners, or is always known by a transliteration

differing from the one provided for in these rules."

Until names took definite forms, wide variations were common,
which has made necessary the rule that writers of the middle ages,

renaissance and reformation periods, who may have translated their

names into a classic language or who have adopted a name Greek
or Latin in form," are to be entered under the form of name they have
themselves adopted

:

Regiomontanus, not Muller, Johann.

But in cases where the writer's original name has become firmly

established, this should be used in preference to an adopted name.
Whichever course is followed, the necessary reference must be made.

Post-Reformation and modern writers whose names are found in

both Latin and vernacular forms, are to be entered under the Latin
one if that is definitely the better known, with a reference from the
vernacular form

:

Erastus, not Lieber, Thomas; Manutius, Aldus, not Manuzio,
Aldo ; Gryphius, Andreas, not Greif.

The names of popes should be given in their Latin forms, with
references from the vernacular forms of their Christian names as well
as from their family names :

Pius VII, pope (with references from Pio and from Chiaramonti,
Barnaba).

The names of monarchs as authors are to be recorded in their
vernacular forms, with a reference from the English forms.

As far as possible, the names of Biblical characters should be given
in English, and in the forms used in the Authorized Version.
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On the other hand, the names of saints, other than Biblical ones,

are entered under their Latin forms, unless they have become definitely
better known under their vernacular, or some other form

:

Latin : Ignatius Loyola, Saint. Vernacular
:
Jeanne d'Arc. English

:

Francis, Saint, ofAssisi. Anthony, Saint, ofPadua.

Greek, Latin, and Oriental Writers (Rules 49-56)

The classic authors provide another example of considerable diverg-
ence in cataloguing practice ; the rules should be studied carefully for

this reason.

The ancient Greek authors are entered under the Latin forms of
their names, with references from the English forms, and occasionally
from the Greek. For guidance in choosing the correct forms, the
cataloguer should use some such recognized authority as Smith’s
Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography.

Byzantine writers are entered under their personal or baptismal
names, in the Latin forms. Reference should be usually made from
the surnames, especially where they have become family names.
The code merely says that the classic Latin authors shall be

catalogued according to the usage of the classical dictionaries. This

is simple enough, but the cataloguer should, as far as possible, follow

the procedure of a single recognized dictionary. In cases of doubt,

entry should be made imder the first name, with reference from the

second.

The original Latin form of name should be adopted, with reference

from the English form if it differs :

Livius, Titus (with reference from Livy) ;
Virgilius Maro, Publius

(with reference from Virgil and from Vergil) ; Horatius
Flaccus, Quintus (with reference from Horace).

Another troublesome class of writer is that which embraces Arabic

and other writers “ living in Mohammedan countries and following

Mohammedan practice,” particularly Turkish and Persian. The^ are

entered under their personal name, followed by any word indicative of

relationship, with abu (father), ibn (son), etc., and by any names

connected with the writer’s birthplace or "some circumstance

connected with his life and character.”

It is important to note that the part of the name preceding the

personal name must be transposed, as Christian names are transposed

in general cataloguing practice. References are to be made from each

of the other names or parts of names.

The article al must be put in, but it is " ignored in the arrangement

when it precedes the name under which entry is made.”

There is an important proviso at the end of this rule, to the effect

that exceptions to the foregoing include cases in which some name
other than the personal one distinguishes an author more clearly,

or in which some other form of name has established itself in Western

literature.
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Unless definitely known by a European form of name. Hebrew

writers prior to the nineteenth century are entered under the^ given

name " of the writer, followed by that of his father, or by a designation

referring to his place of birth or residence, profession or rank.

When the proper name of a Hebrew writer begins with hen, abi,

or ab, these should commence the heading, because they form an

essential part of such names. Similarly with bar in Syriac names.

When the article ha- precedes a writer's name, it is to be ignored

in the alphabetical arrangement.

Hebrew authors sometimes write in Arabic and in Hebrew. In such

cases, enter under the Hebrew name and refer from the Arabic. Refer-

ences should also be made from the several forms in which m^y
Hebrew names have become current, and as far as possible, Biblical

names are to be given in the form used in the Authorized Version.

The general practice regarding Indie names h to enter under the

personal name, which is generally the first, with a reference from the

family name or the surname, which is usually the third. If there are

only two names, refer from the second.

There is a sort of omnibus rule (55), applicable to cases not specifi-

cally provided for previously. These other Oriental names are generally

to be treated like the Indie names, except when they are formed in

accordance with western usage, as the Armenian ones are. In such an

event, they are to be treated like modem family names.

Notwithstanding the general rules, Oriental names which have
become definitely established in western literature under certain forms

are entered under these forms, with necessary references from their

original ones.

Examples of the procedure to be followed are given in the code,

and any further ones would still leave the problem as involved as ever.

The best advice to be offered to the ordinary cataloguer is to follow

some recognized authority, such as the catalogues of the British

Museum. There is, however, one fatal mistake to be guarded against,

namely, the use of a title as an entry word, such for example as pasha,

bey, etc. But the cases that will come the way of most cataloguers

fall mostly within the class of those whose names have become subject
to the laws of ordinary western usage, such as : Dutt, Shoslee, Chunder,
Naidu, Sarojini, Chintamani, C. Yajnesvra, etc.

The following information respecting Indian names was supplied
by Mr. C. B. Barrie, for many years resident in India, and is likely to
be of general interest.

In Bengal the people have adopted the English name method ; e.g., a well-
known man is Romesh Chunder Dutt. In private life he would be addressed as
Romesh or Chunder, corresponding to our Christian names : in correspondence
he would usually write R. C. Dutt, sometimes in full as we do. Common sur-
names arc Banerjee, Mukerjee, Chatterjee, Das, Biswas, Tagore, etc.
The important community of the Sikhs are all called Singh ; e,g., Ranjit Singh.

Gunda Smgh, Dhian Sin^. The founder is Guru Nanak Singh, guru ’* mean-mga religious teacher. The Rajputs also call themselves Singh.
The pe<mle of Kutch in Western India have an interesting way of naming them-

selves : the first name is that of the son, and the second that of the father
,
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B.g., Devii Jctha means Devji, the son of Jetha ; simUarly Ramji Dcvji means
Ramji, the son of Devji, and the name Jetha now disappears. So one cannot
be called Smith for untold generations 1

In Madras I understand the system adopted by Bengal prevails.
Among the Parsees, the surname denotes an occupa&>n or descent : s.g.,

Firdoonjee Dantra : the latter meaning a dentist. He would sign letters F.
Dantra.
Among Moslems, there is a great variety of names, mostly having a religious

meaning ; Khoda Baksh means the gift of God. Baksh or Bakshish, a
charitable gift, has been corrupted to Backsheesh among Englishmen. A large
number of names end in Khan ; «.g., Subhan Khan, Nawab Khan ; I think
Khan means that the person belongs to the Sunni sect ; it also means a chief.
Another common last name is Shah ; e.g., Golam Ali Shah, which means the slave
of God. Shah is used mostly by the Shiah sect. In their own language the full

names would be written, but in English they are generally written K. Baksh,
S. Khan, G. A. Shah, etc.

Din or Deen is another last name, and means religion ; e.g., our corruption
of Aladdin is properly Allah Din or the religion of Allah

This scheme bears some likeness to the Arabic system, the Indian system
being derived from the Arabic and Persian, as is natural. In Hindustani or Urdu,
the lingua franca of Northern India, many words are transferred bodily from
these two sources.

In Burma, names always have a meaning, and are preceded by Maung, equiva-
lent to our Mr. ; e.g., Maung Gee is Mr. Big, Maung Ngay is Mr. Little, and so on.
Among the Hindus there is a diversity of systems, but I believe the names

indicate castes or occupations. LAI, for example, is used by those of the trading
castes as a rule, like Piari Ldl. In their own language the full name would be
written, but in English usually P. LAI, but sometimes in full. Other names that
we might call surnames are Kam, Das, Parshad. Many castes have single names,
such as Rugbeer, Somaloo, Gajadhar, but they are generally used by the peasantry
and the humbler classes.

Editors, etc. (Rule 57)

The last rule in this section simply states that ** the names of editors,

translators, continuators, etc," are subject to the rules applicable to

authors, as and when the circumstances arise, as they so frequently do.

PROBLEMS

1. Examine the alternative rules in this section, and discuss the

pros and cons of each method as laid down by the British and American

committees respectively.

2. Certain of the rules in this section are frequently modified or

altered for use in smaller libraries. Which, in your opinion, are these,

and what are the modifications you suggest ?

3. What are the rules for dealing with commentaries, concordances,

continuations, revisions, and names beginning with prefixes ? Give

examples.

4. In what circumstances are forenames used as entry words ?

Give examples.

5. Discuss the problem of compound names and the difficulties they

present to the cataloguer.

6. What rules are involved in the cataloguing of illustrations,

maps, engravings and plans ? Give a real or imaginary example of

each.

7. Discuss the question of family names versus titles or best-known
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names, changes in names occasioned through marriage or other circum-

stances, from the standpoint of a public library.

8. Discuss the entry of books by authors who write under

pseudonyms (a) from the point of a smallish public library, and

(6) from that of a national library. What pronouncements have
various codes made on the subject ?



CHAPTER SIX

RULES FOR THE MAIN ENTRY

:

CORPORATE AUTHORSHIP (RULES 58-111)

An important and difficult part of the cataloguer's task is that which is

concerned with books and other printed material brought into being
by impersonal authors, or corporate bodies. Roughly, such authors
may be divided into three : (i) Governments, whether central or local,

ecclesiastical, judicial or military districts, and subsidiary depart-

ments; (2) Societies, which include, besides those commonly so re-

garded, such bodies as political parties and religious denominations, all

of which are to be distinguished from {3) Institutions, which are fairly

understandable, except that it is not always easy to know exactly

what is a society and what is an institution. For instance, a chamber
of commerce and a convent are institutions and not societies, a club

and a Y.M.C.A. are societies, and not institutions. Care should there-

fore be taken in distinguishing between these, especially as some
bodies whose names include Institute or Institution are actually

societies, such as the Royal Institute of British Architects.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS (Rule 58)

Regarding governments and government departments, especially

from the viewpoint of British cataloguing, these may be defined as

embracing the publications of His Majesty's Government through

Parliament or one of its two Houses, or through a recognized depart-

ment, and in local government, a county council or one of its depart-

ments, a city, borough, urban district, rural or parish council, or one

of their departments. In all these cases, the officially constituted

bodies or departments are regarded as the authors of works issued

by them or under their authority.

The general rule is to make the main entry under the country or

district responsible for their appearance :

Great Britain. Parliament,

Surrey. County council,

Horsham. Urban district council,

Westminster. City council,

with the name of the department primarily responsible, if any, as a

subordinate heading. In this connexion, it should be remembered

that for such a subordinate heading the cataloguer should use the name

of the department, and not the name 01 title of the officer presiding

over it. There is, however, a proviso that a reference may be made
59
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from the name of a departmental head to that of his department or

office

:

Great Britain. Ministry of transport.

Great Britain. Admiralty,

London. County council. List of streets and places within the

administrative county of London ; ed. by W. E. Riley (reference

from Riley).

In a few cases there is no responsible department, but only an officer,

in which case the name of his office is used as a sub-heading. It is

also permissible to add to such sub-headings as President, Lord Mayor,

Mayor, Chairman of Council, etc., the name of the holder of the office

at the time, preceded by the dates during which he held it.

Croydon. County borough council,

Croydon. (County borough) Mayor, 1935-1937 (Arthur Peters),

Subordinate Offices (Rule 59)

Here is a rule to be remembered carefully. It has been said that

departments are entered as sub-heads of the main heading. But
departments—or sections—that are themselves subordinate to a

department are entered directly under the name of the country, and
not as a further sub-heading :

Great Britain. Mines department, (With reference from Great
Britain . Board of trade)

,

Great Britain. Meteorological office, (With reference from Great
Britain. Air ministry).

It will be noticed that in the use of sub-headings, what is called

the direct form has been employed, as Board of education. Many
libraries prefer the indirect form, which may be used if preferred, as

:

Education, Board of. It may be noted here that English libraries

often enter directly under the name of the department, omitting
Great Britain altogether ; this appears to be a common-sense method
in ordinary libraries.

Reports (Rules 60-61)

It occasionally happens that for a special purpose, some individual

other than an official makes a report to a governing body, in which
case the main entry is made under his name, with an added entry
under the body to which the report is made :

Whitaker, William. Borough of King's Lynn ; report on the best
source for a water supply. (Added entry under King's Lynn.
Borough council).

Liverseege, J—. F— . Report to the Minister of Health on the
bacteriological purity of Birmingham's water supply. (Added
entry under Great Britain. Ministry of health).

But if the report is made by an official, his name receives only an
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added entry, and not even that if the report is a matter of ordinary
routine.

A collection of reports to a government body by a number of persons
is also entered under the name of the responsible body. Collections
remind the cataloguer of such things as added and analytical entries,

either of which may be made for any specific report that seems to
warrant it, under the name of the maker of the report, even though
he may be an official of the body receiving the report.

Laws (Rules 62-65)

Laws, whether collections, single statutes or enactments, or laws
on a specific subject, are entered under the country or smaller com-
munity responsible for promulgating them, with an added entry under
the editor or compiler, if any, in the case of collections :

Great Britain. Statutes, Pharmacy and Poisons act, 1933.
Croydon. County borough council. Building bye-laws.

The sub-heading Statutes is used in preference to Parliament, and
where there is an extensive collection of material under the main
heading, it is advisable to make a reference from the responsible

body, as

:

Great Britain. Parliament, For Laws, see

Great Britain. Statutes,

In this connexion, we are reminded of the rules for entering com-

mentaries, in that where the text of laws is only quoted in a partial

or a fragmentary manner, or when the work of a digester or commen-
tator is obviously the dominating feature, the main entry is made
under his name, with only an added entry or a reference under that of

the enacting body.

Stephen, Sir James Fitzjames. Digest of the criminal law . .
.
(added

entry or reference under Great Britain. Statutes),

Glyn-Jones, H

—

. The Pharmacy and Poisons act explained (added

entry under Great Britain. Statutes ; reference from Jones,

H— Glyn-).

Reports of law proceedings in a particular court are entered under

the court, with an added entry under any individual concerned in

the making of the reports, in the following definite order
:

(i) name

of country or smaller community, (2) name of the court

:

Great Britain. Court of King*s bench. Report of proceedings. . . .

Digests of law reports are entered under the person who has pr^e-

pared the digest ;
if no name is given, then enter under the title by

which it is known :

Ryland, R. H. Digest of cases decided by the superior and other

courts in Ireland. . . .

If a digest is limited to a specific court or judge, make an added
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entry under either name^ and if the reports are commonly referred to

by a specific title, under that as well.

Opinions, Decisions, Charges, and Pleas (Rules 66-67)

Another rule that will not greatly concern the ordinary cataloguer

relates to the entry of what are called opinions, decisions, and charges,

a single one of which should be entered under the court in which it is

made, with added entries under the judge giving the opinion, decision

or charge of the parties to the suit, and any other headings that seem

to require entry

:

Croydon. County court. The Opinion of Judge Smithson in the case

of Henry Johnson vs. Peter Jenkins. . . . (added entries under

Smithson, Johnson and Jenkins).

Croydon. Quarter sessional court. Charge to the jury by the recorder,

Sir WilUam Henderson. . . . (added entry under Henderson).

A separately published plea should be entered under the lawyer

who makes it, with added entries under any other people mentioned,

including those of the parties concerned in the case :

Jones, William. The Plea of William Jones, esq., before Mr.

Justice Stephenson on behalf of Henry Thomas, in the case of

Henry Thomas vs. John Williams. . . . Reported by Victor

Pearce. . .
.
(added entries under Thomas and Williams).

Constitutions, Charters and Treaties (Rules 68-71)

Constitutions of a country are entered under the country, with the

sub-heading Constitution, The arrangement is to be by dates of

publication, except that reprints are arranged under the date of original

issue.

What are called constitutional conventions are entered under the

state or other community, with the sub-heading Constitutional conven-

tion, followed by the date of the convention.

A charter of incorporation is entered under the name of the body or

place to which it is granted, with sub-heading Charters, The name
used in the heading is that which designates the body or place incor-

porated ; thus, when two or more towns are incorporated into one,

the name adopted for the whole is the entry word. In such cases

references should be made imder the names used before incorporation.

A reference should also be made under the power granting the charter :

Kenilworth. Charters. Charter of Henry III, dated at Kenilworth,
1266. . . . (added entry under Henry III).

Croydon. Charters, Charter of incorporation granted by Her
Majesty’s Privy Council. . . . (added entry under Great Britain.
Privy Council).

The entry of treaties is governed by three rules : (i) single treaties,

(2) collections of several countries, and (3) collections of treaties of a
single country with one or more other countries.
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Single treaties are entered under the party first mentioned on the
title-page, with the sub-heading Treaties

:

added entries should be
made under the other party or parties to the treaty

:

Russia. Treaties. Treaty of peace between Russia and Esthonia.

. . . (added entry under Esthonia, reference from Estonia).

Where a treaty is commonly known by the place at which it was
made, a reference should be made from the name of that place, as well
as from what the code calls “ any other usual appellation.”

In order to maintain a chronological sequence under any country,

the date of each treaty should be included in the sub-heading.

In the case of a collection of treaties of several countries, entry
should be under the compiler. If, on the other hand, it is a collection

of those of a specific country with one or more other countries, entry
should be made under that country which is a party to all the treaties,

notwithstanding that some other country may be first mentioned on
the title-page.

SOCIETIES (Rules 72-73)

Students are frequently worried by the “ exceptions, variations,

and further specifications ” that follow the general rule for societies,

and by the ” exceptions and special rules for particular classes of

institutions ” that follow the general rule for institutions.

Some attempt is made in the preface to the American edition of

the code to explain those exceptions and variations. After saying

that ” the committee found that ... its decisions must be guided

chiefly by the requirements of larger libraries of a scholarly character

;

that only incidentally would it be possible to outline modifications or

variations of practice suitable for the smaller libraries,” it goes on to

say something that appears to be very apt at this point, and that is

likely to be overlooked by the majority of students :
" As an illustra-

tion of an alternative or exception, rule 72 may be quoted. This is a

general rule which calls for entry of a society imder the first word of

its name not an article. It has seemed proper that a few exceptions

should here be provided ; likewise that alternatives should be outlined

for the use of libraries which for definite classes of societies may prefer

entry under the name of a place or country. Again, when an institution

is closely associated with a certain locality by its buildings, or for other

reasons, and when its name is not suflftciently distinctive to be easily

remem^red, entry under the place has been prescribed (rule 82).

There is accordingly an attempt to distinguish between societies and

on the one hand and institutions as limited to permanent

establishments with buildings and equipment on the other. The latter

Hacc also affords exceptions and variations which it may be well to

note here. In the first place, institutions whose names begin with a

proper name, t.g., the many universities, etc., which bear the names

of founders or other individuals, would almost invariably be thought
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of under this name rather than that of the place where located.

Secondly, entry under a general institution for one which constitutes

merely a branch or department of it is in many cases much to be

preferred to independent entry under the name or place of location

of the subordinate institution. These considerations have caused a

series of exceptions to be introduced after the general rule for institu-

tions (c/. 83-^)."
But to return to the code and its rules. The second form of cor-

porate authorship covers all kinds of societies and associations, as

distinct from what are called institutions. These may be international,

national, or local, and may range from political parties and religious

denominations to masonic orders and Y.M.C.A.’s.

The general rule is perfectly simple. Any publication of a society

receives its main entry under the first word other than an article,

of its corporate name, with a reference from any other name by which
it is known, and particularly from the place housing its headquarters.

There are, however, several important variations and exceptions to

this simple general rule, all of which should be noted carefully, as it is

frequently the exception to the general rule that causes the downfall

of candidates at examinations

;

Pharmaceutical society of Great Britain. British Pharma-
ceutical codex.

Medico-Chirurgical society of Glasgow (with reference from
Glasgow. Medico-chirurgical society).

Fabian society.

Societies whose activities extend throughout many coimtries or
that have authorized names in many languages, should be entered
under the English forms if they are used ofiicially. If there is no
English form, entry should be made under that official form which
occurs most frequently

:

International society of industrial accident boards (with
reference from Industrial accident boards).

SoC1£t6 pour L’fiTUDE PRATIQUE DE LA PARTICIPATION AUX B^N^FICES.
Union Acad^mique Internationale.
League of nations.

Orders of Knighthood, Secret Orders, etc. (Rule 74)

Orders of knighthood and secret societies, whether modem or other-
wise, are entered under the names by which they are known. But in
this connexion it should be observed that masonic orders are entered
under the heading Freemasons

:

Order of the golden fleece (with references from Golden and from
Fleece).

Freemasons. PoUokshaws royal arch order (with reference from
POLLOKSHAWS. Freemosons).
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Local College or University Societies (Rule 75-76)

Alumni associations are what we should more commonly call

students' associations. They are entered under the school, college,

or university to which they are attached, with references from their
own distinguishing names if necessary :

Glasgow. University. Oriental society.

Societies limited to a particular college are entered under that college,

and not under the university, with references from their distinguishing

names, if any, and from the university.

Guilds (Rule 77)

Guilds, which include what British people know as Livery Companies,
are entered under the city or town in which they have their head-
quarters, with the name of the guild as a sub-heading :

London. Grocers* company (with reference from Grocers* company,
London).

Edinburgh. Company of merchants (with reference from Mer-
chants, Company of, Edinburgh).

Learned Academies, beginning with K.K., R., I., etc. (Rule 78)

Cataloguers who are appl3dng the code strictly will need to take

care in carrying out the provisions of the rule which directs that

learned societies—or academies as they are called—are entered under
the first word of their title other than an article or an adjective denoting

royal privilege, as K.K., R., I. These abbreviations, which stand for

Kaiserlich Koniglich, Reale, and Imperiale, are to be written in at

the beginnings of the names of those societies that bear them, but

are ignored in the arrangement. Notwithstanding this, the words
Royal, Imperial, etc., at the beginnings of the names of English societies

are neither to be abbreviated nor disregarded in the arrangement

:

Royal meteorological society, London.
R. SociETA Romana di storia patria, Roma (with references from

Reale societa . . . and Rome).

K. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Munchen (with references

from K5nigliche Akademie . . . and Munich).

Affiliated Societies (Rule 79)

If an affiliated local branch of a society includes as part of its title

the name of the parent organization, it is entered under the name of

the main body. But if it has its own distinctive name, which does

not include that of the parent organization, entry is made under its

own name, with a reference from the main organization :

South suburban co-operative society (with reference from

Co-operative wholesale society).

Library association. London and home counties branch.
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Religious Denominations and Orders (Rule 8o)

Anything that may be reasonably regarded as an official publication

of a religious denomination or order is entered under the denomination

or order issuing it. This includes such things as liturgies, confessions

of faith, etc.

:

Congregational Union of England and Wales.
Church of Scotland. Confessions of faith.

m

Political Parties (Rule 8i)

Similarly, the publications of political parties are to be entered

under the party responsible for their publication.

INSTITUTIONS (Rule 82)

As has been said, the difference between a society and an institution

is sometimes a fine one, but the general rule for their respective entries

is entirely different. Whereas a society is entered under the first word
of its name> an institution is, generally, entered under the place in

which it is situated :

Croydon . Chamber of commerce,

Liverpool. Repertory theatre.

Having cited the general rule, it is necessary to say immediately

that most of the rules grouped under this head comprise what are

called Exceptions, and special rules for particular classes of institu-

tions.*'

Institutions beginning with a Proper Noun or Adjective
(Rule 83)

To begin with, any institution having a name commencing with a

proper noun, or with an adjective derived from a proper noun, is

entered under the first word of its title, with a reference from the place

in which it is situated :

Soane Museum, London (with reference from London. Soane museum).
John Rylands Library, Manchester (with reference from Man-

chester. John Rylands library).

It should be noted in this connexion that two very commonsense
modifications of the rule have been suggested, which many libraries

have carried into effect. They are
:

(i) an extension of the rule to
those institutions possessing distinctive names, and (2) its limitation

to institutions of the British Empire and the United States, leaving

other foreign institutions to be entered under the name of the place
in which they are situated.

A footnote to the caption over rule 83 is likely to share the fate of

most footnotes, and is therefore quoted here to ensure that it is not
overlooked :

" While some of the special rules which follow are
inconsistent with the principles laid down in rule 83, it has neverthe-
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less seeing best to enter certain classes of institutions {e.g. churches,
monasteries, observatories, public schools, Carnegie libraries, etc.)

under place, in conformity with the general rule (82) even though
their names begin with a proper noun or adjective.

" Exceptions to both 82 and 83 are recommended in certain cases,

where the affiliation of one institution vrith another is of such a nature
that entry under the general institution is clearly to be preferred
either to entry under the name of the subordinate institution or under
the place where it is located. Cf. 84, 85, 89b, 94, 95."

Schools and Colleges (Rules 84-88)

Colleges forming parts of British universities, as weU as professional

schools constituting integral p>arts of such universities, are entered
under the name of the university, with that of the college or school

as a sub-heading, and a reference from it

:

Cambridge. University. Trinity college (with reference from
Trinity College).

University college, London. School ofHbrarianship (with references

from London. University, and from School of librarianship).

London. University. School of Slavonic and eastern European
studies (with reference from School of Slavonic and eastern
European studies).

There is a provisional clause to the effect that a professional school

beginning with a proper noun, or with an adjective, may be entered

under its own name, if it is more likely to be looked for under that,

as also if it is situated at a distance from the university, or if having

only a nominal connexion with it.

College or university libraries, museums, laboratories, and such-

like, are entered under the university to which they are attached,

always with any necessary reference

:

Glasgow. University. Library.

Schools supported by taxation, by which is meant those provided

and maintained by national or local educational authorities, are

entered under the place in which they are situated, with a reference

from their distinguishing name, if any

:

Croydon. Selhurst grammar school (with reference from Selhurst

GRAMMAR SCHOOL).

American and British private schools are entered under their proper

luunes when these begin with a proper noun or with an adjective,

otherwise under the place in which they are situated. There is a proviso

here to the effect that if a private school is known by the name of its

proprietor, it is entered under his name

:

St. Anselm’s school, Croydon (with reference from Croydon).

PORTCH, John. Portch's school of conunerce, Croydon (with reference

from Croydon. Portch’s school).

6
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The foregoing paragraph refers only to American and British schools.

Foreign private schools receive entry under the place in which they are

situated, with such references as may be necessary, either from their

name or from that of the proprietor. A similar rule follows for Indian

schools in the United States.

Private Collections (Rule 89)

Private collections are distinguished from those of a public nature.

There are two parts to the rule governing the entiy of such things as

catalogues and other publications of these collections, which include

art gaSeries, libraries, special collections, etc. The first directs that

when the collection is still in the hands of the collector, the main entry

is made under his name, with an added entry under the compiler of

the catalogue, and, if necessary, under the place where the collection

is situated

:

Eumorfopoulos, George. The George Eumorfopoulos collection.

Catalogue of the Chinese . . . pottery . . .

The second part lays it down that if the collection has passed to

some public institution, the main entry of publications issued subse-

quent to the handing over is made under the institution, with necessary

references from the names of the collection and of the original collector

:

Victoria and Albert museum. South Kensington. The Herbert

Allen collection of English porcelain, compiled by Herbert Rack-
ham . . . (with references from Allen and Rackham).

Publications issued prior to the handing over should receive an
added entry under the institution to which the collection has since

passed.

National and State Institutions (Rules 90-91)

A national institution whose name includes the country in which it

is situated, and is therefore likely to be better so known than by the

city or town in which it is located, is entered under the country,

with the name of the city or town added in the heading. In cases cf

doubt, the city or town in which the institution is located is to be
preferred.

^

Great Britain. National physical laboratory, Teddington

(
with references from National and from Teddington).

American State institutions are entered under the State in which
they are situated

:

Kentucky. Geological survey.

Agricultural Experiment Stations (U.S.) (Rule 92)

T^is rule is hardly likely to concern many British cataloguers.

It simply states that agricultural experiment stations are entered under
the state or other territory in which they are " organized,” but the
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name of the precise place in which such a station is situated is to be
included in the heading.

Universities, Galleries, etc., called Imperial, Royal, etc.
(Rule 93)

As there are so many institutions, galleries, universities, etc.,

beginning with Royal, Imperial, Na1;ional, etc., these should be entered
under the place in which they are .situated. Except in English names
—as already noted under societies—the adjective denoting privilege,

etc., is abbreviated, and is disregarded in the arrangement. Care
should be taken in connexion with this rule to see that a reference is

made from the name of the institution :

London. Imperial institute (with reference from Imperial insti-

tute, London).

London. National gallery (with reference from National gallery,
London).

Observatories, Botanical and Zoological Gardens (Rules 94-95)

Except where they form part of some college or other institution,

in which case they are entered under the college or other institution

with an appropriate sub-heading, observatories are entered under the

place in which they are situated, with any necessary references

:

Greenwich. Royal observatory (with reference from Royal
OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH).

This rule, however, permits exception to be made when an observa-

tory is definitely likely to be looked for under its own name rather

than under that of a place or of an institution.

With three exceptions, zoological and botanical gardens are entered

under the place in which they are situated. The exceptions are

:

(i) when they form part of a university or school, in which case they

are entered under the university or school
; (2) when owned by a

society, and invariably referred to by its name, in which case the

society provides the heading
; (3) when owned by a private individual,

when the entry will be made under bis name as the owner :

Chelsea. Botanic gardens.

Zoological society of London.

Churches, Monasteries, etc. (Rules 96-97)

Churches {i.e. actual buildings) receive their main entry under the

place in which they are situated

:

London. Westminster cathedral (with reference from West-
minster cathedral).

There are four parts to the rule governing monasteries, abbeys, and
aitnilAr institutions

:
(i) monasteries, abbeys, priories, etc., located in

a city or a town are entered under the place in which they are situated.
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with a reference from the institution
; (2) when a vii^e or a town hu

grown up around wch an institution and taken its name from it,

malre the distinction clear by adding after the name of the place, in

curves, the name of the monastery or other institution
; (3) if not

situated in a town or city, enter under the name by which it is known

;

(4) British monasteries, abbeys, etc., are, however, to be entered under

the names by which they are generally known

:

Ettal, Gekiiany (Benedictine abbey) (with reference from Bene-
dictine order).

Einsiedeln, Switzerland (Benedictine monastay) (with reference

from Benedictine order).

Mount St. Bernard, Chamwood forest (Cistercian abb^) (with refer-

ences from Bernard, Mount St., and Cistercian order).

Waverley abbey, Guildford (with reference from Guildford).

Banks and Libraries (Rule 98-99)

Banking houses are entered under the firm in which their business

is transacted

:

Westminster bank, umited.

Ordinary public libraries are entered under the place in which they

are situated. But those specifically designated, as Carnegie or other

libraries, while being similarly entered, have references from the names
by which they are known.

MISCELLANEOUS CORPORATE BODIES
Besides the foregoing three main groups of corporate authorship,

there are some bodies left over to be dealt with under this very wi^
heading. Most of them may be described as birds of passage, in that

they are of a kind that fulfil their pmpose and pass away, though their

works may remain. They include conferences, exhibitions, church
councils, and expeditions. In addition, there are rules for entering

business houses, classes of citizens not forming part of any organized

body, foundations, and endowments, etc.

Diplomatic Conferences and International Meetings (Rules

lOO-IOl)

Diplomatic conferences usually take their name from the place of

meeting, and are entered accordingly, with references from any other
names by which they may be known

;

Versailles. Peace conference, 1919.

As far as possible, conferences and meetings of an international

nature, other than diplomatic ones, should entered under their

English names if the official publications have appeared in English,

OT 0 that language was used as an official language of the conference.

If English was not so used, entry M made ** under the name in the
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language in which most of the publications have appeared.” If this
is not easily ascertainable, enter under the name by which the confer-
ence is generally known

:

CoNGRis INTERNATIONAL DES Atudiants, BUDAPEST . . . (with refer-

ences from Budapest and from Rtudiants).
International co-operative alliance (with reference from Co-

operative alliance).

Exhibitions, etc. (Roles 102-103)

The official publications of general exhibitions and similar ventures
are entered under the place in which they are held, with references

from their official titles or from any other names by which they are

commonly known. It should be noted that this rule refers to official

publications only

:

London. International exhibition, 1851 (with references from
International exhibition, and from Great exhibition).

Publications of countries, firms or others taking part in any exhibi-

tion, fair, bazaar, or similar activity, have their entries under the

appropriate names of the parties concerned.

Exhibitions, ffites, bazaars, and similar events organized by, or

held under the auspices of a society or an institution, or in connexion

with a congress, are entered under the name by which the body or

the congress is toown, and references are made from (a) the place at

which the event was held, and (6) when it is distinctive, from the name
of the exhibition

:

Royal Academy, London. Exhibition of works by old masters . .

.

with reference from London. Royal Academy).

Ecclesiastical Councils (Rule 104)

Councils of the Catholic Church are entered under the name of the

place at which the meeting is held, but Lateran and Vatican councils

are entered under these names, not under Rome. Care must be takra

in interpreting the second part of this rule, which directs that councils

and similar meetings of other religious bodies shall be similarly entered,

but only provided that the official representation is not confined to a

single denomination or sect

:

Vatican. Councils (with reference from Roman Cathouc church.

Councils).

Worms, diet of.

Whitby, Synod of, 664.

Conventions and Conferences (Rule 105)

In accordance with the rules for the ent^ of the official publications

of societies, conferences of political parties, religious denominations

and simiku- bodies are to be entered under their respective names

:
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Independent labour party.

Free church of Scotland. General assembly.

But similar meetings of bodies having no existence apart from the

meeting or conference concerned, should be entered under the name

by which the meeting is known. Failing a name, entry should be

made imder the place of meeting, and a suitable name should be

manufactured that will correctly describe the nature of the meeting :

Keswick. Convention.

Committees and Meetings of Citizens (Rules 106-107)

A meeting organized by a town's citizens, but not held under the

auspices of a particular body, nor having a name by which it is known,

is entered under the place at which the meeting is held, with a sub-

heading Citizens, and with a reference or an added entry under the

name of the chairman " or first signar," as the code says

:

Croydon. County borough. Citizens. Proceedings at a town
meeting . . .

If the meeting is restricted to a specific class of citizens, and if the

publications connected with it are anonymous, enter under the place,

and add the name of the distinctive class of citizens holding the

meeting.

Boards, Trustees, etc. (Rules 108-110)

If the name of a Board, Body of Trustees or Corporation begins

with one of those words, publications issued under their authority

should be entered under the institution or body which it controls

:

British Museum, London. Trustees.

A business firm is to be entered under the surname by which it is

generally known, followed by any forenames or initials used in its

designation

:

Quaritch, Bernard, limited.

Roffey and Clark, limited (with reference from Clark, Roffey
AND, limited).

Such bodies as endowments, foundations, funds, etc., are obviously
properly entered under the names by which they are known :

Whitgift foundation, Croydon. Board of governors.

Carnegie endowment for international peace, Washington.
Palestine exploration fund, London.

But in cases where the foundation or endowment operates in con-
junction with an existing institution, as with a college, a university or
a hospital, entry is made under the institution, with a reference from
the endowment or fund.

The code is silent on the point, but the cataloguer should consider
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carefully whether it is not advisable to make a reference from the
place in which the endowment exists or operates.

Exploring Expeditions (Rule in)

There is a variation of practice in entering accounts of exploring
expeditions, in consequence of which the cataloguer is enjoined to
** refer freely from other possible names than the one chosen for

the heading, such as government departments, commanders, societies,

editors, and even from names of vessels.

If the record is clearly the personal work of one or more individuals,

the main entry should be made under their name or names.
When the record consists of contributions by several people, certain

alternatives offer themselves, the choice being influenced by the manner
in which the expedition is designated, or by the prominence given

on the title-page to any one of the suggested headings,*' as :

() The official designation of the expedition, including its date.

() The government, or other body or person responsible for the

expedition and for the publication of its results.

(c) The officer commanding the expedition, particularly if he

personally edits the results.

{d) The name or names of the ship (or ships, if there are not more
than two), with the addition to the heading of the date of

the expedition.

(e) Th^ editor of the results.

(/) The first word of the title of the record.

PROBLEMS
1. What is corporate authorship, and what forms may it take ?

Give one example of each.

2. What is the significance of such words as Royal, Imperial, etc.,

in corporate authorship ? Give examples of British and foreign societies

beginning with such words.

3. What are the rules for entering central government publications,

and what modifications are common in British libraries ? Give some

examples.

4. What are the rules for entering churches and other ecclesiastical

buildings ?

5. What circumstances would guide you in preferring any one of

the many alternative headings provided for accounts of exploring

expeditions ?

6. What procedure is to be adopted in cataloging publications of

various types of educational establishments ? Give examples.

7. What is the code rule for laws and for digests of them ? Give

two examples, real or imaginary.

8. How are the following entered : reports of civil actions, reports

of crown, state and criminal proceedings, collected reports of trials,

admiralty proceedings ? Give examples.



CHAPTER SEVEN

RULES FOR THE MAIN ENTRY :

TITLE AND MISCELLANEOUS ENTRIES

(RULES 112-135)

Anonymous Works (Rules 112-118)

When is a work anon)anous and when is it not ? Is it to be regarded

as anonymous if the author is not ascertainable from the book itself;

or may it be regarded as on3nnous if the author has been definitely

ascertained from any reputable source whatsoever ? These are ques-

tions that have never been satisfactorily settled. The code says that

if the author of an anon}mious work is ^own, the main entry is made
under his name. If, however, the author remains unknown, the main
entry must be made under the first word of the title other than an
article

:

[Helps, Sir Arthur.] Brevia, short essays and aphorisms (added

entry under Brevia).

How to make a fortune . .

.

In the first case, make an added entry under the title, and if the

book relates either to a person or a place, make an added entry under
the personal or place name, as the case may be

:

Malefactor's Register, or the Newgate and Tyburn calendar . . .

(added entry imder Newgate and under Tyburn).

It happens occasionally that an anonymous work appears volume
by volume, in which case the entry is made under the title of volume i,

unless (a) the work has become definitely better known by that of a
later volume or volumes, or (b) a later title is attached to the majority

of the work. Here, as in many cases, the cataloguer is thrown back
on to his scheme of references, which must be made from any or every
title not chosen as the entry word.
More frequently, it happms that the title-page of an anonymous

work bears the p^ase, by Hie author of. The rule for cataloguing such
books is rather involved, though the cataloguer is saved much worry
because most authors who seek to veil their identity in this fashion

have been " discovered " and recorded. The chief part of the rule is

to the effect that such a book is entered under its title, with an added
entry under the title referred to, followed by the words Auihor of

:

Monksford, by the author of " Wise as a serpent.” . . . For other
works by this author, see Wise as a serpent. Author of.

Wise as a serpent, Aut^ of Monksford.

If an authw uses different titles in this way from time to time, then
74
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the added entry is made under the one most frequently so nn»ntioned.
If, however, as is probable, this frequency is not knovm, or if there is

a doubt about it, entry is made under an earlier, or what is sometimes
vaguely or debatably registered as a “ best-known ’’ work. A reference
should be made from the title of each work to the one chosen for
entry : as. For other works by this author, see.

.pother form of anonymous writing is that in which initials and
similar devices are used. If the author is undiscovered, the main
entry is made under the title, with an added entry or a reference
under both the first and the last letters used

;

Mess accounts and messing, by A. P. . . . (with added entries or
references under P., A. and under A. P.)

The GOLDEN ARCHER ; a book of sonnets, by A. B. (with added entries

or references under B., A. and under A. B.)

In most of the few cases it is possible to see why the two committees
failed to reach agreement on matters of entry. But why they failed

to do so in such a simple case as a rule governing different spellings

of the entry word of an anonjonous book, it is ^fficult to imagine.

The American rule advises the cataloguer to follow the spelling of the

title-page, and to refer from other forms, but where different spellings

have been adopted for various editions, the spelling of the title-page is

to be followed in every case. The British rule, on the other hand,

directs that one form of spelling should be chosen, and references

made from the others :

Enquiry.

Inquiry concerning the cause of the pestilence . . .

Enquiry how far the provost of Trinity college, Dublin . .

.

Inquiry into the difference of style . . .

(with reference : Inquiry, see Enquiry.)

Note that this is an alternative rule.

If variant spellings have been used in later editions, entry should

be made under the earliest form, with references from others. There

is an additional clause here which directs that where a form of spelling

used has become obsolete, the modem spelling is to be used, with a

reference from variants.

In cases where the title of an anonymous work commences with a

word that indicates a sequence or shows relationship to another work,

an added entry or a reference is made under the heading used fOT the

basic work, in order to collect at one place all the related material

:

Second narrative of the signal victory . .
.
(added mtry or reference

:

Narrative of the signal victory . . .)

This treatment of anonymous books has caused a second disagree-

ment between the two committees, this time as reg[ards translations of

works. The British rule directs that the entry shall be made
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under the heading used for the original work, with an added entry

under the first word of the translated title :

Coup d'oeil rapide sur la Suisse . . .

Rapid bird's-eye view of Switzerland . . . (added entry under

Rapid bird's-eye view . . .)

Note that this is an alternative rule.

The American rule enters a translation of an anonymous work

under the first word of its translated title, with an added entry under

the original one.

The Bible and Sacred Books (Rule 119)

Wbat are commonly known as the sacred books of the world,

including such examples as the Bible, the Vedas, the Koran, etc., or

separate parts of them, are entered under the English form of their

name, unless they are definitely better known under the vernacular

form. Editors, translators, and others receive added entries, and
references are also made from separate parts of the books.

As this will mean that under Bible, for instance, there must be a

large number of entries, a scheme of arrangement needs to be adopted.

The one suggested in the code is as follows :

1. Bible. Polyglot

2. „ By languages, arranged alphabetically.

3. „ Selections, by languages, arranged alphabetically.

4. „ Old Testament, Polyglot

5. „ Old Testament, by languages, arranged alphabetically.

6. „ Old Testament, Genesis, Exodus, etc., in order of the

authorized version, each book sub-arranged like 2.

7. „ Old Testament Apocrypha, arranged as above (6).

8. „ Old Testament, Apocryphal books (for Apocrypha and
Pseudepigraphs not included in the authorized version),

arranged alphabetically.

9. „ New Testament, arranged as above (4-6).

10. „ New Testament, Aprocryphal books, arranged alphabeti-

cally.

Bible. Polyglot,

Biblia sacra Hebraice, Chaldiaice, Graece, Latine . . .

English,

The Holy Bible . . .

French,

La Sainte Bible . . .

Italian,

La Sacra Bibbia . . .

Epics, National Folk Tales, etc. (Rule 120)

Epics and folk tales of world-wide or national standing are simi-
larly entered under their English names with references from their
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vernaculu forms, unle^ they are distinctly better known under the
latter, with added entries under the names of editors and translators

:

Beowulf.
Reynard the fox.

Chanson de Roland (with references from Roland and from Song
OF Roland).

Periodicals (Rules 121-122)

A periodical, except when it is the organ of a society and its contents
are limited to reports of the proceedings of that society—or institution

—is entered under the first word of its title not an article, with added
entries under editors and compilers of indexes, and analytics for

supplements forming separate monographs. This rule and aU its

implications should be read carefully ; it involves, for instance, entry
of The Library Association record under its title and not under the
Association as author.

In a series of notes is to be indicated
:

(i) the frequency of publica-

tion, (2) variations in the title, (3) names of successive editors, (4) im-
portant changes in names of publishers and places of publication,

(5) the presence of indexes and supplements, unless these are entered

separately

:

Contemporary Review (monthly). V. i, 1866, to date. Successive

editors have included A. Strahan, T. Knowles, P. Bunting . . .

It frequently happens that a periodical changes its name over a
period of years. In such circumstances, entry is made under the

earliest name, with brief entries under any later name or names.

This last clause of the rule provides another of the few cases in which

the two committees failed to agree. The American practice is to use

the latest name :

The Pall Mall magazine (monthly) . . . continued as Nash's-Pall

Mall magazine.
Nash’s-Pall Mall magazine (monthly). For fuller entry see under

Pall Mall magazine.

Note that this is an alternative rule.

A collection of extracts from a periodical is to be entered under

that periodical if its name appears in the title, with added entries

under the collector and the title of the extracts. But if the name of

the periodical is not mentioned in the title, entry is made under the

collector, or, if none is mentioned, under the title of the collection.

The name of the periodical should be given in a note, and a reference

or an added entry made under it

:

The Statist. All about assurance, reprinted from the Statist ...

The Times. Studies in gardening, articles reprinted from the Times

. . . (added entry under Studies . . .)

Punch. A " Punch ” anthology ; ed. by Guy Boas (added entry

under Boas).
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Blackwood’s magazine. Tales from the outposts (added entry

under Tales . . .).

It is well known that many important works make their d^but in a

periodical. In such cases it is not generally necessary to make either

a reference or an added entry tmder the periodical in question.

Almanacs and Year-Books, Newspapers and Directories (Rules

123-125)

Annuals, year-books and similar serial publications are usually

entered under their titles, with added entries under the names of any
editors, etc., who may be mentioned. Year-books of societies and
institutions, however, would be subject to the rules governing cor-

porate authorship

:

Daily Mail year book.

Almanack de G^itha.

Year Book of photography and amateurs’ guide ; ed. by P. R.

Salmon (added entry under Salmon).

But : Library Association. Year book ...

Newspapers are likewise entered under the first words of their

titles, other than an article. In cases where newspapers appear in

different editions under slightly varying titles, separate and inde-

pendent entries are made under each, but with added entries or

references under the main title, and, what may not occur to the

ordinary cataloguer, also under the name of the city from which
the newspaper emanates

:

The Times, London (with reference from London. The Times).

Sunday Times (with added entry under Times).

Unless the title of a periodically published directory begins with
the name of a publisher or a compiler, in which event it is to 1m entered
under the publisher’s or compiler’s name, the rule is for the main entry
to be made under the first word of its title other than an article or

a serial number. If the directory does not appear regularly, entry is

made under the editor or compiler if it is mentioned on the title-page

—otherwise under the first word of the title not an article

:

The Medical directory. Newspaper press directory.
Mate, Sidney J., ei. ^Bournemouth business directory, compiled by

Sidney J. Mate (with added entry under Bournemouth).

Added entries or references should be made (i) under the name
of the place in the case of a city, town, or similar directory, (

2) under
the compiler of a directory published periodically, and also under the
publisher, if his name figures in the title. In the case of directories

of places, the obviously useful entry is under the place.

Collections (Rule 126)

Composite works, collections of independent works, essays and
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suchlike by several authors, are entered under the editor, whether an
individual or a corporate body. If the editorial work is slight, and the
name does not occupy a prominent place in the title, or if it changes
from time to time, entry should be made under the title of the work

:

Palgrave, Francis Turner, ed. The Golden treasury . . . (with
added entry under title).

Hundred merry tales, reproduced from copy of 1526, with intro,

by WiUiam Carew Hazlitt (added entry un^ Hazlitt).

There are three sub-clauses to this rule, directing (i) that compila-

tions described as " monumenta, scriptores, anecdota, collections of

inscriptions, etc.,’’ be entered under their titles, unless usually referred

to by the names of their editors
; (2) that “ festschriften,” i.e.,

volumes of essays dedicated to some scholar, and similar things

published by a society or institution in honour of an individual or to

celebrate an anniversary, are entered under the responsible body,

with an added entry un^r the title. If they are not issued by a
corporate body, entry is made under the title. In any case, added
entries are made under the editor and of the person in whose honour
such a collection is published

; (3) that when two or more writings

by different authors appear together without a collective title, entry is

made under the author first mentioned on the title-page, even though

an editor's name may also appear

:

Monumenta medica, under the general editorship of Henry E.Sigerist.

(This work is generaUy known by its title. Added entry under

Sigerist).

Gerbert, Martin, baron von Hornau, ed. Scriptores eccl. de

musica sacra potissimum . . . (this work is generally known by
its editor. Added entry under Scriptores, reference from

Hornau).
Royal Institute of British architects. Sir Christopher Wren,

A.D. 1632-1723) ; bicentenary memorial (added entry under

Wren).

£ncyclop£dus (Rule 127)

An encyclopedia or a dictionary is entered under its editor, unless

it is definitely better known by its title, but preference is usually given

to the name of the editor. An added entry is also made under the

publisher when the work is often referred to by his name

:

Spence, Lewis, ed. Encydopsedia of occultism . .

.

Strauss, R., ed. The Parents' book . .

.

ENCYCLOPjBDlA BRITANNICA . . .

Marks, Montagu, ed. The Encyclopaedia of home arts ...

Appleton, Daniel and co., fiM. The Cyclopaedia of America

biography ; ed. by J. E. Homans . .
.
(exaunple of an encydopaedia

known by the name of its publisher. Added entry under

Homans).
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Series Entry (Rule 128)

In these days when almost every other book is one of a series,

the cataloguer will probably find it necessary to limit the number of

series entries. In cases where he deems one to be desirable, it will be

obvious that the main entry for the book itself is to be made in accord-

ance with the general rules, with an added entry under the title of

the series and a further added entry or more probably, a reference under

the editor, unless the series is definitely known by the name of a

publisher or an editor. The entry will include only those volumes in

stock, and the particulars to be recorded comprise
:

(l) number of

the volume, if numbered, (2) author's name, (3) brief title, (4) date of

publication. Four arrangements offer themselves
:

(i) by numbers,

if each volume bears one, {2) alphabetically by authors, (3) by subjects,

if such arrangement is likely to be more useful, as in the case of bio-

graphical series, for example, (4) chronologically.

International scientific series. V. 78. Bonney, Thomas George.

Ice-work.

Rural science series ; ed. by Liberty Hyde Bailey. Phillips,

Everett Franklin. Beekeeping.

Mediaeval towns series. Milan ; by Ella Noyes.

Bampton lectures. 1926. Rawlinson, Rev. A. E. J. The New Testa-

ment doctrine of the Christ.

Inscriptions (Rule 129)

A single inscription with no known author is entered under the

editor, unless it is habitually referred to by a distinctive name, when
it must be entered accordingly, with a reference from the place where
the inscription was found. The cataloguing of collections of them is

governed by the appropriate part of the rule governing collections

(?•»•)

:

Sandalgian. Joseph, ed. Les inscriptions cundiformes . . .

Latishev, Vasily Vasilevich, ed. Inscriptiones antiquse . .

.

MISCELLANEOUS RULES (RULES 130-135)

Geographical Headings (Rule 130)

Where geographical headings are employed as entry words, they
should be given in their accepted English forms except that when
both English and vernacular forms appear on the title-pages of English
books, the vernacular is to be preferred. In cases of doubt, the
catalo^er should have recourse to the standard gazeteers, such as

:

The Times gazetteer. The Century cyclopedia of names, etc.

:

Bruges, nof BrOgoe.
Venice, not Venezia.
Vienna, not Wien.
Leghorn, not Livorno.
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The Code also contains the Library of Congress Supplementary Rule
governing the use of geographic headings, which is particularly valu-
able for the guidance it gives concerning the distinction of places
with the same name.

Modified Vowels (Rule 131)

Modified vowels are spelled out or otherwise, according to the
practice of the author, but where they are written a, o, ii, they are
arranged as though they were ae, oe, ue :

Muller, arranged as Mueller.
Munsterberg, arranged as Muensterberg.
G5rres, arranged as Goerres.
Barrens, arranged as Baehrens. •

Haberlin, arranged as Haeberlin.

Actions and Trials (Rules 132-135)

Reports of civil actions are entered under the party first mentioned
on the title-page, with addition of the name of the second party, as

:

Black, Timothy, vs. White, James. As always, an added entry is made
under the second party as well as under the name of the reporter, if

his name figures on the title-page :

Grundy, James, vs, Hewson, George. The Case of James Grundy
versus George Hewson before Mr. Justice Acton and Mr. Justice

Goddard . .
.
(added entry under Hew^son).

Reports of crown, state and criminal proceedings are entered under

the name of the defendant. If several people are involved in the

proceedings, the main entry is made under the person first named on

the title-page, with necessary added entries

:

Smith, George Joseph. The Trial of George Joseph Smith ; ed. by
Eric Russell Watson (added entry under Watson).

Reports of admiralty proceedings relating to vessels should be

entered under the vessel concerned :

Bounty," H.M.S. The court-martial of the " Bounty " mutineers ;

ed. by Owen Rutter . . . (added entry under Rutter).

If the name of the editor or compiler is given, the main entry for

collected reports of trials should be made under his name. If no

editor or compiler is named, entry should be made under the title,

bearing in mind the rule for entering collections (q,v.) :

Smith, John Jay, ed. Celebrated trials of all countries . . .

Remarkable trials and interesting memories of criminals . . .

PROBLEMS
I. Examine the alternative rules in this section, and discuss the

pros and cons of each.
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2. What problems may arise in connexion with the cataloguing of

anonymous works ?

3. In what circumstances would the main entries for directories and

year-books not be made under their titles ? Give some examples.

4. In what cases are main entries made under titles ?

5. What difficulties arise in the cataloguing of periodicals ?







' CHAPTER EIGHT

SUBJECT ENTRIES FOR A DICTIONARY CATALOGUE

Every library will find it necessary to provide a subject catalogue of
some kind. If it is of the classified variety, the cataloguer’s task is

simplified to some extent, because his subject is largely determined
by the classification schedules. Where a dictionary catalogue (or an
alphabetical subject catalogue) is in use, however, the cataloguer has
to make, besides the main en^, an additional entry or entries under
the subject or subjects with which the book deals, and to see that
each subject is connected up with co-related ones by means of a
scheme of cross-references. The task is not as easy as it might appear
to be.

How is he to set about determining the specific subject with which
each book deals ? In some cases a ciu*sory glance at the title-page is

sufficient to determine it ; where this fails or where it may seem desir-

able to confirm that the title-ps^e is really a true index of the subject,

the list of contents may be a useful guide, or one may have to turn to

the preface or introduction, or even, in cases of extreme doubt, to the

text of the book itself. Reviews and other library catalogues* may
also be appealed to with likely success.

A book may treat of a single subject, like the history of France,

the growing of roses, the building of a steamship, the collection of

postage stamps, the theory of evolution, and so on, all of which are

equally simple to the classifier and the cataloguer. But it may treat

of several d^tinct but related subjects, like light and sound, coins and
medals, painting and sculpture, etc. Or, yet again, it may treat

separately of a number of entirely different subjects, as in the case of

collective biographies and many volumes of essays.

The cataloguer’s first task then in regard to. the making of subject

entries is to choose the heading which most correctly describes the

subject of which the book treats, but keeping in mind the fact that

other books on precisely the same subject may come along, but with

different subject words forming parts of their titles. For instance,

under Pottery, Liverpool has books bearing the subject words

Pottery, Porcelain, Stoneware.

Less attention has been given to subject entries than to author

entries, and there is little general agreement as to the method of

making ,them by any logical scheme. It should be clear that, as in

all other forms of cataloguing, there must be some system by which

subject headings are chosen and standardized for future use in similar

circumstances, and by which cross-references are determined and made.

Several valuable printed guides are available, including Minnie E.

Sears" List of subject headings for smalb libraries (H. W. Wilson Co.),

7
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the A.L.A. List of subject headingsfor use in dictionary catalogs, xad. the

Library of Congress Subject headit^s used in the dictionary catalogues

of the Library of Congress. The use of one of these will greatly help

towards the proper building up of a subject catalogue, but every

library should aim compile its own list of subjects and references.

Assuming that the books ^ classified by Dewey, and that the

making of a dictionary catalogue is beginning from zero, a shnple

method is to start off by listing Dewey’s thousand sections on a

tiiousand 5x3 slips, with such modifications in terminology as may
be thought necessary, adding further cross-reference slips between

anonymous and related terms, and in the case of headings capable

of division into more specific ones, the necessary see tdso references

on the appropriate cards ; for example

:

Sociology [which will be used to take general

books only]

See also Statistics, Political science. Political

economy. Law—^and so on.

PouTicAL Economy [again to be used for

general books only]

See also Capital and labour. Banking, Finance

—and so on.

Capital and Labour [for general books only]

Su also Strikes and lockouts. Trades unions.

Unemployment—^and so on.

As it is important that the official list of headings shall only com-
prise subjects actually represented in the stock, the appropriate slips

should be removed to a separate sequence as each book is catalogued,
and additional ones prepared as may be necessary, uptil eventually
there vdll be left a residue, which d^ould indicate subjects unrepre-
sented in. the library, a valuable guide for those who are concerned
with the book selection.

It should never be assumed that a subject heading has been deter-

mined; the fact should always be verified, and hot only, should
subject slips be added, but they should also be withdrawn as may
become necessary consequent on the withdrawal of the only book

—

ot books—on a subject. No list of subject headings can rea^ a state
of finality. In these days new ones turn up with every fresh batch of
books, as witness Surreausm, Photo-elasticity, and so on.
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For 6xainpl6« the late Minnie E. Seats in h^ pamphlet PfMiictd
suggestions for ike banner in sutjea heading work (H. W. Wilscm Ca),
which is commended to those who are ccmcomed with subject catalogu*
ing, worked out the case of Fishing on some.such lines as these

:

Angung. See Fishing.

Fishing.

See also Salmon fishing ; Trout fishing.

Referfrom (see reference) Angling.

Referfrom (see also ref»ence) Fishes ; Sports.

Fishes.

See also Aquariums ; Fish culture ; Fisheries

;

. Fishing ; Marine fauna [and names of indi-

vidual fish as required].

Refer from (see reference) Fish ; Icthyology.

Refer from (see also reference) Fisheries ; Marine

fauna ; Vertebrates.

Trout fishing.

Refer from (see also reference) Fishing.

In public libraries, subject headings should be as simple and clear

as possible, in order that people of ordinary intelligence may be able

to use the catalogue easily and quickly. No matter how small the

library, care should be taken from the beginning to see that they are

madA on a definite plan and not allowed to grow up in a haphazard

faahmTi. If they are, the library is saving up trouble in the future

that may take years to put right.

With iwndifiratiniM to suit local requirements, the rules generally

fdlowed in the making of subject entries are those in Cutter's Rules

for a dictionary catalog, which must be carefully studied, especially

the explanatory notes appended to most of the rules, which make

very interesting reading.
,

The fundammtal'rule is that a work should be entered nndtf its

qmific subject when it has one, and not under some wider heading,

which includes that subject. A book on metaphysics, for instaiux.

goes under that and not under philosophy ; one cm the tiger goes
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under that and not under animals or zoology, or even mammals.

Ilie rest fipue in the scheme of cross-references. This specific entry

principle constitutes the fundamental difference between a catalo^e

built on the Actionary principle and the form known as the alphabetico-

classed catalogue. It is conceivably possible to carry tlm specific

entry rule too far. Fat instance, a'book on accumulators or batteries

should be entered under one of those heads, but Liverpool enters the

subject under Electricity, Appued. Apparatus and appliances,

with a reference from Batteries, thereby perpetuating to that extent

the advantages of the alphabetico-classed catalogue, demonstrated in

chapter 3, as compared with the striotly correct method of entering

general Iraoks on birds under Birds, those on wato^ birds- under

Water Birds, and those on gulls imder Gulls.

As a general rule, the plural form of a heading should be used in

preference to the ringular, except in the case of fruit, and possibly

flowers, with references if necessary. Thus Mice, not Mouse ; Canaries,

not Canary ; Cathedrals, not Cathedral, etc.

This all sounds delightfully simple, but difficulties soon present

themselves. Some subjects have no concise or well-defined name,
especially when they make their first appearance. Cutter quotes as

an example the case of the “ Fertilization of Flowers," which at one
time would scarcely have been r^arded as a subject heading to be
used in a library catalogue, but which has become firmly established

and recognized.

There is often a strong temptation to make a subject entry under
some wider heading, on the assumption that people are more likely

to look there than under the* more specific one. While it is not alto-

gether wrong to enter a book under a wider heading, provided the
specific one is also used, either by way of entry or by reference, it will

apparent that if this is done on a huge scale the catalogue will soon
become unwieldy, the specific subject rule will have b^ broken,
and those consulting the catalogue will never be quite sure what
Iodide is actually followed. For despite the general experience of

lilwarians that readers do not use the catalogue anyhow, and that if

they do they onlyflounder out of their depth, there are some intelligent

people who do use it, know how to, and prefer doing so to worrying the
staff. Such readers are to be encouraged and borne in mind in the
making of library catalogues.

How difficult it is to sdect the right subject heading may be judged
from the number of alternatives Cutter has found' it necessary to
provide for, which indude

:

Choice bbtwesm Person and Country

The commonest cases affected here are lives of rulers, and scarcebr
less those of politicians andstatesmen. It is difficult to decide whether
the ruler or the country over which he^rules dudl be regarded as the
subject of books dealing with hiih and his reign, and even Cutter’s
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rale does not provide a happy solution to the problem. He says tiiat

under the name of the ruler should be put “ all his biographies, and
wmrks purptniing to be histories of his reign," but histories covering
more than his reign, and accounts of events which happened during

the reign, and aU political pamphlets not directly criticizing his

conduct " are to be entered under the country.

But Cutter goes on to point out that books of this sort really have
two subjects, and should, therefore, receive double entry. As most
libraries cannot afford to make double entries wholesale, he suggests

that it may be better to enter all lives of rulers, as well as histories

of their reigns, imder the country, with a jeference from the name of

the ruler. The Liverpool catalogue emphasizes the difficulty that

exists in this connexion. Buchan’s The King's grace appears Under
both- George V. and Engi.and, and so does Gibbs' Book of the

Kin^s jubUee, but Drinkwater’s The King’s reign appears only under

'

George V., and so does Arthur's King George V. There is a reference

from George V. to England, but unfortunately, not from England
to George V.

Closely allied to lives of rulers are those of statesmen, whose biog-

raphies are largely the history of their times and countries. In these

cases, we usu^y refer from the country to the name of the man,
but there are not a few in which double entry provides the only satis-

factory solution of a real difficulty. Winston Churchill's MarVborough,

his life and times, is a case in point.

Event versus Country

Some difficulty may occasionaOy be experienced in deternuning

whether a book dealing with a period or a specific event, in the history

of a country shall be entered under the name of the period or event,

or under the history of the country of which it forms a part. Follow-

ing the specific subject rule, it is permissible and even desirable to

enter such events as have clearly defined names under those names,

with a reference from the name of the country. Cutter cites as

examples, St. Bartholomew's Day and the Wars of the Roses. If,

however, the period or the event bears a name that may be common
to any country, such as Civil War, Revolution, etc., entry should be

made under the country.

Subject—OR Form—versus Country

One difficulty that besets even experienced cataloguers is that of

knowing when to enter localized subjects under the country or other

plMe, and when under the subject. Local geologies, floras and faunas

are cases in point. Cutter is clearly right when he sajrs that the only

satisfactory way out of the difficulty is to make double entry. But

as most libraries caimot afford the space involved in multiplying

entries, it beonnes necessary to choose^ between entry under place

(with sn^hea^ngs) and entry under subject.
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It is not atways ttay, however, to decide which oonne is the proper

<Hie to take. Many people who want books on the flowers of Switzer-

land are not seriously interested in botany ; their interest is solely

in the country. Conversely, a person who wants a book on the gedogy
of Sussex may be cmly casually interested in the county itself.

If a work treats of a general .subject with special reference to a
locality. Cutter directs that it drall be entered under the place, with

a reference from the subject, but many cataloguers are not in complete

agreement with Cutter on thk point. In his example, he pots a locailized

omitholQgy under the place, with a reference from the subject. His
argument is interesting but not convincing. He suggests that to enter

such a book under O^thAogy would be an applicaticm of the rule

of specific entry, but as there would probably be other difierently

locahzed ornithologies, it would become, “ in effect, dass-entry,”

whereas grouping under the place would not contribute to the maldi^
of a class, but would be one of the several aspects from which that

place might be studied.

Liverpool has adopted the double entry principle fairly widely,

such bcoks as Peach and Home's Chapters on the geology of Scotiand

and Stuart’s Gardens of the great Mnghi^ appearing respectively under
ScoiXAMD and Geology, and India and Gardening.

Mr. Bishop puts forward an interestii^ case for arrangement under
jdace.' " It is generally held,” he says, ** that the dictionary catalogue

should supplement rather Aan copy the classification. Now the
books will doubtless be classified on the shelves by subjects rather

than by country in those topics which admit of double treatment.

Therefore if books treating of such subjects as Education, Missions,

Agriculture, Slavery, Ardiitecture, Painting, etc., fiom a regional or
national pmnt of .view—as Central African Missions—and not covering

the whole field, are entered under the country or region, the subject

catalogue will show more about those r^ons than the classification

win at any one point. This seems almost ^e sole argument for making
use of this form of entry.”

He then goes on to show that the practice of the British Museum
and the Library of Congress is more nearly in line with the teasonmg
of readers. Except in &tory and geography, and possibly literature,

the interest is topic rather tl^ r^on.
It is best to li^t as fu as possible the entries imder country. Sub-

heads may be made under subjects if necessary, with reference from
the country.

Cataloguers will not go for wrcmg if th^ fdlow the practice of the
Library of Congress in this matter, which is to use subject headings,
with country subdivisions where necessary, for scientific, artistic,

technical, eamomic and educational snl^ects, like

:

AoaicoLTOaz. Denmark.

Town PLammeo. Germany.

Coenma. HeUtemd.
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and coratry heading^ subdivided by subject for historical and
descriptive subjects, and for most political, administrative and social
ones^ like

:

Ireland. History,

United States. Politics,

or to quote Liverpool again, a still wider scheme of subdivision under
country may be considered preferable, as

:

Russia
Five Year Plan
History

O.G.P.U.
Prisons

Social

Miscellaneous

Assuming that we are limiting as far as possible entry under
countries, the question arises whether we are going to use the su^
stantive or the adjectival place names. Is it to be Art, Spain, or
Art, Spanish ? \^enever possible, the substantive form should be
retained. But it is better to use the adjectival form in the cases of

language and literature ; Literature, French, is decidedly clearer

and more definite than Literature, France. Some further discussion

of sulvdivision will be found in chapter ii, as it is bound up to some
extent with the arrangement of catalogues.

Subjects that Overlap

In cases where subjects overlap, the cataloguer must choose the

dominating one and refer from the other, or alternatively if circum-

stances permit, have recourse to Cutter's remedy of double entry.

But it must be done with discrimination. Mrs. Beeton's Book of houso^

hold fnanagement, for instance, contains a large amount of material on
cookery, but it is quite unnecessary and impracticable to enter every

book on domestic science under cookery ; a reference does all that is

necessary. The theory and application of a subject are often dealt

with in the same book, as electricity and electrical engineering, but

whether it is wise or practicable to make entries imder both is for the

cataloguer to decide. A difficulty often arises in regard to topo-

graphical books that deal with two countries or two towns, especially

in the dictionary catalogue. Batten's English windmills, for instance,

concerns Kent, Surrey and Sussex, and entries might be re^nably
expected under all three counties, which is what is done in the Liverpool

catalogue. Similarly Muirhead's Southern Spain and Portugal must

have entries under both countries.

In choosing subject headings, the cataloguer is contim^y com-

pelled to make decisions; choice plays a greater part in subject

cataloguing it does in the case of the author entry, the making
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of y^iich is definitely laid doMrn by roles. More than anyone else who
has had a hand in the madring of cataloguing rules, Cutter has tried

to view the matter from the point of view " not of the cat^oguer

but of the public.” The following is the substance of his findings

:

Language

Whenever possible the subject heading should be in English, but

iino Engli^ word is available, a foreign one must, obviously, be used,

as also where it more adequately expresses the subject. Place names
represent a case in which the rule is frequently applicable, except

where both the foreign and the English forms are used in English.

Synonyms

As a general rule. Cutter says that of two exactly S3mon3nnoos

names, one is to be chosen and reference made from the other. The
common example is to be found in the need for choosing between a
scientific and a popular name, such as between zoology and animals,

palaeontology and fossils, petrology and rocks, etc. To enable the

cataloguer to make what he regards as a wise choice. Cutter puts for-

ward five suggestions

:

(1) Choose the heading likely to be most familiar to the majority

of the people who use the library. Roughly, his view is that scientific

libraries ^ould use scientific names, and popular libraries common
names. A chemical library would probably use toxicology, while a
public library would be content with poisons ; a geographic^ library

would use cartography where a public library would use maps.

(2) Choose the form most used in other catalogues, presumably
those serving similar types of readers. Perhaps Cutter visualized the
day when co-operative cataloguing and the free interchange of readers*

tickets would be common practice.

(3) Choose the one that has the fewest meanings. It is better to

use China for the country only and an alternative word for chin* in

its domestic utensil or ceramic sense.

(4) Choose the one that comes first in the alphabet. This is a relic

of Ae days of the printed catalogue, and scarcely applies in these

days of card catalogues.

(5) Choose the one that brings the subject nearest to other related

subjects, as Painters and Painting, Geometrical Drawing and
Geometty.

Care must be taken in interpreting this rule about ^monymous
headings not to stretch it so far lest subjects that are really distinct

should be entered together. Education, for instance, is a sign of culture,
but they are not strictly synonymous, each has its own literature,

and th^ should not be entered together. Frequent confusion arises

tiuough the misuse of the word art in book titles. Strictly, art and
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painting are not synonymous. Painting is an art, but so are sculpture
and engraving.

A point that may trouble students is the case of two subjects
diametically opposed to each other, the most hackneyed eTampl«»«

of which are tempeiwce and intemperance, and protection and free

trade, or perhaps, crime and punishment. It is thought that the pros
and cons of such subjects are most usefully brought together. One
should therefore be chosen as the heading, with reference from the
other, because quite obviously the subjects must necessarily be
inextricably mixed up. One could scarcely imagine a book on free

trade, for example, that did not contain as much information about
protection, or one on temperance that did not show the effects of its

non-observance. As Cutter points out, however, this rule needs to

be practised carefully. It would b^ ri^culous, for instance, to enter

boohs on Fascism and on Communism under either one of these head-
ings with reference from the other.

Subject-word and Subject

This strange heading enshrines an important principle of subject

cataloguing. It is, in effect, a most necessary warning that the cata-

loguer must not be led or misled by a book's title, which may or may
not interpret correctly the subject with which it deals. It is the duty
of the cataloguer to ascertain by examination what its subject is, and
not to assume that it is necessarily what its title suggests it to be. A
book’s title does not, therefore, invariably determine its' subject

heading. In handling modem books particularly, the catalo^er

must be ever.on his guard, for there is an increasing tendency for titles

of books to be enigmatic. In these cases it is obligatmy to satisfy

oneself by an examination of the contents that the wording of the

title-page is a correct interpretation of the book’s subject. They
have not been hitherto provided for in cataloguing codes, but it should

be noted that dust jackets are assuming more and more importance

in connexion with cataloguing.

Care most also be taken to separate the entries for books on differmt

subjects having the same name. It would be easy but ridiculous to

arrange books on Seals (Zoology) in the same sequence as those on

Seals (Sculpture), or on Wells (the cathedral town) with Wells (a

source of water supply).

Wherever possible, it wiU be better to use some other heading for

one of two homonymous terms.

Compound Subject-names.

In mniBt cases, a single word can be used to express a specific subject^

as ethics for moral philosophy, and physics for natural philosophy*

but there will remain a considerable number of what are called com
pound subject-names, of which Cutter cites five varieties

:

(x) A noun preceded by an adjective, as>Future life. Regional

idanning, ReUgions liberty, etc.
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(2) A noun preceded by another noun used adjectivally, as Animal

management, Country life. Laundry work, etc.

(5) Two nouns cormected by a preposition, as Rdmantidsm in

music.

(4) A noun connected with another by “and," as Crime and
criminals. Idols and images. Religion and science.

(5) A phrase or sentence, as Rotation of crops. Firearms industry

and trade. Sterilization of criminals rmd defectives.

Three forms of treatment call for consideration in connexion with

these comik)und subject-names. The cataloguer may
:

(i) record the

subject exactly as it stands, (2) use the most significant word of the

phrase, inverting it if needs 1^, or (3) enter under the words as they

stand, except that, whenever possible, a subject represented by a noun
preceded by an adjective shall be'reduced to a single word, as Natural
philosophy to Physics,and Conduct of life to Ethics. If it is not possible,

then the words shall be inverted so as to bring the noun to the front,

as Chemistry, Organic ; Insurance, Accident.

Cutter’s gener^ rule for the treatment of compound subject-names

simplifies the foregoing to some small extent. It is to the effect that

entry shall be under the first word, “ inverting the phrase only when
some other word is decidedly more significant or is often used alone

with the same meaning as the whole naihe." He admits in a most
interesting note extending over two and a half pages that this rule is

vague, while the third choice offered above “ is clear and easy to

follow." But it has objections, the chief one being that it would put
many subjects under headings where most people would fail to look.

To cite a few of Cutter's own examples, nobody would expect to find

books on domestic economy under economy, on the solar system
under sjrstem, on military art under art, or even local government
under government, church history under history, or social science under
science, but most readers would look for organic chemistry under
chemistry, ancient history under history, and comparative anatomy
under anatomy.

Another objection is that often a noun denotes a class, while the

adjective limits the norm, and the name thus becomes a sub-class,

as in International Law, Secret Societies, etc. " To adopt the noon
(the class) as the heading, is to violate the- fundamental principle of

the dictionary catalogue. The role is urged, however, not on the

ground of propriety or congruity with the rest of the S3rstem, but
simidy as convenient, as a purely arbitrary role which once understood

will 1m a certain guide for the reader."

It is curious how time changes views. Maigaret Maim, for instance,

definitely commends the use of inverted headings (p. 178) on. three

grounds
:

(x) that all books on every phase of a subject are brought
together, (a) that it frequently gives a grouping different from that on
the shdves, (3) that k relieves the ttwdxx of the fotigue and trouble

of looking in several places for rdated topics.
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Numbsk Of Subject Entkibs

The number of entries to be made iot a single book is largely dictated

by questicms of expedieiu^. cost, time and space. The cost of catalogu-

ing a book is obvioudy greater if four enbies are made Ua it than if

there are only one or two, the tune occupied must be more, and the
space will be cmre^ndingly mcreased. On the other hand, the value
of the catalogue is likely to be greatly enhanced if the additional entries

are made intelligently, so that, for example, a reader does not find a
large proportion of the same books listed at a second head to which
he has b^ referred. That is to court criticism and to make readers

question the value of catalogues.

Cranshaw had a good deal to say on this point in his article Cutting

cataloguing costs 50 per cent., in the Library world, v. 39, 1936-37,

p. 179-184. He arrives at an average figure of 1.77 subjects per b<wk
from an analjrsis of a considerable num^r of boola catalogued in the

A.L.A. catalog and the Standard catalog, and criticizes it as " much
too much." Whether it is too much or not, it probably represents a
very fair average. The late Minnie £. Sears worked out 1.241 titles

and found that 63 per cent, of them required single subject entries

only, 29 per cent, required two, and the remaining 8 per cent, required

more. An examination of some pages of the Liverpool Catalogue of

. . . non-ficHon has shown that on an average each page contains about

84 entries. On four pages, omitting purposely those containing much-
written-upon subjects, it was found that there were 63 subject entries,

and of the books represented in that number, 22 were entered under

at least one other subject,' of which the following are examples

:

Dakers. Tomatoes and‘cucumbers,

under tomatoes and under cucumbm.

Bragg. Nature of crystals.

under crystals and under physics.

O'Donnell. Famous curses.

under curses and under ghosts.

Gilliat. Heroes of the Indian mutiny.

under heroes and under Indian mutiny.

Knowlton. The naked mountain.

under Himalayas and under Ndhga Parbat.

ScHAUMANN. On the road with Wellington.

under Peninsula war and under Wellington.

Quennell. Superficial journey through Tokyo and Peking.

under Tokyo and under Peking.

Verni. Modem beauty culture.

under perfumes and cosmetics, and under beauty culture.

It will be generally agreed that some of the additional entries
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could have been dispensed with, but that they aie, in almost every

case, usefnl, will be equally generally accepted.

It may be well to bear in mind here that the entries it is possiUe

to provide lor a book include those under

;

(x) The author.

(2) The title (in certain circumstances).

(3) Each subject covered.

(4) A form heading (in some cases).

(5) Others, such as series, joint authors, editors, and so on, as well

as certain cross-referenceswWe necessary.

Whether or not to make all the entries a book reasmiably warrants

must be governed entirely by those factors of expediency, cost, ticae

and space previously referred to.

A polytopical book should properly be entered under each distinct

subject with which it deals. For instance, one called Walki in Surrey

and Sussex should be entered under Surrey and imder Sussex. But
discretion has to be exercised here ; and the cataloguer must be satis-

fied that the treatment of each subject is sufficient to warrant an
entry. He can usually do this by asking whether the information is

readly likely to be useful to anyone looWg for this subject. If it is

necessary to compromise, th^ subjects on which material is scarce

should, usually, take preference. Whether a book is polytopical is

not always apparent from the title-page, and the cataloguer must
ascertain it by examination of the contents.

Specific entry is the fundamental rule to be'observed in the dictionary

catsdogue. A book containing definite sections on Norway, Sweden
and Denmark shWd be entered under each. But sometimes it will

be found that a book treats of several subjects which, taken together,

make some greater, but generally recognized subject. The catdoguer
has the alternative of entering under each specific subject or of m^ng
a single entry under the more general head. Usually, he will choose
the second course. This may be tantamount to -class entry, and it

should be clear that such entries are only made where a book has no
specific subject.

With a view to effecting farther economies in the number of subject

entries. Cutter provides two other rules

:

(x) That when a number of bool^ might reasonably be entered

under the same two—or more—Sheadings, it will suffice if entry is

made under one of the subjects, with a reference from the other, or

others. International relations and League of Nations, Demonology
and Witchcraft, Navigation and Seamanship are examples that come
to mind.

(2) That when a library has many editions of the same book, it

will suffice to enter the bi^t edition under the subject, and to refer

to the author entry for details of the rest.

Cutter has a rule that scarcely seons to be necessary, to the effect
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that some books do not requite subject entry, either l^use thqr
have no dearly defined sut^ect or *' do not even belong to any class

of subjects.” Volumes of the E. V. Lucas, G. K. Chesterton type
will come readily to mind in this connexion.

Collections and series occasionally offer some difficulty in the matter
of their subject entry. The rule is to enter these under that heading
which best expresses their subjects, in exactly the same way as
ordinary works. Publications of sodeties should similarly be entered
under the subject with which the sodety deals, those of the Paheonto-
graphical Sodety, for instance, under Pakrontology (or Fossils).

But many such publications require to be treated individually as well

as cdlectivdy. Such sodeties as the Hakluyt, the Navy Records,

or the Harleian, have published important monographs on specific

travds and travellers, on specific figures and events in British naval

history, and on visitations in specific counties, as well as many local

parish registers.

In a few cases, it is permissible for the subject entry to be regarded

as the main entry, especially anonymous books about a person or

subject.

\^en dealing with expeditions it should be remembered that there

must be at least a reference from the name of the ship—^if it is named
—and that trials relating to a vessel should likewise be entered under

its name, as in the case of the ” Bounty ” referred to in chapter 6,

or ” Italia " expedition.

A reply to, or a criticism of. another work will naturally recdve a

subject entry under the same head as the work replied to, or criticized.

Cutter ends his section on subject entries considered separately

with some interesting remarks on the entry of fiction, plays and poems
under the subjects they illustrate, a practice which he dbtinctly favours,

and which has much to commend it. Care must be taken, however,

only to make such entries where definite light is thrown on the

history of a country or place, the life of sm individual, or on the social or

other problem discussed. Cases that come to mind are George Eliot's

Romcia (Italy), John Diinkwater’s play Abraham Lincoln, Thomas

Hardy's Dynasts (England in Napoleonic days). In this connexion

some mention may be made of the desirability of entering certain

biographies and monographs on the work of individuals like musical

cmnposers, artists, soldiers, doctors, etc., under the subjects largely

illustrated in Iheir own lives.

Cross-references

Cross-references are an essential and valuable feature of any sort

of catalogue ; they are the very making of a dictionai^ catalogue,

cmiverting, as Cutter sa}rs, a mob into an army, ** of which each part

is capable of as^ting many other parts.” Some preliminary discussion

of references has already taken place in chapter 3 (?.».).

Cutter lays down two roles for making subject references, both of

whidi for careful and common-sense apfdication.
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X The first .is that references shall be made from general subjects^ to

snbord^te subjects, and farther, to aduit Cutter calls " co-ordinate
"

and *' illustrative '* subjects. An analysis of this rule will serve to

show how extensive a ^eme of cross-references may become. Full

cataloguing will necessitate

:

(1) references from classes of individuals to individual represen-

tatives of them, as from Muacians, Dramatists, etc., to Wagner, Shaker
speare, and the rest. To save time and space such references are usually

coached in general terms.

(2) firom names of cities to persons intimately connected with them.

Tli^ is a form of reference seldom seen in generd dictionary catalogues,

though it is common enough in catalc^es of good collections. For
example, from London. History, to Whittington ; from Croydon.
History, to Whitgift.

(3) from countries to their colonies and smaller communities, as

from England to specific counties and towns, and from British
Empire to the individual parts, as Australia.

(4) from the histmy of a country to its rulers and statesmen, as

from Germany, Modem Hilary to Hitler.

(5) from literature, whether general or national, to individual

authors. From English Literature. History there would be some such
reference as: For books about individud writers, see under their

names, as Maseheld, John, etc.

(6) from art to the names of artists,

and so on with countless other subjects.

Reference must also be made from subjects to parts or aspects of

them and to the names of individud exponents, as from Olxhestra

to the individud instruments of the orchestra, to Wood, Sir Henry,
etc. ; from l^ends to folklore and mythology, etc. Unfortimatdy,
references on grand scde can only bie made in very full catdoguing.

In other cases, the catdoguer must exercise discretion.

It has been explained elsewhere that the classified or systematic

catdogue brings together, with certain limitations, entries for books
<m related subjects, which the dictionary catdogue scatters throughout
the catdogue according to the incidence of - a subject's initid letter.

But what the classified catdogue does by its systematic order, the

dictionaiy catalogue seeks to do by its network of cross-references,

while in tom, aspects of a subject are naturally brought together in

the dictionary catdogue that are widely separated in the classified

form.

The great difficulty of- the cataloguer in this coimexi<Hi is to fix

limits at whidi his cross-referencing shall bq;in and end. Many
dictionary catalogues are imperfect through under referencing, but as,

<Mi the other hand, a completely referenced catdogue would become
very complicated, cataloguers ^ve to adopt a medium course, and
leave the rest to tine inteUigence of the user and to the expert know-
ledga of the staff

.

The seopl rule permits the makipg of references from ^edfic
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to general But Cutter saw some difficulty in doing this

on an extensive scale, and accordingly inserted the saving word
“occasionally." It was attempted with some success in the old
Glasgow dictionary catalogues, and is done in the more recent
Liverpool Catalogue on a modest scale, as from Lions to Animals,
from Money to Economics, from Moon to Astronomy, etc. It is a
little difficult to follow the reasoning by which references may be
made freely from general to specific heads and only occasionally from
specific heads to general ones, for experience shows that the one is

as necessary as the other, if not more so, for it is obvious that most
general books must contain information on the component parts of

the larger subject. Actually, it seems to be a matter of expediency.

If the materiid catalogued imder a specific subject is plentiful, the

need for reference to a general head is not as urgent as where material

catalogued at the specffic head is slight. Small libraries in particular

should find it valuable.

.

^This chapter could continue indefinitely. The main things to be

instilled into the mind of every cataloguer who has to make subject

entries are that he shall (i) enter under the specific subject, (2) make
necessary cross-references, added and analytical entries, but (3) see

that the catalogue does not become overloaded with these last.

Margaret Mann has given a useful list of five “ don'ts " that may
serve to help the cataloguer to guard against (3) above. They are

reprinted here with her consent

:

1. Don’t enter under both subject and form ; e.g. Essays on
astronomy. Enter under Astronomy only, not under Essays.

2. Don't enter under place and subject when the subject does not

lend itself to loc^ treatment ; e.g. Researches in the field of

radio made in Germany. Enter under Radio only, not under

Germany.

3. Don’t enter a book of definite scope under the larger as well as

the specific term ; e.g. Natural history as studied through bird

life. Enter under Birds only, not under Natural history.

4. Don’t enter under subject and also under the type of reader

for whom the book was prepared ; e.g. Banking for women.

Enter under Banks and banking only, not under Women.

5. Don’t enter events taking place in a certain locality under the

event and also the place; e.g. Olympic games in France.

Enter under Olympic games only, not France.

FURTHER READINGS

Bishop. W. W. Practical handbook of modem library cataloguing. 1927.

Chapter 7, Subject headings.

Fbixows, Dohcas. Cataloging rules. 1922. P. 38-54.

UixcHUR, TaiitBSA. Cataloguing for small libraries. 1926. Chapter 5. Subject

entries.
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IfAim. IiCaxoakst. Introduction to cataloging and the classification of books.

1930. [New ed. 1943O
Chapters 9-10.

Sbabs, MtHMiB Earl. Practical suggestiona for the beginner in subjectheading

work. 1933.

PROBLEMS
X. Draw up a scheme of subject headings and references for books

on railways, political science and astronomy.

2. What ndes would you drawup for cataloguing books on localized

subjects ? Give examples of cases in which you would use (a) a place

heading subdivided by subject, {b) a subject heading subdivided by
locality.

3. Vl^t difficulties are likely to occur in dealing with polytopical

books ?

4. How would you ensure that the same terms were alwajrs used
as the subject hea^g for books on a subject ?

5. What are compound subject names ? Give some examples, and
show how you would deal with them.

6. Demonstrate the extent to which there is a certain collocation

of subjects in a dictionary catalogue.

7. Discuss, with the aid of examples, the advantages and dis-

advantages of the application of the specific subject rule.
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CHAPTER NINE

TITLE, FORM AND ANALYTICAL ENTRIES

Title Entry

There are a few instances where provision is made in the code for

title entries, whether as main or as added entries : for anon3nnous
books, the Bible and similar sacred books, periodicals, etc. These
cases are dealt with at their appropriate places and need not be dis-

cussed further here.

But there is a wider application of the principles governing the
making of title entries, though the opinions of cataloguers differ

widely as to the extent to which they should be provided. J. Henry
Quinn, for instance, than whom there was no sounder authority in

this country, speaks in his Library cataloguing (1913) of '' superfluous

first-word title entries in dictionary catalogues, and adds that “title

entries should be the exception, not the rule." This is the view too

of some other librarians. The late Leonard Chubb, for instance, was
of opinion that in the first edition of this book undue stress was laid

on the value of title entries. James Cranshaw, while admitting that

there has been a tendency to make such entries more liberally, regards

much of the work as a waste of energy, on the ground that it is already

done in such recognized tools as the Reference catalogue, Margaret

Mann, on the other hand, remarks in her book that “ there seems to

be a growing tendency in libraries towards a more generous supply

of title entries." While most cataloguers are agreed that superfluous

title entries are a waste of time and space, the general view is that too

few are to be found in most library catalogues, and that more attention

might be usefully given to some of Cutter's directions for making them.

This view is borne out by the experience of those who made contacts

with the public. Every title that is remarkable or likely to be remem-
bered should receive an entry, especially when the book's subject is

not clearly indicated in the title. For example, while it would be

quite unnecessary to make one for Green's Short history of the English

people, such an entry would help many people to find books like Sir

Norman Angell's The unseen assassins, or E. V. Lucas' Post-bag

diversions. One is confirmed in this view by reference to the Liverpool

dictionary Catalogue of works of non-fiction . . where, in the space of

a few lines these title-entries are to be found :

Unknown God, by A. Noyes.
Unknown tribes, uncharted seas, by Lady Richmond Brown.

Unknown warrior : a tragedy, by P. Raynal.

Unparliamentary papers, by R. Berkeley.

Unseen assassins, by Sir N. Angell.
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Unstoried in history, by G. Festing.

Unutterable beauty : poems, by G. A. Studdert Kennedy.

Fiction provides the most obvious case for an added entry under

the first word of the title other than an article, if only because many
readers remember the names of novels without having any idea of,

or interest in, their authors. Some cataloguers make the entry under

the first word other than an article or a preposition, but a preposition

is more likely to stick in people's minds than an article, it is a more
essential part of a book's title, and there are, besides, fewer titles

beginning with prepositions than with articles.

Closely allied to prose fiction are miscellaneous volumes of essays

of the E. V. Lucas type, individual plays and poems. Title entries

should certainly be made in the case of the first two, and of the third

when they are sufficiently long or important. The titles of musical

compositions, especially of operas and musical plays, provide a closely

analogous case to plays and poems, especially in these days of broad-

casting and gramophones, when thousands of people know such works
so well by their titles, but not necessarily by their composers.

It has been said that title entries are usually made under the first

word other than an article, but there is at least one case in which they

may be made, with advantage, under some other word as well or

instead. This is when the key-word of a book's title is the name of

some person, as, for example. The Personal history of David Copper-

field, Nine people out of ten would look for this under David rather

than under Personal, just as they would look for The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes under Sherlock, and not under Adventures.

By this process of inversion incidentally, it is possible to make what
are called subject-title entries, as for example, to cite Liverpool again :

Penguins, Island of, by C. Kearton.

Curses, Famous, by E. O'Donnell.

Culture, The meaning of, by J. C. Powys.

With regard to fiction, some cataloguers hold that it is a waste of

time to make title entries for such classics as Ivanhoe, Pride and
prejudice, and the others. The answer to this is a question—when
should one do it and when not ? If a title entry is unnecessary for

Ivanhoe, is one necessary for The Forsyte saga? When the film of

Lorna Doone was shown, dozens of people asked for the book, but
few mentioned the name of its author. They probably neither knew
nor cared

!

Broadly summarized, the following are clear cases in which title-

entries should be provided, as the circumstances warrant, with examples
of each

:

(a) Fiction

:

Portrait of a gentleman, by Eden Phillpotts. Peter

Abelard, by Helen Waddell.
(fc) Plays

:

What every woman knows, by Sir J. M. Barrie. Lady
with a lamp, by R. Berkeley.
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{c) Poems of length or importance; The Earthly paradise, by
William Morris.

Tale of Troy, by John Masefield.

(d) Striking titles, not clearly indicating the subject dealt with :

Isles of the island, by S. P. B, Mais.

Oxford into coal-field, by Roger Dataller.

(e) Some word other than the first, likely to remain in the memory,
which may be a personal name, as The Ordeal of Richard
Feverel, by George Meredith.

The Early life and adventures of Sylvia Scarlett, by Compton
Mackenzie.

These should have additional title entries :

Richard Feverel, The ordeal of, by George Meredith. Sylvia

Scarlett, The early life and adventures of, by Compton
Mackenzie.

(/) A sub-title : The Bab ballads ; with which are included. Songs
of a Savoyard, by Sir W. S. Gilbert.

This should have an additional title entry :

Songs of a Savoyard, by Sir W. S. Gilbert [included with The
Bab ballads].

Margaret Mann cites too the case of certain works emanating

from corporate bodies, and gives as an example ** Factories and
warehouses of concrete, issued by the Association of American Portland

Cement Manufacturers." There may be, and probably are, instances

in which title entries may be justified in such circumstances, but, as

a rule, they are better and sufficiently met by subject entries.

An example of the use of title entries in a dictionary catalogue

has been given. Here is a similar example taken from the index to

the Glasgow classified Union catalogue of additions. It is made clear

that such entries are given for " titles which are not self-explanatory ;

also titles of books of Poetry, Drama, Essays, Fiction and other

imaginative literature." It is also pointed out that " in many cases

more detailed information is given in the first part of the Catalogue

at the main entry, which may be found by reference to the correspond-

ing class number."

Affinities, and other stories ; by Mrs. M. R. Rinehart.

Afloat and ashore ; by P. L. Waldron, ill.

After the peace ; by H. N. Brailsford. 1920.

After the war, London, Paris, Rome, Athens [etc.], a diary ; by C. i C.

Repington. 1922.

After-dinner stories ; by G. Robey. 1920. ill.

After-war problems ; by Earl of Cromer, and others. 1917.

Aftermath ; by H. Belloc. 1920.

Aftermath
; by M. E. Boyle. 1916.
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Aftennatb, a geographical study of the peace terms ; by M. I. New-

bigin. 1920. maps.

Against the gi^ ; by C. A. Dawson-Scott.

Against the winds ; by K. Jordan.
, . , , . ,

Age and area, a study in geographical distribution and origin of species ;

by J. C. Willis, and others. 1922.

Age of innocence ; by E. Wharton.

Age of whitewash ; by C. Ceamach. 1921.

PROBLEMS

1. Try to recall the cases in a single day when you have been asked

if the library has a book of such-and-such title, author unknown.

From that experience try to assess the value of title entries.

2. Enumerate the cases in which you would provide title entries.

3. Take some pages from any library bulletin, and list the cases

in which the provision of a title entry would be helpful to the ordinary

reader.

Form Entry

Author, subject and title entries, and even series entries, are generally

regarded as essential features of any catalogue designed to serve the

needs of the greatest number of people. But there is another sort of

entry that is often overlooked, and yet is exceedingly useful where

the dictionary catalogue is employed. This is the form entry, i,e,

the registry of a book under the kind of literature to which it belongs,

as poetry, plays, fiction, operas, etc. The Liverpool catalogue has

yet another sort of form entry. Under French language (and other

languages too) there is a subhead : Books in French, arranged alphabeti-

cally under authors and titles. Other examples that occur are Recita-

tions, Sermons, and quite necessary in this particular catalogue. Sea
Adventures.

However divergent the views respecting the merits of the dictionary

and the classified catalogues, there can be no difference of opinion as

to the value of the classified form in bringing together forms of litera-

ture necessarily scattered throughout the length and breadth of the
dictionary catalogue. The works of the English poets, for instance,

are brought together, but are scattered according to the incidence

of the poets' names in the dictionary catalogue, except in the case of

collections, which are usually assembled under what is called a
" form " heading.

Generally speaking, form entries are too few in the dictionary
catalc^e, because their employment on wholesale lines would not
only bulk the catalogue, but would confuse the features of the classified

and of the dictionary catalogues. Those who remember the British
Museum cataloguing rules wUl recall that a certain amount of use is

made of form entry in the Museum's Author Catalogue, by the intro-

duction of such headings as encyclopaedias, directories, liturgies, etc.
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This is in itself an indication of the importance attached to this kind
of entry.

James Cranshaw has put forward a case for the omission ot re*

arrangemeilt of the literary form sections, such as Poetry, Plays,

Essays, Letters and Literary Miscellany in relation to the classified

catalogue. He points out that nearly all enquiries for poetry, letters,

essa3rs, and to a more limited extent, for plasms, are bv author, all of

which are answerable from the author catdogue or author index. To
repeat the entries in the same order under the respective form sections

English poetry, English letters, etc., he regards as a waste of time
and space. He would insert a reference card in the class section

referring readers to the shelf register for shelf order, assuming that

readers have access to that record, which, as far as we know, is not
common. For plays, he suggests that the classified catalogue should

arrange individual pla3rs by their titles, authors being already provided

for in the author catalogue or index, retaining the orthodox methods
for books about'plays.

Cutter has four rules on the matter, at least three of which still

find general favour. The first is plain common sense, and provides

such an entry for collections in any form of literature, such as plays,

poems, etc. Following the rule is a long and interesting justification

of this entry, reprinted here for present-day cataloguing students

:

“ In the catalogs of libraries consisting chiefly of English books, if

it is thought most convenient to make form-entries under the headings

Poetry, Drama, Fiction, it may be done, because for those libraries

Poetry is synonymous with English p>oetry, and so on ; but if a library

has any considerable number of boo^ in foreign languages the national

classification should be strictly followed ; that is to say, entries should

be made under English drama, English fiction, English poetry, Latin

poetry, etc. ; only those collections of plays, novels, poems that include

specimens of several literatures being put under Drama, Fiction,

Poetry. Or the English plays, novels, poems, etc., may be entered

under Drama, Fiction, Poetry, etc., and the dramatic works, etc.,

of foreign literatures under the names of the several literatures.”

The next sentences are specially important.
“ The rule above confines itself to collections. It would be con-

venient to have full lists of the single works in the library in all the

various kinds of literature, and when space can be afforded they ought

to be given ; if there is not room for them, references must be made
under these headings to the names of all the single authors; an

unsatisfactory substitute, it is true, but better than entire omission.

Note, however, that there is much less need of these lists in libraries

which give their frequenters access to the shelves than where, such

access being denied, borrowers must depend entirely on the catalog.

In the case of English fiction a form-list is of sudi constant use that

nearly all libraries have separate fiction catalogs.

" It has been objected that such fists of novels, {flays, etc., do not

suit the genius of the dictionary catalog. The objection is of no
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importance if true ; if such lists are useful they ought to be given.

There is nothing in the diction^ plan which makes them hard to

use if inserted. But the objection is not well founded. Under the

naniftii of Certain subjects we give lists of the authors who have treated

of those subjects ; under the names of certain kinds of literature

we give lists of the authors who have written books in those forms ;

the cases are parallel. The divisions of fiction, it must be understood,

are not the authors who have written novels, but the different kinds

of novels which they have written ; they are either such varieties as

‘ Historical fiction,’ ‘ Sea stories,' ‘ Religious novels,’ or such as ‘ English

fiction,’ ‘ French fiction.’ The first divisions we do not make for single

works because it would be very difficult to do so and of little use

;

but if there were collections in those classes we should certainly intro-

duce such headings. The second division (by language) is made as

it is in Poetry and Drama, both for single works and collections.

" There is no reason but want of room why only collections should

he entered under form-headings. The first entries of collections were

merely title-entries, and Mr. Crestadoro is the only person who has

thought that plays, etc., deserve two title-entries, one from the first

word, the other from what we might call the form-word. It is interest-

ing to watch the steps by which the fully organized quadruple S5Tidetic

dictionary catalog is gradually developing from the simple subject-

word index.”

His second rule provides for form entry in the case of single

works in the rarer literatures, represented in the stocks of general

libraries by very few examples, such as Chinese, Japanese, etc.

The third rule provides for the collection of general encyclopaedias,

indexes, amd similar works under such headings as Encyclopaedks,
etc. It should be understood in this connexion that only general ones
are so entered. A dictionary of music or an encyclopaedia of Islam,

for example, would each be entered xmder its own subject. To remove
misunderstanding, however, references should be made in some such
terms as

:
for encyclopadias of special subjects, see under those subjects,

as Music, etc.

The kst rule is more controversial than the other three. It provides
for the form entry of periodicals, the main entries for which are made
under their titles, and offers three alternatives

:
(i) in a atngi«>

alphabet under Periodicals
; (2) under languages, as English periodicals,

French periodicals, etc., or France. Literature. Periodicals; (3)
English periodicals under the heading Periodicals, foreign ones under
their respective languages.

It is doubtful whether such entries are necessary in a general library

;

but in a special library one can see their value.

Further cases could be enumerated in which foim entries would be
helpful, but it has been already pointed out that their wholesale use
would bulk the catalogue and result in a hybrid variety neither
dictionary nor classed. There is, however, one claiw of literature in
which the introduction of form entries may be justified, remembering
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that fiction is frequently removed from the main catalogue and entered
by itself. The class one has in mind is Music. Its borrowers are in a
category by themselves, many of whom use the library for no other
purpose than to borrow music. It would be a much appreciated con-
venience if they could find all their music together instead of having
to think of the names of individual composers. It is not suggested,
however, that all music should be assembled together under Music,
with sub-heads, but that the appropriate specific form head should
be used in all cases, as Violin Music, Piano Music, Orchestral Music,
Operas, Cantatas, etc. Further reference is made to this in chapter 20.

A similar case might be made out for other groups of books having
a special appeal, as for example, series specially prepared for debates
and debating, scientific recreations, collections of sea stories, school

stories, and so on.

It ought perhaps to be pointed out that form plays a great part in

subject entries as a means of sub-division. Examples commonly
met with are : Addresses, Essays, Lectures, Dictionaries, Periodicals,

History, Study and Teaching, and even Drama, Poetry, Fiction, etc.

There is little more that needs to be said on this question, except to

warn students against the common but inexcusable mistake in their

practical work of confusing subject headings with form headings.

One has seen a book like Palgrave's Golden treasury entered under
English poetry, as a subject heading, whereas it is, of course, a form
heading. The case is different with such a book as Courthope's History

of English poetry

,

where English poetry is the subject and not the form.

Remember, that things like poetry, essays, drama, and music may be
either subject or form, and be careful to distinguish the one from the

other.

PROBLEMS
1. Discuss the circumstances in which you would make form entries

in a dictionary catalogue. Give examples.

2. Broadcasting has developed an interest in forms of literature, like

plays, poetry to some extent, travel, music, thrillers, and so on, as

well as in specific subjects. What problems does this raise for the

arrangement of catalogues ?

Analytical Entries

Analyticals are entries for some part of a book, or for some specific

work in a collection, indicating in the entry the place at which the

book itself is to be found. They are not to be confused with secondary

subject entries as discussed in chapter 8, though the line of demarcation

is often a fine one.

Practice differs in regard to this matter of analysing the contwts of

books. Many libraries do not do it at all, others do it to a limited

extent, and scarcely any make the fullest use of a form of entry that

can increase the resources of a library to a very large extent.

It may be retorted that in these days there aie so many published
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indexes to periodicals, to collections of essays, to plays, poems, songs

and other forms of literature as to render the making of analyti^

entries a waste of time and space. Admittedly such firms as the

H. W. Wilson Company and our own Library Association have done

a lot of valuable work in this connexion. But their existrace do^

not preclude the desirability of individual libraries providing their

own analytical entries in the same catalogue as those for whole books.

Assuming that they are to be provided, it is well to point out that

the entries should include the date of the book containing the contribu-

tion, and the inclusive number of pages devoted to it.

Cutter has three rules on analyticals worth examining. The first

provides for full entry in the case of every work forming part of a

set, whether in one or more volumes. Actually this is not analytical

cataloguing at all, but common cataloguing practice. For instance,

the publications of The Early English Text Society may be regarded as

one set of works, but every volume should receive individual treatment.

Cutter cites the similar case of The Haklyut Society.

Whatever may be the general practice of a library regarding

analyticals, they should invariably be made for any work forming

part of a set, and having a separate title-page and pagination, even

though it may occupy only part of a volume.

There will^ some difference of opinion about Cutter’s next provision,

which makes analytical entries for works that have been published

separately, whether previously or subsequently, as for example, a
novel which originally appeared as a serial in a magazine. This may
have been desirable when novels cost 31s. 6d., but it is certainly un-

necessary to-day.

The third case will find more general acceptance in most libraries

where analytical cataloguing is carried out to any appreciable extent.

It provides for entry under author for every separate " article or

treatise ” occup3ang more than a certain number of pages, the number
to be determined according to local circumstances, for

"
treatises of

noted authors,” and for noted works, “ even if by authors otherwise
obscure.”

But it is not under authors alone that analyticals find a place.

Subject analyticals are even more valuable than author ones, as for

example, in the three circumstances cited by Cutter
;

(i) because a
work originates the literature of a science or a controversy, or contains
nw views conc^ing th^, (2) treats a subject authoritatively or
gives important information concerning it, (3) is of sufficient length
to warrant such an entry.

Minnie A. Lewis, catalog reviser in the John Crerar Library, Chicago,
made some apt remarks on this question in her article

“
Is the catalog

keeping up with the times ? ” in Catalogers’ and classifiers’ yearbook,
1934. She says :

" Andytics should be made for new subjects and
those not represented in complete books. There should be many
analytics ; they are important for quick and efficient reference work
and for the complete use of the many valuable sets that libraries
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acquire. Catalogers are willing to make anal3rtics, and close co-opoa*
tion between the two departments is the only way to determine which
are needed. But there is one danger in many analytics—the size of

the catalog is increasing much faster than the num^ of volumes in

the library. Catalogs are becoming unwieldy, and it is possible that
we are defeating one of our own g(^, that of enabling the public to
find the answers to their own questions, by frightening them with
mere size.”

She goes on to suggest the necessity for weeding out catalogues in

much the same way as books are weeded out, and relying, as far as
analyticals are concerned for older subjects, on the many published

bibliographies. Alternatively, a reference library might consider the

keeping of a separate catalogue of analyticals.

It is the responsibility of the cataloguer to determine the extent

to which such entries shall be made, and his attitude is usually dictated

by several factors, chief among which are : the amount of catalogue

space at his disposal, the time he and his staff can give to this sort of

work, which, valuable as it is, must be regarded as auxiliary to the

cataloguing of complete works, and finally by whether any printed

” guides ” exist covering the particular field.

It most be remembered in this last connexion, however, that such

guides only appear at long intervals, and that in the meantime many
valuable contributions to subjects on which little literature exists are

in danger of losing their value.

Title anal3rticals may be made if necessary even for novels contained

in collections, when they are likely to be asked for and looked for

separately, and certainly for individual plays.

They ^ould also be made for the second and subsequent authors

of composite books by several authors, but this, by the way, must not

be confused with joint authorship.

There must be a limit governing the use of all these kinds of analyti-

cals. They are not, for example, usually made for purely general books,

or for what Cutter calls " vague essays,” but biographies, histories

of localities, monographs on subjects, often lend themselves readily

to this treatment.

Here are t3q)ical examples of cases in which analyticals may be

made under author, subject, and title respectively

:

Heywood, John. Pardoner and the friar. (In Dodsley, Robert,

ed. Select collection of old English plays . . . v. r, 1874, p. 197-

238).

Canadian Literature. History.

MacMechan, Archibald. Cwadian literature ; the beginnings,

(In English Association, Essays and studies by members of

the English Association, v. 12, 1926, p. 87-99).

Pardoner and the friar, by John Heywood. (In Dodsley, Robert,

ed. Select collection of old English pla)rs . . . v. i, 1874, p. 197-

238).
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Despite the movement for effecting economies in cataloguing

method, a good deal of this sort of work is still carried out in library

catalogues, as may be seen from these few t3rpical examples taken from
the Liverpool catalogue

:

Coward, Noel. Young idea. (In Marriott : Great modern British

plays.)

Cromwell, Oliver.

Fortescue, Sir J. W. Oliver Cromwell. (In his Six British

Soldiers.)

New way to pay old debts, by P. Massinger. (In Ten Elizabethan
plays : ed. by E. J. Howard.)

Stairbuilding and handrailing. Dyer, T. E. Stone stairs. (In
Brickwork, etc. ; ed. by T. Corkhill, v. 6.)

PROBLEMS
1. Discuss the making of analytical in a card catalogue.
2. Give examples of cases when you would make analyticals under

(a) author, (b) subject, (c) title.

3. In what ways have firms like the H. W. Wilson Company helped
to solve the problem of making analytical entries > Describe any
work known to you that does this work for one or more subjects.



CHAPTER TEN

ANNOTATION IN CATALOGUES

The vexed question of ^notation in library catalogues has been
explained and discussed so thoroughly in the standard book on the
subject, Ernest A. Savage's Manwd of descriptive annotation for
library catalogues (1906), which is unfortunately out of print, and in

summary form in Sayers’ First steps in annotation in catalogues (1932),
in the A.A.L. series, that it is unnecessary to deal with it at great length
here. Moreover, it scarcely falls within the scope of a book on cata-

loguing pure and simple, to which it is a valuable, but not necessarily

essential, auxiliary. But a few remarks on some matters incidents
to it may be apposite, especially on the views held by some librarians

to-day, for Mr. Savage's book appeared nearly forty years ago, and
as views on library administration generally have changed during

that period, so they have, to some extent at least, in regard to annota-

tion. The older form of annotation was definitely informative ; the

modem sort is partly that and partly an attempt to persuade people

to read books they would otherwise pass by.

In the first place, there is considerable difference of opinion as to

the necessity for extensive annotation in catalogues. It is doubtful

if two per cent, of the users of a public library catalogue are in the

least interested in, or attracted by, the annotations appended to the

catalogue entries. For the most part they need : a book by a specific

author, and are only concerned with seeing which of his works are in

the stock ; a book on a particular subject, which is ascertainable

from the subject catalogue ; or more often still, just " something to

read.” It will be generally agreed that it is in an attempt to help

readers in the second category that annotation has its great value.

Far better than the over-free use of annotation, bora of a perfectly

wrong impression that every entry must, as a matter of routine, bear

an annotation, is a sane, controlled use of it. The entries for some
books undoubtedly require an explanation or amplification of the title,

but it should be remembered that it is just as easy, and quite as harmful,

to give too much information about a book, as to leave a reader

wondering precisely what this or that book »s.

Opinion is as divided in America as it is in this country on t^
question of annotating catalc^e entries. In 1934 a questionnaire

included this :
” Do you make use of subject annotations on the

catalog card, that is, notes which define the scope and purpose of the

book ? ” TTiere was, in response, a general agreement tl»t notes

were both desirable and useful, provided, and this proviso is signifi-

cant :
” they are concise and that good judgment is used as to when

notes are rei^y called for.”
109
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Several libraries replying deprecated the use of critical not^

because of the risks of inadequate knowledge and personal bias.

'

Emphasis was laid on the ease with which notes may be overdone,

resulting not only in a waste of time on the part of the cataloguer,

but greatly anno5dng the user of the catalogue because they are just

superfluous.*' Newark made a point that is sometimes not appreciated

in British libraries that make wide, and sometimes indiscriminate, u^
of annotations ;

** Very general annotating would lead to the reader's

browsing at the catalog rather than at the shelves—^to his disadvantage

in an open-shelf library." In other words, the function of the catalp^e

should be to make contact between a reader and his book at the earliest

possible moment.
The general disappearance of the printed catalogue was an event

over which few regrets have been uttered, but its existence at least

served to inculcate habits of self-control on the catalo^er where

annotations were permitted
;
printing costs forbade anything like the

extensive use that is possible to-day in consequence of the introduction

of manuscript catalogues. That restriction was not altogether a bad
thing, because it compelled the annotator to confine himself to essen-

tials, and to consider carefully exactly what he should write, and
exactly what purpose it was likely to serve. The current Liverpool

catalogue provides some excellent examples of what can still be done
in this way, as

:

Dunbar. FrontierB.

The author’s army service on the North-east and North-west Frontiers.

Jappb. Crucibles.

The lives and achievements of the great chemists.

SiBVRXiNG. The stuff of radio.

Contains eight examples of broadcast plays.

Wbstaway. The endless quest.
Three thousand years of science.

It will be generally accepted that it is folly to attempt to annotate
a batch of l^ks without having some clear understanding of what
annotation is, and of the limits to which the cataloguer is entitled
and qualified to practise it, for annotation may be purely elucidatory,
critical, or evaluative, or a combination of all three. While there are
differences of opinion on this, it is fairly generally agreed among
British librarians that the primary function of the library annotator
is to elucidate tiUhet than to apptaiso^ or even to tickle the public's
readmg fancy. We may therefore pass on, as sound doctrine, Sayers*
definition of annotation as " a descriptive extension of the title-page
of a book, in which the qualifications of the author, and the scope,
purp<^, and place of the book are indicated."

lliis may be elaborated under six easily remembered questions

:

(i) What are the qualifications of the author for writing the book
under consideration ? If he seems to have none, it is a waste of words
to draw attention to such qualifications as he may have for other
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things, except that they may suggest that he has none at all for the
work in hand.

() What is the book about, and how is the subject treated ? In
older books this is generally clearly indicated in the title, and the
annotator should make certain that this is not so before beginning to
waste ink writing something that is perfectly unnecessary and even
superfluous. In modem broks the need for enlightenment is more
urgent, for there is an increasing tendency to give enigmatic titles,

as for example : Are they the same at home ? "
;
“ Son of woman,"

and hundreds of others.

(3) Why did the author write this particular book ? Was it to help

students, and if so what sort of students, was it for the practical man
of business or industry, was it to propound or to controvert a theory,

was it to put on record some notable achievement, and so on ?

(4) In certain cases, especially of scientific and technical books,

what must one know in order to appreciate and benefit by a reading

of this particular book ? It is of no use being told that a book assumes
a knowledge of mathematics, chemistry or physics unless one is also

told just how much mathematics, chemistry or physics are necessary

for a reasonable understanding of the book.

(5) What hidden features are there about this book that might be

overlooked, even assuming a full title, and an annotation embracing

the appropriate points in the foregoing paragraphs ? Such things, for

example, as glossaries and appendices, which often contain valuable

information, special contributions not named on the title-page, and
lists of references.

() What relationship, if any, has the book to other books ? It

may be a sequel/ a criticism, or a further exposition. There is nothing

more annoying than to spend time reading a book and then find

that one should have read some other book first.

All these are matters of simple information or elucidation, and repre-

sent the bounds to which the ordinary annotator may safely extend

his annotations. As soon as he crosses into the field of criticism, he

must lay himself open to similar treatment from others. In those

cases where anything in the nature of criticism or appraisal is con-

sidered necessary, unimpeachable authorities should be re^rted to,

with due acknowledgment, which, by the way, is often omitted ; so

the note loses much of its value, and it is not cricket to steal some-

body else's work without acknowledgment.

Some cataloguers are very deft writers, and annotations are apt

to be used as a vehicle for displaying their dexterity and skill, to

say nothing of their personal views. Annotations are not intended

to be essays in style ; they should be, from first to last, media for

information. Nor should they be designed primarily to tickle the

imagination of readers and induce them to read books they would

otherwise pass over. As librarians, we are, perhaps excusably, very

much concerned that the feet of our readers should be led^ into read-

ing paths that wc consider would be for their moral or intellectual
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well-being, but it may be seriously questioned whether it is any part of

our duty to attempt with alluring words to foist a book on a reader

to whom it will probably prove distasteful ;
certainly not through

the medium of our catalogues. We had better leave this kind of

work to the writers of publishers* blurbs ; most of them are past

masters at it,

While the foregoing questions are of general application, there are

specific points to be emphasized in the annotation of individual classes

of books, all of which have been discussed in Savage's book.

A word or two regarding the annotation of fiction. With a few

exceptions, it is, to the view of many librarians, a waste of time to

attempt anything in the way of elaborate annotation. The standard

fiction in our literature has been fully treated in this way by the late

Dr. E. A. Baker in his Guide to the best fiction in English. A copy of

this alongside the fiction catalogue should serve the needs of those

who wish to know the themes of standard novels. For the rest, where

it is done at all the addition of a few explanatory words seems to be

all that is required, as : detective, wild west, love story, and in the

case of historical novels, the period, names of historical personages,

and the scenes in which the plot is laid. Entries for novels forming

parts of series need a note of the order in which the respective

volumes should be read.

The examination has hitherto required candidates to write four

annotations, not exceeding thirty words each. Precisely how difiicult

this is, only those who have had to do it can judge. Yet it is astonish-

ing how many words, and even sentences, are perfectly superfluous

in some annotations. It is strongly recommended that a rough draft

be made of every annotation, which should be gone over, edited,

reduced to the requisite number of words, and checked in other

respects, if only to correct the unconscious humour attaching to a
note on ** Slavers of the South Seas," by Thomas Dunbabin :

" Slavers

and blackbirders of the Pacific pieced together from many original

sources."

In actual practice, it is obviously wrong to say that an annotation
shall consist of thirty, or any other precise number of words. Some
books need no annotations at all, others can be dealt with in a dozen
or so words, while a few may advantageously have a hundred.

In recent years there has been a tendency to develop the art of
evaluation in catalogues. Stanley Snaith, for example, has urged it in
The Return to evaluation, in the Library assistant for March 1928,
that is worth reading. He holds the view that " the librarian ... as a
qualified thinker, has the same right—the same duty—to speak his
mind as the critic, the cleric and the publican." But has he ? Not in

• his official capacity, we tfiink, remembering that the library is the most
democratic of institutions and serves alike all parties and creeds.
Even if he had such a right, and the* ability to express his mind

dearly, does not occur to most of the advocates of evaluation
is, that their opinions are not, as a rule, of the slightest real interest or
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value to the searcher for the book best calculated to meet his—or her
—^particular need.

Some librarians have undoubted qualifications for expressing their

views in certain fields : some are expert fishermen, some are musical,
at least one is a yachtsman, another has achieved distinction in the
art of photography, while Mr. Snaith has made a mark in a particular

field of pure literature. But these special qualifications do not entitle

them to pose as authorities on economics, religious problems or scientific

theories.

The path of the would-be evaluator is, in fact, so beset with thorns

that he had better leave it to the recognized authorities, even as

Bethnal Green, justly proud of having Stanley Snaith on its staff, is

content in its own catalogues to allow the Manchester guardian to

evaluate his standing as a poet.

At the same time, if such phrases as “ The author has spent twenty
years in the country as a civil servant/* “ The author spent three

weeks in the country as a tourist," " A superb collection of photo-

graphs," " An authoritative statement of the position of the subject,"

and so on, are to be interpreted as evaluation, then every cataloguer

who indulges in annotation at all, is guilty.

There is, perhaps, a difference between the note that may be permis-

sible in a bulletin and the one that may be allowed in a more or less

permanent catalogue, because rightly or wrongly, a bulletin is produced

to induce people to read books, while a catalogue is primarily a key
to the books contained in a library. While such notes as " This volume
completes one of the most ingenious and successful essays in intimate

history that literature has given us," " One of the few living poets

whose work bears the mark of permanence,** ** Here is a really stimulat-

ing book on a much-written subject," and so on, may induce some
people to read books that they would not dream of looking at in the

ordinary way, and have thus a certain possible value in achieving this

cunningly veiled object, it is generally felt that in the catalogue it is

better to use the more orthodox type of descriptive annotation that

has received the approval of time and experience. For it is clear,

from Mr. Snaith's concluding paragraph, that the object of evaluation

is not to give information, but to encourage reading, whether systematic

and with a purpose, or whether—^just reading. " The annotator sees

books as books, the evaluator as literature. By annotating we draw

up a plan of knowledge as represented in boote ; by evaluating we
transform the plan into a cosmography, with the aid of which the

literary argonaut can find his way with ease. On the day on which

a discriminating evaluation is adopted in English libraries . . . the

catalogue will become our most subtle and effective instrument, not

only our guide to books, but a schedule of their worth ; not only an

appendage to literature, but an education in itself.**

But we would not press for a complete return to the old methods,

for there was a danger in the earlier days of annotatior^ becoming

stereotyped, not only as between one library and anofher, but ,as
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between one entry and another for books in the same library, togely

resulting from a too slavish following of the prescribed order of notes

comprising the completed annotation, as author note, subject note,

treatment note, relation to other bo(^ note, and so on. We have

rather broken away from those shackles now, with the result that

while still preserving in a large measure the purely descriptive or

elucidatory type of annotations, they have become more interesting,

more informative, and viewed on a printed page, more individual.

Here are a few examples selected from recent bulletins that illustrate

this point.

The first consists of annotations for the same book from three

bulletins, the others from two.

Hogben, Lancelot. Mathematics for the million : a popular self-

educator, 1936. 647 pp. front,, illus,, maps, tabs,, diagrs, Allen

and Unwin, 12/6.

Intended for the million or so intelligent people who have been
frightened by mathematics while at school.*' ** One of the most important
books, for the ordinarily inteUigent man, that has been published in this

decade."—Margaret Cole in The Listener, ** The most important popular
educational work published this century . . . is written simply and clearly,

with logic and a very pretty and mordant wit."—Geoffrey Gorer in Time
and Tide,
Object : to show the place of mathematics in science, human culture,

and everyday life. Traces the history of each branch.
An intriguing volume. A new approach to a subject which presents

difficulty to many people.

Cole, Margaret Isabel, ed. The road to success : twenty essays

on the choice of a career for women. 1936. xvt, 271 pp. Methuen,

7/6.
" The great merit of all twenty chapters is that they are written by

women who have succeeded in the kinds of work describe and who know
what qualities make for success."—Time and Tide,

" Twenty essays on the choice of a career for women."

—

Sub-title,

Dickie, John Purcell. The coal problem : a survey, 1910-1936.
1936. xvi, 368 pp. tabs, Methuen, 5/-.

A survey of the coal trade, its recent history, production, and distribution,
the wages paid and other relevant factors in the conduct of the industry,
written to help " the man in the street " to understand the meaning of
the disputes which from time to time arise between the owners and the
men.
Author was M.P. for Consett, 1931-35. A concentrated study of the

period, in which the author declares that as mechanisation proceeds the
number of workers grows less, and that redundant mines must be closed
and workers further reduced to make possible employment, good wages,
and a stabilized output.

In the Hogben example it will be seen that the first of the three
notes is definitely evaluative, more so than is common in most library
bulletins, but it is not the librarian who here assumes the task of
evaluator. The second is not so interesting to read, but it is a more
precise statement of exactly what the book is, while the third rather
leaves the^ reader in suspense ; his expectations will be realized or
not according to his ideas of what constitutes " an intriguing volume."
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In the second example the first note has the great advantage over
the second (if one may call a sub-title a note) of making it plain that
the contributors really know what they are writing about, though it

should not be necessary to have recourse to a literary review to make
a statement of this sort.

The third example provides an illustration of the extent to which
two annotators, both setting out to be purely informative, can differ

in what they see in the same book.

If any further evidence was necessary to show that annotators are

not all hewn from the same block, it could be found in the following

four annotations to Younghusband's Everest : the Challenge. Three
are from library bulletins, the first is from a Books of the year list

:

(1) Everest hurls down her challenge of avalanche, blizzard, mist, crevasse,
screaming wind and bitter cold at the human midgets defying her. They lay
siege to her, catch her napping : subtle and indomitable fighters. Will they
ever succeed ? Sir Francis is optimistic. In spite of what he terms “ the fero-

cious malignity of the mountain,*' he has always believed Everest to be climbable.
But his picture of that future success is a chastening one. We see no congratu-
latory party standing on the top of the highest mountain in the world, gazing
raptly on the magnificent panorama below, filled with a delicious sense of achieve-
ment. If man ever stands on Everest's summit it will be only for a few precious
and awful minutes, a clockwork automaton, sucking oxygen for dear life through
a respirator. No proud consciousness of conquest, only a quick husbanding
of vital resources for the perilous descent, a quick survey of the instruments,
and then the numb, wind-battered crawl into the couloir. To the hazards and
elations of Himalayan climbing there could be no better introduction than this

book. With its aid the average reader will be able to form a fair idea of what
the little party are up against. As one of the first climbers in the Himalayas
Sir Francis is sure of his subject. He knows his terrain and he knows his men.

(2) The author has been an Everest enthusiast since going first to India
more than fifty years ago. As President of the Royal Geographical Society
in 1919, he was responsible for increased ofiicial encouragement for Everest
expeditions. This b^k describes the attempts which have been carried out to
date.

(3) Accounts of climbs, and description of the country of the Himalayas.

(4) The story of the various expeditions to conquer Everest, show'ing '* how
all are directly the result of the challenge which Everest offers to men to come
and climb the Himalaya," with a general survey of the fifteen-hundred-mile

range of the Himalayas from East to West.

PROBLEMS
1. What is the difference between descriptive annotation and

evaluation ? Take three books, write notes on each, first in the descrip-

tive, and then in the evaluative form.

2. Discuss the general question of annotating the stock of a library,

with special reference to any limitations you would impose in regard

to particular classes of books.

3. To what points would you draw special attention in annotating :

(a) a scientific work, (6) a record of travel or exploration, (c) a biog-

raphy, (d) a work on an aspect of economics ?

4. Tabulate the pros and cons of annotating fiction.

5. A simple contents note is frequently of more value than a

formal annotation. Comment on this statement.

9



CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE ARRANGEMENT OF CATALOGUES

It is obviously of little use to have sound rules for the compilation

of catalogues, and expensive cabinets or binders in which to display

them, if we have no clear ideas how they shall be arranged for the

convenience of the greatest possible number of users. One says " the

greatest number *' dehberately, being painfully aware that there are

some readers, and not necessarily uneducated readers either, who seem

utterly incapable of using any sort of catalogue.

Many of the problems that arise in this connexion are necessarily

discussed in other chapters, as for example, in those on the various

forms of catalogues (3), and on methods of display (14).

It is, therefore, only necessary to deal here with such points as the

actual arrangement of entries, with alphabetization, and with some

of the other things dealt with on pages 111-129 of Cutter's Rules for a

dictionary catalog, 1904 edition.

One of the criticisms of the Anglo-American code is that it has no

rules for arrangement. While this is largely true, it should not be

forgotten that some of the rules themselves include directions that

determine arrangement, as for example, those on government depart-

ments and subordinate departments, on modified vowels, on different

spellings, on the Bible and similar sacred books, etc.

The physical arrangement of a printed catalogue must obviously

differ according as to whether it is in classified or in dictionary form.

Briefly, in the first case, the order will be something like this :

(1) A preface, with simple explanations and examples, showing
what the catalogue and the classification are, how they are arranged,

and how they can be properly used.

(2) An outline of the classification, to the extent of the hundred
divisions if Dewey is used.

(3) The main body of the catalogue in the order of the classification,

excepting fiction, for which there will be a separate catalogue, and
possibly individual biography.

(4) A list of fiction, under authors and titles.

(5) Indexes of authors, subjects and necessary non-fiction titles. To
avoid a multiplicity of indexes, it is possible to amalgamate all these
into a single alphabet, for the fewer the number of places a reader
hajs to look in, the better, whether on the shelves or in the catalogue.

In the case of a printed dictionary catalogue, the arrangement will

be : (i) a preface and explanation, (2) a synopsis of the classification

(as necessary as in a classified catalogue), (3) the catalogue, all entries
being in a single alphabet from A-Z.
Where the card or sheaf catalogue is in use, as it is in most public

libraries, the arrangement is precisely similar, except that the explana-
tions wUl be (fcplayed above or near the catalogue, and that various
mechanical guides will be introduced, which are dealt with in chapter 14.

What mostly concerns us here are the rules to be observed in arrang-
116
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ing the entries of a dictionary catalogue in alphabetical order, for its

efficiency depends largely on the order and on the completeness of the
scheme of cross-references.

Nothing would seem easier to those who do not know than to
alphabetize a catalogue according to the English alphabet. And
yet there are as many snags about this apparently simple process

as there are about many of the other operations connected with
cataloguing. 1 have even seen examination papers where candidates
have written down one under another six headings meant to illustrate

what alphabetical order is. And two of the six have been out of order 1

Various authorities have drawn up rules for guidance. Cutter has
some in his Rtdes for a dictumary catalog which are followed in many
libraries, several American libraries have issued elaborate directions,

and most British libraries with alphabetical catalogues have framed
rules of their own for staff guidance. It should be remembered—and
it is not alwa}rs remembered—that the catalogue will be used largely

by people who have little knowledge of the i^es for alphabetization

other than those that come to them by instinct or through common
usage adopted in such everyday books of reference as directories and
dictionaries. Their task is made more difficult where card catalogues

are used, because only one entry can be seen at a time instead of a

whole series, as on the pages of a printed catalogue. As far as possible,

therefore, the rules shotdd be in accordance with common practice,

though unfortunately there is no fixed practice.

One of the first points to be determined is whether alphabetization is

to be on what is called the “ all through '' (or letter by letter) principle,

or on the “ word by word ’’ (or nothing before something) one. The
balance of opinion seems to be in favour of the second method. The
effect produced by their respective application is something like this

;

All through (from the index to Noting before something (from

the Encyclopadia Britannica). Kelly's Post Office direcUny).

White, Henry
White Horse
White Sea
White Service

White Star

White, Stephen
White, Thomas
White Way
Whitebread
Whitechapel
Whitechurch
Whitefield

Whitefriars

WhitehaU

Whitelocke
White Sea
White Star

White, Henry K.
White, Stanford

Whitebait
White beam
White birch

Whiteburg
White Carpathians

Whitecliffs

White Creek

Whiteface
Whitefield

White Fox
Whitefriars

WhitehaU
TT
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Arrangement under an author

One of the most controversial matters in this connexion has to do

with the arrangement of an author's works. Most authorities put

complete editions first, and arrange in some such order as the second

alternative in Cutter's Rides, viz.

;

(i) complete (or nearly complete) editions, (z) extracts from

complete collections, (3) single works, {4) works about him.

This lines on pretty much with the British Museum method,

which is

:

(i) complete works (originals and translations) chronologi-

cally by date of publication, (2) two or more works, (3) single

works, (4) selections, (5) other things, subdivided as may be

necessary in individual cases, such as biographies, biblic^aphies,

concordances and dictionaries, introductions, prefaces, etc.

Brown, however, who was nothing if not original, recommended an
entirely different arrangement, beginning with single words in chrono-

logical order of publication, followed by collected works in similar

order.

In public libraries collected editions are more conveniently broken
up and classified as if they were individual works, if the physical make-
up permits. A collected edition of the works of Sir James Barrie,

for instance, would give much better service catalogued volume by
volume than as : Collected works, 35 v., and a contents note. There
are bibliographical objections to this course, but it may at least be
defended from a utilitarian point of view.

Foreign names containing the modified vowels H, 0, ii, are to be
written as they appear, but arranged as if spelled ae, oe, ue. Muller
is arranged as if it was spelled Mueller, with a see reference from
Muller (code rule 131).

The same word usedfor different kinds of headings should be arranged
in order of person (as author), person (as subject), place (as author),
place (as subject), followed by its use in form or as a title

:

London, Jack. (Person as author.)

London, Jack (1876-1916), Novelist. (Person as subject.)
London. County council. (Place as author.)
London. History. (Place as subject.)

London Wall ; a comedy. (Place name as title.)

Forenames used as headings come before the same names used as
surnames, as

:

George V, king of Great Britain.

George, Florence’Anne.

In large librariesentries under such forenames will be fairly numerous.
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In such cases, group them into a definite order : saints, popes, rulers,

princes, others, as

:

John, Saint and apostle.

John the baptist^ Saint.

John XV, Pope.

John, king of England.

John II, king of France.

John, Augustus.

Names differing slightly in their spelling, but coming close together
in the alphabet should be arranged in two alphabets, with a see also

reference between them, if necessary, as :

Andrews and Andrewes
Brown and Browne
Ffrench and French
White and Whyte
Whitaker and Whittaker
Wilson and Willson

Authors bearing the same family name are arranged by their respec-

tive forenames, prefixes such as Capt., Adm., Dr., and suffixes like

M.A., B.Sc., being ignored, as :

Spencer, Albert

Spencer, Adm. George
Spencer, Capt. Herbert.

When two or more authors have the same forenames, arrange by their

periods if they are known, or alternatively by some descriptive

designation, as

:

Thomas, Henry (1647-1703).

Thomas, Henry (1854-1899).

Andrews, John, Attorney-at-law

.

Andrews, John, B.A., Barrister.

Andrews, John, Geographer.

A fictitious name follows a corresponding real one.

Names followed by initials come before those followed by full

Christian names, as

;

Jones, H. A.

Jones, Herbert.

Forenames not commonly used on the title-pages of an author's

works are to be omitted from the entry (code rule 28). If for any

reason they are used, they should be neglected in the arrangement.

References from such things as a nobleman*$ title or a bishop*s see
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should be among the personal names and not among the place names,

as

:

Croydon, Edward Woods, bishop of.

Croydon, Marx.

Croydon. History.

The singular possessive case should arrange with the plural, as

:

Maid Margaret of Gallovraiy.

Maids abroad.

Maid’s awakening.

This is Cutter’s rule, but it is not by any means common practice,

as the following actual example shows

:

Soldier of life.

“ Soldier’s eye-view ” of our armies.

Soldier’s shikar trips.

Soldiers of the prophet.

English names formed with prefixes, and foreign ones that are not

transposed are to be spelled through, as

:

De Haven
Dehn
Delafield

De la Mare
De Laney
Delano

The many names beginning with M‘, Me, Mac, St., and Ste., also

cause some trouble to cataloguers as well as to users of catalogues.

Such names should fall into the place they would occupy if they were
spelled out as Mac, Saint, or Sainte, because that is how they are

pronoimced and referred to. The Liverpool Catalogue of works of non-

fiction makes this clear by a note :
“ All works beginning with M‘, Me,

Mac, have been arranged as though they began Mac.” Similarly,

when appearing in titles, such abbreviations as Mr., Mrs., Dr., Mile.,

etc., are to be arranged as if spelled out in full. Mister, Mademoiselle,
etc.

Hyphenated words and words spelled sometimes as one and some-
times as two are anotiier source of regular trouble. With regard to
the second. Cutter’s injunction to arrange as if they were separate
seems generally sound. It is obvious in the case of the first that some
uniform practice must be followed, and Cutter, with his characteristic

emnmon sense, suggests that ” each library should select some one
dictionary as its standard,” and follow it.

In the few cases where a book’s title begins with numeral figures,

the figura are to be translated and arranged as they would be spoken,
as 500 8uq)enny recipes—^Five hundred sixpenny recipes.
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Government publications

Cutter has a good deal to say about the arrangement of government
publications, especially on the avoidance of subdivisions like United
States. Department of the Navy, Bureau of Navigation, recommending
instead direct entry under United States. Navigation, Bureau of.

This is common practice in many libraries, but the instructions in the

code rules should not be overlooked where these are being practised.

Subject arrangement

If when arranging the subject entries of a dictionary catalogue it

is found that there is a large number of entries under certain subjects,

it will be convenient to use divisions rather than a single sequence.

This is the invariable practice where names of countries are used as

headings, as

:

England. Description and travel,

— History [often further subdivided by periods],

— Social life.

It may be equally well applied to other subjects, as

:

Art. Bibliographies,

— Dictionaries,

— Education.

— History.

— Periodicals,

and so on.

Roughly speaking, it may be said that many subjects lend them-

selves to subdivision by
:

{a) phase, as Railways. Construction,

(b) form, as Chemistry. Dictionaries, (c) geo^aphical area, as

Geology. Australia, or (d) period, as England. History, 19/A century,

Liverpool has done a good deal of subdividing in its dictionary

catalogue, both under countries and under subjects, as for example

:

England
Description
History: General

„ Ancient and Mediaeval

„ Tudors, 1485-1603
„ Stuarts and Commonwealth, 1603-1714

„ 1714-1837
„ 1837-1901
„ 20th Century
,, Miscellaneous

Social life : General

„ to 1800

„ 19th Century

„ 20th Century

Chemistry
General
Analysis
Applied
Inorganic
Organic
Physical
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As far as possible sw6-divisions under subjects should be avoided.

Thus

:

England. Description and travel.

„ Gazetteers.

„ Guide books.

„ Maps.

rather than

:

England. Description and travel. Maps.

and so on.

As an example of subdivision under a country carried to great

lengths, the reader is referred to the case of the London Library

Subject index in chapter i6 ; the question of subdivision is also dis-

cussed in chapter 3.

One can hardly imagine such a thing happening except through

carelessness, but it is not impossible that entries for two distinct sub-

jects spelled alike should get confused. Entries, for instance, is a term

used in cookery and in music. Tours is a town in France and a form

of travel, Wells is a method of water supply and a cathedral town,

and Rugby is a place and a game. To avoid the possibility of such

things happening, limit a subject word to one subject as far as possible.

There is some difference of opinion as to the best arrangement of

the individual entries under subjects, which may be : (a) alphabeti-

cally by authors, (6) chronologically by dates of publication, (c) inverse

chronological order, (d) a graded or merit order. Experience has shown
fairly conclusively that while the chronological order has points in

its favour for a special or definitely students' library, the alphabetical

order finds most general favour with an ordinary public. Cutter sug-

gests, however, in certain cases, a grouped chronological order, which
is, in fact, common practice in regard to histories of countries, England.
History, for example, being subdivided under such heads as General,

Norman, Tudor, and so on. Where there are sufficient books to justify

it, he suggests that this sub-arrangement should be carried into such
subjects as antiquities, commerce, politics, social life and customs, etc.

It is so well known as scarcely to need repeating that the effective-

ness of a dictionary catalogue depends to a large extent on the adequacy
of its scheme of cross-references. Where a number of such references
occur together, it is usual to pve them in alphabetical order, but
Cutter suggests a grouping of like references together, as of those to
all countries, cities and towns, of all aspects of the same subject, and
so on.

The .classified catalogue

There are few points peculiar to the arrangement of classified

catalogues to which special attention need be drawn here. Most of
the procedure is governed by the classification scheme, but there is

no reason why the scientific names of subjects should not be translated
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into their popular equivalents in a general library, provided that subject
index entries or references are made under both, as, for instance,

under zoology and under animals. Where a large number of entries

would have to be repeated, a general reference may be made from the
scientific name to the popular one, on the score of economy.
The order of subjects, however, must, quite obviously, follow the

order of the classification, except for the commonly accepted removal
of fiction, and possibly of individual biography, the treatment of which
calls for some consideration, but will again be governed largely by
the classification. If Dewey is employed and his subject arrangement

is retained, individual biographies can figure in the subject catalogue.

If, as is more likely, individual lives are arranged alphabetically by
the names of biographees, two alternatives are open : (i) a separate

catalogue of individual biographies, (2) insertion into the author cata-

logue, if there is one as distinct from an author index, in which case

it becomes a Name catalogue.

In setting out entries, the respective parts should stand out clearly

one from the other. Thus, a printed author or subject heading may
be in upper and lower lo-point black face, or in roman capitals, the

description and imprint may be in Roman upper and lower lo-point,

and the collation in 8-point.

Where a typewritten card or sheaf catalogue is in use, equal care

should be taken to see that there is a uniform and clear method of

setting out entries. Some useful guidance in this connexion may be

got from Style in card catalogues, by James Ormerod.

The problem of guiding card catalogues is discussed in chapter 14.

FURTHER READINGS
Cutter, Charles A. Rules for a dictionary catalog. 1904, p. 111-129.

Mann, Margaret. Introduction to the cataloging and the classification of

books. 1943.

Ch. II, Dictionary catalog-arrangement.

Ch. 12, The Classified catalog.

Ch. 19, The Use of the card catalog.

New York. State Library School. Indexing principles, rules and examples,

by Martha Thorne Wheeler. 1933.

PROBLEMS
1. Consider the merits of the two systems of alphabetizing, and

compile short indexes arranged by each.

2. Discuss the various methods of arrangement of works under a

subject.

3. Write, in proper order, a page of possible headings for a dictiona^

catalogue between LOM and LYC, embodying examples of the chief

rules for the arrangement of such catalogues.

4. Draw up a scheme of arrangement for the works of Charles

Dickens.



CHAPTER TWELVE

SELECTIVE CATALOGUING

The life of a librarian is bound up with the word selective. His book

selection has to be selective, the reasoning by which this book is put

into the reference library and that into the lending library, sometimes

into the Central lending library, sometimes into this or that branch,

and occasionally into a junior library : all that is selective. It is not

so difficult to understand, then, why he is called upon to consider

whether the library's catalogues shall not also be, in some measure,

selective too.

It is, actually, a matter that concerns everyone who has anything

to do with the amount of material that comes into every medium and

large-sized library, valuable and worth keeping, but to catalogue

which with the usual detail and multiplicity of entries, is not only

likely to be a waste of time, but what is quite as important, a waste

of catalogue space, even in these days of card and sheaf catalogues.

There are few librarians who are not deeply troubled by the amount
of space that such catalogues require, space that can be ill-afforded

in most British libraries, for we have still a long way to go before

becoming as card catalogue conscious as our American colleagues.

The whole question has been very thoroughly discussed in America,

and various views are recorded in Selective cataloging, edited by
Henry B. Van Hoesen (H. W. Wilson Co., 1928). It is a highly con-

troversial problem
;

the principle has much to commend itself, but
on the other hand, it is difficult to apply without fear of criticism,

and it is not beyond the possibility of being abused. The best way
of viewing its pros and cons is to take a concrete example of the

methods by which selective cataloguing may be applied. The one
chosen is that followed in the library of the University of Chicago,
where all printed material is divided into six groups :

(1) That which is discarded as valueless or outside the scope of the
library.

(2) That which is kept, but not catalogued at all.

Part of it is kept in an alphabetical order of authors, and
part with the classes of knowledge to which it properly
belongs.

(3) Pamphlets and other slight material having a certain subject
value.

This is classified on the shelves at the ends of the appropriate
subjects, and represented in the dictionary catalogue by a
collective card with a subject heading subdivided Pamphlets,
and a note Pamphlets on this subject not separately
catalogued.*'
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(4) Pamphlets likely to be looked for under their authors. These
are given, besides the foregoing collective subject card, brief

author entries.

(5) Pamphlets and books of slightly more importance. These are
fuUy classified, given a brief author entry and one subject
entry.

(6) Pamphlets and books worth complete classification and catalogu-

ing.

These have full author entries, and as many subject entries as
they warrant.

Let us take these groups one by one, and examine the potential

advantages and objections attaching to the treatment meted out to

each, having in mind an ordinary medium-sized British library.

As to the first group, every library gets, usually by gift, a consider-

able amount of material that is not worth keeping, sometimes because
the edition is unsuitable for library use, but often, one fears, because

of the shelf space it will occupy and the time—and again space

—

the cataloguing and classifying will take, in relation to the subsequent
use likely to be made of it. The problem of discarding is one that

does not concern us here, except that it should be impressed on every

cataloguer that there is very little really " useless printed material

;

it would never have appeared, but for the fact that someone was
convinced that somewhere were people who wanted enlightenment on
the subject treated. Very great care should therefore be exercised

before anything is thrown away. If it falls outside the scope of one's

own library, try to find a home for it elsewhere.

Much of what is frequently put into the first group might give

useful service in the second. Many books and pamphlets come the

way of the librarian, especially of the reference librarian, which are

frankly not worth the time they take to catalogue, but which may
be worth keeping, at any rate for a time, as a possible only means of

readily answering some question of current interest. Some official

documents, and other publications on passing events and on people

of momentary interest could be relegated to this group. Whether this

sort of material is best kept in pamphlet boxes alongside the main

stock, or elsewhere, must be governed by local conditions. The obvious

order to suggest here is alphabetically by individuals discussed in the

case of material about persons, rather than an alphabetical order of

authors, and a classified order in the case of that of purely subject

value.

The line of demarcation between the second and the third group is

a very fine one, and the cataloguer will need to exercise his powers

of discrimination in determining whether to use the one or the other.

Actually, the only difference seems to be that certain subjects, are

represented in the catalogue by a general indication of the fact that

pamphlets on this subject are not separately catalogued. This method

lays itself open to one obvious criticism. It seems wrong to govern
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any form of sdective cataloguing by subject—except possibly in a

special library ; the determining factor should, as a general rule, be

tte actual item that offers itself for cataloguing, and not the subject.

The treatment of material relegated to group fom: is more clearly

defined, in that it is meant to include that which is likely to be looked

for under authors ; under whom, therefore, an entry is made for each

such item.

Groups five and six are again likely to be difficult to discriminate

between, though, as far as pamphlets are concerned, many more would

seem to be more usefully placed in five than in six.

None of these groups carries us quite as far as James Cranshaw,

who suggests that " if a library possesses a shelf register, it can insti-

tute a real saving by omitting entries under certain popular subjects

like wireless, sports, pastimes, hobbies, gardening, cookery and other

domestic headings, the titles in which are in many ways as ephemeral

as the fiction the library discards. Such books are rarely enquired

for by author or title ; the subject is the all-important thing. They
are quickly worn out and superseded by new publications. Why, then,

catalogue under subjects for a public which is not greatly interested

in what you have on stock, but chiefly in what is available for loan at

a particular moment. A simple subject index card referring the reader

to the place of shelving is usually enough ; if further information is

required the use of the shelf list will give the extent of the stock.

This suggestion was not received with any great enthusiasm when I

broached it in 1933, but I find from a recent digest of library litera-

ture that both Detroit and Cleveland find it workable.’’

While most librarians will not be prepared to go to these lengths,

it will at the same time be clear that there is something worth consider-

ing in this idea of selective cataloguing. It appears to have two vital

things to recommend it
:

(i) it saves valuable time, (2) it helps

to prevent catalogues bulking in the way they have a habit of

doing. For these reasons alone, it is something that cannot be lightly

dismissed.

But it is not so easy to agree exactly how, and in what circum-
stances, it is to be practised, as it is about its undoubted advantages.
To begin with, it is a device that must impose a great responsibility

on the cataloguer ; everyone who has had any experience in the alloca-

tion and disposition of books and pamphlets will know how difficult

it is to determine what to do with some of them. Shall they be throvra

away, put into a reserve, or into one or other of the departments
of which the library is composed ? This is difficult enough in itself,

but it is still more difficult to say that this piece shall be merely
classified and filed, that this one is worth an entry in the author
catalogue, but not in the subject catalogue, that this other should have
a brief author entry and a single subject entry, and that the residue
is all that is worthy of full cataloguing under author and subject,

and po^bly with added entries besides.
Besides the methods of selective cataloguing just enumerated, there
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are other possible means of effecting economies in space by reducing

the number of entries provided for certain books. Many books find

their way into libraries that have on their title-pages the names of

editors, translators, writers of introductions, prefaces, and forewords,

that have great publicity value, but little catalogue value. They
are not likely to be looked for in the catalogues of ordinary libraries

;

mtries under their names might be omitted without any loss. But
even this is something that cannot be done automatii^y, for, as

every student of literature knows, there are works, the editors and
translators of which are as important as the authors themselves, as,

for instance, many of the classics of pure literature. With care and
discretion, however, some entries can still be saved in this way.

Cranshaw is a keen advocate of selective cataloguing in this country.

He has made the point that the extent to which it can be practised is

conditioned to some degree by the presence or absence of a shelf

register. It has been pointed out in chapter 2 that Sheffield manages
without a fiction catalogue, as experience has shown that there are

very few enquiries for novels by specific authors, which can always

be answered by reference to the shelf register, while those relating to

titles can be answered by the staff or by reference to some such book as

the Reference catalogue or Baker. We do not personally commend
the practice, but the fact remains that a library can function up to a
point without a fiction catalogue.

Another suggested economy is the omission of entries for juvenile

books from the main catalogues. This may have something to com-
mend it, although personally we do not find ourselves altogether in

agreement in days when informative juvenile literature is so prolific,

and when it is often used for supplying information ; added to which,

the borderline between a juvenile book and an adult book is often

very narrow, and tends to become still narrower. Where this practice

is followed, it should be made clear, to staff and readers alike, that

such books are omitted, and that for the complete resources of the

library system, reference should be made to the catalogue of the

junior library, as well as to those of the reference and lending depart-

ments.

Some libraries make entries for series of books under the editors

as well as under the titles by which the series are known. A useful

economy might be effected here by making a simple reference from

the editors to the series, though it may be very seriously considered

whether series entries are worth the space they occupy. If selective

cataloguing is to be practised at all, here is a case where it can be

done without great loss to anyone.

One of the problems that confront the cataloguer is that of anal3rtical

entries. It is a form of cataloguing that can occupy a lot of time,

and the entries can become very numerous in the case of such large

works as the Cambridge history of English literature, Dodsley’s

CcUuHon of plays, etc. As a rule, not nearly enough of this kind of

cfttalngning is done in British public libraries ; therefore one hesitates
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to advocate further curtailment. But it may be borne in mind as a

possible economy, especially where a library possesses the indexes that

are now available for many subjects.

It is doubtful whether it is necessary in corporate authorship to

make entries under names of officers, especially of those who have

occupied the office for a long time, and consequently may require

numerous entries under their names. A reference to the corporate

heading should suffice.

Margaret Mann’s contribution to Selective cataloging deals with the

problem from the point of view of the public library, and starts off

with the proviso that there is a difference to be recognized between a

university and a public library. The type of library must therefore

be borne in mind in coming to a decision on this problem ; it must
also be determined whether it shall apply to a reference or a lending

library, or to both.

Another practical thing she reminds us of is the extent to which the

staff are dependent on the catalogue, not only in connexion with

readers* requirements, but also in connexion with accessions. Without
a complete author catalogue by which checking can be done reliably,

there must always be a risk of duplicate copies being added to the

stock. This in itself is a matter for serious consideration.

Readers who have access to the Catalogers' and classifiers* yearbook

for 1934 (American Library Association) wiU find some interesting

views on this problem. One is in Economies in cataloging, by Sophie

K. Hiss, head cataloger of the Cleveland Public Library ; another is

The use of the card catalogs as reported on by a number of American
cataloguers, and the third is Present day economies in cataloging, by
Isadore G. Mudge, reference librarian at Columbia University. She
summarizes the possible economies that can be effected under nine

heads

:

1. Simplification of cards by the cutting out of some information

called for by full cataloging codes.

2. Utilization of co-operative cataloging by the use of printed or

other duplicated cards.

3. Reduction in the number of cards for a given book.

4. Simplification or other cutting down of subject headings.

5. Reduction in the amount of cataloging research.

6. Cutting out altogether certain records formerly deemed essential

in a catalog department.

7. Omission or reduction of analysis.

8. Omission of full cataloging for certain types of material

—

e.g, giving author entries only for older works, pamphlets,
et cetera.

9. Giving full information about a book on main entry card
only.

There is probably still a good deal of doubt in the minds of readers
as to the desirability of practising selective cataloguing. It is, frankly.
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a difficult problem, and one that can only be determined in relation

to local conditions ; no hard-and*fast rules can be safely laid down
for general practice.

We cannot, therefore, do better than conclude this aspect of our
subject by commending to those who are faced with the problem of

adopting or rejecting selective cataloguing, the words of a great British

librarian, the late Dr. Falconer Madan, for many years Bodley's
librarian :

“ We have learnt not to regard books in a library as all

equal in appearance and all to be treated alike, as if they were a rank
of drilled soldiers. The lesser books must stand back, and the greater

be brought into prominence. We must make use of mental perspec-

tive, and provide digressive description. . . . The idea is that different

periods of printing and different classes of books should meet with

correspondingly varying treatment. ... It is possible that the lack of

progress in this matter is due to a deep-seated, but erroneous, idea

that the same cataloguing rules must be applied to every book in

the library or collection.**

There is yet another aspect to this form of cataloguing, practised

by nearly every library, especially by those that issue reading lists

and other aids to readers. Even where every work is catalogued

fully in the first instance, every select reading list and every special

catalogue that is published is nothing more or less than selective

cataloguing in practice. James Duff Brown practised it in 1910 when
he issued his Select catalogue of books in the Islington Public Libraries.

It was a well-compiled catalogue, but it exhibited in a striking way
the great weakness of selective cataloguing. An unsuccessful refer-

ence to it always left one in doubt as to whether the libraries did or

did not possess the book. Books for youth, published by the Library

Association, is another example, though of a different kind, in that it

does not represent the stock of any actual library, and makes it

perfectly clear that it is selective. Of the same order was the A,LA,
catalog ; 8,000 volumes for a popular library, issued in 1904.

As libraries grow, the question of providing adequate accommoda-

tion for card or sheaf catalogues is becoming more and more acute,

especially in older buildings, where such catalogues were never

envisaged on a large scale. It is probably too much to expect

librarians all over the country to agree as to precisely what are the

few thousands of standard non-fiction works that can be regarded as

basic stock and should therefore find a place on the shelves of every

library in the country. If it could be done it would be possible to

produce on co-operative lines a catalogue of those books, leaving the

more mobile catalogues to accommodate the rest and to take other

additions to the stock pending the publication of a new edition of

the printed catalogue.

Within the past t&K years selective cataloguing has been practised

in a few modern British public libraries on more or less original

lines. This innovation is discussed in chapter 2, dealing with modem
practice.
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PROBLEMS

1. What advantages and disadvantages do you see in selective
cataloguing as it might be applied to your own library ?

2. Draw up a set of instructions for a cataloguer’s guidance on the
application of the principle of selective cataloguing to a library system
consisting of reference, lending and junior departments.

3. How would you seek to minimize any inconvenience to readers
consequent upon the practice of selective cataloguing ?
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

COMPILATION OF CLASS LISTS, GUIDES TO READING,
BULLETINS

There is a welcome tendency on the part of librarians to spend more
money on such things as cla^ lists, bulletins and similar publications.

This has been made possible, partly by the abolition of the large print-

ing bills formerly incurred in printing general catalogues, partly by a
recognition of the more individual needs of readers, and partly by a
desire to indulge in one of the most legitimate forms of library publicity,

viz., the making known to the largest possible number of interested

people the wide range of subjects covered by the stock of a library.

By a class list is meant a catalogue of the books in a single class of

literature, though frequently it is limited to a part of what is strictly

understood by a class, as for example, to economics, aeronautics,

sports and pastimes, English literature and so on. This is, frankly,

a compromise between the older general printed dictionary catalogue

and the more modem classified kind. The advantages claimed in its

favour are that the huge cost of printing a general catalogue may be
spread over a period of years, that the size of the edition may be
varied according to the possible demand for particular classes, that

those classes which tend to date quicker than others may be reprinted

at more frequent intervals. While this last argument may have
held good twenty years ago, it would be difficult to say to-day what
classes do not date in ten, or even five years. But sectional printed

catalogues on even such restricted scales are the exception rather than

the rule to-day, although, as will be seen by reference to chapter 21,

a good deal of useful work has been done in this connexion by
County Libraries.

The modern view is that, except perhaps in special libraries, where

such class lists have a considerable value to other libraries, as well as

to specialists all over the world, a more economical and far-reaching

result may be brought about by spending money on select lists of

much smaller subjects than are embraced within a single class, or

even a single division of a class. By so doing, a wider range of readers

will have their needs catered for, and something fresh may be always

available for someone.
Where it is proposed to print a class list, the method of compilation

follows closely on the lines laid down for the preparation of copy
outlined in chapter 17. The setting out of the entries is governed to

some extent by whether they are to be used as material for the build-

ing up of a card catalogue, or not. If they are, every entry must be
in strict catalogue form, each complete with its own heading. If they

are not, the compiler has a somewhat freer hand ; he may adopt a
less formal style, dispense with the repetition of headings where a

10
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number of books by the same author follow each other, and altogether,

he can produce a list that is more attractive in appearance, and

possibly better suited to its purpose, than a more formal catalogue.

Good examples of the class list have appeared at one time and

another from Bolton, Brighton and Newcastle in this country, while in

America those from Pittsburgh are the best known, added to which

are the excellent Standard catalogs published by the H. W. Wilson

Company. Reference to some of these has been made in chapter 3.

Less imposing in appearance, but more useful in the service it gives,

is the bulletin, which has become a common and valuable auxiliary

to the work of libraries within recent years. It is usually published

at intervals ranging from one to three months, and its primary purpose

is to make known the principal additions to stock, and the work of

the library generally. Some smaller library systems have substituted

for the formal bulletin little four- or six-page folders, very nicely

printed, listing the additions for the previous month.
As bare lists of books are usually very dull-looking things to most

people, even when they are attractively produced, various devices

have been resorted to with a view to inducing a greater number to

look at the bulletin. The magazine of the Middlesex County Libraries,

referred to in chapter 21, has got about as near to the ideal as any-
thing we have seen of this kind. It is full of material about books,

but it is as readable as any commercially produced magazine : a real

break-away from the orthodox bulletin, but it has the advantage of

not having to act as a catalogue in the formal sense. Usually the

contents of an average bulletin are somewhat as follows
:

(i) some
notes on the work of the library, including announcements of coming
events, such as lectures, facilities offered through membership of the

library, changes in the administration, etc.
; (2) an article calculated

to be of general interest, preferably on some aspect of literature;

(3) a list of books on some topic of the moment, or by some author
who is in the public eye, more often than not because he was bom or

died a hundred or two hundred years ago ! {4) a list of recent additions

to the library, usually arranged in groups under main class headings.

Here, again, the form of the entries is largely governed by whether
or not they are to be used as card catalogue copy. There is a certain

point in making them serve this purpose, because the library can
have the advantage of getting what is to all intents and purposes a
printed catalogue, by the simple expedient of having copies of the
bulletin struck off on thin bank paper, printed one side only, from
which the entries are cut and mounted on catalogue cards.

Whether, however, it is sound economy to spend from 12s. 6d. to
15s. a page on printing full catalogue entries for books that are, in

many cases, only ephemeral, and which no modem librarian would
dream of perpetuating in his stock, when a typewritten card recording
the bare particulars of author, title and date of publication would
cost less and be prepared more quickly, is very debatable, and is dis-

cussed elsewhere. By the time the book has received the approval
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of a books sub-committee, been ordered, delivered, catalogued and
processed, and waited for the next number of the bulletin, many
people who wished to read it have either done so, or have forgotten

that they ever wanted to do so. But that question concerns the
administrator rather than the cataloguer I

At the same time, if it is properly compiled and attractively pro-

duced, the bulletin may have a real publicity value, and this, after

all, is its fundamental purpose. Strangely enough, however, although
the lives of librarians are so closely bound up with printed material,

their own publications often fall lamentably short in the fundamentals
they look for in the work of others. An examination of a dozen or so

bulletins chosen at random will show how true it is that Ubrarians

seek to attract readers by offering them specimens of printing that

no business house would ^eam of sending out, and which they them-
selves would justly condemn in a printed book. The excuse commonly
urged is that good printing is too costly. If it is, the remedy is to

reduce the amount of printing and raise its quality. Eight pages of

well-produced matter, and well produced does not necessarily mean
extravagantly produced, is likely to be far more effective in its results

than sixteen pages of that which is indifferently produced and pre-

sented.

Guides to reading are things that should interest and concern the

present-day librarian, in view of the widespread desire for knowledge

and the facilities for imparting it by means of radio, lectures and the

press. The term is here meant to cover such things as reading lists,

special catalogues, topical lists occasioned by passing events, and such-

like. That there is a difference between these and the more formal

catalogue is generally agreed, as may be shown by this question

in a recent examination paper :
** In what respects does a ' reading

list ' relating to a particidar subject differ from a corresponding

section of a classified catalogue ? " If this question is considered care-

fully, it will be deduced that a section of the classified catalogue

will include entries for all the books the library possesses on the subject

covered, that they are probably arranged one under the other in an

alphabetical order of authors under their appropriate headings, that

every entry is in precisely the same form as the one before it, that

often no attempt is made to grade the subject by indicating works

that are most suitable for beginners or for advanced students. It is,

in short, a complete list of books, each of which stands recorded

as a separate unit, though in certain instances some attempt may be

made to link up broks by means of annotations.

The reading list, however, is, in the first place, selective, including

only those books considered lUcely to be useful for the purpose the

list is designed to fulfil. It may be a guide for the beginner or for

the advanced student. It may be limited to a specific aspect of a

subject, or it may be only concerned with the books laid down for

study in a definite syllabus, as for example, in a University Extension

course, a B.B.C. series of talks, or an examining body's syllabus.
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The methods of compiling such guides must vary according to the

subject in hand and the type of the publication. The most ambitious,

and in some ways the most attractive of such guides published within

recent years, have come from Leeds. They possess the adv^tage of

having been written by indisputable authorities within their respec-

tive fields, as for example, Ernest Newman on Evolution of music,

H. A. L. Fisher on What to read on citizenship, G. D. H. Cole on What

to read on economic problems of to-day and to-morrow, and so on. They

have, too, the added advantage of being in narrative form, with the

books introduced into the narrative as well as being listed either at

the b^;inning or end of the booklet.

Few libraries, however, can hope to aspire to such heights, and we
have seen many quite effective guides from other libraries. Bristol,

Croydon, Hendon, Bermondsey, Finchley, among others, as well as

most of the county libraries, have some very commendable guides to

their credit.

But it may not be assumed that a guide to reading must necessarily

be expensively printed, or indeed printed at all. ^te useful work
can be produced on the duplicator, and in many libraries scarcely a
week goes by without something of the sort being produced. In all

this work the alert cataloguer take a prominent part, though it

is a matter for consideration whether it is properly his job or that of

the technical staff. In America work of this kind would be under-

taken by the Reader's adviser, but unfortunately the still strained

finances of British libraries have not permitted the general adoption

of this service.

Nor must the individual be forgotten in the desire to produce
something spectacular or calculated to reach large numbers of

people. It should be made known that the librarian is always ready
to compile guides to individual reading on any subject.

The actud arrangement of guides to reading must depend entirely

on the subject in hand. In some cases a simple alphabet of authors
will serve ; in others a chronological list will suggest itself as best

showing the development of the Uterature of the subject, and in yet

others a graded order according to the degree of complexity of the
books listed.

PROBLEMS
z. How would you set out to compile a guide to readers on (a) a

sdratific subject, (b) an individual, (c) a subject prescribed in a
University Extension or Wireless Talk series syllabus ?

2. What features would you introduce into a library bulletin to
make it best serve the purpose it is designed for ?

3. By what means would you try to induce readers to seek the
assistance of the libraries staff in their quest for knowledge ?



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

METHODS OF DISPLAYING CATALOGUES

The Printed Catalogue

In most of the larger public littraries it was the custom, well into the
present century, to publish a general printed catalogue, copies of which
were displayed on the counter, and were purchasable at about a shilling

each. It remained current for anything up to ten years, and was
augmented by supplements at irre^ar intervals, between which lists

of recent additions were posted in the library itself, while a few libraries

also had bi-monthly or quarterly printed lists of additions, usually

provided by advertising contractors, and which were the forerunners

of the present library magazine.

These were the da}^ before the general adoption of the open-access

system, when nearly every public library was equipped with an in-

genious but painfully separating device, known as an indicator. A
feature of every catalogue entry was the indicator number, or the

call-mark, which was usually the book's accession number. The reader

would select from this catalogue the book he thought he would like

to read, and note its number. If this was shown on a blue ground,

the book was at home, and could be borrowed. Frequently, however,

borrowers would grow impatient before finding a desired number so

marked, and would appeal to the assistant to find them " something

to read." With all its disadvantages, the old method had some things

to commend it, chief among which was, perhaps, the closer personal

touch that prevailed between the public and the staff. It had its

objections and sometimes led to abuses, but one did get to know
the reading tastes of individuals in a way that is not possible

to-day.

The favourite method of catalogue arrangement was by the

dictionary principle, with a separate " fiction key," which was a

brief list of novels arranged in numerical order to facilitate the spotting

of blue numbers, though sometimes the fiction was buried in the

main body of the catalogue, under authors and titles. We are not

concerned at this point with the merits of this form of catalogue,

except as a method of displaying the resources of a library.

Then came James Duff Brown with his revolutionary ideas about

library administration generally, and about open access and shelf

classification in particular. His ideas gradually found acceptance,

and in many cases the dictionary catalogue was abandoned in favour

of the classified catalogue.

But there were the same three patent objections to both forms.

In the first place, the general catalogue was expensive to produce

:

only a fraction of the cost was ever recovered, and, paradoxicaUy as

it may sound, it could never be regarded as an authoritative list of

«3S
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what a library actually contained. Since publication, some books,

usually those the pubhc most wanted, would have been added, and
others would have been withdrawn. It was, in fact, the last objection

that was responsible for the perpetuation of the idea, of which only

now some librarians are realizing the absurdity, that when once a
book finds its way into a public li&ary, it must stay there for all time,

as indeed it had to as long as the printed record of it remained
current. This idea created those long and uninteresting lists of

replacements that many assistants still have to deal with.

On the other hand, it must be admitted that no other form of cata-

logue is so generally useful, or so easy to consult as a printed one,

and that there may even be some advantage in being able to take the
catalogue " home."
The idea was later conceived in a few libraries of issuing printed

class lists, ama^amating several classes with close relationships, as
for example, philosophy and religion, sciences and useful arts, language
and literature, and so on. There were certain advantages in this

method. Borrowers could buy those lists in which they were particu-
larly interested, the cost of printing the whole catalogue was spread
over a number of years, and those classes that fell out of date most
quickly could be reprinted.

Then came the last War ; with it costs went up, the finances of
most libraries were strained, for the penny limit was not removed
until 1919, and among those things that went by the board was the
rearguard of the general printed catalogue. Most librarians regard
this as a good thing, but as with every other threatened institution,
there are reservations to be made. As far as the ordinary live public
library is concerned, there is nothing to be gained by its perpetuation,
especially in these days when the stock is, in a large measure, a very
fluid one. But there is something to be said for its continuance in
the national and the special library, if only for the bibliographical
value such catalogues have for other libraries. The trustees of the
British Museum are evidently of this opinion, or they would not have
embarked on the tremendous task of issuing a new edition of the huge
General catalogue of printed books.

The prmted latalogue is, then, as a general rule, a thing of the past
in public libraries, and to-day there are, for all serious considerations,
two contending parties, the advocates of the sheaf catalogue, and those
of the card catalogue.

At the same time, there can be no doubt but that the most popular
form of catalogue is one that shows a page of entries at an opening,
whether that page be a printed or a manuscript one of the old guard
book variety. Maybe the vast improvements that have been effected
in the making of loose-leaf lexers, and the general adoption of the
typewriter for all purposes, will in time bring about a return to the
page catalogue. G>unty libraries, too, have been responsible in some
measure for a reopening of the question of the printed catalogue, as
will be seen in chapter 21.
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The Sheaf Catalogue

As the sheaf catalogue is more nearly related to the printed catalogue

than is the card variety, having the signal advantage of being in book
form, let us examine its peculiar features. In the first place,

although the sheaf catalogue is a form of the modern loose-leaf principle,

it must not be assumed that it is in itself so very modern ; actually, it

was a forerunner of the modem loose-leaf ledger system, a gratifying

example of librarianship being in advance of its time. In its earlier

designs it dates back at least to 1871, when a very elementary form
was used in the university library at Leyden, Holland, consisting of

individual slips notched at the left top and bottom, placed between
two corresponding boards, and bound tightly with a cord.

An Italian named Staderini, of Rome, improved on this rough and
ready method by inventing a mechanically bound catalogue, consist-

ing of a back fitted with two screw-bolts, and back and front boards.

The leaves were perforated to correspond with the bolts, on to which

they were threaded, and secured by turnscrews. This again was
improved upon by a Madame Sacconi-Ricci, of Florence, in 1891,

who conceived the idea of threading the slips on two rods, and clamping

them by a bar which screwed down on to them, and by James Duff

Brown in 1892, who invented the “ Adjustable Sheaf Catalogue

Holder,** the back of which was made of soft leather so that the sides

could be clamped tightly on to the slips.

To-day there are numerous adaptations of the principle ; all of

them have the same object, but a form widely used in public libraries

is the one invented and patented by the late Arthur Lambert, who,

among other things, invented the self-locking wicket. It consists of

a flat back made of wood, covered with leather, and fitted with hinged

boards much like an ordinary book, but heavier. Through the centre

of the wooden back runs a brass post fitted with an ingenious screw

device, which effectively locks the volume, and keeps the sheets,

each of which is punched with an oval hole to correspond, taut in

position. The solid back prevents the slips from sagging, and the

result is a handy volume measuring 7I inches by 4, and holding from

480 to 650 thin, but very durable, manilla slips. The actual number is

governed by the thickness of the slips used. The back of the volume

is fitted with a xylonite label holder, under which is inserted a card

indicating the contents of the volume. It is marketed by Libraco,

Ltd., and is illustrated on plate 5.

The advantages of the sheaf catalogue are too apparent to need

labouring. In the first place it has, in common with the card catalogue,

infinite mobility and perfect adjustability. In the second, it preserves

the traditional form of an ordinary book. It is strange but true that

this advantage has a psychological effect on many people, who would

not, because they think they could not, use a card catalogue. This

also gives it the advantage of being capable of removal from its stand
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or rack and of being consulted apart, or at the shelves on which

the corresponding books are kept, whereas it is possible for a single

person to prevent a whole block of card drawers from being consulted

by anyone else, and a drawer of cards cannot be readily removed

and consulted at the shelves. A very fine example of this type of

catalogue is the one illustrated in the frontispiece, which houses the

additions to the Liverpool Reference Library from 1891 onwards.

But the sheaf catalogue is not a perfect method of displa3dng a

catalogue ; indeed none of the newer methods that we know of may
be said to be perfect. Among the objections are the following. A
larger writing surface is available than on a five-by-three card, so that

unless extensive annotations are a feature of the cataloguing, there is

a large waste of space on the slips. It is often, therefore, the practice

to enter two, three, or more books on a page, with the consequence

that in course of time the pages become congested, and endless time

and labour have to be spent in rewriting or retyping. The only sound
and truly economical way of using this form of catalogue is to restrict

the entries to one per sheet, as in the case of the Liverpool example
illustrated.

Another objection is that the use of printed entries is impracticable,

as pasted slips cause the volume to bulge. Libraries that issue bul-

letins and might use the printed catalogue entries as permanent cata-

logue records are precluded from doing so ; the use of such printed

cards as may be obtained through the Library of Congress, and
participation in any similar scheme of co-operative catalogue that

might be devised, are likewise denied to libraries using this form of

catalogue.

But in small libraries, where elaborate cataloguing and annotation

cannot be practised, and where only a pound or two at a time can be
spent on catalogue display equipment, the sheaf catalogue has a good
deal to commend it.

Where it is used, the entries should be typewritten, or if they must
be handwritten, the standard form of library handwriting should be
practised. Otherwise the catalogue will soon look untidy, the clarity

of the entries will deteriorate rapidly, and readers will avoid its use
as much as possible.

It is only possible to produce in the first instance three or four

copies of a sheaf catalogue by means of carbon paper. For libraries

likely to need more, there is a copying process known as the ormig,
which will produce anything up to 150 perfect copies, each of them as

good as the other ; the same process may be used for the multiplication

of cards, and is invaluable where it is necessary to equip a s)rstem of

libraries with a series of union catalogues (see plate 2).

No stencils or ink are required ; the work to be duplicated is typed
on to a special art paper with the specially prepared carbon reversed.

The paper is then placed in the reproducing machine, and on pressure

between the rollers being applied, a copy is produced on non-absorbent

paper, from which the required number may be taken off. It is
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also possible to do work in several colours by simply changing the

cdxbons.

An interesting form of sheaf catalogue has recently come mto

prominence in connexion with several of the regional library schemes.

It is a first essential of any such scheme that there shall be a union

catalogue of the participating libraries. To facilitate this, there has

been devised a sheaf catalogue slip which is in quadruplicate, and

consists of a sheet of paper 2o| inches by 8, very much like a tjq>e-

writer stencil in appearance, divided into five sections by means of

perforations. On the upper portion of each section a typist makes an

entry for the appropriate book, at the same time producing three

carbon copies. The lower half of each slip, and where necessary the

back, is divided into numbered squares, each representing one of the

participating libraries. In order that the librarian shall be able to

tell which libraries have copies of the book, a cross is put into the

corresponding squares, and an indication of specific or incomplete

editions.

The resulting advantages are that the book form of catalogue is

preserved, there is a considerable saving in space as compared with

that which would be occupied by a card cabinet, the method is con-

siderably cheaper, and the duplicate copies may be easily sent from

one place to another if desired. One, for example, goes to the National

Central Library. The sheet is illustrated below, and the completed

catalogues are shown on plate lo. The binder used for this particular

catalogue is made by C. Cakebread, Ltd.

Another form of sheaf catalogue is one made by Moore's Modern

Regional Bureau Sheaf Catalogue Sheet

Methods, Ltd., illustrated on plate 4. It is a form of four-post loose-

leaf binder, easily operated for the removal or insertion of a sheet,

which is effected by lifting off all the preceding sheets with the lifter
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bar. Simple pressure on the release catch opens the binder, and the
mechanism fastens automatically when the cover is closed. The
backs and hinges are of brass, heavily nickel-plated, and the backs arc
provided with flush window label-holders.

The sheets may, of course, be plain, or ruled in accordance with local

requirements ; the one illustrated on page 142 is the form used at
Coulsdon and Purley, and is interesting as an example of a simplified

but efBicient form of Union catalogue, the entries being duplicated by
the ORMIG process, described above. To save time and labour in

duplicating, the sheets are made two deep, the separate entries after-

wards being tom apart. A single numerical accession sequence is

used for all books added to the stock, irrespective of libraries, the

existence of a copy or copies being indicated by the accession number
in the appropriate space in the lower part of the sheet.

It will be seen that of the four posts, two are round and two pear-

shaped. The reason for this is that it has been found that this

particular combination gives a greater resistance to strain and rough
handling than any other.

The iUustration on plate 3 shows how such binders may be filed

in cabinets, giving an appearance very much like that of a card cata-

logue. It may be worth pointing out that they are filed flat and not

on their fore-edges, thereby avoiding the constant strain that might

in time lead to sagging.

The Card Catalogue

The next method of displaying library catalogues is by the card

system, which is probably more widely employed to-day than any
other method. Actually, it is older in its origins than the sheaf

form by perhaps a century, for cards were certainly used in some of

the great French libraries in the eighteenth century. Trinity College,

Dublin, had a card catalogue quite early in the nineteenth century,

since which time the card has gradually become one of the essential

appliances, not only in libraries, but throughout the world of com-

merce and industry. It should be remembered in this connexion that

it was the library that gave the card index to the business world,

just as it gave the idea of the loose-leaf ledger, and not the business

world that gave it to the library ; librarians are at least entitled to

that much credit. Early forms are those of Bonnange (1866), which

was French in its origin, and of Staderini (1890), which was Italian,

both illustrated below.

There are numerous forms of the card catalo^e, but the fundamental

principles are of general application, and it is only necessary, there-

fore, to describe a typical example.

The basis of any modem card catalogue is a card, usually measuring

the standard size of 7J by 12J centimetres, which, by the way, is not

exactly synonymous with the English equivalent of 5 by 3 inches,

but slightiy smaller. It is of the utmost importance that this fact
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should be remembered, because a draurer built to house centimetre
cards nmy not allow 5 hy 3 cards to be operated freely. We remember
a case in which a card catalogue was nearly ruined because someone
had inadvertently gone off the centimetre standard on to the inch
standard.

It is scarcely necessary to say that cards are made and used
in other sizes than the one mentioned, but this is the standard
internationally recognized size for library catalogues. The corollary
of the card is the shell and trays in which it is housed, known ais the
cabinet.

The outstanding advantage of the card lies in the fact that it is

an absolutely single and self-contained unit, capable of infinite

expansion and manipulation without ever growing obsolete or con-

gested, except by carelessness or inattention. In every case, a single

book is represented by a single card. As long as that book remains
in circulation the card remains too; when the book is discarded,

the card is removed, and no evidence remains to tell that it was ever

there. Cards may be equally well employed for any kind of catalogue,

whether author, dictionary, or classified.

It may be useful here to examine the component parts of a card

catalogue. There is first the card itself, easily the most vital part of

the whole outfit. Catalogue cards are made in various thicknesses or

weights. A light weight, i.e. a fairly thin card, may be used for staff

records, but where the catalogue is used by the public, a heavier, or

thicker, but not too thick, card should be used
;
generally known as

a medium weight card. A 17} inch drawer will hold about 1100 medium
weight cards or 1500 light weight ones, but allowance should be made
for guides and for expansion.

Cards may be bought cheaply, but experience has taught us that

unduly cheap cards are a false economy. Not only do they lack the

rag basis that gives a hard, well-wearing surface, but the sheets from

wUch the cards are cut are generally guillotined in piles by the ordinary

form of knife that cuts its way vertically through the pile. The result

is that the cards are not perfectly true, and the edges are liable to be

burred, thus making their consultation difficult, and shortening the

life of the cards.

The proper way for cards to be cut is by means of a rotary cutting

machine, which only cuts a single sheet at a time. The machine

used 'for the purpose is fitted with upper and lower cutting knives,

producing a cut precisely the same as that got by using a pair of sharp

scissors.

The cards may be ruled or unruled according as conditions demand,

but it is usual for them to be punched at the bottom with a circular

hole, ot a slot, through which passes a metal rod. So much for the

card itself.

Secondly, there is the drawer which contains the cards. This is

sometimes made with sides, but consultation of the cards is facilitated

if they are dispensed with, save for the bare suggestion of them
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necessary to hold the drawer together, as shown in the illustration

on plate 5. This also gives a fuller view of the writing surface.

The remaining features comprise the locking rod, which works by
means of a gravity action plate operated from beneath the tray,

and which cannot be removed without taking the drawer from its

shell ; an angle block capable of being adjusted to any point along

the length of the tray ; and an automatic stop fixed to the left side of

the vertical divisions of the shell. This engages on to the drawer,

and prevents it from being pulled right out and accidentally dropped,

possibly with disastrous results. Finally, each drawer is fitted with

a label holder for indicating its contents.

The appearance of the complete cabinet is familiar, and a modem
form of it is shown in the illustration on plate 6. It is possible for

units to be added as required, but to facilitate this, care should be

taken to order models with flush sides, i.e. without projecting cornices.

The form shown is that known as " the inclined tray," an improved
libraco cabinet that makes consultation of the cards a good deal

easier, and the running of the drawers smoother, because the constmc-

tion of the shell, which is wider at the base than it is at the top, causes

the drawers to dant or incline, and so run back with their own weight.

It is essential that a card catalogue, whether alphabetical or classified,

shall be adequately and clearly guided. An unguided, or badly
guided, card catalogue is almost as bad as four cross-roads without a
signpost. Guide cards are of stouter material than the catalogue

cards, and have tabs projecting about half an inch above the card

level. These are made in varying lengths, ranging from what are

called " wholes," i.e. a tab extending the full length, to " three-

quarters," " halves," " thirds," " fifths," and even smaller cuts.

Guides are also made in a variety of colours.

Alphabetical catalogues are usually guided by means of tabs of

equal length, generally fifths, a guide to each ten or twenty cards.

Some libraries write up their own guides, but it is now possible to buy
scientifically worked out sets, ranging from twenty-five cards to many
hundreds, already printed, and made with non-breakable, reinforced
xylonited tabs.

Classified catalogues are guided by means of either a colour scheme
or by tabs of var3ung widths, one representing a class, another a
divinon, and so on. Sometimes a combination of both colours and
varying tabs is used. For this purpose also, sets of printed guides may
be pmchased in var3dng degrees of minuteness.
With an idea of the physical make-up of a card catalogue in mind,

some consideration of its advantages and disadvantages may be under-
taken. Its obvious and outstanding advantages have been stated
already at the beginning of this section. Added to those, it is possible
to mount prated entries from bulletins without inconvenience, though
where this is done, a strip of thin paper, about half an inch wide,
should be morated across the lower half of the back of the card to
equalize the slight additional thickness of the front, and to counteract
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any tendency to cockle. Where the library's own bulletin is used for
this purpose, the printer should be instructed to take off a number
of copies on bank paper, printed one side only. Actual printed cards
may also be used if they are available, and it would be immediately
possible to participate in any co-operative scheme of cataloguing that
might come into operation, as it surely must one of these not far distant
days, though sometimes one is led to think that it is rather like waiting
for the millennium ! The card catalogue is always available for use,

as it does not require to be taken away while insertions or deletions

are being made, as may be the case with some other forms of manu-
script catalogues ; and it is, or should be, always up to date. More-
over, if good-quality cards are used, it never wears out, because the
constant addition of new cards serves to counteract signs of wear at

any one spot. Numbers of cards may be removed for the purpose
of preparing reading lists and special catalogues.

As for disadvantages, these are few, but such as they are must be
fairly obvious. The most frequent charge is that readers do not take

kindly to it, preferring a catalogue in the more orthodox book form,

or some modification of it. There may be something in this as far as

older readers are concerned, but the card index is now such a universally

adopted appliance in all walks of business life that if the objection

really exists it will very largely disappear in course of time.

A more real disadvantage is to be found in the actual structure

of the card catalogue, in consequence of which it is possible for a single

person to monopolize a considerable number of drawers. This is a

fault of construction and of disposition rather than of the catalogue

itself. Most card catalogues are built too high, in consequence of the

large amount of floor space they would otherwise occupy. The ideal

would be for the catalogue to be spread out over a wide area so that

the cabinet would be not more than three drawers deep. This matter

of the space a card catalogue occupies is a serious problem for libraries

that use it extensively, for in few British libraries are separate

catalogue enclosures to be found.

The housing of the catalogue is a detail that should be taken into

consideration when a library is being planned, not afterwards. If it

is likely to become large, a separate enclosure should be provided, or,

alternatively, it might be built into the walls.

I remember seeing some examples of this in America, notably at

Philadelphia, where accommodation was given in steel drawers for

thousands of cards without encroaching on a single inch of floor space,

by making use of corridors and approaches.

A design—emanating from Edinburgh—for obviating the objection

of one reader monopolizing a number of drawers is that known as

the “ two-way " cabinet, a Libraco product, illustrated on plate 8.

It has the advantage that more people can consult it at a time ; and

the xylonite panels alongside the drawers permit of much fuller explana-

tions of the contents of each drawer. It is also possible, in certain

circumstances, for half the cabinet to face the public, and for the
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other half to face into the staff counter and be available for staff

records.

Another disadvantage is that cards can be tom out by the public,

with no trace left behind of the fact. This is known to have been done

by youths out of sheer devilment, and by students, who should know
better, for the purpose of making notes. The risk can be obviated by
fitting plate glass over the cards, which also compels users to handle

cards in the correct manner, at the edges and not at the tops. The
objection to this lies in the fact that it is necessary to make the drawers

deeper, which consequently tends to increase the height of the cabinets.

There are other methods of displaying card catalogues, but most

of them are unsuitable in one way or another for general library use

—rotary catalogues, drum catalogues, and so on.

Some large libraries still use the guard method, which consists of

bulky volumes into which are pasted the catalogue slips of accessions.

When a page becomes crowded, the entries are redistributed over two
or more sheets. Despite the seemingly elementary nature of this

method, something of the sort is necessary in such a library as the

British Museum, where cards are not in use. Incidentally, in order

that a copy of the catalogue shall always be available, a second copy,

and sometimes a third, is kept, which can take the place of the public

copy while that in turn is being brought up to date.

When the printed catalogue and its supplements were the rule,

and before the general adoption of open access, there. was a form of

catalogue known as the placard catalogue, which was usually a framed
list of additions, generaUy adjustable, so that further additions could

be made from time to time. It served its purpose usefully enough,

and was, in its way, the herald of the bulletin and of the little printed

lists of additions that are common to-day.

There is one criticism of the card catalogue in these days when
parts of a library's book stocks are so much more fluid than they
were even a few years ago. Good quality cards are fairly expensive,

and it may be questioned whether their cost is justified in the case of,

say, modem fiction, added to which, where only bare authors and
titles are given, there is a considerable waste of space on the card
itself. One suggestion, short of the extreme course of abolishing the
fiction catalogue altogether, which is dealt with in chapter 12, is that
a much smaller card should be used for fiction—one about the size of

a lady's visiting card.

Another alternative is an adaptation of the " Ace " rotary stand
index made by Smith’s Systems, Ltd. A typical " index " has
a visibility ranging from 5 to 8 inches by jV to J, and is capable of

^playing 20,000 names. An objection might be found in overload-
ing the stand, in which case it could not be consulted by more than
one or two people at a time.

RougUy speaking, modem catalogue display methods may be
divided into two species

:
(i) the book-form, whether it be the orthodox

printed volume, as exemplified in the British Museum, Glasgow' and
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Liverpool catalogues referred to in some detail elsewhere* or the
manuscript sheaf catalogue such as the Liverpool* Regional Bureaux
and Coulsdon-Purley varieties

; (2) the vertical system, exemplified
in numerous card catalogues.

To these may be added a third form that has not so far received
the attention that it might in connexion with library catalogues*

though it is making rapid headway in the business world. It may
be described as the horizontal visible* or flat method* and is of two
varieties. One is known as the Kardex System* referred to in an
earlier chapter, at one time distributed in this country through
Library Bureau* Ltd. The card is slipped into a hinged kraft pocket*
the pockets being locked together to give a uniform spacing to
their lower margins* at the same time permitting the free interchange
of cards as and when desired. The exposed visible margin is protect^
by means of a specially prepared celluloid facing strip attached to
each pocket.

The cards are housed in steel cabinet units. A complete unit houses
from fifty to a hundred cards* according to their size. Although it

has not been tried as far as I know for actual library catalogues* it

should serve well for those of small libraries.

A variation of the Kardex method that seems to have points in its

favour for simple library catalogues* especially of fiction* now that

class of literature is in a constant state of flux* is that known as

Chaindex* so called because the cards are chained by means of

ingenious shoulder cuts.

The cards measure four inches long* and may be had in several

depths* governed by the length of the average entry likely to be used.

Experience with commercial installations subject^ to heavy usage

has shown that the perforated hinge is more durable than any other

form* including metsd hinge attachments. The pocket body is made
of b^t quality kraft paper* and the slotted form of hinge permits

the material to bend without the fibres breaking.

The cards may be readily changed* or new ones inserted* by break-

ing the chain apart. When a pocket becomes full* a blank one may be

inserted next to it* all pockets being interchangeable by releasing a
stop at the bottom of the slide.

The advantages of Chaindex equipment for this particular purp^
lie in its compactness* in the low cost of the cards as compared with

standard-sized catalogue cards, in the ease and speed with which

consultations may be made* and in the avoidance of congestion* 33

any single slide may be withdrawn for reference. If the catalogue is

to be printed* the cards themselves will provide convenient copy* or

they may be photographed by one or other of the modem automatic

processes.

One of the objections to card catalogues* especially for ephemeral

stock and staff records* is the space they occupy. A Chaindex cabinet

of twenty slides* measuring 25^ inches high by lof inches wide will

take 20*000 cards* i.e. twenty per pocket* fifty pockets per slide*

II
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twenty slides per cabinet ; units of six or twelve slides are also

obtainable.

This seems to be an appropriate place at which to say something

about what may be called the mechanical upkeep of catalogues.

Whether a library has a separate cataloguing department or not, it

should be somebody's definite task to see that the catalogue is kept in

good order, that misplacements are not made in filing, that new
guides are added as they become necessary, that drawer labels are a

true index of the contents of each drawer, that cards are never with-

drawn indiscriminately by members of the stall, and that, when they

are withdrawn by some authorized person, removal slips are inserted

in their places. These can be just manilla slips containing the briefest

particulars of author, title, and date of publication, with the library

symbols, class mark and accession number. There is nothing more
annoying or inexcusable than for someone to go to a catalogue to

find a book that is known to be in the library, but for which the cata-

logue contains no entry. The slip should be marked in the top right

comer “ Removal slip " or " Temporary slip," and at the foot " Card

temporarily removed. Apply to "
; here should follow the name

of the department that has the card out, or, better still, that of the

assistant who has it, and the date of removal.

The assistant in charge of the catalogue should see that the cards

are moved up as necessary owing to additions ; a solid mass of cards

is of no use to anybody, but is a mere source of irritation likely to

lead to serious damage ; angle blocks should be securely fastened.

Guide cards should receive special attention, particularly in classified

catalogues in these days when so many new subjects are written upon
for which no stock guides exist. Guide cards for writers represented

by numerous collected and partial editions as well as by specific

works, criticisms and biographies, like Shakespeare, as well as for

such anonymous works as the Bible, should bear some indication of

the arrangement of the cards ; each of these cases must be treated

on its respective merits, and needless to say, the utmost care must
be taken in the sorting of cards.
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PROBLEMS
1. Compare the relative merits of the various methods of display-

ing catalogues in (a) a national, (b) a university, and (c) a pubUc

library.

2. Outline the essentials that go to the making of a good card

catal(^e.

3. D^ribe a method for making a number of copies of a sheaf

catalogue.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

GUIDES TO THE PUBLIC IN THE USE OF
CATALOGUES

That a catalogue is one of the necessities of an organized library is

generally agreed. It is invaluable for staff reference, but its primary

purpose is to enable readers to ascertain what books a library possesses.

It is, however, of little use providing catalogues if those for whom
they are intended do not appreciate why they are provided in the

particular form that they are, xvhat they contain, and how to use them
to the best advantage. This problem has troubled librarians since

the early days of libraries, and has become still more acute since

readers have been given access to the shelves on a large scale, and shelf

classification has become common.
The apparent complexity of the modem library catalogue as reflected

in the numerous drawers of one of the card variety, in the logical

order, in the many and often multi-coloured guides, has accentuated

this problem still further. When general printed catalogues were in

use, and where they still are, some attempt at guidance is provided in

an introduction or in an explanation. In the dictionary catalogue,

this generally consists of a statement of what such a catalogue is,

what it contains, and how it should be used. It will explain &at in

the case of subject entries, the principle is to enter a book under the

specific subject with which it deals, and not under some broader

heading, and that co-related subjects are bound together by a scheme
of cross-references ; that readers requiring the works of an author
will find such as the library possesses listed under his name in the single

alphabetical sequence, that those who know a book only by its title

wUl find particulars of it by turning up its first word not an article,

except in cases where the subject is clearly indicated in the title,

when reference to the subject will show if the library possesses a copy.

It is desirable that examples shall be given, showing the kinds of

entries to be found in the catalogue, and explaining the system of

cross-referencing that forms such an essential feature of the dictionary

catalogue. In short, a clear exposition of what the catalogue is, and
of how to use it to the best advantage.
Where a printed classified catalogue is provided, classification and

cataloguing are so closely intertwined that it is not possible to explain

what the classified catalogue is, or how to use it, without at the same
time explaining the classification. This needs to be done very clearly

and very simply, and to be illustrated with examples. It must be
shown what is meant hy classified order, and what are the advantages
of having the books on the shelves, and their entries in the catalogue,

arranged in the same order. The ordinary reader is likely to be et^y
150
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frightened by much talk of classification, logical or s}^tematic order,
whereas when he is told that a catalogue is arranged " just like a
dictionary/* he understands, or he thinks he does. At any rate he
does not receive the shock that some readers must get when they read
some of the so-called explanations of classification and of classified

catalogues. The writers* seem to lose sight of the fact that while
they themselves are experts, they are writing for people who, mostly,
do not know the first things about logic, even though they are uncon-
sciously practising it every day.

Many public libraries have card catalogues, which older readers

are often shy of using, because they have not been brought up on card
indexing as have so many of the younger generation. Watch readers

trying to use these catalogues and you will realize what a painful

task it is proving itself to be. Some guidance in their use is therefore

doubly necessary.

In the first place it should be explained that the card catalogue

is compiled on the principle that one card represents one book, and
that as cards may be manipulated at will, the catalogue may be taken

as being a correct record of those books the library actually contains.

A hint may be useful that to consult cards to the best advantage,

one should turn them with the tips of the fingers, at the sides and not

at the tops, as many people do, even library assistants.

It should also be made clear whether the catalogue is merely one

of the books in a single library, or whether it is what is called a
'* union ** catalogue, i.e. one showing the complete resources of a library

system, in which case attention must be drawn to the symbols used

for indicating libraries possessing copies of a book, as C for Central,

N for North branch, S for South branch, and so on. To save time,

and the drawing of a wrong conclusion, it should also be made clear

whether the catalogue is limited to non-fiction, or whether it is a

catalogue of the entire collection.

Assuming, as a t3rpical example, that a card catalogue is in two parts,

one arranged by authors and the names of people forming the subjects

of books, such as lives and criticisms, and therefore in alphabetical

order, the other arranged by subjects, in what librarians call lopcal

order, the following are some of the things which should be explained

briefly and simply.

The alphabetical catalogue is something more than an- author

catalogue, and is known as a Name Catalogue because it is arranged

by personal names or the names of public bodies. It includes in a

single alphabet
:

(i) names of individual authors or public bodies,

(2) lives of people, (3) criticisms of, or commentaries on, the works of

individuals or corporate bodies, as, for example, of musicians or artists,

(4) entries under the first word of a book’s title, where such seem desir-

able, (5) possibly names of series represented in the library. In short,

any information about a person, or the works of a public body, will

be found by reference to this catalogue.

The purpose of the alphabetical guides and of the drawer labels
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should be clear, and a hint that reference to them will greatly facili-

tate the use of the catalogue may not be amiss.

The subject catalogue is more difficult, and involves some expira-
tion of the classification. It has to be explained that the su^j^^

catalogue is arranged in what is called a S5rstematic order which has

for its object not only the bringing together of entries for all the boo^
in the library on a subject, but the bringing of them into relatiorhip

with those on closely related subjects. An entry for a particular

book on evolution will be found among entries for other boo^ dealing

with the subject, which form part of a wider group of entries dealing

with biology, and these, in turn, will be part of an even wider group,

forming the whole of the class known as natural science.

It is obvious to us, but not as obvious to the public, that this

systematic order is maintained by means of what are called class or

subject s3nnbols, usually written in the top left-hand comers of the

car^, and that these symbols determine the arrangement of the cards

in the catalogue and of the books on the shelves.

In order to find any subject therefore, it is necessary to know the

S3mibol appropriate to that subject, which is ascertainable by turning

it up in the alphabetical index of subjects.

It is also necessary to explain the system of guiding a classified

catalogue. How each drawer is labelled with the subjects contained

in it, each class, division and section being differentiated, either by a

guide of a different colour or with a longer or shorter projecting tab.

llie order within each group of cards should also be explained, particu-

larly if it be other than alphabetically by authors.

Another thing readers often go wrong on is in supposing that the

catalogue is an exact replica of the shelf classification, that every book
on the shelves is represented by a single card in the catalogue, and no
more. It does not occur to most of them that a book may be repre-

sented in a catalo^e by as many entries as it is necessary to make
for it, added entries, as they are called, whether for a person or for a
subject, for the whole of a brok, or for some part of it—anal3dicals.

It is difficult for us as librarians to put ourselves in the places of

those who use our catalogues, but from individual experience it is

obvious that the public needs definite guidance in their use, and every
library should endeavour to provide it adequately, clearly, simply,

and briefly.

One of the best and most concise explanations of how to use a card
catalogue was drawn up by L. Stanley Jast many years ago, and
publi^ed at the time in the CroyAon libraries handbook, of which the
following is an adaptation :

[See Card Catalogue opposite.
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THE CARD CATALOGUES AT A GLANCE
To answer the following

questions :

Have the libraries a book
OF WHICH

(i) the author is known ?

(2) the subject is known ?

(3) the title is known ?

What have the libraries

(4)

by a given author ?

(5) on a given subject ?

(6) in a given series ?

(7) about a given person ?

(8) about a given work ?

(9) What lives illustrate a
GIVEN subject ?

(10) What novels illustrate

A given subject ?

Look up :

(1) Name Catalogue under author's

name. If fiction, look up Name
Catalogue of fiction.

(2) Subject Catalogue, under sub-

ject.

(3) Name Catalogue of fiction for

titles of novels, and of non-
fiction for other books whose
subjects are not clearly indi-

cated by the title.

(4) Name Catalogue under author.

If fiction, look up Name Cata-

logue of fiction.

(5) Subject Catalogue, under sub-

ject.

(6) Name Catalogue under title of

series.

(7) Name Catalogue under person's

name.

(8) Name Catalogue, under author

and title of work treated of

;

or Subject Catalogue, under sub-

ject and work treated of.

Subject Catalogue, on blue cards.

Subject catalogue on yellow cards.

Various means have been tried to give instruction to the public in

the proper way to use catalogues. The librarian—or one of his staff

—

sometimes gives talks on the subject to schools, polytechnics and
adult education classes, and to the public at large ; near the catalogue

is some form of explanation, though this generally errs in being far

too elaborate for the ordinary reader to understand. Of all the

methods that have been tried, whether printed or oral, the only satis-

factory one we have known is what may be called the " individual

"

method. Any time that a library assistant may spend in teachii^ a

reader how to use the catalogue properly and to advantage is time

well spent, and should never be begrudged.

It is possible, however, to look forward to the time when every user
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of a library will understand the classification and know how to use

the catalogues, for it is becoming increasingly common for classes of

schocd children to come to the library and have these things clearly

eiq>lained and demonstrated to them. Having in mind the amount
of valuable work that is being done along these lines it is desirable

that the classification and the arrangement of the catalogues in junior

libraries should be jnedsely the same as those in the adult depart-

ments, or the whole purpose of this work is destroyed, and everything

that ^ been taught will afterwards have to Iw unlearned, and a
further generation of readers will grow up incapable of understanding

the fundamentals of the arrangement of a catalogue. But this aspect

of our subject is dealt with more fully in chapter zi.

Until that day comes, however, the librarian most do the best he
can to simplify matters for his public by mechanical devices, the

printed word, and more than an3^hing else, by the personal but
unobtrusive and unofficious touch.

FURTHER READINGS
Stbwakt. Jambs Douglas. How to use a library. Cb. 3, How to use library

catalogues.

PROBLEMS
z. Write a note to the public explaining how to use (a) a classified,

and (6) a dictionary catalogue.

2. Write a similar note to children.

3. What methods would you personally use to teach the public
how to use the catalc^es ?



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

CATALOGUE INDEXES

An examination of a number of indexes to catalogues suggests that
something needs to be said about them, especially as regards what
they shall and shall not contain ; many of them appear to be alto-

gether inadequate for their purpose.

To say that the key to a classified catalogue is its index or indexes

is to state a commonplace. They are, in fact, so important that

besides being a key to the catalogue, they can constitute a valuable

practical tool if adequately and soundly constructed, from the point

of view of those for whom they are intended. Conversely, they can
fail to unlock the classification and may fall lamentably short in the

assistance they are capable of rendering if badly constructed or inade-

quate in scope.

In the absence of an author or a name catalogue there must be an
author index, as well as a subject index, a title index for such books
as would warrant a title entry in the dictionary catalogue, and, if it

is considered worth while, a seri^ index. In fact, there is no entry

that finds a place in the- scheme of a dictionary catalogue but can,

and should, find a place in the classified catalogue, whether by actual

catalogue entry or hy some sort of index entry.

Whether an author index is an adequate substitute for an author

catalogue is a debatable point. Some librarians think it is, but

nearly as many think otherwise. County librarians, for example, have

expressed themselves in favour of the classified catalogue, but not of

the author index, but the reason for their particular view is explained

in Chapter 21.

Assuming, however, that an author index is to be provided, it should

be laid down as an essential fundamental that its entries should

contain a clear and sufficient indication of the works indexed. There

are few things calculated to annoy people more than having to make
repeated references before they find what they want ; it is confusing,

and it is a waste of time to say the least. In the case of a print^

catalogue or list a string of author's names with the numbers of the

pages on which their works are listed is irritating to a librarian and
must be simply exasperating to a reader. Here is an example taken

from a printed class list, which demonstrates the truth of this

:

Adcncy, W. F.

Bartlett, J. V.
Fosdick, H. E.
Gore, Charles

Page
9. 18. 19

18. X9. 33. 34
9, 2X, 26, 27, 29, 30. 31

10, 21, 22, 23, 24, 23, 31

In a useful article on The Public and the catalogue ; dictionary or

classified? by James Cranshaw {Library Assistant, v. 30, 1937, pp. 7a-
155
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78), it is said that at least 40 per cent of the references by readers

to catalogues are to authors, yet if a reader wishes to know what the

library possesses by a certain author, the Classified catalogue demands
that he be satisfied with the baldest descriptions in the index, or

refers him to 10, 20, or more places." Personally, we should have
fixed the percentage higher, but acceptance of even the lower figure

shows how important it is that index entries should be intelligible

and sufficiently full to avoid compulsory reference to the full entry

in the classified catalogue itself, though theoretically that should he

the method of approach. An author index entry should at least include

the book's full title, save where the sub-title is a very long one perhaps,

the date of the edition catalogued, and, of course, the classification

mark by which the book is shelved, and at which still further informa-

tion concerning it may be had in the classified catalogue.

This is not ^ways practicable in a printed index, where space and
cost are generally dominating factors, but where the index is on cards

these factors do not affect the question to quite the same extent,

though time is usually an important factor to be reckoned with. .In

the Glasgow index, for example, these entries appear

:

Aaron (William) 252
Abercrombie (Leslie Patrick) 338.2 ; 914.223
Adams (Henry) 620 ; 621 ; 628
Adler (Alfred)

Science of Uving 13

1

Pattern of life ^3^-7
Understanding human nature 150
Problems of neurosis 616.85

The value of this index would be enhanced, and enquirers would
be more quickly satisfied by extending the entries, for it will be seen

that short titles are only given where more than three titles have to

be indexed. Here are the same entries extended

:

Aaron (William) Tonics for the times, n.d. 252
Abercrombie (L. P.) The Coal crisis- and the future. 1926 338.2
East Kent regional planning scheme : preliminary survey. 1925 9x4.223

Adams (Henry) Some Reminiscences. 1925 620
Foundations for machinery. 1919 621
Sanitary science, applied to buddings and public works. 1926 628

Adler (Alfred) Science of living. 1930 131
Pattern of life. 1931 136-7
Understanding human nature, n.d. 150
Problems of neurosis. 1929 616.85

Newcastle has provided some good examples of author indexing

in its Class lists, the following specimen of which is taken from the

Catalogue of boo^ on the useful arts, 1903-1914

:

615.851 Clouston (T. S.) The Hygiene of mind. [1906].
622.33 Cockin (T. H.) An Elementary class-book of practical coal-mining.

1904.
686 Coutts (H. T.) and Stephen (G. A.) Library bookbinding, practical and

historical. 19x1.
615.8 Dowse (T. S.) Massage and electricity in the treatment of disease.

6th ea. 1906.

So much is all that needs to be said about the author index, the
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constniction of which is largely obvious and commonsense. Most of
the difficulties that students, cataloguers and readers alike experience
arises out of the construction and use of the subject index.
Cranshaw has some useful things to say in the aforementioned

article about the shortcomings of the average subject index, which
are largely borne out by examination of actual indexes and by speci-

mens of indexing that one has seen from the pens of cataloguing
students. There is a prevalent impression that the index to a classified

catalogue is merely a transcription of the relevant headings from the
classification schedules, whereas in fact the indexing of a book must
often extend far beyond the bounds of the actual place at which it is

classified. As Mr. Cranshaw has put it, there is an urgent need for
" the wider analytical construction " of the index. Under that

impression " the resulting type of index is one of the briefest general

tertns, sometimes with subdivisions, if Dewey has arrived at a separate

decimal place for the sectional treatment, but rarely expressing the

new and important points of view that have developed, and that

will take Dewey several years to catch up. In point of fact,

the Dewey tables are not indexed adequately as it is. There are

places in the schedules for ‘ Business Psychology,* for * Industrial

Psychology,* and for * Religious Psychology *
; but you will not find

them indexed either under Psychology or under the adjectival form.

One has only to check up the Union catalogue of additions to the Glasgow

Libraries (which is one of the few Classified catalogues with adequate

index) to realize the shortcomings of Dewey*s relativ index. Dewey*s
index has 9 places for Psychology ;

Glasgow, dealing with actual

books, has 29. For Civilization, Dewey*s index shows 4 places,

Glasgow thinks 20 not too many. Dewey*s Citizenship shows 5 places,

Glasgow demands 9. In other words, Dewey*s relativ index is not

relative enough. Old terms change their meaning ;
new terms rapidly

grow—Dewey does his best in successive editions ;
but he is always

limping painfully behind the field.**

Some libraries provide copies of the actual printed indexes of the

classification scheme as the only means of consulting the classified

catalogue. It will be seen from what has just been said how inade-

quate such indexes must be. It is, in fact, another phase of the

misconception respecting the functions of a classification and of a

catalogue, referred to in chapter 26. An index to a shelf classification,

then, is not precisely the same thing as an index to a catalogue, and

it should be made clear to readers that the index is, in fact, an index

not only to the arrangement of the books on the shelves, but to the

much more flexible catalogue entries for those books.

Perhaps Mr. Cranshaw has rather over-stated the case against

Dewey’s own index, though it may well serve to illustrate the point

he wanted to make. Actually, much of the detailed indexing in the

Glasgow catalogue is due to a useful idea of making the index serve

to some extent the functions of added entries. For instance, under

Chemistry, Inorganic, references appear to 540.2, 540.9 and 546. The
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first is to save an added entry for Mellor's Comprehensive treatise on
inorganic and theoretical chemistry/' and the second to save one for

Stewart's " Recent advances in physical and inorganic chemistry."

Similarly, Buckle's " The Mind and the film : a treati^ on the

psychological factors of the film/' is classified at 791.4, but is indexed

also at Psychology, while Howes' " Borderland of music and
psychology " is classified at 781.1, but indexed also at Psychology.

The reasoning that has prompted this idea seems obvious and reason-

ably sound. For nine people who would want Buckle or Howes for

their musical or film interest, one would want them for their psycho-

logical interest, perhaps.

Reference to the Glasgow index, which is complete in a smgle

alphabet, provides an opportunity of sa3dng the obvious. A multi-

plicity of indexes is a nuisance. Some endeavour should therefore be
made to provide in a single alphabet all the index references that are

deemed necessary ; something on the lines of the method used in

The [A.L.A.] Booklist seems suitable for general use, but would take

up too much space as a rule if practised on a large scale. It incor-

porates in one alphabet author, title, and subject entries, and in the

last case it not only indexes the subjects, but indicates briefly the

books cm those subjects as :

Contacts. Brown. 106

Gonwell. Acres of diamonds. 260

Cook. Elements of electrical engineering. 73
Cookery. Brown. European cookbook. 250

Morphy. Recipes of all nations. 194
Cookery, American. Allen. Modem menus. 130

Dutaud. Glorious art. 250
Coolidite. Story of steam. 20
Coolie. Lulofs. 292

In this particular example the reference is to a page ; this is con-

venient because the index references are to the monthly parts of

The Booklist, but the principle could be equaUy well applied to a general

card catalogue on some such lines as this

:

Cook, J. A. Pnnuing the whale. 1926. <i39-3

COOKERY 641
Beeton. Family cookery. 1934.
Bradshaw. High school cookery book. r93r.

Byron. Pot-lnck. 2932.

References are the mainstay of a dictionary catalogue, especially

in the linking up of subjects and in directing a reader l^m one form
of name or subject to another. They are necessary, too, to subject

and other indexes, but opinion is divided as to whether entries should
be used instead of references whenever practicable. There is, perhaps,

a tendency to overload by rqieating entries under variant names.
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syiu«3niis and aspects. For instance, under Biography we might
have entries for

:

BIOGRAPHY. General

Artists

Astronomers
Engineers

Musicians

Sculptors

and so on. To repeat all these under lives is a waste of time and
space when a single reference ; lives. 5^ biography, will suffice.

The same applies to many subjects with a large number of sub-

divisions, as ANIMALS, although an entry might be reasonably used in

preference to a reference when the term occurs only once, on the

ground that a single entry occupies no more space or time than a
reference.

On the other hand, Margaret Mann urges the making of entries

freely in order that synonymous terms may be covered adequately,

and makes the debatable statement that : It is just as economical

to make a full entry in an index as to make a cross-reference, since

but one line is used in either case, and by so doing the reader is given

a direct guide to the information he is seeking.*' She gives as an
example

:

Scientific management 658

Management, Scientific 658

not
Management, Scientific. See

Scientific management

This is all right when only a single entry is involved ; it is when
numbers of entries are involved that the trouble begins.

Going back to the case of Biography, we get in the Glasgow index

the following

:

Biography

Bible

Bibliography

Historical

India
Musical

Roman Cathoic, Bibliography

But there is nothing at all under Lives.

There are some other strange but interesting things in this index

which seem to indicate that a cataloguer should either follow Margaret

Mann's advice implicitly or else adopt the invariable rule of referring

from alternatives. If one happens to look under Ornithology for

information about birds, all we find is

:

920
220.92 ; 221.92 ; 225.92

016.92

920.02 ; 920.04

920.01
780.92

016.9222

598 aORNITHOLOGY
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but if Birds come to mind, as it will in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred, one gets quite a weadth of references :

BIRDS 598.a

Aviary 636.686

Breeding 59 i-5^

Cage 636.686

Diseases 619

English 504
Greek literature 880.8

Haiti 591-92

Migration 591-52

Protection 179-3

Similarly under Zoology one gets only

:

ZOOLOGY 590
Bibliography 016.59

Physiological 591

whereas under Animals there are thirty-three references.

On the other hand, if Insurance is the subject of a reader's interest

he may look up Insurance and find :

INSURANCE
Accident

Casualty

Disease

Engineering

Family endowment
Fire

331.25 ; 368

368; 368.41

368 ; 368.5

368

368

33123
368 ; 368.1 ; 614.84

and so on with fourteen other aspects of the subject. But each is

also indexed separately under its own name, as Fire Insurance, Accident
Insurance, etc.

A somewhat unusual index is the “ Author, title, subject and
analytical index " to the History and travel section of the Standard
catalog for public libraries (H. W. Wilson Co.). In this a large amount
of subject analysing of parts of books has been included because, as

the preface says :
“ this indexing of portions of books greatly increases

the usefulness of the books in any library, but the pressure of work
in the ordinary library usually makes it impossible to do much of

this detailed analysing." Here is a short extract from it

:

Shaler, N. S. Kentucky. 976.9

Shanahan, E. W. Sou^ America 918

Sharp, D. L. The better country 917.8

Education goes ahead

In Page, K. Recent gains in American civilization, p. 155-81. 917.3
Shasta. Mount, California. See pages in the following books

:

In Muir, J. Steep trails, p. 29-104. 917.9
In Rusk, C. £. Tales of a western mountaineer, p. 285-309 917.9

Sheahan, H. B. Outermost house. See note under Rothery 917*44
New Persia 9x5.5

Sheffield, England. See pages in the following books

:

In Howells, W. D. Seven English cities, p. 27-38 914.2
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An example of a subject index of a sort seldom seen in public

libraries is the Subject-index of the London Library, the supplementary
volume of which covers the additions for the years 1909-22. For the

benefit of those who have not had the opportunity of seeing it we
ought to say that it is more than an index of subjects : it indicates

the books on those subjects as well : here is a single entry ;

Parrots & Parrakeets

Gedney (C. W.) Foreign cage birds, v. i, 1877.

Greene (W. T.) Parrots, 3v. 1884-7.

Kalischer, Grosshim v. Papageien, 1905.

Naturalist's library
; Jardine, v. 18, 1836.

Russ (C.) Speaking p., tr., 1884.

It is astonishing how much subdivision can be made under a country

if one sets out to do it thoroughly. Despite the space it occupies, it

may interest cataloguers to see in detail the whole scheme of the

entries under England in the same index :

England.

Antiquities, see England, Antiquities.

Atlases & Maps.
Bibliography.

Census 6* Population.

Coast.

Defence, see National Defence.
Eastern Counties,

Foreign Impressions.

; American Impressions.

; Dutch Impressions.

[And so on with other nationalists' impressions.]

Gazetteers.

Guide-books.

History, see England, History, as separate heading.

Lake District.

Maps, see Atlases & Maps, above.

Midland Counties.

Northern Counties.

Fivers.

[At the end of the entries] : Be/er to Ribble ; Soar river 6* 0. rivers referred

to in 1909 Subject Index.

Roads.

; Roman.
Southern Counties.

Statistics {see also Census, above).

Surveys.

Topography (see also Atlases ; Guide-books ; Roads, above ; Travels, below).

; Ancient 6* Mediaval.

Towns, Country-houses,

N.B.

—

For municipal government & institutions, see heading Towns.

[At the end of the entries] : Refer to Architxcturb, England ; Castlbs, Ac.
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Trawb, 6*.

:

15 S> 16 eentvrUs.

; 17 ceniury,

: x8 century,

; 19 6* 20 centuries.

Western Counties (see also various Western counties),

[At the end of the entries] : Jie/er to Irish Sea : Water-Supply.

Following this list of subdivisions is a separate series of subject

headings, as follows

:

England, Antiquities.

Bibliography,

Periodicals 6* Societies,

White Horses 6^ o. Turf Monuments,
[At the end of the entries] : Refer to Roman Antiq. ; Toll Gates.

England, Constitution.

Administration,

Crown Rights 6* Prerogatives,

History,

Law,
[At the^end of the entries] : Refer to Devolution.

England, Economics (i.e. Economic history 6* state of England, 6* general worhs

on the Economics of the British Empire),

to i6oo.

17 century,

z8 century,

19 century (-1837).

19 6* 20 centuries (Z837-X914).

20 century (1915-).

Bibliography,

England, History.

[After the general works, the following period divisions are provided] ; to

55 B.c. ; 55 B.c.-A.D. 450, Romans Ac. (Later wks.)
; 450*1066, Anglo-

Saxons Ac. N.B.—Refer to Alfred, the Great, 871*901 ; Canute,
10x6*35 ; Edward, the Confessor, 1042*66.

[Similar references to the respective monarchs figure at each period] : 1066*

X399; 1399-1485; 1485-1603; 1603-1714; 1714-.

[After this last period, besides the reference to the individual monarchs
is a referenc to] Kings : Genealogy, &c., below.

Administration 6* Ministries,

Bibliography 6* Indexes to Sources.

Biographical Collections (see also this sub-heading under various Kings
Queens),

Chronicles, 6<e. (Collections, S-c,).

Chronology,

Dictionaries,

Finance (State),

(to 1600).

(17 18 centuries),

(19 6* 20 centuries).

Foreign Relations (see also various Kings Queens, refer lo European War,
X914-X8 ; United States, Hist.).
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Kings, Queens, ^c,
(Genealogy Succession),

Ministers &• Officers of State,

Official 6* Political Lists.

Papal Relations,

Periodicals 6* Societies.

Politics (see also various Kings 6* Queens).
Satire (see also various Kings Queens).

[At end of the entries] : Refer to Impeachments.

England, Invasion of.

England, Religious Life, see England, Soc. Life, Religious.

England, Social Life.

16 century.

17 century.

x8 century.

ig century (to 1850).

; 1851-1900.

20 century.

Religious.

The substantive form is followed immediately by the adjectival

form, often as before, with many subdivisions :

English, The.
Ethnology.

EngUsh Channel.
[At the end of the entries] : refer to Channel Ferry.

English Dialects.

English Drama.

English Fiction.

English History, see England, History.

English Humour, see Wit & Humour.
English Language.

English Literature.

English Poetry.

English Satire.

English Social Life, see England, Social Life.

Sufficient has been said, and enough examples have been given to

indicate the general lines a good index should take. The entries should

be adequate, necessary references should be made, and if space and
cost are not prime considerations, the latter should give place to entries

wherever practicable, for anything that reduces the number of places

under which a reader has to look is to be encouraged. Little has been

said about title indexes because, having decided on the extent to which

title entries are to be provided, this is a matter that will largely

settle itself.

Perhaps Dewey's method of printing certain subjects in heavy type,

with a note to the effect that these are subdivided in the full schedides,

12
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is responsible for some of the inadequate indexing to be found in

library indexes. For instance, Dewey gives :

Engine [sic] 621

while Newcastle finds it necessary to give

:

Engines Air 621.4

Blowing 621.6

Diesel 621.436

Gas 621.43

Heat 621.4

Hydraulic 621.2

Internal combustion 621.43

Locomotive 621.13

Marine 621.12

Oil 621.43

Petrol 621.43

Pumping 621.64

Stationary 621.16

Traction 621.14

Water 621.2

PROBLEMS

1. What index entries would you provide in a classified catalogue

for

:

Gotch. Old halls and manor-houses of Northamptonshire.

Schonfield. Richard Burton. Explorer.

Halsbury. H. S. Giffard. ist Earl of. The Laws of England.

Knowles. Essays in the history of the York school of glass-painting.

Faber and KeU. Heating and air-conditioning of buildings.

2. Describe and illustrate the sort of index or indexes you would
provide for the classified catalogue of a public library with no separate

author catalogue.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

PREPARATION FOR THE PRESS, STYLES OF PRINTING,
AND PROOF-READING

Those who worked in libraries when the printed catalogue was
common can recall some interesting things about its production.

Monotype and linotype setting had not come into general use, and
catalogue work was invariably hand-set ; the dictionary catalogue

was the order of the day, the printed page was usually double-columned,
set solidly, entries were as short as possible consistent with recognition,

and annotations were unknown, except for a possible occasion^ word.

Despite the pride with which we beheld the result of our long labours,

viewed in retrospect it was something very unattractive and forbidding,

judged by modern standards of printing. But it is not our function

to be critical on matters that were then good enough according to our

light. They are merely referred to here to indicate that we have
progressed at least a little since those days.

Although the printed catalogue has gone as far as most public

libraries are concerned, every library puts out to its public a certain

amount of printing designed to serve a similar purpose to that of the

old printed catalogue, but in a more useful way, viz., the exploitation of

books, as it has come to be called. It is now done through such media
as bulletins, lists of books on topical subjects, the year's additions,

and so on.

It is still important, therefore, that the cataloguer should be familiar

with the fundamentals of printing practice, including the methods to

be followed in the preparation of copy for the press, various styles of

printing suitable for library use, and the rules of proof-reading and

correction.

Too much care cannot be exercised in the preparation of copy. In

some libraries, catalogue entries are made directly on to uniformly

sized slips by means of the typewriter, but usually they are still

handwritten, for the typewriter is still not the everyday essential that

it is in America, where students often take their typewriters to the

library, and where in some places it is even possible for readers to make
use of a public stenographer and typist. Wherever possible the

typewriter should be used, for the writing will at least be legible, and
it will only be necessary to check for typist's errors. If handwriting is

necessary, it, including the punctuation, should be absolutely foolproof
—^that is why there is a recognized library handwriting and why every-

body who has to prepare printer's copy by hand should follow it at

least approximately. No catalogue slip should be passed out without

being microscopically read. Variations in type shoidd be indicated by
underlinings of different kinds ; these are not altogether universal.
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and the practice of the printer to whom the work is being sent. Cor-

rections may cost something like threepence a line !

When the copy has been assembled, it should be ascertained that

the slips are in order, and they should be numbered and secured before

being despatched, or pasted down on sheets.

Years ago a single and practically uniform style of printing was
used in catalogue work, modified only as regards the sizes and varieties

of types, as clarendon or black face, roman upper and lower case, and
italic. But nowadays types are like other things ; they are slaves of

fashion. A type face that is the rage this year may be on the decline

next year, and obsolete the year after. If it is desired to use one of the

ultra-modern founts, some of which are very attractive, it may be
found that they are not obtainable in small towns through local

printers, who frequently have to get the work set at a house which
specializes in such types, only the actual printing off being done
locally. While this fact should not preclude libraries from using

modem founts if they desire to do so, it is a point to be borne in mind,
especially as many public libraries are tied up with corporation printing

contracts. Examples are becoming increasingly common of special

catalogues, reading lists and bulletins set in some of these types, that

are attractive to look at, and delightful to read.

It may be said that libraries almost exist by print, and it should

therefore be an axiom that examples of it emanating from them
should be models of good printing in the essentials of clarity and
legibility ; fantastically designed type-faces and unduly small founts

are therefore to be avoided. It is safe practice to use one of the accepted

old style type-faces, and suitable sizes vary from pica (12 point) down
to nonpareil (6 point), though longprimer (10 point) and brevier

(8 point) are more useful combinations. The following are specimens
of the respective sizes that offer themselves for selection :

This is Pica,

This is small pica.

This is longprimer.

This is bourgeois.

This is brevier.

This is minion.
This is nonpareil,

In cases where two sizes are used, as for entries and for annotations,

one size should be missed in order to emphasize the contrast, as long-

primer with brevier, and bourgeois with minion. Headings should be
proportionately, but not unduly, larger. Three founts are generally

necessary, clarendon, italic and roman, but the appearance of the

printed page is better if the first and second are used sparingly.

The earUer reference to fantastically designed type-faces must not

be interpreted as meaning that modem printing is despised. On the

contrary, it is highly commended, and some of the younger librarians

12 point

II

10

9
8

7
6
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are to be congratulated on having led the break-away from the old
traditions. A few specimens are appended to this chapter for librarians
who desire some guidance as to suitable types.

Except for very small runs of work, machine setting will be used,
i.e. by linotype or by monotype. The chief advantages of these methods
over the old hand-setting are that the work is quicker and cheaper,
badly-worn or broken type-faces are avoided, and they do not involve
the locking-up of actual type if the setting has to be kept standing for

possible new editions or reprints.

The fundamental difference between the two methods of machine
setting is indicated in their respective names. The linotype sets up a
solid line of type at a time, by the operation of a keyboard

; the mono-
type sets up a line of type letter by letter, but a double process is

involved : first, the making of a paper spool, which may be kept for

future use, and which is afterwards transferred to the actual type-

casting machine.

Experience has shown that for catalogue work of all kinds, monotype
setting has all the advantages of hand-setting, with none of its dis-

advantages, and there is scarcely any type-face that is not available

for use by either the linotype or the monotype process.

The question of single- versus double-columned printing is one that

has always exercised librarians. Certainly there is less wastage or
“ fat " with the latter, the setting is cheaper, and a larger page,

usually demy-octavo, can be employed. But as a rule the double column
has a tendency to repel, and is less attractive than the single-column

method, which is usually printed as crown-octavo. In making this

criticism, we except such double-columned catalogues as the new
Catalogue ofprinted books in the British Museum, in which the type-faces

are clear and well spaced, but this catalogue has the advantage of

being printed on a I3j-inch page, or even the Liverpool non-fiction

catalogue.

Libraries that produce either printed catalogues or regular bulletins

usually embark on the work after some form of tender has been

accepted and a contract drawn up. The consideration of tenders is

hardly likely to fall within the province of the cataloguer, but this does

not excuse him for not knowing what is usually asked for in the

specification on which the tender is based. Roughly and briefly it will

consist of
:

(i) the number of copies comprising the edition, and in the

case of bulletins, the frequency and date of publication
; (2) the size,

usually crown- or demy-octavo ; (3) the kind of setting, whether lino-

type or monotype ; hand-setting is scarcely likely to be used, except

possibly for sm^ bulletins issued in small towns, whether the setting

is to be done in single or in double columns, and leaded or set solid

;

(4) the types to be used, whether old style or modern, their varieties and
sizes

; (5) the kind and quality of paper to be used, generally indicated

by weight, and differentiated as calendered printings, or antique

—

rough surface. Some papers bulk much more than others, and it may
be desirable to indicate what is required in this direction

; (6) the
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kind of binding in the case of a catalogue, and of wrapper in that of a
bulletin. In the latter case, something depend on the decorative

treatment it is to receive. Thread or wire stitching should also be

specified, preferably the first, because ordinary wire staples rust after

a time and look bad, though there is now a rustless staple
; (7) directions

as to proofs ; two in galley and one in page are advisable ; (8) a dear
statement of the position regarding insertions, corrections and altera-

tions, and of the charges to be made for them. Invariably the right

should be reserved to add to both first and second galley proofs

;

(9) an indication of where and when the copy, or a fair specimen of it

may be seen ; (10) information respecting dates of delivery of copy,

time to elapse before the receipt of the first batch of proofs, and the

rate at which the work must proceed thereafter until completion. A
fixed date should be determined for this, and it is usual for a penalty

clause to be inserted, to be imposed in the event of the printer default-

ing, though it must be proven that the fault rested with him and was
not due to delay in the delivery of copy or the return of proofs

;

(ii) the price per page, which should include machining (i.e. running
off the required number of copies) and paper ; (12) the right to have the

type kept standing for a stipulated period in case of reprints or new
editions ; and (13) a saving clause to the effect that the authority does

not bind itself to accept the lowest or any tender.

There are several important things to be remembered in connexion
with the reading and correction of proofs. Where annotations are

included, the annotator should make up his mind that he has said what
he intended to say before the copy goes to press. Alterations to original

copy for alteration's sake are bad, and bred of lack of confidence or

experience ; moreover, they cost time and money to make.
In modem type-setting, provided the copy is clear, the number of

typographical corrections should be very smdl if the printer is a good
one. Such corrections and alterations as are necessary should be made
clearly, and indicated by the recognized marks in the margin, and by
marking the spot in the copy where either is to be made. Corrections

that do not clearly correct are only likely to lead to further mistakes.

When checking corrections of machine-set proofs, care should be t^en
to re-check the entire line, all of which has had to be reset, in the case

of linotype. In this connexion too, unless it is absolutely necessary,

alterations should not be made that will affect other than the actual

line on which it is made. If many such are made, wholesale resetting

may be involved.

A word about proof-reading. It is not safe in catalogue work for

proofs to be read and checked by one person ; there shoidd invariably

be a reader and a checker, and ^e checker should be some responsible

person.

It is usual for the pimter to submit a first proof in galley, a revise in

galley, which should he on s, differently coloured paper, and a paged
pfoof. Every effort should be made to ensure that aU corrections and
alterations are made on the first proof ; only in extreme cases should it
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Rimdl, Bfrtnuid. Which Way to Peace? 1036. (Joseph^ Ts. 6d.).

GSTAN 172
International problems, poUdes, the nature of the next war. and

estential conditions for world peace.

ReUgioii

Barth, KirL Credo. Tr.by J. S. McNab. 1936. (Hodder, 8s. 6d.).

C 238
** A ptesenUiion of the chief problems of dogmatics with reference

to the Apostles* Creed. Sixteen lectures at the Univ. of Utrecht in Feb.
and Mar., 1936.**-nSMh-fiUs.

20303

Fhuer, Sir J. 0. Aftermath. 1936. (Macmillan, 21s.) CR 291
A supplement to ** The Golden Bough ’* (OTAMB 201). Bibliog. refs,

bb. 78444

Inge^ V. Rev, W« R., Dean. Freedom, Love and Truth. 1936.
(Longmans, 12s. 6d.) CSN 244

An anthdogy in prose and vexse of the Christian life.

28444

Ingram, Rt. Rev. A. F. W., Bp. Everyman's Problems and Difficulties.

Intro, by His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury. 1937.
(Longmans, 2s. 6d.) CSTAN 230

For Lenten reading.

26408

Lnnn, Arnold. Within that City. 1936. (Sheed and Ward,
7s. 6d.) CSA 282

Roman Catholkism as it appears to the author, who was received into
the Roman Catholic Church thrM years ago.

28208

Matthewi, V. Rev. W. R., Dean, {Ed.). The Christian Faith. 1936.

(Eyre and Spottiswoode, 8s. 6d.) CTN 239
** Essays in explanation and defence.**—

28808

MaMiatt, H. L. Xond, 2nd Baron. Thy Neighbour. 2 Ulns.

2 maps. 1036. (Muller, 7s. 6d.) 0 296
The history of Jewish peiaecuthm, the position of the Jew in the world

to>day and the rise and progress of Zionism.

Seott, E. F. The Pastoral Epistles. 1936. Moffat New Testament
commentary. (Hodder, 8s. 6d.) CN 227.8

St. Paul to Timotheus and Titus.

26378

Trine, R. W. The Man Who Knew. 1936. (Bell, 5s.) . . CM 232

Christianity from a practical viewpoint, maintaining that Christ was
an exceptionally great teacher rather than a Divinity, and showing how
religion may be applied to modem problems.

26047

Sodology

Britain without Capitalists : astudy ofwhat industry in a Soviet

Britain could achieve. By a Group of Economists. Scientists

and Technicians. 1936. (Lawrence and Wishart, 6s.) 0 335

A story of the application of such Soviet principles as appear in the

eyes of the anonymous writers to be cogent to British industries to>day,

with '*a survey of tiie apparatus of scientific education and research in

Brown, C. G. India’s Mineral Wealth. lUus. Maps. 1936.

(Oxford Univ. Pr., 16s.) C 338.2
** A guide to the occurrences and economics of the naefnl minerals

of the Inman Empire.**—5ii6-lWr. Bibliog., 8 pp.
80808
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADDITIONS

OCTOBER—DECEMBER, 1936

jf Class-mark standing along indicatts that the hook is avmlahle at all the

Hbraries. The following abbreviations are used :—

C

=s Central

;

M-=Mill Road i R=RockRoad; Rtf.= Reference.

PHILOSOPHY
PONSONBY, ARTHUR. Life here and now. Conclusions derived from an

examination of the sense of duration. 1936. 115 M
HUNT, H. ERNEST. Do we survive death ? 1936. 129 .

6

C
WELL^ H. G« Anatomy of frustration. A modern synthesis. 1936. 186.27

(With notes by Michael Foot.)

172.4
1936. 172 .

4

C

CRIPPS, S» STAFFORD. Struggle for peace.

1936-

GREGG, RICHARD B. Power of non-violence.

RELIGION
LANDAU, ROM. God is my adventure. A book on modern mystics, masters

and teachers. Ulus. 1935. 211 C M
Seven. Illus. 1936. 239 C

RAPPOPORT, A. S. Mediaeval legends of Christ. 1934. 282 • 99 C
ELLIOTT, W. H. Religion in plain clothes. 1936. 289
WADDELL, HELEN. Desert fathers. Translations from the Latin. With
an introduction. 1936. 281 .

1

C M
SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. Indian thought and its development. Trans, by

Mrs. Charles £. B. Russell. 1936. 294 C
MELCHETT, Lord. Thy neighbour. Illus. Maps. 1936. 296

SOCIAL SCIENCES: POLITICAL SCIENCE
KEITH, A. BERRIEDALE. The King and the Imperial crown. The powers
and duties of His Majesty. 1936. 821 .

7

C
SFORZA, Count CARLO. Europe and Europeans. A study in historical

psychology and international politics. 1936. 828 .

2

C
MUIR, CHARLES. Justice in a depressed area. A critical study. With a

foreword by the Rt. Revd. Bishop Welldon. 1936. 828 . 42
ERNST, HENRI. Hitler over Russia ? The coming fight between the Fascist

and Socialist armies. Trans, by Michael Davidson. 1936. 329 . 943

SOCIAL SCIENCES : ECONOMICS
GRANT, A. T. K. Society and enterprise. 1934. New^World Series,

880 . 1 C
MURPHY, J. T. Modern trade unionism. A study of the present tendencies
and the future of Trade Unions in Britain. 1935. Neto^Worli Series.

381 . 88 C
WICKWAR, W. HARDY. The social services. A historical survey. 1936.

881 .

9

C
BRITjUN WITHOUT CAPITALISTS. A study of what industry in a Soviet

Britain could achieve. By a group of economists, scientists, and technicians.

1936. 888 C
THE CAMBRIDGE RECORD AND BOOK LIST

Set in 9 point Caslon Old Face



Recent Additions to the Libraries
These books may be reserved at any of the City Libraries.

(Central) Home Reading Library
; Gb->Commercial and Technical Library ;Gr—Gulson {books by special application not on open shelves) ; Gp—Giilson Reference

library, open shelves; S,FtL,S—^EanKion, Foleshill, Lon^ord, and Stoke Bran^ Libraries.

bibliog^'^^a^^*
itfur.-aiMjfra/ionj, pori.^portraU, tabs.^tabUs, duigrs.^diagrams*

Authorship Journalism
Fleming, John Robert. The highway of reading: a help to the right

choice 01 books. 1936. 121p. Lutterworth Press, 2/6. GES 028.3
Written from a frankly Christian standpoint, subordinating humanistic and purely

hterary standards, aimi^ chiefly to provide the averaro educated person, to whom rehgion
is the ruling interest in life, with a guide for general teamng.

Hunt, Cecil. Living by the pen : a practical guide to journalism and
novel-writing. 1936. 266p. hibliog. Harrap, 6/-. G 029.6
The author. Fiction Editor of the Daily Mail, gives sound practical advice, illustrated

with examples from his own experience.

Thomson, Arthur Alexander. Written humour. 1936. 160p. (The
Writers* and Artists* Library). Black, 3/6. G 029.6
llie main features of humorous writing—in sketch, article, short story, light novel and

radioplay.

Knowles. Leonard. Linage, how to make money from news : a guide
for young journalists and beginners. 1936. J!36p. Pitman, 2/6. G 070

** Seeks to show beginners how to set to work to make sure that their own contributions
appear in the great newspapers. . . . Chapters are devoted to the special problems facing
linage men, and directions are given as to what to do in connection with every type of story.**

—

Preface.

Philosophy Psychology Ethics

Glover, Edward. The dangers of being human ; with an intro.

byW. R. Inge. 1936. 206p. front.. Ulus. Allen and Unwin. 5/-. GES 131

Based on a series of broadcasts on the relation of psycho-analysis to our existmg social

order. Surveys the problems of crime, war, pacifism, politics, and education, and concludes
with some conjectures as to the fonn of society m a thousand y^rs* tune.

Scott, Cyril. The greater awareness : a sequel to "An outline of

modem occultism." 1936. xii, 243p. Routledge, 6/~. G 133
** The previous volume was mostly concemed srith the more theoretical side of occultism,

its aims and philosophy, the present volume with certain aspects of the ethical and more
pracrical side—namely, the acquiring of that greater awareness which ... Is one of the most
Important factors m evolution and the attainment of spiritual happiness.*’

—

Introduction.

Cattell, Raymond B. A guide to mental testing for psychological

clinics, schools, and industrial psychologists. 1936. xvi,

Ulus., plates, tabs., diagrs. University of London Press, 10/6. G 151.2
*' Eking a handbook of tests of intelligence, attainment, special aptitudes, interest,

attitude, temperament, and character.'*— Author is Director of the School Psycho-

logical Service and Clinic, City of Leicester Education Authority.

Pastorelli, Francs. The glorious bondage of illness. 1936. 224p.

Allen and Unwin, 6/-. G 152

The record of the struggles of a noble and courageous woman to adapt herself to the tragic

conditions of an invalid life.

Muir, Willa. Mrs. Grundy in Scotland. 1936. [x], 187p. (The Voice

of Scotland.) Routledge, 5/-. GE 170.9

How Mrs. Gn*ndy was bom and grew up ; bow she came to reflect English sod^ conscious-

ness ;
how she travelled north and assumed Scotch clothes ; bow she is slowly dying m the

mod^ worid.

The Coventry Bookshelf

Set in 8 and 6 point No. 2, with Bold



USEFUL ARTS—rif/lDES and INDUSTRIES

Liluco, J. W. - Blacksmith’s manual illustratei. 1930 683

Moore, H. - - Liquidfuds. 1935----- 662.6

Peake, R. J. - Cotton ; from raw material to finished

product. 1934 ----- 677.2

Roberts, J. and International coal carbonisation. 1934 662.6

A. Jenkner

Stone, H. - - The Timbers of commerce. 1924 - - 674

Stort, G. - - The Wheelwright’s shop. 1923 - - 684

Tinkler, C. K. Applied chemistry, Vol. i. Water,

AND H. Masters detergents, textiles, fuds, etc. 1929 660

Ward, J. S. M. - Cotton and wool. 1921 - - - - 677.3

Warner, Sir F. - The Silk industry of (he United King-
dom ------- 677.4

Watson, W. - Advanced textile design. 1925 - - 677

Williams, J. G. Textiles on test. 1931 .
— - - 677

1 USEFUL ARTS—ENGINEERING and
MECHANICS: GENERAL THEORY

The Books in these sections supplement the catalogue
“ Books for Craftmen.” 2d.

Abbott, W. - Machine drawing and design. 1934 - 621.81

Barber, T. W. - Engineer’s sketch book. 1934 - - 620.04

Gibson, A. H. and Applied mechanics and heat. 1930 - 621

A. E. L. Chorlton, Editors

Ibbetson, W. S.- Prdiminary mathematics for engineers.

iggo 620.8
Molloy, E. - Engineering practice. 4 vcis. - - 621

Parkinson, A. C. First year engineering drawing. 1933 620.04

PicwoRTH, C. N.- The Slide rule. 1927 - - - - 510.8

Pryer R. W. j. - Introduction to engineerit^. 1934 - 621

f USEFUL ARTS—ELECTRICITY and
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

(See also “ Books for Craftsmen ’’)

Agger, L. T. - Alternating currents. 1934 - - - 621.3133

Barr, J. R. and Principles of D.C. dectrical engineering.

D. J. Bolton 1934 ------- 621.3132

DAGENHAirS FOUR THOUSAND RECOMMENDED BOOKS
Set -io RonaMton’e cape and italic* duronglMmt

31
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be necessary to make them on the paged proof. Proof-reading should
take preference over other work ; the longer a proof is retained, the
more likely is the work of completion to be delayed. The signs used to
indicate printer's corrections vary slightly, but the majority of them are
standarcUzed, and are shown at the end of this chapter.

TOPICS OF INTEREST

Rt. Hon, Stanley Baldwin and others

Happiness and success 171.4
A. £. Blake Retail advertising 659.1

Michael Chance Our Princesses and their dogs 686.7
Edward A. Cope Filing systems 651 .5

Alfred Einstein A Short history of music 780.9
Sir James George Frazer Aftermath 291

John Langdon^Oavies A Short history of the future
301.1

C. 5. Price The Improvement of sight by natural

methods 612.845
Milton Wright The Art of conversation 374.1

PROBLEMS OF TODAY
H. 5. Ashton Clamour for colonies 325.3

Richard Bailey The Government of Britain 354.42

H. McDowall Clokie The Origin and nature of

constitutional government 328.0942

Harry Cannes and T, Repard Spain in revolt 946.08

John Langdon-Davies Behind the Spanish barricades

Lord Merrivale Marriage and divorce 173.1 [914.6

F. Percy Roe How is the Empire ? 354.42

BIOGRAPHY
James Agate Ego 2 B.AGA
Mark Benney Low company 364
Ian Dali Sun before seven B.DAL
L. Haden Guest The Writings and diary

of Chester Jones 720.9

£. 5. P. Haynes Life, law and letters 828

FINCHLEY’S NEW BOOKS
Set in 12 and B point Gill Sans

There is a certain similarity in the setting of most library bulletins ;

but the few examples given in this chapter show contrasting results

that may be helpful.

Librarians and cataloguers who are interested in the printing of

catalogues, bulletins and special lists could scarcely do better than

spend half a crown on a little book. Type for print, by David Thomas

(Whitaker, 1936). Besides containing useful information on printing

in general, it reproduces a whole series of type specimens, arranged

family by family, each of sufficient length to enable comparisons to be

made, and including many of the now popular sanserif faces, which are

not really as " new " as most of us suppose, for they date from 1816 :
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to quote Mr. Thomas, the family ” is characterized by the absence of

serifs and the construction of the letters from strokes of equal thickness,

[and] is nothing more than a regularized form of the oldest inscriptional

letters," Amongst the species that can be specially recommended are

these :

Erbar
Cable

Gill

Metro

Guildford

Granby

For those who prefer the old faces, as they are called, these may be

recommended

:

Caslon Monotype which is this :

This is Caslon Monotype

Dickenson Linotype

Ronaldson Linotype

Among modern faces there are Bodoni

:

This is Bodoni

Bell Monotype
Modern No. ii, which is used in Croydon's Reader's Index,

For fuller information readers are referred to Tke Production of the printed

ccUalogue, by Alex. J. Philip, igio. Brown's Manual of library economy, V. G.

Pintress' Buying Print, 1936, F, Howard Collins' Author and printer ; a guide

for authors, editors, printers, correctors of the press, compositors, and typists, 1905,

and Horace Hart’s Rules for compositors and readers at the University Press,

Oxford, 1930. Many articles on the compilation of bulletins have appeared
in the professional journals, particulars of which will be found in Cannons'
Bibliography of library economy and its supplements.

PROBLEMS

1. What types would you use for a quarterly bulletin, and what
factors would guide you in your choice ?

2. Make a list of a dozen printer's correction marks, and demonstrate
the purpose of each.

3. Collect half a dozen library bulletins, and examine them critically

from the point of view of their lay-out and type faces.

4. How would you organize the printing of a catalogue of a local

collection from start to finish ?
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PRINTER’S MARKS USED IN THE CORRECTION OF PROOFS

while, Diana could not bear the thought ol

mJ * Endymion*8 beauty bfing lost or marred, so she caused him
' to fall into an eternal sleep and hid him in a cave never

profaned bj^waeneenmina^ This story belongs to the

Bolar And it is generally supposed that "Bndymioa* i^(Sp(S7

was the setting sun, at which the moon gazes as she sta^ /
scit^ on heB nightly journey. The same story is known to the

y/ Australian aborlginal^perhaps the most backward race in

/ «^e world, to the Cingalese, and to oertain African tribes, C/
always, of course, with local variations, [^ese myths

A. ^ere the artistic possession of humanity long before ^
beginning of literature, and they have inspired poets

throughout the ages, not only Homer and Ovid, but

jj^^odem writers lil^iowning, Hawthorne, Herrick, Long-

^•^^^'^^ennyson, and particularly Byron, Shelley, Keats, and

/ / ^t was to the stories 0! mythology that the great!

I >2fc.«Aiij^on^he papyrui^ At the same time as men were inventing

/

the
1

painters of the Renaissanc^turned for subjects when Greek

JU learning and J^reek culture were restored to Western

j'^jSirope, and, centuries afterwards, the same stories in-

( spired the noble group of pr^p^phaelite painters, which •/ y
^

was one of the outstanding glories of Victorian gland.

^ is of the first impori^nce to note that literature had a’^

/4r co-operative and not an individual beginning. The early '

stories i^f the^^rs, as (^ell as the first songs crooned by

mothers to their babies, were handed along from age to

age, changed, elaborated, improved, until at/they were

scratched on the bark of a tree or elaborately written out

and elaborating myths they were also accumulating recordsX ^ .

^ \s families grew into tribes, and as tribes contended /or
-fj

the best pastui^es and the best fishing, there were countless /

opportunities for individual prowess and courageous achieve-

ment, and the mighty deeds of the heroes of one generation

2f7 became in 4hwgeneratio^ sucoeedin^the cherished



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

THE CATALOGUING EXAMINATIONS

As regards the syllabus of the Library Association, it will be generally

known that it has recently been completely revised, and that catalogu-

ing figures in all three stages : in the Entrance examination, the

Registration examination, and the Final examination.

For the Entrance examination a considerably wider knowledge of

the subject is called for than was the case in the older Elementary
examination, which only embraced the making of main entries. The
field is indicated in the concise phrase “ Simple cataloguing rules and
practice." This means that the candidate is expected to know how
to make simple main entries of the sort commonly to be found in

public library catalogues, and such added entries as are appropriate

to a dictionary catalogue, whether author, subject, title or form.

By cataloguing " practice " is meant an elementary understanding

of the principles on which ordinary library catalogues are constructed :

author, dictionary and classified. Incidentally, cataloguing and classi-

fication are covered in one paper, which is quite a good thing, as the

two subjects are so closely and often inextricably related, a truth

that is demonstrated in such a question as " There is a distinct inter-

relationship between classification and cataloguing. To what extent

would you say this is true ?
"

The field covered is further shown in such questions as " Cata-

loguing codes always pay special attention to the author entry. State

why this is so "
;

" In cataloguing, authors may be personal or

corporate. Explain this statement, and give two examples of each
type."

For the Registration examination a very much wider and more
clearly defined knowledge is required, though what has been learned

already in studying for the Entrance examination is neither lost nor
superseded.

The ground covered is very similar to that in the old Intermediate

examination : comparison of the rules of the Anglo-American code,

Cutter and the British Museum (see chapters 23-24), various forms of

catalogues and their purposes (chapter 3), special cataloguing, the

particular things specified being maps, plans, prints, music, manu-
scripts, periodicals, all of which are dealt with in chapter 20. Closely

related to this section is the cataloguing of non-literary material, such
as gramophone records, which is also dealt with in chapter 20. Then
follow the compilation of class lists, guides to reading, bulletins

(chapter 13), subject headings (chapter 8), annotations in library

catalogues (chapter 10), planning and organization of the cataloguing

department (chapter 28), practical indexing : objects, methods and
systems of arrangement (chapter 16).

176
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It will be noticed that the new syllabus differs greatly from the old
in that there is no separate practical paper, but there are of course
certain fairly searching tests in the single paper. Even so, on the whole
the examination would appear to be rather less exacting than the
older Intermediate. On the other hand, there is an endeavour to
ensure that the candidate has covered the required field by dividing
the paper up into four groups, from each of which one, or not more
than two, questions must be answered.
Group A seems to cover the Anglo-American, Cutter and British

Museum codes in such questions as :
" Give some indication of your

familiarity with Cutter’s Rides for a dictionary catalog,**

Group B covers administrative and practical problems, such as

the pros and cons of centralized cataloguing, the organization of the

cataloguing department, and the relations of such a record as the

shelf register with the subject catalogue.

Group C is in substitution for the former practical paper. Two of

the three tests consist of transcripts of title-pages. In one case the

candidate is asked to show how it would be catalogued for a dictionary

catalogue, “ giving specimen layouts of the entries.” In the second

the candidate is asked to indicate how it would be catalogued for a

classified catalogue, ” giving specimen layouts of the entries, including

those for the author and subject indexes.” The third is our old familiar

friend that figured in the Intermediate examinations :
” Assign

subject headings, with any necessary references ” to a number of titles,

such as The mammals of Australia, The psychology of laughter and
comedy. Consolidated loans funds of local authorities, and so on. The
word ” necessary ” in connexion with the referencing will be welcomed

by all candidates.

Group D is very similar to Group B, and covers such widely differing

aspects as instructions for the public use of our catalogues, analytical

cataloguing.

There is, of course, no guarantee that these groupings will always

be followed, but the field must be pretty much the same.

The subject appears again in the Final examination as advanced

cataloguing, with the bare statement that questions may be asked

upon the whole field of the subject. The paper (a three-hour one) may
cover such aspects of special cataloguing as music and periodicals, or

anything else, problems of cataloguing organization such as centralized

cataloguing, union cataloguing for a regional library system, the

principles of selective cataloguing, comparison of the merits of the

dictionary and of the classified catalogue, such things as the uses

of library bulletins and book processing.

On the purely practical side, here again appears the ” assign subject

headings ” test ; almost exactly similar to the corresponding one in

the Registration examination : Food : a comprehensive manual of

foodstuffs ; nutritions and dietetics. Mathematics essential to electricity

and radio. Luminous tube lighting :
fluorescent, neon, mercury vapour

lamps, etc.
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The principal object of this book is to make experienced and practical

cataloguers, and nobody wishes more than the author that it could

have been achieved without reference to examinations and examination

requirements. But they exist, and they have to be faced.

None of the examinations in cataloguing is unduly difficult to those

with some library experience, who have studied along systematic lines,

and who have drilled themselves into habits of complete accuracy

and consistency. These attributes are absolutely essential in practical

cataloguing, for there are few faults that are more annoying than

inaccuracies that might have been avoided, and inconsistencies that

leave the user of a catalogue without any assurance of the practice

adopted for the entry of books.

Such difficulty as may exist is due largely to the fact that compara-
tively few of our libraries practise cataloguing with anything like the

minuteness laid down in the Anglo-American code, though they may
follow its main principles.

It is difficult for those who are accustomed to catalogue books in

an adequate manner, suddenly to switch from a more or less rule-of-

thumb method to a definite and practically inflexible code of rules
;

and it is doubly so for those who spend most of their working days

on cataloguing.

Prospective candidates should try to avail themselves of one of

the correspondence courses organized by the Association of Assistant

Librarians, unless they are fortunate enough to be able to get oral

instruction from a School of Librarianship, or from evening lectures

at certain Polytechnics.

A little commonplace advice may not be amiss in regard to actual

cataloguing. Clear handwriting is a necessary accomplishment, even
where most of the work is done on the typewriter. Bad writing, and
writing that is not absolutely clear, is inexcusable, and nobody deserves

to be awarded a certificate who offends in this respect, for such writing

is only likely to lead to mistakes in the subsequent typing or printing

of catalogue entries.

Closely related to writing is punctuation, which is not unimportant
in cataloguing and its auxiliaries. It should be simple, consistent,

and in accordance with accepted rules. It is astonishing how many
people are lax in the making of punctuation marks

;
it is often difficult

to know whether a comma or a period, a colon or a semi-colon, is

meant, and it is frequently forgotten that an abbreviation should be
followed by a point. These may be trivialities, but even trivialities

have to be attended to, however much they may be slighted.

Neatness is not peculiar to this subject, but it is a quality that is

often notably absent. If examination candidates knew how refreshing

it is for an examiner to come across a well-written, intelligently

punctuated and nicely set-out paper, they would pay a lot more
attention to such things than they do. It should not have to be the

task of a professional teacher to try to inculcate such elementary
details as these, or the principles of reasonably good composition ;

but
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painful experience has taught them that they must often do it before
some candidates can have even a sporting chance of passing an
examination.

The student should be careful to familiarize himself with this scope
of the syllabus and to see that he is well prepared to face questions
on any part of it. For this reason, besides general chapters, and
chapters relating to the making of main entries, shorter or longer
ones have been given to every aspect of cataloguing mentioned in the
syllabus, as well as to a few others. These are necessarily brief and
should be followed up by reference to the sources indicated from time
to time, and especially by critical observations of modern practice

as exhibited in such catalogues as may come one's way, whether
printed or manuscript, and by examination of the methods of preparing
and displaying them.

Care should be exercised in reading examination questions. They
are not always what they seem to be at first sight. Sometimes they
are framed in two or even three parts, as in such a question as : What
is a * series entry '

; how is it made ; and what purpose does it serve ?
"

Make sure that each part of such a question has been answered.

There is, too, a difference between the question that asks for a
definition or a statement of this or that, and one that asks for a discus-

sion. For instance :
“ Discuss briefly the alternative rules (British

and American) included in the Anglo-American code," is not quite

the same thing as " What are the alternative rules, etc."

Candidates occasionally try to impress examiners by widening the

scope of a question. This excess of zeal serves no useful purpose.

The examiners are neither pleased nor flattered by this extra display

of knowledge, and too often, alas, candidates only suggest that they

have not understood the question proper, but have only learned off,

parrot-fashion, the printed definition or principle. For your own
sakes, therefore, if a simple definition is asked for, give it, illustrate it,

and leave it.

It is unwise to try to indicate the form questions may take, because

there is always the possibility that a long-standing tendency may
suddenly be changed ; besides, that is not to suggest study ; it is

just cramming. To concentrate unduly on any one section of the

syllabus is not only to court disaster, but the student is acting unfairly

to himself. For, if passing an examination means anything at all, the

successful candidate will like to feel that as a result of his industry he

is really an accomplished classifier, cataloguer, or whatever else it

may be.

In the practical cataloguing tests, the observance of several simple

but important points may do much to ensure a higher standard of

cataloguing than is often seen.

The entries should be clearly set out, in some such way as is indicated

in a number of examples in chapter 19, and there should be a precise

indication of what each entry and reference is intended to stand for.

The first thing to be determined is the heading for, and the form of,

13
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the main entry. Extreme care should be taken in arriving at these

as the whole of what follows may be right or wrong according to whether

the main entry is correct or incorrect. Examples of corporate author-

ship should be carefully looked out for, and dealt with according as

to whether they represent a government, a society, an institution, or

some other form of corporate authorship. A frequent mistake is to

make the main entry for the life of a person under that person's name,

instead of treating the person as a subject entry.

Title entries should not be overlooked when the need for them
seems to be justified ; most libraries have far too few. Form headings

should not be confused with subject headings, series entries should be

made where necessary, and the scheme of references for dictionary

entries should be as complete as is reasonably possible.

Here are a few final hints :

X. It is not essential to repeat the author's name after the title in the main
entry.

2. Date of publication need not be given in author index entries. It is useful,

but not essential.

3. References rather than added entries are frequently made for joint-authors,

joint-editors, series editors, etc., but added entries should be made for editors,

translators and suchlike people.

4. Full authors’ Christian names in subject entries and in author index entries
are only essential in very large catalogues for distinguishing purposes. A useful
economy is to give a single Christian name in full, but to indicate more than one
by initials, as Symonds, Henry, but Trench, J . B.

5. In the author index entries for joint authors, the surnames of the second
need not be repeated when the same as the first, as Atkins, S. E. and J. B.

6. Karnes of editors are frequently omitted from the author index except
when there are a number of editions of a work with different editors.

7. In an added entry for editor, translator and suchlike people, the author's
name should be included.

8. Rule 152 permits abbreviation of place of publication and publisher's name
in a written catalogue.

FURTHER READINGS

The examination questions, set out year by year in the Library Association
yearbook.

References to cataloguing in recent numbers of the professional journals, in
The Year's work in librarianship, and in the American Classifiers' and catalogers*
year hook.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL CATALOGUING

The examples that follow were set at the Library Association's

Examinations in recent years. Some of them have been set out in

an order that would probably satisfy the examiners, showing the full

main entries and indicating what other entries and references should
be made in the case of a dictionary catalogue, and what index entries

should be provided in a classified catalogue. The rest have been
commented on rather fully, and the entries made to a limited extent,

in order to give students an opportunity of practising for themselves
the art of cataloguing. When indicating what other entries should be
made, care should be taken to give sufficient information to satisfy

the examiners that they would be what users of the catalogue need.

Cataloguing, like other things, leaves room for personal opinions,

despite codes of rules, and some will hold different views from the author

as to the appropriate headings that should be used. All that has been
done is to select headings that would, in our view, prove acceptable

to any good cataloguer. As far as possible, the examples have been
approached from the angle at which an examination candidate would
have to view them, remembering that he has no reference books at

hand, and that—up to a certain point—he is only concerned with the

actual book in hand, rather than with the place of that book in a
catalogue scheme for 10,000 or 100,000 volumes.

For this reason, long strings of references have been usually avoided

in the case of the dictionary subject entries ; only the necessary ones

are included. How numerous these might become will be apparent

to anyone who is familiar with the American Library Association's

List of subject headings for use in a dictionary catalog, or with the

Library of Congress Subject headings used in the dictionary catalogues

of the Library of Congress.

Cataloguing from printed descriptions can, at best, only be an

approximation to real cataloguing, and students will need to exercise

a good deal of common sense and perception. Some of the points

on which they must be wary are referred to in the examples, such as

the inclusion of material that is obviously not part of the book's title,

the omission of things like the imprint and collation, or parts of

them, etc.

In very full cataloguing, forenames ^ given in full. To indicate

these, spaces have been left after the initials, which would be completed

by the practising cataloguer from his bibliographical resources. It

will be noticed, however, that where the author'^ name is repeated

in. the title, a practice not commonly followed, it is given in the form

printed on the title-page, and in the author index entries initials only

are given.
x8i
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It is wise to approach every example with the assumption that

there may be a snag in it somewhere though, to be perfectly fair, there

is often none at all, and to ascertain, before commencing to catalogue,

just what rule or rules it is meant to illustrate. For instance, there

may perhaps be an example of corporate authorship, a fact that may
not always be obvious at a glance, somewhere else there may be one

that will be hastily catalogued under a subject heading instead of a

form heading, and yet again there may be examples that require

series and title entries, references from alternative forms of names,

and so on.

Few libraries will catalogue and reference books with the fullness

meted out in the following examples, on account of the time, expense,

and space involved, but examination cataloguing, like examination
planning, is intended to portray the ideal rather than the something
less with which most of us have to be content in real life ! For instance,

few subject indexes will be found to index names of individuals or

even to make references to related subjects.
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ART NOW
An Introduction to

The Theory of Modern Painting and Sculpture
By

HERBERT READ
With one hundred and twenty-eight ftdl-page

illustrations reproduced in collotype

FABER AND FABER LIMITED
LONDON 24 RUSSELL SQUARE W.C.I

Main entry

Read, Herbert.
Art now ; an introduction to the theory of modern painting

and sculpture, by Herbert Read. London, Faber and Faber, ltd.

[193?]-

p. 128 Ulus. 2icm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Subject entries

Painting. Modern. Sculpture. Modern.
Subject references

Art. For books dealing with specific forms of Art, see under

Painting, Sculpture, etc.

iEsTHETics. See also Art and its specific forms, as Painting,

Sculpture, etc.

Taste [in the Arts]. See iEsTHETics. Beauty. See ^Esthetics.

Esthetics. See iEsTHETics.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Read, H.
Subject index

Painting. Modern. Sculpture. Modern.

Art. See also under specific forms, as Painting, Sculpture, etc.

[The alternative is to list under Art its specific forms, as

Art. General
— Painting, etc.]

-Esthetics. See also Art and its specific applications, as Painting,

Sculpture, etc.

Beauty. See iEsTHETics. Esthetics. See iEsTHETics.

Taste [in the Arts]. See iEsTHETics.

A simple example of single author entry. The difficulty lies with

the subject entries and references. From a cataloguing standpoint,

painting and art are not synonymous. Art covers painting, sculpture,

drawing, engraving, architecture, and music.

It seems more useful in this instance to make separate entries

under Sculpture and under Painting than to lump the book with

many books of a more general character under Art.

Rule I : Author Entry (single author)
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EARLY DAYS
IN

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Being the Letters and Journal of
Lieut. H. W. Bunbury, 2ist Fusiliers,

Edited by
Lieut.-CoL W. St. PIERRE BUNBURY

And
W. P. MORRELL.

Crown 8vo. (7} x 5i), pp. 224, with i ccUotyPe plate

and 3 maps

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
LONDON : HUMPHREY MILFORD

1930

The main entry is made under the author of the letters and journal

:

Bunbury, Lieut. H W , with added entries under the editors :

Bunbury, Lieut.-Col.W St. Pierre, and Morrell,W P ,

ed., and under Morrell, W P
,
joint ed.

Like the Wilmot example, the book has a definite subject, and inci-

dentally illustrates the close relationship between classification and
rataloguing. The cataloguer should ask where the classifier would put
it, as both form and subject are intermingled. Being letters on a
definite subject, the early history of western Australia, it would
naturally go at 994, The cataloguer will therefore put it under

:

Australia, Western. History, with a reference : Western
Australia. Australia, Western. There will also be a
reference from History to particular continents, countries, etc.

No difficulties seem to present themselves in regard to the subject
index entries

:

Australia, Western. History, with a reference : Western
Australia. See Australia, Western.

Rule I ; Author Entry (single author)
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INTRODUCTIONS TO
JANE AUSTEN
By JOHN BAILEY

148^.
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

LONDON ; HUMPHREY MILFORD
1931

Main entry

Bailey, John.
Introductions to Jane Austen, by John Bailey. London, Oxford

University press. Humphrey Milford. 1931.

I48p. 19cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Subject entry

Austen, Jane. Criticism.

Subject references

Engush Fiction. History and criticism.

For works by or about specific writers, see under their names, as

Austen, Jane, etc.

English Literature. See also Engush Fiction.

Fiction. History and criticism.

For works by or about individual novelists, see under their names,
as Austen, Jane, etc. For fiction of particular countries, see under

the adjectival forms, English Fiction, etc.

Novels. See Fiction.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Bailey, J. Introductions to Jane Austin.

Subject index

Austen, Jane. Criticism.

English Fiction. History and criticism.

Fiction. English literature.

Novels. See Fiction.

English Literature. For works about specific writers, see under

their names, as Austen, Jane, etc.

Literature, English. See English Literature.

There is nothing difficult about this book, except possibly in the

referencing involved to bring it into relationship with English literature.

It is hardly likely that any cataloguer would make the main entry

under Austen, but such things of this sort are not by any means

unknown.

Rule I : Author Entry (single author)
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The DRAPIER’S LETTERS
To The

People of Ireland against receiving

WOOD’S HALFPENCE
By

JONATHAN SWIFT
Edited by Herbert Davis

Demy 8vo (9' x 6*), pp. 496, with

half-tone frontispiece

OXFORD
At the Clarendon Press

MCMXXXV
Main entry

Swift, Jonathan.
The Drapier's letters to the people of Ireland against receiving

Wood’s halfpence, by Jonathan Swift ; ed. by Herbert Davis.

Oxford, Clarendon press. 1935.

496p. front, aajem.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added editor entry

Davis, Herbert, ed. The Drapier's letters to the people of Ireland,

by Jonathan Swift. 1935.
Title entry

Drapier’s letters, by Jonathan Swift ; ed. by Herbert Davis. 1935.

Subject entries

Ireland. History. 18th century. Wood, William.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Swift, J. The Drapier’s letters to the people of Ireland ; ed. by
Herbert Davis. 1935.

Davis, H., ed. The Drapier’s letters, by Jonathan Swift. 1935.
TiOe index

Drapier’s letters, by Jonathan Swift ; ed. by Herbert Davis. 1935.
Subject index

Ireland. History. x8th century. Wood, William.

The title entry is clearly justified ; criticism may be levelled at the
two suggested subject headings, but examination of the work seems
to justify them, though a further entry under Coins, with the accom-
panying reference under Numismatics, seems unnecessary.

Rule I : Author Entry (single author)
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Crown 8vo.

THE PROBLEM
Of

HAMLET
A Solution

By
A. S. CAIRNCROSS

MA., D.Litt.

Macmillan and Co,, Limited

St. Martin's Street, London

Main entry

Cairncross, a S .

The Problem of Hamlet ; a solution, by A. S. Cairncross. London,
Macmillan and co., ltd. [1936 ?]

^p. 18J cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Subject entry

Shakespeare, William. Hamlet, Critical studies.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Cairncross, A. S. Problem of Hamlet.

Subject index

Shakespeare, William. Hamlet Critical Studies.

A comparatively simple example of single authorship. The common
but inexcusable mistake here as in the case of biographies, is to make
the main entry under Shakespeare, who is, actually, the subject.

The available information is incomplete in several vital details, the

date and the pagination. The first has to be assumed and is given in

brackets on the ground that an approximate date is better than no

date at all.

The desirability of an entry under Hamlet has not been overlooked,

but does not seem to be essential, as it is not a text of the play.

Rule I : Author Entry (single author)
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INLAND WATERS
OF

AFRICA
By

S. and E. B. WORTHINGTON
With 40 full-page plates from photographs, maps, and diagrams in

the text. 8vo.

MACMILLAN and CO., LIMITED, LONDON
1933

Main entry

Worthington, S , and Worthington, E B .

Inland waters of Africa, by S. and E. B. Worthington. London,

Macmillan and Co., Ltd. Z933.

^p. 40 plates, maps, diagrs. 22cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entry

Worthington, E B
,
joitU author.

Subject entry

Africa, East. Description and travel.

Subject references

Description and Travel. For descriptions of individual countries

or parts of countries, see under their names, as Africa, etc.

Travel. For travel in individual countries or parts of countries,

see under their names, as Africa. Description and travel, etc.

Geography. For geography of individual countries or parts of

countries, see under their names, as Africa, etc.

British East Africa. See Africa, East.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Worthington, S. and E. B. Inland waters of Africa.

Worthington, E. B., joint author. Inland waters of Africa.

Subject index

Africa, East. Description and travel.

East Africa. See Africa, East.
British East Africa. See Africa, East.
Geography. Travel. Similar references as for the D.C.

A simple enough example of joint-authorship. Any difficulty that
there may be is in connexion with the subject entry. A reading of
the title alone might lead the cataloguer to put it under Africa as a
whole, whereas examination shows that it is limited to East Africa.

The cataloguer ^ould never rely solely on the wording of a title-page

;

sooner or later it will let him down badly.

Rule 2
;
Joint Author Entry
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THE
MAKING OF
GEOGRAPHY

By
R. E. DICKINSON AND O. J. R. HOWARTH

OXFORD
AT THE CLARENDON PRESS

1933

Main entry

Dickinson, R E , ani Howakth, 0 J R .

The Making of geography, by R. E. Dickinson and 0. J. R.

Howarth. O^ord, Qainedon Press. 1933.

272 p. 5 plates. 30 iUus. 21 cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entry

Howarth, O—— J R
,
joint author.

Subject entry

Geography. History.

Subject references

Discoveries. Geographical. See also Geography. History.

Exploration. Geographical. See Discoveries. Geographical.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Dickinson, R. E., and Howarth, O. J. R. Making of geography.

Howarth, O. J. R., joint author. Making of geography.

Surest entry

Geography. History.

Discoveries. Geographical. See also Geography. History.

Exploration. Geographical. See Discoveries. Geographical.

Another simple example of joint authorship. The only difficulty

lies in the subject entry, and even that is obvious enough. The
important thing to remember is to make the sub-head History, to

separate it from other books on the more practical aspect of the

subject.

Rule 2 : Joint Author Entry
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DEUTERONOMY
The Framework of the Code

By
ADAM C. WELCH, D.D.

Demy 8vo. (9 x 6) pp. 224

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
LONDON : HUMPHREY MILFORD

1932

Main entry

Welch, Adam C .

Deuteronomy, the framework of the code, by Adam C. Welch,

London, Oxford University press. Humphrey Milford. 1932.

224p. 22}cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Subject entry

Bible. Old Testament, Deuteronomy, Criticism and interpretation

[or, Commentaries].

Subject references,

Deuteronomy. See Bible. Old Testament. Deuteronomy.

Old Testament. See Bible. Old Testament.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Welch, A. C. Deuteronomy.
Subject index

Deuteronomy. Criticism and interpretation [or. Commentaries].
Old Testament. For specific parts, see under names, as
Deuteronomy, etc.

Bible. For specific parts, see under names, as Old Testament,
Deuteronomy, etc.

Two rules have to be considered in arriving at the main entry
for this book : that for Bible and similar sacred books (119), and that
for commentaries (13).

As it appears to be a critical work, and not a text with commentary
attached, the main entry is made under the author.

There is some difficulty with regard to the choice of subject entry.

The specific head rule would require direct entry under Deuteronomy,
and most libraries would follow this course. Libraries using the
joint code would enter texts of Deuteronomy at the appropriate
sub-head under Bible, and would naturally enter commentaries or
criticisms in the same way.

Rule 13 : Commentaries
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HELPS TO THE
STUDY OF THE BIBLE

Second Edition
With many corrections, alterations

AND ADDITIONS

By
THE BISHOP OF BRADFORD

G. H. BOX, C. H. DODD, G. BUCHANAN
GRAY, HUGH LAST, R. H. MALDEN,

THE BISHOP OF OXFORD,
H. WHEELER ROBINSON, G. ADAM SMITH,

and A. SOUTER
Crown %vo, pp. 832

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
LONDON : HUMPHREY MILFORD

A book that involves careful thought, and of the sort that is

responsible for a lot of failures because that little thought is not

expended.

At least four rules are involved in the main entry, viz. those for

commentaries (13), for the Bible and similar sacred books (119), for

joint authorship (2), and for ecclesiastical dignitaries (34).

Rule 119 may be dismissed as it is not a text of the Bible, nor

exactly a commentary, but a sort of general handbook to the text,

antiquities, etc., so that in the dictionary catalogue a subject entry is

suggested under Bible. Sttdy and teaching.

A reading of rule 13 leads to a decision to make the main entry

under the first of the authors.

As there are as many as ten of them, the names of the second and
following authors do not figure either in the heading or in the title,

but in a note or in the contents. The cataloguer is left free to exercise

his discretion as to whether added entries or only references shall be

made under the nine other authors. Personally I think references

would meet the case, except possibly in libraries where unit cards are

used, and even then the use of so many cards is difficult to justify.

It should be made clear that the main entry is under the surname

of the Bishop of Bradford, with a reference from his See. The same,

of course, applies to the Bishop of Oxford.

The only essential detail missing from the description is the date of

publication, but it appears that the first edition was published in 1901.

In these circumstances one is justified in saying “ first publ. 1901.'*

Rule 13 : Commentaries (that are not strictly commentaries)
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MACMILLAN
v%ii-\-2c6 pp.

PREPARATORY ENGLISH GRAMMAR
Adapted from

NESFIELD’S “ OUTUME OF EmGUSH GRAMMAR ”

By ASHLEY SAMPSON
MACMILLAN AND CO.. LTD.

Main entry

NESFIEU), .

Preparatoty Engli^ grammar; adapted by Ashley Sampson

from [—] Nesfidd’s “ Outline of English grammar.” London,

Macmillan and co., ltd. [1935 ?]

viii, 2o6p. X9cm.

Other entries and referencesfor a dictionary catalogue

Added author entry

Sampson, Ashley. Preparatory English grammar ; adapted from

[—] Nesfidd's " Outline of English grammar." [1935 ?]

Subject entry

Engush Language. Grammar.
Subset references

Grammar. 5m afro subdivision Grammar under names of languages,

as Engush Language, French Language, etc.

Language. For specific languages, see under names, as Engush
Language, etc.

PHaoLOGY. 5m Language.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

NssFiELD; . Preparatory English grammar ; adapted from
" Outline of English grammar.” [1935 ?]

Sampson, A. Preparatory English grammar.
Subject index

English Language. Grammar.
Language. Reference as in a D.C.
Grammar. Reference as in a D.C.
Philology. See Language.

This example is catalogued in accordance with the rule for excerpts
and chrestomathies (number 18), the nearest applicable rule. In regard
to the subject entry, the student might usefully read the last paragraph
of Cutter’s commentary on his rule 175, governing compound subject
names :

” It is the custom and is protebly best not to put English
language and English literature under England, as they have extended
frur beyond the place of their origin.”

Rules 17-18 : Epitomes, Excerpts, Chrestomathies
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Crown 8vo. 163 pages.

TO
THE FORBIDDEN LAND

Discoveries And Adventures
In Tibet

Selected And Adapted
from

SVEN HEDIN’S
TRANS-HIMALAYA

With A Biographical Sketch
Of The Author, Questions And
Exercises, And Illustrations

Macmillan

Main entry

Hedin, Sven.
Trans-Himalaya ;

[passages] selected and adapted [for juvenile

readers, entitled] To the forbidden land ; discoveries and adventures

in Tibet. With biographical sketch of the author, questions

and exercises, and illustrations. London, Macmillan and co., ltd.

[1934 ?]

i63p. iUus, i8cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Subject entry

Tibet. Description and travel.

Subject references

Thibet. Su Tibet.

Asia. For books on specific parts, set under names, as Tibet, etc.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Hedin, S. Trans-Himalaya ; selected and adapted [entitled] To
the forbidden land.

Subject index

Tibet. Description and travel.

Thibet. See Tibet.

Asia. For books on specific parts, see under names, as Tibet, etc.

A simple case of single authorship. It shows a satisfactory way of

bringing together the full text of work and an abridgement of it. In a

card catalogue it would be desirable to include an added entry under

the title of the adaptation for people who did not know that it had any
relation to the larger work. Where title entries are provided to any
great extent it would be as well to make them, in this instance, under

both the original and the adapted titles.

Rule 18 : Excerpts, Chrestomathies
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With 281 Illustrations, Crown 8vo,

MINOR SURGERY
By

LIONEL R. FIFIELD
F.R.C.S. (Eng.)

Second E^tion

Revised by
McNEILL LOVE

M.S. (Lond.). F.R.C.S. (Eng.)

LONDON
H. K. LEWIS & CO. LTD.

Main entry

Fifield, Lionel R .

Minor surgery, by Lionel R. Fifield. 2nd ed., rev. by McNeill

Love. London, H. K. Lewis and co., ltd. [193 ?]

p. 281 iUus. 19cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entry

Love, McNeill, ed.

Minor surgery, by Lionel R. Fifield. 2nd ed., rev. by McNeill

Love, [193 ?]

Subject entry

Surgery
Subject references

Medicine. See also Surgery.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Fifield, L. R. Minor surgery. 2nd ed.

Love, McNeill, ed. Minor surgery, by Lionel R. Fifield. 2nd ed.,

rev. by McNeill Love. [193 ?]

Subject index

Surgery.
Medicine. See also Surgery.

An example of rule 19, revisions. The question to be settled is

whether the main entry shall be under the author of the original work
or under the reviser. The first course has been followed on the informa-
tion in the preface to the second edition, which says :

**
I have

endeavoured to maintain the style and arrangement of the former
edition."

There is no clue to the date of publication, either of the first or of the
second edition, hence the regrettable note of uncertainty.

Rule 19 : Revisions
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THE ROMANTIC
AGONY

By MARIO PRAZ
Translated from the Italian by

ANGUS DAVIDSON
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

From an examination point of view this is a very unsatisfactory

example, as it lacks so many of the essential details, such as size,

pagination and date.

The main entry is clearly made under Praz, Mario, with an added
entry under the translator, Davidson, Angus, in accordance with
rule 21.

Fortunately, the long descriptive note is more helpful than the title

towards arriving at the subject of the book, which is Romanticism in

Literature. A reference should be made from European Litera-
ture. History. See also Romanticism in Literature. There will

naturally be a general reference from Literature to its national or

continental forms.

Admittedly, the heading used is rather a wide one, but its use avoids

employing a whole series of entries and references, like Eroticism in

Literature, etc.

Opinions differ as to the extent to which title entries should be
provided, but clearly one is indicated in this case, as the subject is

not obvious.

In the indexes to a classified catalogue, entries will be made in the

author index under Praz and under Davidson, and in the subject index

under Romanticism in Literature, under European Literature.
Romanticism, and a general reference under Literature.
The note indicates that the original Italian edition appeared in

1931 ; acting on the axiom that an approximate date is better than no
date at all, one may safely write [193 ?].

Candidates are advised to indicate in their entries such particulars

as would properly form part of the imprint or collation, as p.

cm., and so on. The examiner is thus made aware that the

candidate is not unaware of the omission of one or more essentials.

Rule 21 : Translations

14
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TH£
THEORY AND PRACTICE

of

MASSAGE AND MEDICAL GYMNASTICS
By

BEATRICE M. GOODALL-COPESTAKE

Fifth Edition. 118 Illustrations, including 22 Plates. Demy 8vo.

LONDON
H, K. LEWIS & CO., LTD,

As far as the main entry is concerned this is clearly a case of an
author with a compound name (rule 25), and in the absence of any
information as to " the author’s own usage,” the entry will be made
under the first part of the name, Goodall-Copestake, with a reference

from COPESTAKE.
The difficulty arises in regard to the subject entries and references.

As the first entry I should choose Massage, with a second under
Gymkastics. Medical, and a reference from Medical Gymnastics.
A perusal of the prospectus suggests further references from Physical
Education and Training, Swedish Drill, Therapeutics, Hygiene.
Personal, Exercise and Drill, to Gymnastics, and a see reference

from Health to Hygiene.
For curiosity I turned up a similar book in the Liverpool catalogue

and found ” Medical gymnastics and massage in general practice,” by
J, Arvedson, which has entries under Medicine and Massage, but
nothing under G3nnna.stics or Physical Culture, headings used in this

catalogue.

In the subject index to the classified catalogue, assuming entries in

the catalo^e under Massage and under Gymnastics those terms
should be indexed, with references as in the case of the dictionary
catalogue—or entries.

There is no date on the title>page, but the preface is dated 1933.
This should be written in square brackets [1933], with a footnote to
the effect that it is the date of the preface.

Rule 25 : Compound Surnames
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MUHAMMADAN LAW

An Abridgement According To
Its Various Schools

By SEYMOUR VESEY-FITZGERALD

LONDON
HUMPHREY MILFORD

1931

268pp.

Main entry

Vesey-Fitzgerald, Seymour.
Muhammadan law; an abridgement according to its various

schools, by Seymour Vesey-Fitzgerald. London, Humphrey
Milford. 9131.

268p. 22cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Autitor reference

Fitzgerald, Seymour Vesey-. See Vesey-Fitzgerald, Seymour.
Subject entry

Mohammedanism. Law.
Subject references

Islam. See Mohammedanism.
Koran. See also Mohammedanism.
Mahommedanism. See Mohammedanism.
Muhammadanism. See Mohammedanism.
As an indication of the amount of cross-referencing that can be

done in a dictionary catalogue, the A.L.A. List of subject-headings

directs reference aim from Arabs ; Babism ;
Caliphs ; Dervishes

;

Moors ; Moslems ; Musselmans ; Polygamy ;
Religions ; Saracens

;

Sufism; Wahabis.
Law.

1
For books on the law of special subjects or

Legislation. }- countries, see under names of subjects or

Jurisprudence. ) countries.

Rbugions. For books on specific religions, see under their names, as

Mohammedanism, etc.

Index entriesfar a classified catalogue

Author index

Vesey-Fitzgerald, S. Muhammadan law.

FnzGBEALD, S. Vesey-. Su Vesey-Fitzgerald, S.
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Subject Index
Mohammedanism. Law.
Islam. \

Mahommedanism. ! See Mohammedanism.
Muhammadanism. )

Similar references to those made in the dictionary catalogue under

Koran, Law, Legislation, Jurisprudence and Religions may
also be made in the subject index, as far as is considered expedient.

A simple example of the rule for compound surnames. Provides an

admirable example of the difficulties that exist in adequately referenc-

ing subjects in a dictionary catalogue.

Rule 25 : Compound Surnames

THE
LAW OF PEACE

By C. VAN VOLLENHOVEN
Translated by

W. HORSFALL CARTER
With a Preface by

JONKHEER W. J. M. VAN EYSINGA
Judge in the Permanent Court of International Justice

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD.

Main entry

VOLLENHOVEN, C Van.

The Law of peace, by C. van VoUenhoven. Tr. by W. Horsfall
Carter. With a pref. by Jonkheer W. J. M. van Eysinga. London,
Macmillan and co., ltd. [1936 ?]

^p. 2icm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue
Added author entries

Carter, W Horsfall, tr.

Eysinga, Jonkheer W. J. M. van.
Author references

van VOLLENHOVEN, C . Su VOLLENHOVEN, C van.
van Eysinga, Jonkheer W J M . See Eysinga,
JonkheerW J M van.
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Subject entries

International Law and Relations.
Peace.

Subject references

Law, International. See International Law and Relations.
War. See also Peace.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

VoLLENHOVEN, C. van. Law of peace.

van Vollenhoven, C. See Vollenhoven, C. van.

Carter, W. H., tr. Law of peace.

Eysinga, W. J. M. van. Law of peace.

van Eysinga, W. J. M. See Eysinga, W. J. M. van.

Subject index

International Law and Relations.
Peace.

Law, International. See International Law.
War. See also Peace.

An apparently simple title, yet one full of snags, and one on which

quite a lot of time could be spent.

The rule governing surnames with prefixes (number 26) comes into

operation twice. The choice of International Law as the specific sub-

ject is justified by the descriptive text :
‘‘ In this historical commentary

on the law of nations,*’ but an additional entry seems to be warranted

under the more specific subject Peace. Cutter’s rule 171 “ Of two
subjects exactly opposite choose one and refer from the other ” has not

been overlooked, nor his note to that rule :
” To this rule there may be

exceptions ”
;
peace and war has been regarded as one of them, for

many books on the art of war have nothing to do with peace.

Jonkheer, by the way, is a Dutch title, not a Christian name. Inter-

national law and relations is a heading used in the Congress Subject

headings.

Rule 26 : Surnames with Prefixes
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8vo.

NATURE. MAN AND GOD
Being the Gifford Lectures
Delivered in the University

OF Glasgow in the Academical
Years 1932-1933 and 1933-1934

By
WILLIAM TEMPLE
Archbishop of York

MACMILLAN AND CO. LIMITED

Main enfry

Temple, William, abp. of Canterbury, formerly of Yora.

Nature, man and God ; being the Gifford lectures delivered in

the university of Glasgow in the Academical years 1932-1933 and

1933-1934, % William Temple, archbishop of York. London,
Macmillan and co., ltd. [1934 ?]

—^p. 21 cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Author reference

Canterbury, Archbishops of. See under the family names of the
holders of the office, as Temple, William, etc.

Subject entry

Theism.
Subject references

Atheism. See also Theism.
God. See Theism.
Natural Theology. See also Theism.
Religion and SaENCE. See also Theism.
Theology. See tdso Theism.

Reugion, Philosophy of. See also Theism.
Series entry

Gifford Lectures.
Temple, William, abp, of Canterbury, formerly of York. Nature,
man and God ; being the Gifford lectures . . . for 1932-1933 and
1933-1934-

Index entriesfor a classified catalogue
Author index

Temple, W., abp of Canterbury, Nature, man and God.
Canterbury, Archbishops of. See under their surnames, as Temple,
W., etc.

Subject index

Theism.
And similar references to those above.

Rule 34 : Ecclesiastical Dignitaries
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With Facsiinile Illustrations and Eight
Collot3T)e Plates.

A SELECTION
FROM THE LETTERS OF

LEWIS CARROLL
TO HIS CHILD FRIENDS

Together with
EIGHT OR NINE WISE WORDS ABOUT

LETTER-WRITING

Edited with an Introduction and Notes

By
EVELYN M. HATCH.

LONDON
MACMILLAN and CO.

In the main a simple example of the application of rule 38,

Pseudonyms. As it is assumed that everyone who works in a library

will know that in real life Lewis Carroll was Rev. C. L. Dodgson,

the main entry will be made under that name, with a reference from

Carroll, and of course an added entry under the name of the editor.

Rule 170, analytical entries, is also involved in the words
“ Analytical entries under author or title may be made for distinct

parts of works." In this case a title analytical is clearly indicated.

No subject entry is needed for the dictionary catalogue, but a
reference might be usefully made under Letters, like that made in

the Liverpool catalogue :
" For the letters of individual writers, see

under their names," and a similar reference under Engush Letters.

In the subject index to the classified catalogue there win naturaUy

be an entry under English Letters, and possibly under Letters,

English.

It win be seen that there is no indication of the date of publication,

but examination shows that it was subsequent to 1932 ; the date may,
therefore, be shown as [193 ?]. CarroU, by the way, is not a subject

in this case.

Rule 38 : Pseudonyms
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THE
HOMERIC HYMNS

Edited By T. W. ALLEN
Fellow of Queen’s College, Oxford

W. R. HALLIDAY and E. E. SIKES
SECOND EDITION

Pp. 588
OXFORD

AT THE CLARENDON PRESS
1936

Main entry

Homerus.
The Homeric hymns, ed. by T. W. Allen, W. R. Halliday and

E. E, Sikes. 2nd ed. Oxford, Clarendon press. 1936. 588p. 19cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entries

Allen, T W , and others, ed.

Halliday, W R ,
joint ed.

Sikes, E E
,
joird ed.

Author reference

Homer. See Homerus.
Subject entry

nil.

Form reference

Greek Poetry. For the works of individual Greek poets, see under

their names, as Homerus, etc.

TiUe entry (if one is considered necessary, which is doubtful).

Homeric Hymns, The, ed. by T. W. Allen, W. R. Halliday, and
E. E. Sikes. 2nd ed., 1936.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Homerus. Homeric hymns. Allen, T. W., ed. Homeric hymns.
Homer. See Homerus. Halliday, W. R., ed. „ „

Sikes, E. E., ed.

Subject index [really a form and subject index]
Greek Poetry.

Title index

Homeric hymns. The, ed. by T. W. Allen, W. R. Halliday, and
E. E. Sikes. 2nd ed. 1936.

lUustrates two important rules, that (x>nceming joint authorship
(editors are subject to the same rules as authors (rule 57)), especially

in regard to more than two authors, and that r^arding ancient
Greek writers. The work is a text with a commentary, as distinct

from a commentary with a subordinate text.

It has not been overlooked that most public libraries would enter
under Homer, but we have stuck to the code for obvious reasons.

Rule 49 : Ancient Greek Writers
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The Heritage of

MUSIC
Volume II

Twelve studies of great composers, collected and

edited by
HUBERT J. FOSS

Crown 8vo, pp. 270, with music examples.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Amen Comer, Warwick Square, London, E.C.4.

Main entry

Foss, Hubert J , ed.

The Heritage of music ; twelve studies of great composers,

collected and edited by Hubert J. Foss. London, Oxford University

press. [1934?]
V. 2, 270 pp. 19cm.

Contents : William Byrd, 1543-1623. by E. H. Fellowes.
—

^The Scarlattis :

Alessandro. 1659-1725 ; Domenico. 1685-1757, by Philip Radcliffe.—Les
Clavecinistes : Couperin. 1668-1733 ; Rameau. 1683-1764, by Herbert Wise-
man.—George Frederick Handel, 1685-1759. by W. H. Hadow.—Christopher
Willibald Gluck, 1714-1787. by D. F. Tovey.-^arl Maria von Weber. 1786-
1826, by Dennis Arundell.—Hector Berlioz, 1803-1869, by Tom S. Wotton.

—

Felix Mendlessohn-Bartholdy. 1809-1847, by Hubert J. Foss.—Fr^6ric Fran9ois
Chopin, 1810-1849, by Humphrey Morgan-Browne.—Franz Liszt. 1811-1886,
by decil Gray.—Guiseppe Verdi, 1813-1901. by F. Bonavia.—Hugo Wolf, i86o-

1903, by Walter Ford.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Subject entry

Musicians. Critical studies.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Foss, H. J., ed. Heritage of music, v. 2.

Subject index

Musicians. Critical studies.

Provides an example of a case in which the main entry is under the

editor. It is clear that the cataloguer is only concerned with the second

volume of the work ;
nowhere is there any indication of the contents

of the first volume. The date is
‘‘ assumed.” The contents note is

made in conformity with rule 167.

Rule 170 provides for analytical entries, and the student should

make it clear that he had not overlooked the necessity for such entries

under each of the composers dealt with ; in view of the standing of

the contributors, author analytical are also indicated.

Rule 57 : Editors, etc.
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THE WORLD OF MAN
Prose Passages Chiefly from the Works of the Great

Historians Classical and English

A prose anthology on new Unes

designed to illustrate the great themes of history and to

introduce the work of the masters to all those who are

interested in the past.

Chosen and arranged by
L. J. CHENEY

Large Crown 8vo. yf^ X 5^
pp. xiv+314

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Main entry

Cheney, L J , ed.

The World of man
;
prose passages, chiefly from the works of the

great historians, classical and English ; a prose anthology on new
lines designed to illustrate the great themes of history and to

introduce the work of the masters to all those who are interested in

the past, chosen and arranged by L. J. Cheney, London, Cambridge
University press [193 ?].

xiv, 3i4p. iQjcm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Title entry

World of man
; prose passages, chiefly from the works of the great

historians . . chosen and arranged by L. J. Cheney. [193 ?]

Subject entry

History. Anthologies,

Form reference

Anthologies. For anthologies limited to definite subjects, see

under those subjects, as History, etc.

Collections. See Anthologies.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Cheney, L. J., ed.

Subject index

History. A nthologies.

Subject and form index reference

As in the case of the dictionary catalogue.

Title index

World of man
;

[historical] prose passages, arranged by L. J. Cheney.

The only point on which controversy can arise is in regard to the subject
entry under History, but it is quite clearly justified.

The second sub-title would be relegated to a note in most ordinary
library cataloguing.
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Volume I

Separate Case of Maps

HISTORY OF THE GREAT WAR
Based On Official Documents

By Direction Of The Historical Section

Of The Committee Of Imperial Defence.

MILITARY OPERATIONS
FRANCE AND BELGIUM. 1914

Mons, The Retreat To The Seine, The Marne
And The Aisne, August-October, 1914

Compiled By
BRIGADIER-GENERAL SIR JAMES E. EDMONDS

Maps And Sketches

Compiled By
MAJOR A. F. BECKE

MACMILLAN AND CO., LTD.
LONDON

1933

As an example of Governmental corporate authorship, the main
entry will be made under Great Britain. Committee of Imperial

Defence. Historical Section, with a reference from Committee of
Imperial Defence, and for safety’s sake from Imperial Defence,
Committee of, with an added entry under Edmonds, Brig.-Gen. Sir

James E , and either an added entry or a reference under Becke,
Major A F .

Even though the maps may be construed as constituting an atlas, in

accordance with rule 165, they do not need to be catalogued separately,

but after the imprint and collation one may write : and atlas.

The subject entry for the dictionary catalogue is European War,
1914-18. Military Operations : Western Front, or World War,
1914-18, with a reference from the form not used. Separate entries

under France and under Belgium are hardly needed, this being a

volume of the complete history of the War. Reference should, however,

be made from both countries.

The index entries and references for the classified catalogue are

clear enough, and do not seem to call for further comment here.

Rule 58 : Government Publications (General Rule)
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THE
ASSYRIAN LAWS

Edited with

Translation and Conunentary

By
G. R. DRIVER, M.A., And JOHN C. MILES, Kt., M.A.

Demy Svo (9* x 6'"), pp. 558.

OXFORD
At the Clarendon Press

1935

The hasty cataloguer might easily make the main entry under the
editors, Driver and Miles. But mature consideration will remind
him of rule 62, Laws : Enter laws . . . under the name of the
country or state, with added entry under the name of the compiler or
editor,'* though rule 63 (Digests) might be applicable, except that a
reading of the note suggests that the use of rule 62 is correct pro-
cedure :

" The purpose of this book is to make accessible . . . the
text ... of all known Assyrian laws." The main entry will therefore
be Assyria. Laws, Added entries will of course be made under
Driver, G R , and Miles, Sir John C

, ed,, and Miles,
Sir John C

,
joint ed.

Strictly, in view of the " commentary," a subject entry under
Assyria. Laws is also indicated, though ordinary public libraries
would probably omit it. If the entry is omitted, the candidate would
be wise to point out to the examiners that it is regarded as redundant.

In the classified catalogue, the author index will have entries under
Assyria. Laws, under Driver and Miles, and under Miles, the
subject index an entry under Assyria. Laws, and a reference under
Laws. For laws of individual countries and states, see under names of
countries.

T^ere should be a reference under Laws and under Statutes to
individual countries and states.

Rule 62 : Laws
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Crown &V0

A DIGEST
OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE

IN COURTS MARTIAL
(Under The Army And Air Force Acts)

ADAPTED FROM
SIR JAMES STEPHEN’S

DIGEST OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE
By

SIR HARRY LUSHINGTON STEPHEN
AND

CAPTAIN R. TOWNSHEND-STEPHENS
MACMILLAN AND CO., LIMITED

1934

Full of snags from the cataloguer’s point of view, some excusable

for inexperienced cataloguers, others avoidable by a little careful

thought.

It is an adaptation of a digest, and clearly a case " when the original

text of the laws digested . . . has been quoted only in part, or in a

fragmentary manner.” The main entry does not therefore go under

the name of the country, but under that of the digester.

The next question to be decided is whether it shall be made under
Sir James Stephen or under Sir Harry L. Stephen. A careful reading

of the description suggests the retention of the name of the original

author, with an added entry under the adaptors, and a second added
entry or a reference under R. Townshend-Stephens. A reference

will also be required from the second part of the compound name

;

Stephens, Capt. R Townshend-. See Townshend-Stephens,
Capt. R . The rule for the main entry also requires " added entry

or reference under the name of the country : Great Britain. Statutes."

The subject entry for the dictionary catalogue will be Courts
Martial, with see or see also references as circumstances may require,

from Martial Law, Military Law, Army Law, Air Force Law, and
Royal Air Force Law, and a general reference under Law : for laws

relating to specific subjects see under those subjects, as Courts
Martial, etc. An added entry is also warranted under Evidence. Law.

The index entries for the classified catalogue are : Author index

:

Stephen, Sir James, Stephen, Sir H. L., Townshend-Stephens,

Capt. R., with a reference from Stephens, Capt. R. Townshend-, and

Great Britain. Statutes. For the subject index : Courts Martial,

with references from Law, Marital Law, Military Law, Air Force

Law, Royal Air Force Law and Army Law. Also an entry:

Evidence. Law.

Rule 63 : Digests of Laws, Compilations, etc.
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Department Of International Studies Of

The London School of Economics and Political Science

(University of London)

ANNUAL DIGEST OF
PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW CASES

Being A Selection From The Decisions Of International

And National Courts And Tribunals Given During The

Years 1927 and 1928

Editors

ARNOLD D. McNAIR, C.B.E., LL.D.,

And
H. LAUTERPACHT, LL.D., Dr. Jur., Dr. Sc. Pol.

Advisory Committee

Sir Cedi J. B. Hurst, G.C.M.G.. K.C.B., K.C., LL.D.

Mr. A. Hammarskjold
Sir John Fischer Williams. C.B.E., K.C.

Mr. W. E. Beckett, M.A.

LONGMANS, GREEN AND CO. LTD.
39, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C. 4

The nearest rule that seems to apply is that relating to Digests of

reports (65) :
" Enter digests of reports under the digester ; if

anonymous, under the title." Added entries are to be made " under
the name of the court or judge whenever the digest is limited to the

reports of a particular court, and under the title of the collection or set

of reports digested, provided it is frequently referred to by its title."

If it is dedded that the volume is not anonymous, as it is not, the

next question to be determined is : who is the digester ? If one turns
back to the definition of an author it will be found that he is “ the
maker of the book or the person or body immediately responsibU for its

oxistence." This is, in the present instance, the Department of inter-

national studies of the London School of Economics and Political

Science, which is, in turn, a department of the University of Londmi.
The cataloguer wiU recall ^e 84, which enters " the collies of

a British university . . . under the name of the university, with the
naine of the college or school as subheading." But there is a sub-
ordinate clause which sa}^ that " Professional schools whose names
b^lin with a proper noun or adjective may be entered under their own
nanm, particularly if they are situated at a distance from the uni-
versity ... or for other reasons are unlikely to be looked for under
its name."
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On the whole it would seem best to enter directly under London
School of Economics and Political Science (University of London).
Department of international studies, A reference must be made

:

London. University. London school of economics and political science.

See London School of Economics and Political Science.

An added entry should be made under the two editors, with a
reference from the second. The rule also implies the desirability of an
added title entry : Annual Digest of Public International Law
Cases.

The subject entry is as obvious as the main entry is involved:

International Law and Relations. Digests of cases. Law, Inter-

national. See International Law and Relations. Jurisprud-

ence. See also International Law and Relations. In this

connexion, students should read Cutter’s rule 175 on compound subject

names, and especially the interesting note thereto.

The names of the advisory committee will be ignored.

The index entries for the classified catalogue seem to be too obvious

to need explanation.

Rule 65 : Digests of Reports
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Published under the auspices of the Committee of the Junior Section of

the Churchmen*s Union

A MODERN
CONFIRMATION MANUAL

By the Rev.

HARRY KENNETH LUCE, M.A.

WITH A PREFACE BY THE HEADMASTER OF HARROW
Second Edition

Crown Svo. Cloth.

A. & C. BLACK, Ltd., 4, 5, & 6 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.i

Main entry

Churchmen's Union. Committee of the Junior Section.

A Modem confirmation manual
;
published under the auspices of

the Committee of the Junior section of the Churchmen's Union, by
the Rev. Harry Kenneth Luce. With a pref. by [ ], the head-

master of Harrow. 2nd ed. London. A. & C. Black. [193 ?]

p. i8cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entries

Luce, Rev. Harry Kenneth.
[Family Name of Headmaster of Harrow at the Time. Doubt-

fully necessary in ordinary cataloguing.]

Subject entry. Confirmation, Rite of.

Subject references

Sacraments. See also Confirmation.
Rites and Ceremonies, Religious. See also Confirmation.

Church of England. Ritual. See also under names of separate

Rites, as Confirmation, etc.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Churchmen’s Union. Committee of the Junior section. Modern
confirmation manual.

Luce, Rev. H. K. Modern confirmation manual.
[Family Name of the Headmaster of Harrow.]

Subject index

Confirmation, Rite of. Sacraments. See also Confirmation.
Rites and Cejiemonies, Religious. See also Confirmation.
Church of England. Ritual. See also under names of separate

Rites, as Confirmation, etc. Devotional Exercises.

An example of the society aspect of corporate authorship. It is a
devotional book arising out of confirmation, and interested persons
would certainly look there for it.

Rule 72 : Societies (General rule)
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PROBLEMS OF THE
PACIFIC, 1933

Economic Conflict
AND Control

Edited by
BRUNO LASKER

And
W. L. HOLLAND

Medium 8vo {qY x 6"^), xvi+^qo pages

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
LONDON : HUMPHREY MILFORD

1934

A case in which the unwary cataloguer can easily slip up by making
the main entry under the editors, whereas examination shows that the

book appears under the auspices of the Institute of Pacific Relations,

and is, in fact, a report of the proceedings of the fifth of the biennial

conferences." Obviously, a case of corporate authorship.

It next has to be determined whether it falls under the heading of

government publications, of societies, or of institutions.

The unwary cataloguer might slip up again by identifying an institute

with an institution, whereas this is a society, and judging by the repre-

sentatives present, an international society. The main entry is

therefore made " under the English form if it is used ofiicially," as

‘evidently it is. So we have : Institute of Pacific Relations,

Honolulu, with, in accordance with rule 72, a reference from the place

where its headquarters are situated, Honolulu, and added entries or

references under the editors, Lasker, Bruno, and Holland, W
L , ed., and under Holland, W L

,
joint ed.

The choice of a suitable subject heading is not easy, but seems to

lie between Eastern Question and Pacific, with a reference from the

one not chosen, and a preference for the first as being the more widely

known.
With regard to the index entries for a classified catalogue, entries

or references will figure in the author index under Institute of
Pacific Relations, Honolulu ; Lasker and Holland ; Holland ;

Honolulu, and entries in the subject index under Eastern Question
and under Pacific.

Candidates should peruse the list of contents if there is one. In this

case such a perusal will suggest the question of subject analytical,

for the whole of part II consists of " selected documents " on such

topics as the control of industry in Japan, rural industries in China,

population and land utilization in the Philippines and so on.

Rule 73 : International Societies

15
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FuUy JUusiraied. 8vo.

STOKE PARK MONOGRAPHS
ON MENTAL DEFICIENCY AND
OTHER PROBLEMS OF THE
HUMAN BRAIN AND MIND

No. I

The Burden Memorial Volume
Dedicated To The Memory of

The Late

REVEREND HAROLD NELSON BURDEN

Founder And First Warden Of
The Incorporation Of National

Institutions For Persons Requir-

ing Care And Control.

Edited On Behalf Of The Medical

And Consultant Staff Of Stoke

Park Colony, Stapleton, Bristol,

By
RICHARD J. A. BERRY, M.D., F.R.C.S., F.R.S.E.

MACMILLAN AND CO., Limited

ST. MARTIN’S STREET, LONDON
1933

Main entry

Stoke Park Colony, Stapleton, Bristol.

Stoke Park monographs on mental deficiency and other problems
of the human brain and mind. No. i, the Burden memorial volume,
dedicated to the memory of the late Reverend Harold Nelson
Burden, founder and first warden of the Incorporation of National
Institutions for persons requiring care and control ; ed, on behalf of
the medical and consultant staff at Stoke Park Colony, Stapleton,
Bristol, by Richard J. A. Berry, London, Macmillan and co., ltd.

1933.

p. Ulus. 22cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entries

Berry, Richard J A , ed.

Burden, Rev. Harold Nelson. [See rule 126 (2).]

Author references

Bristol. Stoke Park Colony. See Stoke Park Colony.
Stapleton. Stoke Park Colony. See Stoke Park Colony.
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Subject entry

Mental Deficiency.
Subject references

Brain. See also Mental Deficiency.
Feeble-Minded. Su Mental Deficiency.
Mental Diseases. See also Mental Deficiency.
Mind. See also Mental Deficiency.
Insanity. See also Mental Deficiency.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Stoke Park Colony, Stapleton, Bristol Stoke Park monographs
on mental deficiency.

Berry, R. J. A., ed.

This assumes inclusion of Burden memorial volume ** in the main
index entry. A reference should never be made to an entry that does

not exhibit clearly why that reference is made.
Bristol. Stoke Park Colony. See Stoke Park Colony.
Stapleton. Stoke Park Colony. Su Stoke Park Colony.

Subject index

Mental Deficiency.
Brain
Mental Diseases Su also Mental Deficiency.
Mind Feeble-Minded. See Mental Deficiency.
Insanity

A difficult book at first sight, but quite clearly an example of the

institutional form of corporate authorship. The general rule (82)

directs that entry shall be made under the place in which the institution

is located, but that has been rejected in favour of the next rule which

enters an institution whose name begins with a proper name or adjec-

tive under the first word of its name, with reference from the place

where it is located.

The common mistake would be to make the main entry under the

editor, to use Stoke Park monographs as a series, and so to make the

series entry under what is really the main heading.

The subject entries and references seem to be fairly dear and simple.

There is one further hidden snag. Reference to the contents shows

that each chapter is written by a spedalist. For instance : Gordon,
R G -

, and Norman, R M . Some psychological

experiments with mental defectives. Bates, R M . Some of

the rarer errors of development associated with mental deficiency.

This calls for a contents note in accordance with rule 167, and for

analytical entries in accordance with rule 170. The examination

candidate should make it clear to the examiner that he has not

overlooked these facts.

Rule 83 : Institutions whose Names begin with a
Proper Name or Adjective
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A SHORT HANDBOOK
OF PUBLIC WORSHIP

IN THE CHURCHES OF THE ANGLICAN
COMMUNION

For The Clergy, Church Councillors

And The Laity in General

By
PERCY DEARMER

Written At The Request Of And In

Collaboration With “nie Worship And
Order Group, And Published With Their

Full Approval

Crown 8vo ii6 pages.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
LONDON : HUMPHREY MILFORD

1931

An example of the branch of corporate authorship dealing with

religious denominations (rule 80), being, as it would seem, an official

publication of the Church of England.

The main entry is accordingly made under Church of England,
with a sub-heading : Church of England. Worship and Order Group.

An added entry is needed under Dearher, and a reference from
Anglican Church.
The subject entry is Public Worship, with references from

Worship, Liturgies, and Book of Common Prayer. The first will

be a see also reference because there must be books on worship that
do not necessarily deal with public worship, the second may be a see

reference because Liturgies are entered under the church authority
responsible for them, although of course there may be books on the
subject as a whole ; the third will also be a see reference on similar

grounds.

The index entries for the classified catalogue are : Author : Church
OF England. Worship and Order Group, and Dearmer, Percy. To
save duplication of entries there shoidd be a general reference

:

England, Church of. See Church of England. Subject : Pubuc
Worship. Church ofEngland. Worship, Pubuc. Church ofEngland.
Liturgies. Church of England.

Rule 80 : Religious Denominations, Orders
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THE
ACTS OF THE
APOSTLES

A Critical Edition
With Introduction And

Notes On Selected Passages

By
ALBERT C. CLARK

Demy ivo (9 x 6), pp, 500

OXFORD
AT THE CLARENDON PRESS

1933

A simple enough book if it is remembered that being a text, or an
edition '* as it is actually called, it must be catalogued in accordance

with rule 119, the Bible and similar sacred books. Contrary to common
practice in public libraries, the main entry must not be made directly

under Acts of The Apostles, but under Bible. New Testament,

Acts of the Apostles, with an added entry under Clark, and references

from titles of individual parts or books, especially when they have
been published separately.*' This involves references from both New
Testament and from Acts of The Apostles.

The question naturally arises as to whether a subject entry is neces-

sary in a dictionary catdogue in cases of this kind. Strictly speaking

it is not, but it should be made clear by means of a note that texts with

critical notes are catalogued with versions under Bible, or, in the case

of parts, under the appropriate sub-head.

A similar question arises in regard to the subject index to a classified

catalogue. If the subject index is a separate thing, either because an

author catalogue is provided or because the author index is separate

from the subject index, an entry should be made in it under Acts of
THE Apostles, Texts, because nine people out of ten would expect to

find one there. A general note under Bible and under New Testament
to the effect that separate books are indexed under their names will

save much needless duplication of entries.

Rul 1119 : Bible and Similar Sacred Books
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THE EPIC
of

GILGAMISH

Text, Transliteration, and Notes

by
R. CAMPBELL THOMPSON

M.A., D.Litt., F.S.A.

Crown folio (15JX lo}), pp. 59 (Text) plus 94 {Transliteration

and Notes)

OXFORD
AT THE CLARENDON PRESS
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Humphrey Milford

1930

The main entry is made in accordance with rule 120, governing
epics, national folk tales, etc., under the title, Gilgamish, with an
added entry under Thompson.

The, epic deals with the Babylonian story of the Flood ; a subject
entry might therefore be made under Flood Legend, with a see also
reference under Bible. Old Testament. Genesis, and from Genesis
direct, a reference under Babylon. Literature. See also Gilgamish,
or, in actual practice at all events, Babylon. Literature, may be used
partly as a form heading.

In the indexes to a classified catalogue Gilgamish and Thompson
would each be given entries in the author index. In the subject index
there should be an entry under Babylon. Literature. Texts, and if

the author index is kept separately from the subject index, an entry
under Gilgamish could be usefully repeated as being a likely heading
under which an enquirer might be expected to look. Also, Flood
Legend, and Genesis. Flood legend.

There is one small snag in connexion with the collation, the book
apparently having two sequences of pagination. Rule 160 provides
that the cataloguer shall “ indicate the number of pages by giving the
last number of each paging, separating the numbers by a comma.”

Rule 120 : Epics, National Folk Tales, etc.
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The Pioneer Histories

Edited by V. T. Harlow, M.A., & J. A. Williamson, D.Lit.

THE EUROPEAN NATIONS IN THE WEST INDIES,
1493-1688

By
ARTHUR PERCIVAL NEWTON, M.A., D.Lit., F.S.A.

With four maps Demy 8vo. cloth

A. & C. BLACK, Ltd., 4, 5, & 6 SOHO SQUARE,
LONDON, W.i.

Main entry

Newton, Arthur Percival.

The European nations in the West Indies, 1493-1688, by Arthur
Percival Newton. London, A. C. Black, ltd. [193 ?].

^p. 4 maps. 22 cm. {Pioneer histories.)

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Street entry

West Indies. History.

Subject reference

Indies, West. S«West Indies.

Series entry

Pioneer Histories ; ed. by V. T. Harlow and J. A. Williamson.

Smes editors, added entries or references

Harlow, V T , ed.

Williamson, J A , ed.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

Newton, A. P. European nations in the West Indies, 1493-1688.

[193 ?]

Pioneer Histories ed. by V. T. Harlow and J. A. Williamson.

Harlow, V, T., ed. See Pioneer Histories.

Williamson, J. A., ed. See Pioneer Histories.

Subject index

West Indies. History.

Indies, West. See West Indies.

A simple case of single authorship providing, besides, an example of

series entry. Includes all the essential partiadars necessary to ensure

intelligent cataloguing, except the date. References from editors to

series, rather than added entries, are usually sufficient.

Rule 128 : Series Entry
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GEOGRAPHY OF
THE WORLD

By O. J. R. HOWARTH and W. A. BRIDEWELL
CONTENTS : Part I ; Continents and Countries. I, The Field of

Geognphy ; II, The British Isles ; III, Europe : The Continent ; IV, EuroM

:

West, North, and East; V. Europe: Mediterranean and Balkan Lands;

VI. Asia ; VII. Africa ;
VIII. North America ; IX. South America ; X. AustraUa,

New Zealand, and the Pacific. Part II : The Earth and its Surface : Thb
World and its Regions. XI, The Earth's Shape and Movements ; XII, The
Map ; XIII, Divisions of the Earth's Surface ; XIV, The Land : The Shaping

of the Surface ; XV, The Air : Weather and Climate ; XVI, The Sea ; XVII,
Natural Regions of the World.

Crown 8vo (7ix5i), pp. 556, with 180 maps and diagrams and a

coloured map of natural regions.

Also in Two Parts :

Part I. CONTINENTS AND COUNTRIES.
Part II. THE EARTH AND ITS SURFACE : THE WORLD AND ITS

RELIGIONS.

OXFORD
At the Clarendon Press

London Edinburgh Glasgow Leipzig New York
Toronto Melbourne Capetown Bombay

Calcutta Madras Shanghai

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Humphrey Milford

1929

The main entry will be under Howarth, O J R , and
Bridewell, W A , with an added entry under Bridewell,
W A

,
joint author.

On the ground that the geography of a country goes under the
country, with sub-heading, Geography, we might be tempted (wrongly,
I think) to choose as the subject heading. World. Geography, instead
of simply Geography.

In the indexes to the classified catalogue, entries will appear in the
author index under Howarth, O. J. R., and Bridewell, W. A., and
under Bridewell, W. A., joint author, and in the subject index under
Geography. General.

The cataloguer may use his discretion as to whether he will include
the contents note as a part of the main entry. Its inclusion may be
justified by rule 167 : "... or a single work on a number of distinct
subjects, especially if the collective title does not sufficiently describe
them."
The question also arises as to whether subject analyticals should be-

made under the separate parts dealt with, as well as under such subjects
as Physical Geography, Geology, Sea, etc. Ordinary public libraries
could ill afford the time or the space involved in making such a numb^
of entries for a single-volumed and purely general work.

Rule 167 : Contents



CHAPTER TWENTY

SPECIAL CATALOGUING

Unfortunately, most cataloguers are only called upon to deal with
ordinary books, which are all much of a muchness from a cataloguing

standpoint. I say, unfortunately, because it is the unusual in catalogu-

ing, as in most other things, that raises it from the commonplace and
gives it an interest and a fascination that must be experienced before

it can be fully appreciated. But things being as they are, it is under-

standable that some difficulty is likely to be encountered if any of us

is suddenly confronted with an early printed book, a collection of

manuscripts, or a book in which the characters on the title-page

appear in some strange alphabet.

Happily, very full and explicit rules have been drawn up governing

what may be called " special cataloguing ” (see Cutter, pp. 135-154,

1904 ed. and other authorities in special fields), which leave us with

no excuse for not knowing the outstanding principles. It is the purpose

of this chapter to explore briefly some of these problems, and to

suggest some further sources of information.

Incunabula

(And other early printed books)

It is safe to say that nine out of ten—or more—cataloguers have

never had to catalogue, as a part of their daily routine, a specimen of

incunabula, or any other very early specimen of printing, and most of

them never will. For these, as well as for those who are called upon to

deal with such rare works, expert guidance has been provided by
Dr. Henry Guppy in his Rulesfor the cataloguing of incunabula (Library

Association, 1932), which students are recommended to study.

In the first place, it must be remembered that incunabula is a term

that can be properly applied only to books printed before 1500.

Incunabula differ from all other printed matter in that they represent

the beginnings of the art, and as such, occupy a place of honour,

necessitating and meriting a much fuller treatment than would be

accorded to amodem book. Not only do they involve afuller treatment,

but an entirely different one. Tn the cataloguing of a modem book,

it may be generally assumed that one copy does not differ materially

from another, and that a catalogue entry of any one copy fairly

describes any other copy. But when cataloguing an early printed book,

one is concerned with an individual, and possibly unique, printed item.

It may never be automatically assumed that the copy in hand re-

sembles in all details every, or even any, other copy. On the contrary,

it is safer to assume that it will quite likely differ in some point,

however small.
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The entry should therefore be full, and should seek to answer every

conceivable question, not only as regards author and title, but as to its

physical make-up in all details of format, type, misprints, imperfec-

tions, duplications and so on.

A word of warning may not be out of place here. It has been said

more than once that accuracy is the first essential of all good catalogu-

ing, but in the cataloguing of incunabula Mr. Jast's meticulous

accuracy must be a sine qua non. But it must be again emphasized

that in dealing with incunabula, the cataloguer is concerned solely with

the copy before him. He must not take as granted the recorded

description of any one copy. On the other hand, the cataloguer would

be foolish who sat down and catalogued incunabula without reference

to such recognized authorities as : Gesamtkatalog der wiegendrucke,

Hain's Repertorium hibliographicum^ Panzer*s Annales typographid,

Copinger's Supplement to Hain*s repertorium, the British Museum's

Catalogue of 15/A century printed books, etc. But not even these should

be regarded as necessarily giving correct descriptions of other copies

than those catalogued, though of course they will in most cases, but

the fact should not be assumed. The one in hand must be carefully

examined, there must be a noting of any differences, however small,

between it and other copies that may have been catalogued, and it

must never be dismissed as a pure duplicate unless and until it has

been compared line by line—^not merely page by page—with other

recorded copies.

In its many ramifications, the .study of incunabula properly belongs

to historical bibliography, and it is not possible to understand how to

catalogue it without knowing something about that, and about the

people who produced these first rare specimens of what is now the
commonest of the arts. Any student who is unacquainted with the
elementary things about incunabula should therefore make a point of

reading some such book as Esdaile's Student*s manual of bibliography

(Allen and Unwin andL.A., 1932), or McKerrow's Introductiofi to bibliog-

raphy for literary students, (Oxford : Clarendon press, 1927.)
The component parts of a complete catalogue entry for an item of

incunabula, all of which, however, are not necessarily applicable to
every specimen, comprise

:

() The heading, consisting of the author's name, whether individual
or corporate, followed by the title of the work, and the imprint,
comprising the place of printing and name of printer, and the date.

() The collation, which will be much more detailed than for an
ordinary book, and will consi.st of

:
(i) the size, whether folio, quarto,

octavo, or something smaller, determined strictly according to the
foldings of the printed sheet as distinct from the present-day vague
definition of the terms

;
(ii) a statement of the signature at the begin-

ning of each quire
;

(iii) the number of leaves, indicating any that may
be blank

;
(iv) the pagination

; (v) the number of columns, if more than
one

;
(vi) the number of lines to a specific page, with the measurement

in millimetres of the type surface
;

(vii) the millimetre depth of twenty
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unleaded lines, and the character of the type used
;

(viii) a note as to

capitals used, the space they occupy in a given number of lines, and of

any spaces left for capitals, but not used
;

(ix) the headlines, if any

;

(x) the catchword, i.e, the carry-over word printed at the foot of the

page
;

(xi) illustrations, their number, kind and size
;

(xii) printer's

ornament or device.

(c) A description of the book, consisting of quotations from its

title, the beginning of the text, or some important passage.

(li) References to accepted authorities, such as Panzer, the GesamU
katoiog, Hain, the British Museum Catalogue of 15th century printed

books, etc.

[e) A general note descriptive of the contents of the book, if this

cannot be clearly judged from (c).

(/) A special note, which concerns the particular copy under treat-

ment, and may relate to such things as binding, imperfections,

manuscript notes, indications of ownership, press-mark, etc.

Students who are not acquainted with the peculiarities of early

printed books may be interested in the following two specimen entries

taken from one of the John Crerar (Chicago) Library catalogues.

Rolevinck, Werner, 1425-1502.

Fasciculus temporum. [Strassburg, Joh. Priiss, 149- ?]

Hain-Cop. 6916. Proctor 563, types 4. 7, 8. Haebler, types 8, 13.

[6] fol. without sig. xc fol. A*, B-O*, P*. 50 11 .
4®. 274x187 mm.

17 woodcuts.

Fol. II mutilated.

Fol, [j] a, t.-p, [wanting ; replaced in ws.] ; Fafciculus tepob

omnes antilquorum cionicas complectes. fol, l2]a. (with sig. 2)

begins

:

Tabula bieuis z vtilis sup li|b20 illo q dicit Fafcicl’s

tpm.|/o/. la (with sig. A) begins

:

[gJEneratio z generatio laudabit

opera tua
|
z potentiam tuam pzonunciabunt, fscribitur. ps.

cxliiij. fol, XCh ends : Mathias hungaromm rex e manibus

diui Frederici romanomm cefaris fubacta ditioni
|
fue auftria

apud en winam rebus humanis feliciter exemptus eft. anno.

Mcccclxc.il . . . ali|qualiftra gemultoh.

Bound with Bartholomaeus Anglicus. De proprietatibus rerum,
1488.

Gaddesden, John of, 1280 ?-i36i.

Rosa anglica. Papie, [Leonardos Gerla for] G. A. Birreta, 1492.

Hain-Cop. *1108. Proctor 7106, types i, 2. Haebler, t3rpes x, 2.

Kristeller 123.

[4] fol. without sig,, 173, [i blank] fol., a-x*, y*. 2 col. 54 11. 2*.

296x193 mm.
First sig. and sig. y6 wanting.

On fol. la, col. i a florid initial, illuminated ; in margin of col. 2 a

miniature. Rubricated.
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Fol. [z] a. t.-p. [wanting

:

Rofa anglica practica me|dicine a

capite ad pedes.] fol, [3~4 • index.] fol. la, col. i

:

Prartica

Joinis anglici phyfici clariffuni ab
|

opis pieftatia Rofa m^icine

nQcup>ata. fol. lyjb. col. 2 ends

:

Emedatu p magiftru Nicolau}

fcyllaciuficu
|
lu meffanuB artiu3 doctoie in floientiffimo pa

j
piefi

ginafio phie extraoidinaria legente3 .
|

Papie 149^' die. 24.

Januarij.
|

Joanefantonius birreta ipieffioni tradidit. [Deviu]

Several blank leaves bound in at end of book. On one of them table

of contents in ms. by W. Baum.

But, roughly speaking, it may be said that any book printed before,

say, 1640 presents interesting and more or less unique cataloguing

problems. John Philip Edmond, librarian to the Earl of Crawford,

once read a paper to the Bibliographical Society on Suggestions for the

description of books printed between 1501 and 1640, in which he suggested

the use of eleven heads as desirable for the adequate description of any

book printed within this period : (i) author's name, (2) title-page in

full, (3) place, printer and date if not found on the title-page, (4) size,

(5) (6) collation by signatures, (7) number of leaves or pages

numbered and unnumbered, (8) woodcuts or plates, (9) contents,

(10) peculiarities of copy described, and (ii) authorities.

While this concise statement simplifies matters to some extent,

there are still plenty of difficulties in the path of the cataloguer in-

experienced in the handling of this type of material. It is not always

easy to determine who is the author, often there is no named author at

all. sometimes the book was put out by a society or corporation
; but

where it is ascertainable it should be given in the vernacular, with all

the forenames in full.

In regard to the transcription of the title-page, it will often be found
that v's are printed for u's and j's for i's ; the letters should be tran-

scribed as they are printed and not converted into their modem
equivalents. The ends of lines should be indicated by an upright
stroke. A word about the date : if it is expressed in Roman, follow it

vnth the same date in Arabic figures, in square brackets. Care must be
taken not to confuse the date of printing with the date of publication,
nor the place of publication with the place of printing.

With regard to (3) these details should follow immediately after the
transcript of the title-page

; in earlier books it will be necessary to
look at the end of the book for them ; they are, in fact, usually a part
of the colophon.

Size and format are not to be confused in early books. The format
is determined by the folding of the paper, and may be followed by the
size in inches or centimetres, in square brackets.

For type distinctions the use of one of the terms Roman, Italic or
Gothic will generally suffice.

Collation by signatures is likely to present some difficulties, and
although this is a problem of bibliography rather than of cataloguing, as
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we have embarked on the question we may as well quote Mr. Edmond's
own explanation

:

“ The collation by signatures requires perhaps more explanation.

The signatures should be stated A-G^, or whatever the number may be,

the superior figure (to use the typographical phrase) indicating the
number of leaves in each quire or gathering under each of the signature

letters A-G. If the signatures are not all of an equal number, and A-C
are in quires of four leaves each, and D has six, followed by E-G of

four leaves each, then the collation is expressed by A-C*, !)•, E-G*.

But if there happens to be a cancel leaf or leaves, i.e. a leaf added as an
afterthought, no uncommon thing in fifteenth-century books, and which
may be found even in books of the present day, the quire instead of

b^ing made up of an even number of leaves may have an odd number.
This I should describe by Henry Bradshaw's method, viz. by placing

within round brackets, after the signature letter in which the irregu-

larity occurs, the sign y}- followed by the number of the leaf preceding

the added leaf, with an asterisk, and the first word of the added leaf

within inverted commas."
Unnumbered pages (or leaves if the book is so numbered) may be

put into curves, the various groups being connected by the plus sign,

as (4) +362-1- (6) pp. Needless to say, all pages should be counted,

whether printed or blank.

Woodcuts and/or plates should be counted, repetitions of the same
one noted if they occur, and any variations noted from the numbers
given in recognized bibliographies.

In describing the contents of an early book the number of pages or

leaves forms the best basis and it may be in some such form as

:

" (i) title, (2) blank, (3-7) dedication to such a person, dated at such a
place, day, month and year, (8) authors' cited," the number of the

pages being given in curves. " When leaves take the place of pages,

the same method can be employed, with the addition of superior letters,

• and ^ after the number of the leaf to signify the recto and verso of

the leaves when necessary. If both sides of the leaf are included in

the matter described, it seems needless to use the superior letters. If

leaves or pages are blank, I think it is preferable to say so, rather than

leave it to be inferred. It frequently happens, that in the absence of a

definite statement in a case of his kind, doubts arise in our minds,

especially when we are confronted with variant editions."

The last two points, peculiarities of copy described, and authorities

seem to speak sufficiently for themselves. Some idea of all that is

involved may be gained from the specimens given by Mr. Edmond that

follow.

ENGLAND, Church of.

—

AdvertisemefUs. Aduertisments
|

partly for due
order in the publique

|
administration of common prayers

|
and vsinge

the holy Sacramentes,
j
and partly for the apparreU of all persona ec-

|

clesiasticall, by vertue of the Queenes maiesties
|

letters commaunding
the same, the xxv. day of

|
lanuary, in the seventh yeare of the raigne

|
of

our Soueraigne Lady Elyzabeth, by
|
the grace of God, of Englande, Fraunce
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I
and Irelande Queene, defender

|
of the fayth. §c.

|
[Typographical oma-

ment.]

Londini. [Reginald Wolfe]
|
Cum priuilegio ad imprimen-

|
dum solum.

I C? 1565 ]

4’. 7 in. Gothic letter. AB* ; (16) pp. :—(i) title, (2) blank, (3-4) preface, (5-15) the

Articles, signed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishops of London, Ely,

Rochester, Winchester and Lincoln, (15) line 16 \Colophon'\ Imprinted at London by

I Reginalde Wolfe.,
|
(16) blank. Hethert i., 614.

ENGLAND, Church of.-^Articles of Religion. «T Articles
|
agreed on by the

Bi-
I
shoppes, and other learned

|
menne in the Synode at London,

|
in

the yere of our Lorde Godde,
|
m.d.lii. for the auoiding of

|
controuersie

in opinions, and
|
the establishment of a god-

|
lie concorde, in certeine

I
matters of Reli-

|
gion.

| f Published by the kipges Maies-
|
ties com-

maundement, in
|
the Moneth of Maie.

|
Anno Domini

| 1553. |

London, Richard Grafton, 1553.

4*. 7 in. Gothic letter. A-C* ; (24) pp. title, within a woodcut border, (2) blank,

(3-24) Articles, (24) line 13 [Colophon\ Richardus Graftonus typographus Re-
|
gius

excudebat.
j
Londini. mense lunij.

|
An. do. m.d.liii.

|
Cum priuilegio ad impri -

1

mendum
solum.

I
Herbert, i., 536-

LUTHER (Martin) Dispvtatio D. Mar
|
tini Lvther The-

[
ologi. Pro De

I
claratione

|
Virtvtis In

|
dvigen-

|
tiarvm.

|

[Wittenberg, Johann Grunenherg\, 1517.

4®. 8 in. Roman letter, a* ; (8) pp :—(i) title, (2) Amore Et Stvdio Elvcidandae
|

ueritatis haec subscripts disputabunt Vuittenbergae, Pra^sidSte
|
R. P. Martino Luther,

Artitl & S. XheologiaB Magistro, eius-
|
demq3 ibidem lectore Ordinatio . . ., (7) line 35

M.D.xvii., (8) blank. Brown tnor. by Thompson. Panzer ix. 70, Kuczyhski 1302.

The original edition in book form of the Theses of Martin Luther against the system

of indulgences, affixed by him to the gate of the University of Wittenberg.

Transliteration

As defined in the list of definitions, transliteration is " a representa-

tion of the characters of one alphabet by those of another.*' It is dealt

with so fully in the Anglo-American code, especially in the Report of

the AX.A. transliteration committee, printed as Appendix 2, that much
further exposition of the subject would be superfluous. The report

should be read carefully by those who wish to pursue this aspect of

cataloguing further.

It is a form of cataloguing that the ordinary cataloguer wiU not often

be called to practise, but it is necessary for students to acquaint
themselves with what transliteration is, and with the rules governing it.

Appended to rule 42 :
" When a person regularly uses a foreign form

of his name, enter under this form," there is a direction to " follow this

practice also in the case of transliterated names, if the author has himself
consistently used a particular form when among foreigners, or is always
known by a transliteration differing from the one provided for in these
rules."

With regard to tides, rule 141 says that " titles in characters other

than roman or gothic may be transUterated. A brief translation may
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also be added of all titles not in the Classic, Romance or Teutonic
languages."

Cutter's rules on the subject, and particularly his explanatory
para^aphs, are clearer and more explicit than the code rules just

mentioned. In substance they are :

(1)
" In transliteration of names from alphabets of differently formed

letters, use the vowels according to their German sounds," as

for example, a for the sound of a in father, not ah
; e for that

of e in heir, not a ; u for the sound of 00 in moon, not 00
or ou,

(2)
" When an author living in a foreign country has transliterated

his name according to the practice of that country, and always
uses that form, take that as the heading, referring from the

form which the name would have had under (i) ; but if he has

written much in his own language, use the English transliterated

form.

(3)
" If a name which would properly be spelled by the English

alphabet has been transliterated into a foreign alphabet, refer

from the foreign form.

(4)
" When the title is in an alphabet which differs from the English,

transliterate the first few words and add a translation

[bracketed]."

In matters of this sort the ordinary cataloguer will be wise to follow

the guidance of recognized authorities—the London Library catalogue,

for example, may be recommended.

Maps

There is a certain difference of opinion as to whether maps and plans

should be catalogued under the names of their authors, whether they

be cartographers, publishers or—^in the case of plans of buildings

—

architects, or under the place or building delineated. In reaching a

decision on this matter, something must depend on the purpose the

catalogue is intended to serve, and on its scope. The problem is made
simpler if, as is usual, the catalogue of maps and plans is separate from

the ordinary catalogue of printed material.

For instance, a catalogue of the general maps of Surrey or of any
other such limited area has one obvious arrangement, chronologically

under cartographers, publishers or titles, whichever may be available,

and in that order of preference, with an index of personal names and
of special features and places, but one of the maps of England and Wales,

and parts thereof, would be arranged with greater convenience under a

general head, followed by localities, vrith a similar name index, and an

additional one of places and peculiar features, as rivers, canals, etc., if

separate maps of their courses were included.

The Anglo-American code, being a set of rules for author and title

entries only, makes the main entry for maps under the cartographer,
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or if that is not given, under the publisher, and of course ignores the

subject entry altogether.

The British Museum, on the other hand, makes the main entry under

the subject heading, with subordinate entries undernames of authors,"

the whole arranged in a single alphabet, the entries under each heading

being arranged chronologically. To quote the Museum code :
** The

main entry of every atlas, map, chart, plan or view is to be placed

under the generally accepted name of the geographical or topographical

area which the work delineates, and is to be of sufficient fullness to

secure its identification. Subordinate or abridged entries are to be

made, where possible, under the name of every author, whether

draughtsman, surveyor or compiler, to serve purposes analogous to

those of cross-references in the General Catalogue." Where a subject

contains a large number of entries, sub-headings are used.

This second arrangement is obviously of far greater value to people

likely to use such a catalogue than entry under the cartographer,

especially where the scope of the catalogue covers anything more than a

very restricted area.

To be complete, however, catalogues of maps, as of books, require

both author and subject entries, unless, as has been made clear, the

catalogue is limited to the maps of a town or county in general. The
details to be included in a main entry may be roughly enumerated as

(a) the cartographer's name, or some substitute for it, as that of the

publisher or engraver
; (6) the title

;
(c) scale

;
[d) edition

;
(e) size ;

If) place of publication
; (g) name of the publisher, unless this has been

used as the heading
;

(h) date of publication.

With regard to the scales of maps, an essential part of every catalogue

entry, there are two ways of indicating these. One is on the basis of

inches to the statute mile, in which case it is convenient to reduce the

scale to a common statute mile level. Thus \ in. to i m. is better than
I in, 4 w., as it is more easily comparable with such common ordnance
scales as i in. to i m., 6 in. to i tn., and so on. The other is the method
generally used on continental maps, the English basis of which is

I • 63,360, equivalent to i in. to i m . ; there being 63,360 inches in a
statute mile. In this connexion, care must be taken in the reading of

the scales of foreign maps, as i ; 100,000 will represent, not one inch to

100,000 inches, but one centimetre to the kilometre, or 100,000
centimetres.

As it is so vital that some indication of scale should be given for

every map catalogued, it may be mentioned that a degree of latitude is,

roughly, 70 miles (69J actually). If, therefore, a map with no drawn
scale shows, for example, two degrees of latitude to an inch, and if this

be multiplied by 70, the scale is approximately 140 miles to the inch.

But it should be noted when dealing with sea charts that a nautical or
geographical mile is not the same as a statute mile, there being only

60 geographical miles to a degree of latitude.

Care should be taken in giving the place of publication and the name
of the publisher in the case of maps forming parts of atlases. The place
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in which a map was published is not always the same as that from
which the atlas or other work containing it emanated. Nor is the pub-
lisher of an atlas or a book necessarily the publisher of the map. In the

case of many early maps, the same person was often cartographer,

publisher and vendor, but he frequently allowed his maps to be issued,

with others, not necessarily all by himself, in atlases.

If it is important that a date should be given for a book, it is doubly
important that one should be given for a map, and every effort should
be made to find at least an approximate one. One of the many names
or statistical details with which most old maps are adorned frequently

provides a clue to the period, such as the publisher, engraver, seller,

cartographer, the “ nobleman or other to whom maps were often

dedicated, and so on. The style of engraving or printing, the details

marked, such as roads and other communications, the text of the work
from which it may have been abstracted, all serve to contribute reliable

clues. It may be noted that the date of an atlas is not necessarily the

date of a map from it. Cary, for example, published his English atlas

in 1809, but the dates of many of the maps in it were 1801 or

earlier.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether the size of a map
should be given as from top to bottom and across, or across and from
top to bottom, measuring to the extent of the innermost border, or

whether it should be measured to the extremes of the actual map-
engraved surface only. The method that finds most general favour is

that which measures from top to bottom and across, the innermost

borderlines being taken as the limits. If there is a sheet number, as

there often is in large maps, and in those of the Ordnance Survey, this

should figure as part of the entry.

A map is frequently described as engraved by a safe enough
statement down to the early nineteenth century, previous to when
nearly every map was printed from an engraved copperplate or wood
block. Many of the best maps are still so produced, and the descrip-

tion " engraved by '' may stand in such cases. But many others

are lithographed or photo-lithographed, and should be described

accordingly.

Whether a map is plain or coloured should be indicated, and, as

most early maps were issued in a plain state, it should be made clear

that a particular copy catalogued is hand coloured.

The arrangement of map catalogues must be governed largely by
circumstances connected with the extent and character of the collec-

tion. For a large collection of county maps the groupings adopted by
the late Sir H. George Fordham are as good as anything : (i) I579~i673»

early and archaic maps ; the period of the Dutch school and of the

meridian of the Azores or the Canaries. (2) 1673-1794, more modem
maps in greater detail, with roads marked properly ;

the period of the

meridian of London. (3) 1794 onwards ; the period of the meridian of

Greenwich and of the Ordnance Survey.

In the section on Maps and atlases, by P. Lee Phillips, in Cutter's

16
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Rides, there is some useful advice on the cataloguing of atlases, stressing

in particular the importance of such people as the publisher and
engraver, both of whom should invariably have either an added entry

or a reference.

Much more useful information might be included, but most of it

falls within the scope of annotation rather than of the making of

a catalogue entry. For example, the name of the atlas from which
a map has been taken should be given if possible, and the fact

whether it is a reprint should be noted, and if so, when the original

appeared.

Those who require further information are referred, among other
sources, to Notes on the cataloging ofmaps, by Thomas Letts {In Library
journal, v. 27, 1902, p. 74-76) ; Notes on the cataloging, care and
classification of maps and atlases, from the Map division of the Library
of Congress, 1921, The Cataloguing and description of maps ; some
problems, by Henry A. Sharp {In Library world, v. 18, 1915-16, p. 256-
261), and The Cataloguing and arrangement of maps, by G. R. Crone
{In Library Association record, v. 38, 1936, p. 98-104).
Following are specimen map entries from three catalogues.

Greenwood, Charles and John.

Map of the County of Middlesex, from an actual survey made in the years
1819 & 1820. By C. & J. Greenwood. Published by the proprietors C. Green-
wood & Co. 13 Regent Street, Pall Mall, London. Engraved by J. & J. Neele,

352 Strand. Corrected to the present period & published July 4, 1829.
Scale of miles, 10 [=3j inches]. Views : Westminster Abbey. St. Paul's

Cathedral.

From Thomas Chubb's The Printed maps
in the Atlases of Great Britain and Ireland,

a Bibliography, 1579-1870. Homeland
Association. 1927.

1861. Canada. Department of Crown Lands.
Map of the counties of Terrebonne, Two Mountains and Argenteuil,

Joseph Bouchette, Dep. Sur. Gen. 1861.
Scale four mUes to one inch, i5|x 14J. Montreal, G. Matthews, [1862 ?]

From the catalogue of the Map collection of
the Public Reference Library of the City of
Toronto, Canada, 1923.

1785

Ctry, John, C.'s New and Accurate Map of the County of Surrey :

divided into its hundreds; with the roads, rivers, parks, antiquities,
etc., from an actual survey : and the parishes arranged under their
respective hundreds, the borough and market towns expressed, and the
days prefixed on which they are held, with the distances from the
metropolis. CoL J in. to 1 m. 22^ fit. x 28^ in. 1785. ,, ,,

The scope of this clearly eograved, detailed map is sufficiently indicatedby the sub-title above,
and the “ Explanation ** in the ndte below. Engraved within a plain, ruled border, on which is marked
the degrees and minutes of latitude and longitude. The Utle is printed in the top left comer within
a dide ; and below in a semi-circular form is the imprint :

*' London, Published Msrrh 26, 1766, by
John Cary, Engraver, Map & Printseller, No. 188, comer of Arundel Street, Strand.” Beneath Is a
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list of the parishes bdongiiig to the Chertaey, Woking, Famham, Godalming, Blackheath, Baley,

Copthom, and Dorking hundreds, and in the t^ right comer is a list of the parishes belong!^ to the

Brixton, Kingston, Croydon, Tandridge, and Ryegate hundreds. Beneath this is an ** Explanation
**

of the signs used to indicate a rectory, vicarage, curacy, or chapel, stars denote the number of members
returned to Parliament.’* Noblemen and gentlemen's seats, roads, rivers, houses and hills. Below

this again ia an elaborate compass indicator, comprised of a horixontal line marking the west and east.

Other articles figuring in the design are a rake and shepherd’s crook crossed diagonally, a scythe, a
fleur-dedys at the top, a water cask at the bottom, a piece of wheat and a piece of barley. At the

bottom is a ** Scale of [6] Statute Miles, 69^ to a Degree of Latitude,” a list of market towns, with

particulars of the dates on which the markets and fairs are held, and the legend of ” Mr. Smyth.”

The boundaries of the hundreds, the main roads, and parks are coloured by hand, but the colouring

varies slightly in different copies of the map.
From Sharp’s Htstorical eatalogiu of Surrey maps. 1926.

Prints and Pictures

Similar problems arise in connexion with the cataloguing of prints,

on which the code is very reticent, excusably so because it is mainly

concerned with printed material in the ordinary sense. The rule

directs simply that engravings are to be entered under the engraver,

unless they are reproductions of the work of another artist, when entry

shall be made under the name of that artist. The problem discussed

in regard to maps of name versus subject or even process arises again

here, and must again be decided in relation to the purpose and scope

of the catalogue.

Most libraries collect local prints, and some provide catalogues of

them, though indexes to the collection usually serve the purpose

equally weU. The thing that has to be recognized in this connexion

is that prints are usually collected primarily from a “ record

"

point of view rather than for their art value. In general, if one is

considered necessary, it will therefore suffice if a subject catalogue is

provided. There are exceptions to this limitation, especially where

the prints have an art value, when artist or engraver must be taken

into account.

If the scope of the collection is limited to a town,.entry can be made
directly under the building, person, or scene featured, as :

Addiscombe College.
Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel.
Archiepiscopal Palace.
Whitgift Hospital.

If, however, its scope extends over a county, it may be wiser to

adopt a place heading, with necessary divisions, as :

Croydon. Addiscombe College,

Guildford. Abbott*

s

Hospital.

Kingston-on-Thames. Market Place,

The reason for suggesting a place basis in these circumstances is

that experience has shown that enquiries are usually for pictures

relating to a place rather than for those of a type of building, the
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complete examples of which can be ascertained by reference to a

subject index, as

:

Alms Houses. Croydon.

„ „ Guildford.

Churches. Croydon.

„ Guildford.

Hospitak. Richmond.

The particulars ordinarily required are : the heading, title, process,

size (as for maps), date.

Where a collection, or any appreciable part of it, has an art value,

it is easily possible to provide a name register of painters, engravers,

etchers, lithographers, etc., whose names should, of course, form part

of the entry.

With regard to the general picture collections built up in some
libraries for teachers and others, it is neither necessary nor practic-

able to provide a catalogue of individual pictures. If they are arranged

in classified order, a very full subject index should be kept up-to-date

;

if they are in alphabetical order of subjects, with necessary reference

guides as in the case of a dictionary catalogue, it is doubtful whether
even this is essential.

Lantern slides provide another problem. Sometimes these are

kept in sets, sometimes in an alphabet of titles, sometimes in closely

classified order, especially where they form part of a local collection,

and sometimes in numerical order. The objection to keeping slides

in sets is that many are wanted in connexion with more than a single

lecture. The most convenient arrangement for a catalogue of them
is alphabetical by the principal interest, with necessary added entries

or references, all of which will probably be on cards or in sheaves, as

:

Drake, Sir Francis. Portrait. DRA76.
Drake, Sir Francis. Statue on Plymouth Hoe. DRA81.
York Minster. West Front. YOR97.
Dickens, Charles. Charles Dickens’ Study. DIC36.
Scott, Sir Walter. Scott Memorial, Edinburgh. SCO62.
Edinburgh. Scott Memorial. SCOfiz.

Every slide should have a number, which corresponds with the
accession number of a book, and enables any one to he identified.

Manuscripts

Where a feature k made of collecting manuscripts, they are usually
treated apart from the printed books, and figure in a catalogue of
manuscripts. The Anglo-American code devotes only a single rule to
their cataloguing, to the effect that

: (1) manuscripts, whether original

or in facsimile, by an individual author, are to entered under hk
name

; (2) an anonyinous manuscript k to be entered under the title

by which it k known, if thk k sufficiently dktinctive. If it k not, then
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the entry is to be made under the designation or number in the
collection to which it belongs."

Manuscript material may be roughly divided into three classes:

(i) specific volumes, such as reports, diaries, registers, minute books,
original manuscripts of printed works, etc.

; (2) collections of such
things as loose correspondence or deeds relating to a property or
family

; (3) individual loose papers.

The first class is capable of being dealt with by the accepted rules

of cataloguing, although sometimes a title may have to be manufac*
tured, and it must be made clear whether the item is an original, a
facsimile or a transcript. The second class likewise creates little

difficulty, a collection of correspondence by John Smith being entered

under his name, a collection of deeds relating to the White Lion Inn
under that name, preceded by that of the place if the entry figures in

a general catalogue, as : Croydon. White Lion Inn. In all such

cases, a single entry is usually sufficient, with necessary cross-refer-

ences, and the arrangement may be either alphabetical or chronological.

If the collection is mainly personal, an alphabetical arrangement has

advantages, but if the interest is laregly historical, a chronological

arrangement may be more convenient.

In any case, it is clearly necessary to have some definite arrange-

ment, and for every separately catalogued item to bear a number.
Manuscript material such as letters, deeds, etc., should be calendared,

i.e, a written description of the contents prepared, including the names
of people and places referred to. This is especially important in the

case of local deeds and leases.

The difference in cataloguing material of the third class is largely

a matter of arrangement, for while manuscript books may be arranged

as books, and collections may be boxed, bound or otherwise filed to-

gether, single, unconnected manuscripts will have to be catalogued

and arranged individually, often by the vertical file and folder

system.

Such manuscript material as calls for treatment in most public

libraries usually has some sort of local interest. It may include, for

example, manuscripts of published or unpublished works, miscellaneous

historical material on some phase of local history, and, especially,

documents relating to sales, transferences of local property, wills,

correspondence, and suchlike.

Some attention has been directed to the cataloguing of deeds since

public libraries have become approved depositories for certain kinds

of documents, and the British Records Association is endeavouring

to set up a satisfactory and uniform method of cataloguing them.

Mr. W. LI. Davies, librarian of the National Library of Wales, dis-

cussed the problems in a paper read at a meeting of the Records

Preservation Section of the Association in 1934, entitled The Catalogu-

ing of deeds and the possibility of a uniform system. He describes there

the sorts of documents that usually find their way into such collections,

as literary and historical manuscripts, quarter-sessions records, papers
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idating to Parliamentary elections, manorial records, account books,

and so on. ...
The particulars it is desirable to give, include

:
(i) an idenUty

number, (2) date, (3) nature of document, (4) names of the parties,

(5) description of the transaction (if it is a transaction), (6) the language

of the document (only necessary if other than modem English), (7) the

presence of seals.

Usually, a single catalogue, or schedule entry suffices, plus a more

fully descriptive calendar entry.

For the benefit of those who have had no experience of this sort of

work, here are two entries, taken from the Birmingham and Croydon

catalogues respectively. It will be seen that the details differ slightly,

especially in regard to the absence of an identity number in the

second case.

374781. Lease for a year from Henshaw Grevis of Moseley Hall in Kingsnorton^

esq,, to Harry Clowdesly of the Inner Temple, co. Middx., gent., of a messuage

and land in Harbome. g Nov. 1759*

1672 (xxiv. Charles II). Lease for One year at a Peppercorn : Henry
Pigott to Thos. Woodman thelder [senior] of Rygate, yeoman, and Wm.
Pigott of Ffameham, mercer :

** The White Lyon Inne with all its bams,

stables, etc., and a. of land adjoining.

The essential key to the use of collections of this sort of material

is an index of names and places mentioned in the documents.

Music

The treatment of music, as of everything else discussed in this

chapter, must be governed by the kind of library and the purpose of

the catalogue. What would serve very well for a general library

might be totally inadequate for a music college library.

The Anglo-American code deals with music in three simple rules

:

a musical work is entered under its composer, with added entries

under editors or arrangers, and in the cases of operas, oratorios, can-

tatas, etc., under the writers of the words. Curiously enough, nothing
is said about the writers of the words to ordinary songs. A lioretto

is to be entered under the librettist if known ; if not, under the title.

An added entry is also to be made under the composer of the music.
A good deal of difference of opinion exists in regard to this matter
of the entry of librettos, some authorities holding that the main entry
should be made under the composer of the music to which the libretto

belongs. The third rule concerns what is called a thematic catalogue,
a catalogue arranged according to the opening themes of an opera,

a cantata, etc., which is to be entered under the name of the composer
if it is limited to a single one.

The practice of the British Museum in the matter of music is interest-

ing to note in this connexion. It is similar to the usual procedure.
The main entry is made under the composer, with added entries under
writers of words, arrangers or editors. In the case of voed music,
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reference is to be made from the first word of the name of a song, and
of operas, oratorios and other choral works, from their full titles

to the names of the composers.

The catalogue is in two parts
:

(i) of musical compositions under
composers, with cross-references from arrangers or editors, {2) of

cross-references, from authors of words set to music by the composers
in part one.

Anonymous instrumental compositions are entered under their

titles ; if there is no title, under the name of the kind of music of

which they consist. Anonymous vocal music is entered under the

first word of the first line, with a cross-reference from the composer,
if known.
A special rule is made governing collections of psalms and h)mms,

which are to be entered under the name of the musical editor or

collector, with a cross-reference from either heading ; if anonymous,
and even if they possess—as they would—a title, under the class-

heading Psalms or Hymns.
In regard to its main entries, therefore, music does not differ materi-

ally from other books in its requirements, and the Anglo-American

code roles are fairly clear as far as they go. But in matters of detail

and arrangement, it has received too little attention, with the result

that it is often badly and inadequately catalogued, and the restilt

quite useless to the music student and the serious music lover. As it

is probably true to say that through such modem inventions as the

gramophone and the wireless, more people are interested in music

to-day than at any other time, it deserves fuller attention than can

be meted out to it here. There is, actually, room for a small text-

book on the subject, on similar lines to Ruth Wallace’s Care and treat-

ment ofmusic in a library, 1927 (A.L.A.), the nearest English equivalent

of which is Lionel R. McColvin’s valuable Music in public libraries,

1924 (Grafton). A new edition of this, jointly with Harold Reeves

:

Music libraries, their organisation and contenis (Grafton), appeared in

1937. Both include useful information on the cataloguing of music,

among other things.

It is a cardinal principle that a book shall be catalogued from its

title-page, and in the language of its title-page. Whether, however,

this should be interpreted literally in the case of music is very debat-

able, and, where it is done, the result is often bad. Because a library

possesses only a German edition of Beethoven's Sonatas for the piano-

forte, must it be catalogued as Sonaten fiir Klavier, without even an

indication of the translated title ? It wW often be found that a cover

or caption title provides a better cataloguing title than the main
title-page, and for general libraries it may be used.

An entry like Brahms, Johannes. Trio, conveys nothing to the

person who wants his [Clarinet] trio in A minor, op. 114. In this

connexion, three things should be included in the entry or in a note

:

(i) the opus number, (2) the instruments for which the work is set,

as *' piano, clarinet (or viola), and ’cello," (3) whether " full orchestral
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score/' " piano score," " vocal score," " miniature score," etc., if it

is not obvious.

If the fact is not clear from the title, it should be indicated whether

the work isan opera, a cantata, song, or what not, and for what voice

or combination of voices or instruments the copy in hand is designed.

Arrangements for some instrument or instruments other than that or

those for which the work was written, should have a note to that

effect, except that it is superfluous to say that a piano score of an

opera, symphony, etc., is arranged from the full score. It obviously

must be.

If an instrumental solo or vocal work has no accompaniment, the

fact that it is unaccompanied " should be noted, and, when there

is one, the name of the accompanying instrument should likewise be

noted if it is not the piano.

In the case of chamber music, it is right to state the combination,

except that a quartet for strings is assumed to be—unless otherwise

stated—for two violins, viola and violoncello, a trio for strings is for

violin, viola and violoncello, and one for piano and strings is for

violin, violoncello and piano.

Entries for choral works should include the kinds of voices they are

for, unless they be S.A.T.B. The number of soloists and their voices

should also be indicated.

Publication dates usually convey nothing in the case of music,

though the date of composition or of first performance may be useful.

On the other hand, musicians will often appreciate the publisher's

name, as this often causes an edition to be visualized, or indicates,

in the case of keyboard music, the fingering system adopted, which
in any case should be given where it is known to vary. The collation

usually has little or no value in musical compositions.

The question of arrangement under a composer's name is also of

some importance. Most libraries adopt an alphabetical first-word

arrangement, presumably because that arrangement is common to
the rest of the catalogue, with some such result as :

Haydn, Joseph.
Collection de quatuors pour deux violons, viole et violoncello

Four major symphonies, miniature score . . .

Grand sonata . .

.

Second Symphony , . .

Serenata . .

.

Sonatas for pianoforte . .

.

String quartets, miniature score . .

.

Symphonies, arranged for four hands . . .

A better arrangement resulting in a grouping of analogous works
would be something like this

:

Haydn, Joseph.
Serenade . .

.

Sonatas for pianoforte . .
.
(complete edition).
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Sonata no. 25 . .

.

String quartets . . . (full score).

String quartets . . . (miniature score).

Four major symphonies (miniature score).

Ssmiphonies, arranged for piano . . .

Second symphony, arranged for piano . . •

Much confusion also results in many library catalogues through the
separation of editions or parts of such works as operas, oratorios, etc.,

and of overtures, arias and selections from them, consequent on the

practice of cataloguing and arranging by the title as given on the

title-page. For example, under Mozart, may appear, widely separated,

entries for

:

Die Zauberflote.

II Flauto Magico (Overture).

The Magic Flute.

This can and should be avoided, by adding to the heading the name
of the work, in the original or in its English form, but preferably in the

former, and assembling there everything relating to that work, as :

Mozart, J. C. W. A. Die Zauberflote.

Title entries should be made in all cases where they are distinctive,

or likely to be looked for, especially for such works as operas, oratorios,

cantatas, as well as for well-known arias from them if they exist

separately.

According to the code, variations are entered under the composer of

the variations, with a reference or added entry under the composer

of the original work. As a general rule, music authorities consider this

to be quite unnecessary, excepting where the original theme is by a

greater composer than the writer of the variations, and in the far rarer

case where the theme does not exist in any other form.

Where the title of a work is some general name like sonata, symphony,

the number should be added, as sonata no. 3, the opus number, and

the key, if possible. For example :

Elgar, Sir Edward. Symphony, would be absurd ; but Symphony
no. I in A flat, identifies it at once.

It has been said that the opus number should be given where possible.

An exception may be made where the work has a specific name, as

:

Austin, Ernest. Second sonata, op. 31 ; but Coleridge-Taylor,

Samuel. Two Moorish tone pictures might be sufficient without the

opus number, which, however, is always useful, if only because it fixes

its place in a composer's career.

Transcriptions and arrangements are likely to cause some difficulty

unless McColvin's very clear definition of the difference between them

is remembered. In Music in public libraries, he says that '* by arrange-

ment we mean the transference of a work from the instrument, etc.,
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for which it was originally written to another instrument, without the

addition of any fresh musical material, excepting, maybe, an accom-

paniment, or connecting material. ... By a transcription we mean,

however, a work which includes some amount of original work on the

part of the transcriber. This may be little or much." There is, there-

fore, a case for entering transcriptions under the transcriber, with

added entry under the composer of the work transcribed, but as

McColvin goes on to point out,
"

it is very difficult to know where to

draw the line," and he therefore recommends that unless the cataloguer

has the opportunity or knowledge the main entry had better be made
under the original composer, with of course, a cross-reference or added
entry under the transcriber.

V^ere orchestral parts are provided, the catalogue entry should

include, in a note, a statement of the number and kinds of instruments

for which the work is intended.

Entries for vocal music should indicate the voice, as low voice,

soprano, male voice quartet, the language of the words, as Latin and
English words, the presence of an obligato, and suchlike things, unless

they are obvious from the title. Entries for instrumental and
orchestral music should likewise be clarified by the inclusion of such
words as : full score, miniature score, piano score, for two pianos,
separate violin part in pocket, etc.

Contents notes are imf^rtant in certain circumstances if the
space can be afforded, especially in miscellaneous collections, made-up
volumes of separate compositions, or sheet music. This in turn gives
rise to the question of analyticals, especially where volumes are made
up of works by different composers; they should be provided, if

possible, in both name and subject catalogues.

In ordinary full cataloguing it is usual to make added entries or
references for any name that figures on the title page. Whether it is
necessary to do this in the case of music is debatable. Migi; Wallace
suggests that " added entry or secondary cards should be made freely
whenever they wiU insure the ready finding of a composition or point
out the resources of a given composer." McColvin, on the other hand,
thinks it is not. His answer to the question, to what extent are
references or added entries necessary under librettists, editors trans-
lators, etc. ? is, “ very sparingly." He has four sets of suggested
omissions : (i) " fingerers " and “ second editors " (*.«. revisers of
previous recognized editings), (2)

" all editors where there is no import-
ant letterpress, excepting in the case of collected works, and notable
|md standwd editions," (3) arrangers, as distinct from transcribers,
unless the arranger is a composer whose original work might figure

in the catalogue," (4) Kbrettists and translators, again "excepW
those writers who will or might figure in the catalogue otherwise " u
for example, Alfred Noyes, John Masefield, Sir W. S. Gilbert, etc.’

^^ost of what has been said so far concerns mam entries Subject
or form entries will largely settle themselves where a classified catalogue
•s in use. But those who use the dictionary catalogue wiU find valuable
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assistance in the choice of headings in the chapter dealing with them in

Ruth Wallace’s little book, already referred to, including a suggested
list of headings and references.

Two things have to be considered here. One is the segr^ation of
scores from works on theory and history, as for instance, of books about
opera from operatic scores. This can hie easily done in a card catalogue
by having a separate sequence of " scores," with some distinctive
" score guide." The other thing is more controversial. Shall a subject
heading be the name of the musical form of a composition, or the name
of the instrument for which it is written ? The only satisfactory solu-

tion is to fall back on Cutter’s double-entry method, but, as this is likely

to involve considerable space and time in large libraries, a choice usually

has to be made. Miss Wallace prefers the form of the composition,

with reference from the instrument or instruments, as

:

Sonatas, with references from Piano music and Violin music.

Symphonies, with reference from Orchestral music.

Fugues, with reference from Organ Music.

Naturally, if the music has no specific form, entry will be made
under the instrument, as :

Banjo Music.
Violin Music, with references to specific forms, as concertos, sonatas,

etc., and from such headings as dance music, instrumental

music, etc.

Where a dictionary catalogue is employed, however, it should be

seriously considered whether all music should not be assembled at a
form heading Music, in preference to being scattered throughout the

catalogue according to instruments and forms. Music borrowers are

in a dass by themselves, and this concession might well be made in

their favour.

Contents notes are important auxiliaries of music entries, and should

be added freely as far as space permits, unless the volume is obviously

complete as far as a particular form is concerned.

Going back to the matter of title-pages, it may be noted that both

McColvin and Quinn are of opinion that title-pages in foreign languages

may be translated, excepting only the actual title of the work. The
former is also of opinion that title entries for operas, oratorios, etc.,

" are not really necessary, but may be given if desired.” That was in

1924 ;
perhaps there is a greater case for making them to-day than there

was then.

Local Collections

Most libraries with local collections catalogue the books and other

material belonging to them with greater fullness than the ordinary

stock. This is largely due to the fact that the latter is catalogued less

fully than the Anglo-American code prescribes. Where full cataloguing

is practised, however, there is little ^ilerentiation necessary in the case
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of the main entry for a local book, except that the name of the printer

frequently calls for mention.

With regard to subject entries, for a classified catalogue, these are

often bound up with the local classification, which, if the scope of the

collection extends beyond a single town, is usually based on place,

with a scheme for subject division. Thus Croydon history may be

870(9), S representing Surrey, 70 Croydon, and (9), the initial Dewey
figure for history ; 870(728) represents books about houses in Croydon,

870(821), poems about Croydon, and so on. The complement to this

is a subject index arranged under places and subjects, as :

Croydon.

Geology 570(55)
History 870(9)

Poetry 870(821)

Geology. Beddington 5655(55)
Croydon 570(55)

History. Croydon 570(9)

II Richmond 591(9)

Poetry. Croydon 870(821)

II Guildford 883(821)

Where the subject catalogue is alphabetical, or forms part of a
dictionary catalogue, entries can be made in accordance with the

ordinary practice if the collection is limited to a small town, but if it

extends throughout a county or a city, the principal subject entry will

most conveniently be under place, with subject divisions, as :

Kingston-on-Thames. Art

„ „ „ Churches

M » M History

,, ,, ,, Poetry

and so on, with either added entries or references under the subjects,

preferably the former. The reason for favouring place entry in prefer-

ence to subject entry is that nine people out of ten who use the local

collection want material relating to a place rather than to a subject.

This is not the place at which to discuss the vexed question of the
scope of local collections ; that is a matter of library administration,
but we art concerned with its repercussions on cataloguing. Those
who have access to the Catalogers* and classifiers' year hook for 1934 will

find it profitable to read the very informative article by Florence B.
Murray of the Toronto Public Library : The contents and catalog of a
local collection, with special reference to subject headings. It occupies
seventeen pages, and is so enlightening that we have taken the liberty

of summarizing the main points the writer makes, having in mind,
mainly, the dictionary catalogue.

The extent of the area covered by the collection affects the subject
headings to a very great extent ; if only a single town or community is

involved the primary division of the catalogue can be by subject, the
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name of the place being assumed. But where a number of towns is

involved, as for instance in a county collection, it has to be determined
whether place or subject shall be the primary basis of division. Miss
Murray shows that there is no general agreement on this point by
quoting such British authorities as J. D. Brown, Berwick Sayers,
H. D. Gower and James Ormerod. Brown, for instance, preferred a
topographical arrangement with subject sub-divisions as being ‘‘ the
more practical method as established by a rather long experience, but
also because the essential characteristic of a local coSection is topog-
raphy." Berwick Sayers, in his Manual of classification, presents the

problems but offers no definite course :
" The main problem to be

settled is which will be the most convenient arrangement of material

on the county, by subject or by locality ; that is to say, will the greatest

number of readers enquire, for example, for all books on the churches

of Sussex, or for all books on Chichester, including its cathedral and
churches ? Or, again, will people ask for the history of sport in a certain

ward in the town, or for the history of sport in the town as a whole ?
"

Gower recommends an opposite course to that of Browii, in The camera
as historian, where he had in mind the classification of a collection

relating to the county of Surrey :
" Locality has been strictly subordin-

ated to subject ; the local divisions are primary in the class of Topog-
raphy alone, which is the first of the main divisions, and the word is

used in its most limited sense, subjects like Architecture and Antiquities

being dealt with separately. . . . But the fact that the view has been

taken that photographs, e.g. of Churches ... are far better arranged

under Churches and thus kept together than scattered about under

various districts, does not imply that the local divisions are ignored

;

on the contrary, the churches, having been brought together as one

large unit group, are then arranged by the districts into which they

fall."

Ormerod again follows the view of Cutter that the only satisfactory

method is that of double entry, under both subject and place. He says

in his contribution to the subject. How to catalogue a local collection

:

" My experience in cataloguing the Derbyshire collection has shown

that double entry is necessary for books about the county as a whole

and for many in^vidual places as well. For instance, a reader wishes

to know what has been written about the painted windows in the church

of, let us say, Morley. Later on he wishes to learn what other places

in the county possess notable glass. The only way to answer both

questions is to make cards under both place and subject."

Miss Murray next makes the point that a local catalogue should

employ a large number of subject headings in preference to an irritating

series of see dso references, so that, to quote her own words, " its catalog

becomes a series of bibliographies on local subjects."

It has been said already that the cataloguer is not primarily con-

cerned with what shoil constitute the local collection, but he sho^d at

least have some clear ideas as to the types of material with which he

will have to deal and with the best methods of treating it from the
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cataloguing point of view. The first division is quite clearly that of

books by local authors, who will include people bom in the area, people

who have been long resident in it or who are connected with definite

local families, and those holding, or who have held, important official

or other connexions with the area. The scope of the collection is often

enlarged to include books that have been edited, translated or prefaced

by local writers, and the catalogue must be able to tell enquirers not

only what writings of a local individual the collection possesses, but

also what individuals connected with the community have written

anything at all. In a dictionary catalo^e, which is what we are now
concerned with, this can be done by the inclusion of an entry Croydon.

Authors, followed by an alphabetical list of them and of their

writings.

Books printed or published locally are also included as a rule, though

this is likely to become impracticable in towns where commercial

printing or publishing are carried out on a wholesale scale. This in-

volves the making of entries under the name of the publisher or printer

as the case may te, or even under both. Basil Anderton has dealt with

this problem in On planning a printed catalogue of local literature (L.A.

Record, v. 15, 1913, p. 542-552), where he speaks of arranging “ under
each town in the district covered, a list of publishers (or of printers in

default of these) in alphabetical order. Each publisher's works could

then be arranged chronologically. . . . The titles given should, in this

list, be as short as possible—mere identification notes. I should be
inclined to arrange the entries in this order : town, publisher (or printer),

date, author (where known), short title. Reference to the Author-list

. . . would reveal all details."

Newspapers and periodicals form an integral part of any local

collection, and besides being catalogued according to the prescribed
rules should have entries under the name of the place, followed by a
sub-head Newspapers or Periodicals as the case may be.

Broadsides are difficult things to deal with from a cataloguer's

point of view ; some have authors but most of them have not. The
best method seems to be to calendar them separately under the name
of the place to which they have reference, with, if necessary, a series

of sub-heads, as Croydon. Grand Theatre, Broadsides,
Pamphlets are another strong tower of strength to the local collec-

tion, although they are often regarded scornfully by the cataloguing
staff, who are not concerned with the administration of the collection.

Methods of selective cataloguing should not be applied to these ; they
should be invariably treated in precisely the same way as books, as too
should government publications, whether local or central, and the
repo^, transactions, and other publications of societies and institutions.
Mi^ Murray goes on to deal with many other things that find their

way into local collections, such as sermons, addresses, manufacturers*
ca^ogs, programs, textbooks, association books, history and topog-
niphy, biography, newspap^ and periodical clippings, novels, poems
and plays, dialects, with written records like deeds and charters, with
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pictorial records, the work of artists, and with engraved records such
as maps and bookplates, but none of these seems to call for any par-
ticular comment here, the ordinary rules of cataloguing appl}dng in
the main.

Two good examples of printed local catalogues are those of Birming-
ham and Gloucestershire. The first, in two thick quarto volumes,
includes printed books and pamphlets, manuscripts, maps, views,
portraits, etc., relating to Birmingham, and is in three main parts

:

(i) general, (2) books printed in Birmingham, but not otherwise
relating to Birmingham, (3) books published in Birmingham, but not
otherwise relating to Birmingham. It is arranged on the dictionary

principle, but subject headings are only included so far as they are of

local interest. Thus " Phrenology : a paper read for discussion to the

members of the Birmingham and Midland Institute, by T. P. Salt,"

has entries under Salt and Midland Institute, but not under Phrenology.
Deeds, whether originals or photographic facsimiles, are arranged
chronologicaUy under the heading Deeds.
The Gloucestershire catalogue provides an example that covers a

wider area and adopts a classified order, beginning with works relating

to the county in general, followed by separate sections for important

towns, rivers and other features of the county, a section for biography

and another for local printing. There are also author and subject

indexes, and a list of printers and booksellers.

Children's Books

The cataloguing of children's books has received some prominence

in recent years, partly through the attention that has been focussed

on libraries for children, and partly through the increased numbers of

books available for them of a much higher standard than heretofore.

Three views offer themselves for consideration : (i) that children's books

should be catalogued precisely as adult ones, (2) that they should be

catalogued in some simplified form, and (3) that fiction, and possibly

even non-fiction, need not be catalogued at all, on the grounds that

many of the books are not worth cataloguing, and that in any case it is

the children's librarian's job to help children in their search for books.

The third course may, in the view of most librarians, be dismissed

very quickly, for most of them still hold, as Elva S. Smith (head of the

Boys' and Girls' department at Pittsburgh), says in \itx Cataloging of

children's books, 1933 (Chicago : A.L.A.), that " a catalog is an essential

tool if effective library service is to be given." And it is generally

recognized that library service to children is amongst the most useful

and the most important of all the work done under the roofs of our

public libraries, and is becoming increasingly so. If there are no

catalogues, or if the catalogues are restricted in their scope, how can

we be said to be rendering effective service ? Moreover, if catalogues

are not provided in children's libraries, a valuable opportunity is being

lost of bringing into being a new generation of adult borrowers who will
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appreciate the value of, and be able to use intelligently, the catalogues

provided for their use.

A choice, therefore, seems to lie between the cataloguing method

used in the adult libraries and some simplified form of it. As most public

libraries do not practise very elaborate cataloguing in any of their

catalogues, there is no real reason why the same method should not be

followed, any simplifications being reserved for the language of annota-

tions, where they are used. For example, it is fairly common modem
practice to employ popular subject headings in preference to scientific

ones, and best-known names in preference to real ones, if the two
conflict. If, however, simplicity is necessary, care should be taken that

the forms of headings used line on with those in the main library,

because many libraries have union catalogues at least of their non-fiction

stock. For instance, if the terms Biology, Botany and Zoology are

used in the adult catalogues, there is no very real reason for using Life,

Plants and Animals in the junior catalogues, especially as in any case

references must be made from the alternative forms. If variant forms

of headings are used in different departments, the proper maintenance
of such catalogues is rendered, if not impossible, at least difficult.

Nor must it be forgotten that children's catalogues are largely used

by school teachers, especially where regular class visits are made to the

library as a part of the recognized school curriculum. In this last

connexion, Miss Smith makes a good case for more analysis of books
"

in children's catalogues, on the ground that the collections being rela-

tively small, it is necessary to make the most of each book." As she

goes on to say, " requests are mainly for specific subjects and often

for sub-topics not treated in separate books."

In these days of demonstrations in libraries to school children, it may
well be that children are, actually, far better equipped to understand
the purpose and arrangement of catalogues than their elders who have
seldom enjoyed such advantages.

Nearly forty years ago, W. C. Berwick Sayers and James D. Stewart
published in the " Library Association record " for August, 1905
(afterwards reprinted). Catalogues for children : an examination of some
hitherto neglected features of cataloguing : with a code of rules, which is

still sound in the principles it lays down. On this question of simplicity
they said, " while a complex juvenile catalogue is of little value, a too
simple one may be almost equally useless. . . , And, moreover, there
is nothing a youngster more keenly resents than to feel you are playing
down to his intelligence." If that was true in those distant days, it

must be infinitely more so now !

On the question of grading catalogues of children's books according
to the ages of the children for whom they are considered suitable, it

would seem that it serves no useful purpose, for what would be too
advanced for a child of one mentality at 12 would be quite easily
assimilated by another child of 9. This is the view of Sayers, on page 37
of his Manual of children's libraries (Allen and Unwin and the L.A.,

^93^)* where he says :
" There are no such mental divisions of children
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of lists of books suitable for this or that age would seem to imply/*
This book also, by the way, includes a chapter on The Catalogue and
how to make it.

With regard to the variety of catalogue most suitable for a children's

library, exactly similar arguments apply as have been already set down
in chapter 3. There are obvious advantages in providing the same form
as that used in the adult libraries, if only because the " catalogue sense

"

acquired in youth can be developed in after years, and does not have
to be scrapped in favour of some other method.
Those who are concerned with the making of dictionary catalogues

for children's libraries, will find much valuable information in the section

of Miss Smith's Cataloging of children's hooks dealing with subject

headings.

Besides any oral descriptions of the catalogues that may be given

from time to time, there should also be written or printed explanations

placed near the actual catalogues, illustrated with typical examples.

Something on the lines shown on page 244 will answer.

Many good examples of printed children's catalogues exist, some of

which are well worth examining.

From America we have had, among others, the Pittsburgh Catalogue

ofhooks in the children's department (1909), the H. W. Wilson Company's
Children's catalog, in various editions to date, and the Winnetka graded

hook list (1929), while in this country there have been the Glasgow
(Woodside Branch) Guide for young readers (1921), the Sheffield One
thousand and one best books for boys and girls (1930), the Bethnal Green
What shall I read ? a catalogue of books in the children's library (1930),

and others.

Those who are interested particularly in school libraries will find a

useful chapter on cataloguing in Ethel S. Fegan's School libraries, 1928
(Heffer), in Monica Cant's School and college library practice, 1936 (AUen

and Unwin), and in the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters

in Secondary Schools’ Guide for school librarians, 1937 (O.U.P.).

Periodicals

The cataloguing of periodicals is dealt with sufficiently for ordinary

purposes in the code. They may be conveniently divided into two rough

groups : (i) those issued by corporate bodies, whether governments or

government departments, societies or institutions, (2) those published

on a purely commercial basis, whether they be trade or other specialist

papers, or those intended for the more or less general reader.

In connexion with the first group, assuming that one is using the

Anglo-Amencan code, a cataloguing difficulty immediately presents

itself, because not every periodical publication emanating from a society

is entered under the name of the society. On the contrary, " a regular

periodical issued by a society or an institution is ordinarily to be entered

under its titles," i,e. of the periodical. But when it only appears at

long intervals—^the code suggests annually, biennially
—

" or when the

17
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publication contains only the regular proceedings, transactions, and
annual reports of the society, it is to be entered under the name of the

society, with added entry or reference under the title if it is distinctive.

In doubtful cases entry under the society is to be preferred."

The Name Catalogue

The Catalogue of the books in the Junior Libraries is on cards,

one card for each book. The cards are arranged alphabetically

under the names of the authors. In the case of story books, and

of some other books too, there are also entries under the titles, a

card for each book.

Supposing you want a story book called Quicksilver^ but do not

know who wrote it, look in the catalogue under that title.

Supposing you have read a book by Fenn, and want to know if

the Libraries have any more of his books, look for Fenn in the

Catalogue, and you will find a card for every book by that author

in the Junior Libraries.

The Subject Catalogue

Some people think you are too young to understand how books

are arranged in your library, or how to use the catalogues. You do
not agree, do you ?

Books whic^ are not stories are arranged by the subjects they

are written about ; thus, all books on Flowers come together, aU
books on Aeroplanes, and so on. The books are said to be
" classified."

Every subject has a number, which is written on the lower part

of the backs of the books. Thus 383 is Posuge Stamps, and all

books on Postage Stamps bear this number.
The books are arranged by these numbers.
You will find the number by looking for the subject you want

to read about in The Subject Index (the little red book on top of
the catalogue cabinet).

In the part of the catalogue called the "subject" catalogue

there is also a card for every book. These cards are arranged by
the subject numbers.

If you consult the subject index it will tell you what number to

look for ; and the cards will tell you cdl the books the Libraries

have on that subject. That is the value of the catalogue ; it tells

you about books which may be " out " as well as about tfiose which
are at home.
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It is easy to see from this, that unless the enquirer is familiar both
with the provisions of the r^e and with the nature of the periodical,

he is at a loss to know what head to look under ; he would, in fact,

be utterly at sea if it were not for the added entry or reference.

In spite of criticisins, the former British Museum practice of entering

publications of societies under a general heading Acaseioes, fol-

lowed by the name of the town in which the Society’s headquarters

are situated, had something to commend itself. The only snag lay in

the fact that an enquirer might not know the name of that town. For
instance, one wanting the periodical publications of the Qudcett
Society, might conceivably not know that the Society's headquarters

were in Manchester, and it is only the existence of a reference fbat will

save the situation.

This heading is being abolished in the new General Catalogue, and
publications of societies are now entered under the name of the town or

other place, with references from the titles of publications, if th^ are

distinctive.

The Museum rule for ordinary periodicals may be usefully explained

here. They are entered under the heading Periodical Publications,

followed by the place of publication and the title. In addition, the title

is entered as a heading in the Catalogue, with a reference to the heading

Periodical Publications. There is also an index of titles to the heading

Periodical Publications, giving a reference to the place of publication

and the number of the page on which the main title appears. When a
periodical changes its title, the new series is entered immediately below

the original entry, preceded by
;

[continued as :]. The new title is

entered as a head^g in the Catalogue, with a reference to the heading

Periodical Publications, followed by the place of publication, then by
the original title, and entry is made under the heading Periodical

Publications

—

[Plac^—[New title] in the form
:

[S«e supra : or infra
:]

[Old Tide].

The new title is also entered in the index of Periodical Publications,

with a reference to the old title and the number of the page on which

the main entry appears.

John Wilks, librarian of University College, London, has an article

in the “ Library Association record ” (v. 8, new series, 1930, p. 187-93),

The CataloguiHg ofperiodicals, that should be read by those who desire

fuller guidance in dealing with periodicals than is provided in the code

rules. He favours the treatment of periodicals issued regularly by
societies in the same way as ordinary ones, since, as he says, and as

cataloguers so often forget, " the catalogue is intended as much for

the reader as for the Ubtary official.” He instances the case of The

Journal of Hdlenic studies, which in the Museum catalogue, and
probably in many others, is treated—^rightly, of course, in view of the

rules—as a publication of a sodety and not as a periodical. It may be

retorted that it matters little, seeing that a reference will be provided

for the journal’s title. But references are irritating things, and if there

are wa3rs of avoiding their necessity, so much the l^ter.
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The existence of these difficulties suggests that the better way of

treating all periodicals, certainly those having distinctive titles, is to

enter under the title, taking care that those which change their titles

are catalogued under the earliest titles with references from later ones.

If it were not for this unfortunate habit that even long-established

periodicals have of changing their names, the cataloguer’s task would

be greatly simplified. As it is, he must see that these necessary refer-

ences are made from later names. Even if the cataloguer adopts the

principle of entering the volumes issued under each title separately,

their provision is still, and even more, necessary. Under the earliest

title he may say : From 1924 this periodical was continued as q.v.,

and under the latest he must say : This periodical was established in

1884 05 q,v. But as some periodicals change their names
repeatedly, the process of tracing their history from beginning to end

may become wearisome if this practice is followed.

^mething needs to be said here about the analytical cataloguing

of periodicals, the title of an article by the late W. R. B. Prideaux in

the " Library Association record,” v. 5 (new series), 1927, p. 179-^2.

It is common knowledge that periodicals contain much valuable

information, not all of which ever gets into book form. For this and
other reasons, it has been urged that libraries, particularly special

libraries on the one hand, and smaller libraries on the other, should

maintain an analytical catalogue of periodical articles, arranged in

subject order, either with the main catalogue, or as a separate catalogue

of periodical analyticals.

As further reasons for maintaining such a catalogue, it may be
said that many libraries, special libraries in particular, contain long

runs of periodicals, the information in which is largely lost. Moreover,
scientific and other discoveries often make their literary debuts in the
columns of some periodical or review, either an ordinary one, or more
often, that of a society.

On the other hand, many libraries will regard this work as a waste
of time, in view of the existence of such indexes as the Library Associa-

tion's Subject index to periodicals, and the H. W. Wilson Co.’s Readers*

guide to periodical literature.

In addition to Mr. Wilks’ article, reference may be made to a paper
by Dr. W. Bonser on The Necessity for uniformity in the cataloguing of
periodicals, in the Proceedings of the Association of Special Libraries

(1927). Dr. Bonser discusses the problems connected with the catalogu-
ing of periodicals from the standpoint of the special library, where
they are of such infinite value. He deplores the lack of co-ordination

between the compilers of such catalogues, and suggests three things

:

(i) that periodic^ should be enten^ in all cases under their tiUes
rather than under the name of a society or a town, and under the
subject with which they deal in the genend subject catalogue, (2) that
in a separate catalogue of periodici^ entries ^ould be ^phabetical,
not necessaitly by the first word, but by the leading, or key word, as is

done in the World list of scientific periodicals, (3) that each entry Aould
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show where a set ^gins, whether it is still in progress, and whether
the set catalogued is complete, and if not, what volumes are misang.
One last important ^int. The imprint date of bound volumes

is often the year following that covered by the volume. To avoid
confusion, the period actu^y covered by the issues should form a part
of the entry.

Gramophone Records

The wholesale collection of gramophone records is not as common
in this country as it is in America, where almost every library one
visited in 1935 and in 1937 possessed a collection of them, as well as
sound-proof rooms in which they could be listened to on machines
provided for the purpose ; in most cases they could also be borrowed
for home use. But it will come in time as other developments in library

practice have come. Many libraries, for instance, suddenly found them-
selves the possessors of at least two gramophone record when they
bought Nicholson and Koch's Songs of wild birds, published a few
years ago. And for blind readers the talking book is well on its way.
But it is with the more orthodox type of record that we are now

concerned. The problem of the storage of records is one for library

administration, but their cataloguing may well come within our

province. There are at least five main factors that cafl for considera-

tion in any series of catalogue entries for recordings of musical works.

They are

:

(1) The composer of the work

(2) The title

(3) The artist or musical combination executing it

(4) The conductor of orchestral works

(5) The accompaniment in the case of vocal and instrumental works

Subsidiary to these, filling similar functions to the imprint and the

collation in the case of books, are such things as :

(1) size of record

(2) make

(3) number

(4) single or double sided

(5) language, in the case of vocal recordings, if not clearly indicated by

the title.

(6) whether electric or other recordings (all modem records are electrics

;

only those that are of the pre-dectric era, up to about 1925, need

be 80 indicated)

(7) automatic couplings (only used to a limited extent for sets of records

to be played on automatic record-changing gramophones)

In the makers' catalogues a sort of form entry is included, grouping

together, for instance, aU orchestral music, all violin, piano, organ or

other solos. This lines on with the procedure recommended in connexion

with the r^tnlngiiing of music, and need not therefore be discussed

fiurther here.
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It will probably be found convenient to keep a separate catalogue of

gramophone records, on cards or in sheaves. Here are a few examples

of a suggested method of treatment for varying types of records.

COLERIDGE-TAYLOR. SAMUEL. Composer, 1875-19x2.

Petite suite de concert. Played by the New Queen’s HaU Light

Orchestra, conducted by John Ansell.

Two 12-in. Columbia records.

1. La caprice de \ 3- Sonnet d’amour.
1

Nanette. >9340 4- TaranteUe Fr4til-[934X

2. Demande et r^ponse. )
lante. j

ANSELL. JOHN. Conductor,
See New Queen's Hall Light Orchestra.

NEW QUEEN’S HALL LIGHT ORCHESTRA.
Ansell John, conductor. Petite suite de concert by S. Coleridge-

Taylor.
Two 12-in. Columbia records, 9340-41.

Petite suite de concert, by S. Coleridge-Taylor. Played by the New
Queen’s Hall light Orchestra. Two i2-in. Columbia records,

9340-41

•

Entries for an orchestral work

SULLIVAN. Sir ARTHUR. Composer, 1842-1900.
The Lost chord, in E flat, sung by Clara Butt.
X2-in. Columbia record, 7375. Reverse

:

Stephen Adams’
Holy city.

BUTT, CLARA. Contralto.

The Lost chord, by Sir Arthur Sullivan, in E flat.

x2-in. Columbia record, 7375. Reverse': St^hen Adams’
Holy city.

Lost chord, sung by Clara Butt.
x2-in. Columbia record, 7375.

Entries for a voaU work

SCHUBERT, FRANZ PETER. Composer, 1797-1828.
Marche militaire. Piano solo, played by william Murdoch.
X2-in. O^umbia record, 9273 (l]oth sides).

MURDOCH, WILLIAM. Pianist.

Marche xnilitaire, by Franz Peter Schubert. Played as a piano
solo.

i2-in. Columbia record, 9273 (both sides).

Marche Militaire, by Franz Peter Schubert. Piano solo, played by
William Murdoch.

^

la-in. Columbia record, 9273 (both sides).

Entries for an instrumental work
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Following general library practice, it will be seen that the main entry
has been retained under the composer.
A useful article that may be read in this connexion is The Arrange--

ment and care of phonograph records, by Ethel Louie Lyman (Library

Jnl., V. 62, 1937, p. 150-54). Reference should also be made to The
Gramophone shop encyclopedia of recorded music, compiled by R. D.
Darrell (New York, The Gramophone Shop, 1936), a 574-paged cata-

logue arranged by composers, in alphabetical order by surname, and
—under each composer—by compositions in alphabetical order by
title.

J Cinematograph Films

The cataloguing of cinematograph films is not likely to trouble

cataloguers in smaller libraries, but in larger libraries, and in special

ones, films are beginning to have a place, and their collection will assume
larger proportions as time goes on. Even before the advent of the

portable projector some public libraries collected films of local events,

usually through the kind offices of local cinemas. But the increase

in the number of amateur film makers in recent years will almost

certainly lead to a much wider collection of films of local interest

in public libraries, and of specialist interest in the libraries con-

cerned. The problem of their cataloguing must therefore arise, and
it has been thought well to include some indication of its lines in

this chapter.

At present their cataloguing is in a very fluid state, and it is probable

that in the near future some international scheme will be evolved

;

in fact it is actually in course of being framed. The International review

of educational cinematography for April 1934, for instance, contains an

interesting if advanced article by Dr. Ernst Riist, of Zurich, entitled

The Classification of educational films for an international catalogue.

He has attempted " to show that with the use of numbers, letters and
signs it is possible in a limited space to give the most necessary indica-

tions to allow a choice from the catalogue of a picture for any instructive

purpose." But the scheme would be too complicated for general library

use, and need not therefore be dealt with further here.

The British Film Institute, which administers the National Film

Library, has, however, evolved a scheme which seems to be simple and
effective, and has the advantage of lining on in the main with general

cataloguing practice, even the films themselves being classified by the

Dewey Decimal classification. On page 250 is a t3^ical entry for a

recent addition to the National Film Library, the films in which, by
the way, are not to be confused with what we generally call instruc-

tional or educational films.

It will be seen how easily one could build on to this main entry,

which it will be noticed is under the title, any added entries that a

librarian might deem necessary, such as under the author of the book

filmed, and even under the artistes taking part.
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COMIN* THRO* THE RYE ifireat BHtain, 1923).
Adapted from the novd by Helen Mathers, this film was one of the
most notable of the productions of Cecil Hepworth, and stood out
conspicuously at a time when British production generally was un-
insp&ed and facing its most difficult period. In any history of British
film production, Conttn’ thro" the Rye must occupy an important place.

PRODUCTION : Produced and directed by Cecil M. Hepworth ;
with Alma Taylor, James Carew, Shayle Gardner, Gwynne Herbert,
Eileen Dennes, Henry Vibrat, Francis Lister, Ralph Forbes, John
MacAndrew, Margot Armstrong, Nancy Price, Christine Rayne.

Positive silent film, six reels. donor : C. M. Hepworth, Esq.

917.11

The Institute issues a Monthly film bulletin of educational films,

from which the following entry has been taken :

16mm SALMON FISHING ON THE SKEENA (Canada).

Silent Production : Produced by the Canadian Government Motion
(non-flam) Picture Bureau. Department of Trade & Commerce^ Ottawa,

350 ft Ontario. Canada.

XI mins. Description : Direct photography with captions.

X reel Purpose : Educational and propaganda.

Teaching Notes : Not available.

Distributors ; Canadian Trade Publicity.

Distributors* Gat. Ref. : 107.

Conditions of Supply : Loaned free of charge, return carriage
paid by borrower.

Contents : Outline map of Canada showing provinces and the
Skecna river. Enlarged map showing the Skeena. Estuary of the
Skeena. Coast mountains. Mother ship and small fishers. Panorama
of vessels. Another shot of vessels. Closeup of boats being towed.
Boats breaking away from tow on fishing ground. Dropping seine
net overboard. Panorama of boats fishing. Closeup of throwing
net overboard. Shots of fishing boats. Hauling in the catch, closeup.
Cannery from the water, trees behind. Drying nets. Mending nets,
closeup. Closeup of old man. Salmon delivered by scow. Salmon
inboxes. Raising salmon to shore at cannery. Inspecting. Taxing
heads off. Filleting. Cleaning. Salting. Layers of salted salmon.
Barrel lifting. RoUing barrels. Loading barrels on to vessel
Steamer.

Appraisal ! The film gives a clear account of salmon fishing on the
Skeena River and preserving fish, but there are no shots of canning.
Some cutting is needed to make it short enough for classroom pur-
poses, but it would do as it stands as a background film for use in
adult classes. Revision of captions would add to the value of the film.
The film shown was not always sufficiently sharp, possibly a fault

of the particular print.

SuiUblUty : For use in the teaching of Geography. A classroom
instruction film for pupUs of 12+. A general interest film for adult
classes (University Extension, and Tutorial).

Grade : I . Gxograpry Coihiittbs.
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The H. W. Wilson Company of New York has issued a printed
Educational film catalog ; a classified list of 1175 non-theatrical films,
with a separate title and subject index, compiled by Dorothy E. Cook
and Eva C. Rahbek-Smith. Here is a typical entry from it

;

Wee Scotch piper. (Children of all lands ser.) 15 min 16-si- $24 35-si-nf-$6o

1928. Films of commerce 914.x
Ftoduced by Path6 and is by Madeleine Brandels.
** The story of a little Scotch boy who cares for a lamb and in return

receives a set of bagpipes. Beautiful scenery of Scotland.**—Iowa state

college.

The abbreviations look worse than they really are ; 15 min= the

time the film runs ; si=silent ; $24=sthe selling price ; nf^inflam-
mable. As all 16mm. films are non-flam, films no symbol is needed
to indicate the fact. Other similar abbreviations are: sd=:sound;
nf=safety.

Microfilms

The day is probably still far distant when the ordinary cataloguer

will be c^ed upon as part of his ordinary duty to catalogue broks
that have been filmed by the micrographic process, but things move
rapidly in these days, and a good d^ of attention has been given to

photo-micrography in the professional press of late, especially in the

American journals, and an article on the Care and cataloging of micro-

films has already appeared in the Bulletin of the American Library

Association for February 1937, p. 72-74.

The writer, Keyes D. Metcalf, a member of the committee on photo-

graphic reproduction of library materials, admits that anything that

can be written at this stage can only be suggestive, as not enough is

yet known as to the problems that are likely to arise to permit of any
dogmatic plan. As far as the plan to film all English books printed

before 1550 listed in Pollard's and Redgrave's Short-title catalogue is

concerned, the author suggests that it may be sufficient if libraries

possessing copies of the films indicate the fact, with the number of the

film, in the catalogue itself. Others, he thinks, may insert cards in

the catalogue under the authors' names referring to the full entries in

the Short-title catalogue. It will be apparent that the reason for this

rough-and-ready method is to save the very considerable amount of

work involved in cataloguing an early printed book, but it must be

admitted that it does not commend itself as a very satisfactory method,

certainly when the filming of books by the process becomes common,
if it ever does.

In any case books not so catalogued will call for proper treatment,

which will, in general, be similar to that meted out to ordinary books,

with certain obvious additional information. It must, for example, be

made clear that it is a film reproduction that is catalogued and not the

actual book. If possible, the film entry should indicate the where-

abouts of actual copies of the book. And to quote Mr. Metcalf

:
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“ Unless all projectors in a library can accommodate both the vertical

and horizontal methods of placement of text on the film, the catalog

card should indicate the method used. The record should show also

the amount of reduction in the film as an aid in selecting the projector.

A projector that enlarges twenty-four times is unsatisfactory with a

film that reduces only six times, and one enlarging eight times will not

make legible a film giving sixteen minifications."

Temporary Material

Cataloguers in large reference libraries, and particularly in special

libraries, are often concerned with the cataloguing of considerable

quantities of quite important, but definitely temporary, material. The
methods of selective cataloguing, discussed in chapter 12, may help to

some extent, but are not altogether satisfactory in, say, the library

of a business undertaking, where it is vital that there shall be no chance

of overlooking the existence of this purely current material. Mr. Jast

dealt with the problem in a paper before the Association of Special

Libraries in 1925 (printed in the Report of proceedings for that year),

and offered some valuable and practical suggestions. The essentid

auxiliaries are the vertical file and the card subject index. Clippings,

for example, are classified and filed in the vertical file. In order that

the user of the catalogue shall not overlook the fact that such tem-

porary material as clippings exists, a card is inserted bearing the class

number in the margin and the legend

:

Clippings

Press clippings on this subject are collected in the vertical

file, under the number given in margin.

Ephemeral pamphlets are treated in a somewhat similar fashion

by a card

:

Pamphlets
Miscellaneous uncatalogued material on this subject is

collected under the number/s given in margin.

Trade catalogues are another problem in such libraries, and it is

often desirable to bring them together in the subject catalogues, besides

entering them under the name of the firm. This can be done by
providing two cards, one under the name of the firm, and another,

exactly similar, but headed trade catalogues.

If some trade catalogues are not considered worth separate catalogu-

ing, their existence can be made known by a general card in the

catalogue

:
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Trade Cataiogues

with a sunilar legend to that used in the case of other pamphlets.
Other subjects that lend themselves to similar treatment include

maps, plans, charts, blue-prints and bibliographies.

PROBLEMS

1. Select a musical composer and draw up a scheme for the arrange-

ment of his works.

2. What is meant by transliteration, and what rules for guidance

would you lay down ?

3. In what ways does the cataloguing of incunabula and other early

books differ from ordinary cataloguing ?

4. How would you catalogue and make available a miscellaneous

collection of manuscripts of local interest ?

5. What are the problems involved in cataloguing music in a public

library ?

6. What are the essential features of a catalogue of maps ?

7. Discuss the cataloguing and the analytical cataloguing of

periodicals for
:

(a) a genersd, and (6) a special library.

8. Explain the arrangement of a dictionary catalogue to children

between the ages of 12 and 14.

9. How would you make Imown the contents of a print or picture

collection ?

10. How would you catalogue a collection of gramophone records ?



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

COUNTY LIBRARY CATALOGUES
AND CATALOGUING

Tradition dies hard ! In the early days of the county library move-
ment, when staffs were small and when funds were even less adequate

than they are to-day, things like cataloguing had to be done as and
how circumstances permitted, sometimes by people ill-fitted to do
them, as the time of the librarian was wholly taken up with organizing

centres, bu3dng books, and trying to establish contacts over a whole

county, and he had few, if any, trained assistants. That tradition is the

reason for this chapter. It was suggested that a book on cataloguing

ought to include a chapter on cataloguing for county libraries, as if

coimty library cataloguing was something different from other cata-

loguing. And by something different it was usually implied that

simpler cataloguing was required than for the library functioning

witMn the walls of a single building or of a series of buildings, comprising

what is known as an urban library system.

Experience has shown that the need for scientifically and accurately

compiled catalogues is no less great in counties than in urban areas.

On the contrary, there is every reason why the catalogues of county
libraries should be even more carefully compiled than those of other

libraries, and more detailed rather than less. This was made clear in

County libraries manual, prepared by the committee of the County
Libraries Section of the Library Association (Library Association,

1935), and confirmed in statements received from county librarians in

response to a request for information on the point.

In an ordinary library a considerable proportion of the stock is alyrays

on the shelves, and of the books that are out the greater number will

be returned within the next fortnight at the longest. But in a county
library the greater part of the stock is out at one or other of the many
centres, with the consequence that it is often necessary to rely solely

on the catalogue entry for information respecting any specific book.

Hence it is obvious that the standard of cataloguing in a county
library should be at least as high as in an ordinary town or other

library. The catalogue entries should be full, and even the oft despised
imprint and collation items may have useful purposes, at any rate in

the headquarters catalogue if not in the printed catalogues and lists

circulated among readers. The name of the publisher, for instance, is

becoming increasingly important and valuable, the size and pagination

are not without significance, and one would like to add to these one
other useful item, the price. For similar reasons, annotation has a high
place in county library cataloguing, and some excellent examples of

all these things exist.

With regard to the most suitable form of catalogue, there seems to

be a general concensus of opinion among county librarians that the
*54
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classified catalogue has peculiar advantages over the dictionary form
in this particular field of work. This view is expressed in Cownty
Ubraries manual, though in perfect fairness to the advocates of the
dictionary form it should be pointed out that the catalogue is almost
whoUy for the headquarters staff in the first instance, though sometimes
duplicate copies exist in branch libraries for the use of the public and
staff. As the complement of the classified catalogue an author catalogue
is recommended rather than just an author index.

The argument used in favour of the classified catalogue is that
" besides being cheaper than a dictionary catalogue it is comparatively

foolproof, whereas much of the value of a dictionary arrangement is

lost unless a superhuman consistency is maintained in regard to subject

headings and references." It is pointed out, too, that it is easier to

assemble cards quickly from aclas^ed catalogue than from a dictionary

one for the purpose of compiling the class and other lists that are su<^
an essential feature of county library administration. But to enter

further into the merits of the respective forms would only be to repeat

much of what is said in chapter 3.

The value of the printed catalogue in county library administration

is emphasized in a s)rmposium published in Library review, v. 5, Winter
number 1936, p. 354-358, in which five librarians state their views on
Catalogues and t^ker printed aids. Here are a few relevant sentences

:

*' It is self-evident that no library is any use to its readers unless it is

adequately catalogued, and unless the catalogues are directly available

to them. It follows, therefore, that a county library system must have
printed book-lists, and that these must be freely issued and kept

up-to-date.”
" There is no doubt in my mind that the expense of printing a

non-fiction catalogue or selective lists is justified by the greater use

that is made of the important side of the library and the value to the

readers concerned."
“ When the printed catalogue of the County Library was

issued in 1928, the issue of non-fiction was doubled, proving without

doubt that for readers who are far from the headquarters library, and
therefore unable to consult the card catalogue, a printed catalogue is

essential if the stock of the library is to be really useful."
" Whatever value may be accorded to printed aids in borough

libraries, few can doubt their helpfulness in a county where readers

are divorced from the main book stock and handle only a small

collection of books at one time."
“ With the multiplication of branches and centres, the printed

catalogue is the only opportunity of displaying the scope of the ^unty
library. I am not in favour of complete library catalogues, which are

uneconomical to produce : because of the existence of two t3rpes of

library users—the student and the general reader. Only in the interests

of the general reader would I consider the production of a general

catalogue of a lilwary, and this would be selective." This particular

contributor then goes on to make " the case for the production of
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catalogues of specific subjects, which are cheap to produce, being in

small editions, and economical to use,'’and entersa plea for co-operative

cataloguing.

But it seems unlikely that many county libraries will embark on
the expensive scheme of printing general catalogues of their stocks

;

they rather concentrate on class-lists and on specific lists, both of

which are less costly, more easy to revise and republish firom time to

time, and what is more important, have a more direct and personal

appeal to the people who are interested in a particular class or subject.

Moreover, there was launched shortly before the war a scheme for

the production of useful and authoritative book-lists, published co-

operatively at low prices. Such lists as were published were compiled

by librarians in some of the larger counties, and were previously

submitted to an authority on each subject.

To demonstrate to any who might still have the idea that county
library cataloguing is done in a less adequate manner than in other

libraries, here is a series of actual catalogue cards taken from a county
library catalogue

:

655
Poortenaar, Jan.
The Art of the book and its illustration : with a chapter

by Maurits Sabbe.

1935. illus.

10,764

Main Entry (the classified catalogue card)

Poortenaar, Jan.

The Art of the book and its illustration.

655
10,764

Author Index Card

Printing. 655
Poortenaar, Jan.
The Art of the book and its illustration.

Subject Index Card

Book Production. See Also

Printing.

Books. See Also

Printing.
Typography. See

655

655

655
Printing.

Subject Reference Cards
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It will be seen that the fullest entry is the class card and not the
author card, and that the subject index cards resolve themselves into

a sort of rough dictionary catalogue, as the matter on the author
index card is included in the same alphabet.

And here is a set of cards from another county card catalogue.

It will be seen that the book is catalogued with reasonable fullness,

including the principal imprint and collation items.

971 Siegfried, Andr6
Canada. Translated from the French by H. H.

Hemming and Doris Hemming.
315 pp. maps.

Cape, 1937

Entry for main author catalogue.

The above example, taken from the alphabetical author catalogue,

has on the back a list of tracings :

Canada
Canada—History
Canada—Economic conditions

Canada—Politics and government.

These indicate that in the subject catalogue four cards appear under
Canada, as shown, and under the special aspects indicated by the

tracings.

971 Canada
Siegfried, A.

Canada. Translated from the French by H. H.
Hemming and Doris Hemming.

315 pp. maps.
Cape, 1937

Entry for subject catalogue.

A duplicate of the entry for the alphabetical author catalogue exists

in the form of a classified slip catalogue, supplemented by an author

index.

971 Siegfried, A.
Canada.

Cape.

Entry for author index to classified slip catalogue.
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County libraries manual advocates still further detail than is contained

in the foregoing example. Cards should be on the unit principle, each

entry a replica of every other entry complete with bibliographical

details, which are so frequently needed in the probable absence of the

book itself, and which should include : the publisher's name, the date,

edition if other than the first, number of volumes if more than one, the

pagination, illustrations, presence of a bibliography, name of the series

(if any) . In regard to illustrations, distinction is recommended between
ordinary illustrations, portraits and maps, and in the case of books

likely to be sought after for their illustrations, the precise kind should

be specified, as coloured, line or tone ; this is again intended as a
substitute for the book itself.

It is not the function of a book of this sort to attempt to teach the

county librarian his job. But it may be helpful to mention a few of the

catalogues and lists that have come to our notice, and it may even
inspire urban librarians to embark on like enterprises.

List of Books on Mining.

A twenty-four paged pocket-sized list, annotated where necessary,

and arranged in the following order
:

general works
:

periodicals and
transactions ; economics and industrial history

;
law

;
costing, accounts,

management ; drawing
;

geology ; surveying and prospecting ; science

and mathematics
;
practical mining ; lead-mining

; coal and its by-products.

Lists of Selected Books.

On such subjects as gardening ; woodwork and carpentry ; handicrafts

;

social problems ; toy making, artificial flowers, felt and paper work

;

and so on.

Lists of Novels.

Single sheet lists, comprising things like : novels of 1936 (and earlier

years) ; thirty novels of adventure ; thirty novels of detection and mystery.

On a larger scale, and having an interest far beyond the bounds of the

counties responsible for producing them, are such catalogues as :

Social Problems ; a catalogue of books in the county library.

A ninety-six paged catalogue arranged under broad subject headings in

alphabetical order.

British History ; a classified catalogue of works in the county
Ubrary.

A fifty-eight paged catalogue arranged practically in Dewey order, with

a subject index.

The County Library and the Student of History
; a catalogue

of books on history and related subjects.

A seventy-four paged catalogue of the nucleus collection of the books on
history in the county libraries.

The County Library and the Student of Literature.

In four parts : the development of English literature
; poetry ; dramatic

literature ; essays and other prose literature.
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Similar catalogues include classified guides to the books on religion

;

business methods ; travels by the fireside, etc.

On even more ambitious lines is such a catalogue as

:

Modern Drama, 1900-1935 ; a catalogue of plays . . . published

since 1900, together with a list of works on dramatic theory and
other related subjects. Foreword by L. Du Garde Peach. 1935.

It is designed to assist the numerous amateur dramatic societies in the

county, and all who are interested in the study, reading or production of

plays. It is arranged under the following heads : full-length plays ; one-act

and other short plays ; children's plays ; mime, puppet plays, tableaux ;

pageant and open-air plays ; radio plays ; sketches, monologues, etc.

;

collections of plays by various authors ; collections of plays for children

;

books about the drama ; title index of plays.

Each entry is numbered, indicates the number of acts if more than one.

the number and sex of the characters, and the number of ** sets " of scenery

required. A short descriptive note regarding the type, theme or setting

of the play is also added.

Here are one or two typical entries :

Bennett. A. (1867-1931).

(39) Body and soul. 4. 5m. 5W. 2 sets.

Comedy of a Society beauty and her secretary, who change places.

(40) The Bright island. 3. 6m. 3W.

Political phantasy set in the grounds of a royal palace.

(41) Cupid and commonsense. 4. 3m. 6w. 2 sets.

Five Towns comedy of a miser's daughter and her money.

The bulletin, or list of additions, would seem to have a very real place

in county library administration ; it can act as a link between the

library at headquarters and the dweller in the outlying districts in a

way that can scarcely be appreciated by those of us who are fortunate

enough, or unfortunate enough according to the point of view, to be

members of larger communities. These and similar publications are,

in fact, the county library's display window. The general principles

set out in chapter 13 in general apply here every bit as much as they do

in the ordinary town library, except that there is even more reason why
lists and bulletins should be regular in appearance, well printed,

conveniently arranged, and adequately annotated. The last appears

to be particularly important because the potential reader of a specific

book is almost wholly dependant on the printed description. Credit is

indeed due to most county librarians for the excellence of these and
similar publications. A typical example appears three times each year,

though every other month is much better for obvious reasons. This

one has no fantastic title, but is, frankly. The County library hook list ;

a selectionfrom recent additions. Its make-up consists of a cover, three

pages of which are devoted to a concise statement of the services the

library offers, and twenty-eight pages of text, the first of which gives

a convenient s)mopsis of the groupings under which the entries are

18
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arranged : Agriculture and gardening ; art and architecture ; biog-

raphy ; crafts and domestic subjects ; drama, music, and the cinema ;

economics, politics, and international affairs ; education and psy-

chology ; history ;
literature

;
pastimes and sports ; religion and

philosophy ; science ; social science and administration ; technology ;

travel and adventure ; some recent novels.

This is, by the way, a small scale example of a combination of the

classified order with alphabetical arrangement. The books themselves

are classified by Dewey, but the arrangement of the groups is alpha-

betical. It is significant of the value the public attaches to titles that

these are placed first, followed by the authors. The annotations are

well done, but in no sense are they written down to what is sometimes
erroneously called " the level of the masses." Here is a typical page of

entries

:

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
Lives of the prophets. S. L. Caiger.

The history of Israel from 780-100 B.C., told in a series of biog-

raphies of the prophets. 224

The Mind of Paul. Irwin Edman.

An interpretation of his teaching in relation to the culture of his

age. 220.92

The necessity of belief. Eric Gill.

“ An enquiry into the natme of human certainty, the causes of

scepticism, and the grounds of morality, and a justification of the

doctrine tW the end is the beginning." 201

Who wrote the Mahatma letters? H. E. and W. L. Hare.

An examination of communications alleged to have been received

by the late A. P. Sinnett, from Tibetan Mahatmas. I33>7

SCIENCE
Chemistry to-day. Arnold Allcott and H. S. Bolton.

Surveys its development from mediaeval chemistry and outlines

its practical uses to-day. 540

Moons, myths and man. H. S. Bellamy.

Gives an account of the " cosmic ice theory " of an Austrian
scientist and claims to prove from myths and legends that the moon,
an independent planet, was " captured ” by the earth, and that

this was witnessed by man. 523
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DRAMA, MUSIC, AND
THE CINEMA
The Ascent of F6. W. H. Auden and Christopher Isherwood.

A symbolic play in verse and prose on a mountaineering expedition
undertaken for political reasons. SzxA

Stage management. Peter Bax.

A book about professional stage management for the amateur,
containing details regarding electrical apparatus, wardrobe,

properties, the stage and its apparatus. 792

Modem musical composition. Frederick Corder.

A manual for students by the professor of composition at the

Royal Academy of Music. 781-6

Nor are the children forgotten. Like the urban librarian, the county
librarian is not unmindful of the importance of catering adequately

for the children of to-day in the hope and belief that by so doing he is

raising a better generation of adult readers. Here is one called Boohs

for boys and girk, 1936, which is well printed, illustrated, and contains

catalogue entries that would be a crc^t to any library, and of which
the following are samples

:

BOOKS ABOUT PEOPLE AND
THINGS

Lis sails to Tenerlffe. Lis Andersen. (Routledge, 6/-.)

Lis, who wrote " Lis sails the Atlantic ” at the age of eleven, now
describes her life on the Island of Teneriffe during a one year’s stay

with her family.

Let’s get up a concert. Rodney Bennett. (Nelson, 3/6.)

Contains all kinds of suggestions and information about the choice

of programme, production and acting, and business matters.

Further heroes of modern adventure. T. G. Bridges and
H. H. Tlltman. (Harrap, 7/6.)

All the exploits outlined are recent, and they includeooem voyages,

mountaineering ventures, speed record-breaking achievements,

and hazardous feats of land exploration.
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ANIMAL STORIES AND
NATURE STUDY

Muskwa, the trail maker. H. M. Batten. (Moray Press, 6/-.)

The life history of a grizzly bear in the Canadian mountains.

Tameleae and swift. Mortimer Batten. (Chambers, 3/6.)

Animal stories about different woodland creatures, including a
badger, a roe-deer, an otter, a hare, a beaver, etc.

A Pony for Jean. Joanna Cannan. (Lane, 8/6.)

Jean cares for an apparentlyworn-out pony given to her by wealthy
cousins and eventually wins prizes at a local gymkhana.

Lovable beasts. Harper Cory. (Nelson, 2/6.)

Seven stories of animals that live in the Canadian wild.

In the matter of library magazines some county librarians have taken

a leaf out of the urban librarian’s book, and have sometimes improved
on it, perhaps because they have not got years of tradition behind them
which decrees just what a library magazine should be. For example,

here is one called Books for all. It appears every other month, has

thirty-two pages, and is, really, a magazine to be read, and not simply

a list of books. The librarian has a heart-to-heart talk to his readers

under the caption From the librarian’s office, followed by such articles

as : the art of reading ; why not listen ? (a sensible attempt to link

up wireless and bools) ; talkers as authors ; novels of family life

;

to-day's poets ; what of the future ? ; we modems ; and so on,

concluding with what the editor calls a Portrait gallery : a selection of
biographies for the general reader. On more formal lines, but very effec-

tive, is the following example

:

Warships

Burgee, M. W.—^Warships to^lay. 144 pp., Ulus.,

diagrams. Oxford Umversity Press, 1936. 623.825
[A volume in ** The Pageant of Progress ” series, editedby J. W.
wsidiain.]

Aeronautics

Naylw, J. L. and Ower, E.—Flight to-day. 158 pp.. Ulus.

Oxford University Press, 1936. 629.13

K
horde for btqn in ** The Pageant of Progress ” series, edited

J. W. K^iain.)
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Motor Cars

Prioleaui John.—The motorist’s companion. 503 pp.
illus. Dent, 1936. 629.2,

Ondudes an antholonr of tnvd, notes on English and foreign
roads, glossary of tewnicai terms in six langu^ies, etc.]

Agriculture

Comber, Norman M.—An introduction to the scientific

study of the soil. 206 pp., diagrams. 3rd edition.

Arnold, 1936. 631.4

Keeble, Sir Frederick and Rawes, A. N.—Hardy fruit

growing. 334 pp., illus. Macmillan, 1936. 634

Wireless

Palmer, L. S.—Wireless engineering. 544 pp., diagrams.

Longmans, 1936. 654
[A revised edition of "Wirdess principles and practice”
published in 1927.]

Altogether, then, it will be seen that the general principles of good

library cataloguing apply equally to county as to other libraries, and
that this is recognized among county librarians and generally practised

in their published and officii catalogues.

PROBLEMS
1. What are the special problems of county library cataloguing, and

how have librarians set out to meet them ?

2. In what ways have county librarians helped to further the cause

of cooperative cataloguing ?

3. Outline the contents of a county Ubrary bulletin.



CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

CO-OPERATIVE AND CENTRALIZED CATALOGUING

TBe co-operative movement is so well established in the social order

to-day that it is hardly necessary to explain what is meant by co-

cqperative cataloguing. It is, in fact, exactly what anything else is

that is called by that name. There is a common impression that

co-operative cataloguing is something new, or, at any rate, scunething

that dates back only to the inauguration of the Library of Congress

scheme in 1901. This is quite wrong, as any one will Imow who has

read the section on cataloguing inEdward Edwards' Memoirs oflibraries,
or who has turned up the references in the professional literature of

the 'seventies and 'eighties to such things as universal catalogues.

Cannons' Bibliography of library economy, 1876-1920, and its supple-

ments, Library literature, index most of them.

In the year before the passing of the Public Libraries Act of 1850,

a British Museum commissioner, one William Desborough Cooley,

suggested the employment of stereo blocks into which additions could

be inserted for the printing of catalogue entries, though not, of course,

on cards ; that development was to follow later. A similar idea had
already occurred to an American librarian three years earlier. He was
Professor Charles Coffin Jewett (1816-1868), librarian of the city of

Boston. Edwards knew of this and explains Ae scheme in some detail.

Cooley's idea was taken up in The Athenceum for 1850, where the

suggestion was put forward that a Universal catalogue should be pro-

duced at the public cost. Nothing came of it, but it serves to ^ow
that those early librarians and biblic^aphers were at least men of

vision.

Jewett's scheme was better known, if only because he actually worked
it out to some extent, and described it fiffiy in the Annual Report of

the Smithsonian Institute for 1851, under the title On the construction of
eatal<^ues for libraries. By making stereo blocks of catalogue entries

and keeping them in alphabetical order, he conceived the idea of

compiling a general catalogue of American libraries. The Dictionary

of American biography says that his " plans for building up at the
Bistitution a comprehensive bibliograpliical collection included the
compilation of a union catalogue of American libraries by clipping and
mounting titles from printed catalogues and the development of an
miginal method of preparing stereotype plates of individud book titles,

which, by succe^ve new combinations, might be used for printing

catak^es of different libraries, joint catalogues of two or more
libraties, andevm a onion catalogue of all the libraries in the country."

His s^eme did not have much success, for, to quote the Dictionary
again, " the time was not yet ripe, and mechanic^ invention was not

soffidently advanced, for swffi an undertaking."
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The idea seems to have lain more or less dormant until 1876, when«
at the first American libraiy conference, T. H. Rogers read a paper
advocating A Co-operative index for public libraries, published in the
first volume of The Library journal, which began publication in that
year. His idea was even more impracticable than Jewett's, for he
urged American librarians to cease making catalogues for individual

libraries, and to concentrate on a co-operative index of general

literature.

Nothing practical resulted immediately, but in 1879 f^e Library

journal launched a scheme that lived for a year. It issued with each

number a supplementary Book registry, consisting of reprints of the

lists of new books from The Publishers* weekly.

The first example of co-operative cataloguing on a large and well-

known scale began in 1882 in Poole's Index to periodical literature, which
was sponsored by the British and American Library Associations, the

whole of the indexing being undertaken voluntarily by librarians in

both countries. It is interesting to record that co-operation of this

kind has lasted until now through the scheme by which librarians and
their stafis co-operate with the British Library Association by indexing

periodicals for inclusion in the Association's Subject index to periodicals.

Most of the schemes that had been put forward hitherto failed either

because they were too ambitious, or else lacked financial support.

The fact is that the time was still not ripe for work of this sort ; the

public library movement was in its infancy, and funds were too restricted

to allow even small sums to be spent on such ventures.

Melvil Dewey, of Decimal classification fame, gave the problem

serious consideration, and in 1877 expressed his opinion that the idea

of a imiversal catalogue was bound to prove a fs^ure, but, practical

man that he was, he suggested instead the preparation of a small

annotated catalogue that would be more likely to represent the stock of

an average American public library. His idea, in fact, resulted in the

now famiUar A,L,A, catalog, which first appeared in 1893, and has

continued to do so at intervals ever since. The best known edition is

that of 1904, entitled The A,L,A, catalog

:

8,000 volumes for a popular

library. Some of us can recall the reception that it had ; nothing quite

like it had been seen before. Even to-day it is worth examining,

cataloguing as it does the same books for a dictionary and for a classified

catalogue. Some reference to it is made in chapter 25.

The next stage in the history of co-operative cataloguing is p^-
ticularly important, because it indicates the coming of the now familiar

and generally accepted card catalogue. It was initiated as a com-

mercial enterprise in 1893 by two well-known American firms. Library

Bureau, whidi had been established since 1876, and of vdiich, by the

way, the late Melvil Dewey was one of the founders, and the Rudolph
Indexer G>mpany. In fact, Library Biureau actually sold printed cards

to libraries for three years before the work was taken over by the

American Library Association, and later, in 1901, by the Library of

Congress, while the Rudolph Indexer Company set out to provide
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printed cards for loo.ooo books, beginning with those represented in

the A.L.A. model library.

Nor was such cataloguing confined to complete books. It was pos-

sible as long ago as 1896 to obtain analytical entries for a number of

wdl-known American works, including the Reports of the Smithsonian

Institution. Margaret Mann says in her valuable chapter on Library

of Congress cards that " more than two hundred [and] fifty periodicals

and transactions of societies were catalogued by the co-operative efforts

of the large libraries of the country."

Although the Congress scheme described later in this chapter is by
far the b^ known of its kind, it is not by any means the only one,

even in America. Boston began to print in 1876, Harvard University

followed ten years later, and Pittsburgh in 1895. The John Crerar

Library at Chicago not only printed cards for its own use, but sold

them to other libraries.

In more recent years, printed cards have been made available to a
lesser or greater extent in Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Russia and
China among other countries. It is astonishing that Great Britain

should have remained so long without a scheme, and yet it is perhaps

characteristic

!

Naturally, there have been objections to all these schemes ; no stage

of human progress has yet been passed without them, and exactly

similar objections were advanced in America to those that have been
put forward in this country.

Credit for the establishment of the present American scheme most
go to the American Library Association, which experimented with the

idea prior to 1898, in which year the Library of Congress began to print

cards, though their distribution to subscribers was not begun until 1901.

From the specimen opposite it will be seen that the author's name
and the title of the book are given in full. The imprint, collation, and
descriptive annotation or contents note also form part of the card ; at

the bottom is an indication of the added entries required for a full

dictionary catalogue, and the Library of Congress classification mark.
Leaving the historical and the purely American sides of the subject,

it may be as well to point out here that the terms " centralized " and
“ co-operative " as applied to library cataloguing are not strictly

synonymous, although the two things are very dosely related and often

confu^. The cataloguing of a large hbrary system is often centralized,

but it is not co-operative, except in a very insular sense. One simple

form of co-operative cataloguing may be said to exist when a number
of libraries take a share in the cost or work of providing and maintain-

ing a centralized cataloguing bureau, and reap the benefits accruing

from it, by being freed ^m the necessity of having to provide entries

for such books as are catalogued by the central bureau.
Its suo^ OT failure depends very largely on an agreement between

the pai^dpatitig libraries as to the rules to be followed in the making
of entries and in the dunce of headings. It is partly because British

Ubcaiians have not yet taken this initial and necessary step that the
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establishment of such a scheme has been so long delayed in this country.

It is obvious that unless there is general agreement on this fundamental
point no scheme of co-operative cataloguing can succeed, because
entries that may have to 1^ inserted will not fit.

The participating libraries must vest the central bureau with powers

to carry out the cataloguing on the agreed lines resulting from the

adoption of a code of cataloguing rules, to raise the necessary funds

to ensure its continuance, and to administer the scheme. This much,

with the provision of the necessary staff of cataloguers, is a compara-

tively easy matter. The real problem to be determined is how the books

are to be collected for the purpose of cataloguing. To buy them would

be i^hibitive, and publi^ers could hardly be expected to present a
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copy of every book iinl<»as required to do so by law. Even if they didt

the problem of their subsequent disposition would immediately arise.

It is evident, therefore, that a centralized cataloguing bureau can only

be run successfully under the auspices of some government department

having the right to demand by law a copy of every book published in

the country, and the means of housing and using them afterwards. In

Great Britain this would probably be the British Museum, as it is the

Library of Congress in America.

Closely allied to the necessity for an agreed code of cataloguing

practice is that of a tmiform type of card, physically in such matters

as size and quality, in the manner of setting out the entries, and in the

particulars to be included in them. It is impracticable to provide for

each book separate main and added entry cards with the appropriate

headings printed in. The card must therefore be a main entry “ unit
’*

card, so designed that any subsidiary headings, whether of authors,

editors, or subjects, can be typed in. This, actually, was the method
decided upon when the Congress scheme was inaugurated.

The advantages of such a scheme must be fairly obvious. Besides

relieving individual libraries of the necessity for cataloguing a large

proportion of their additions, and permitting the time that would be so

spent to be diverted to other work that cannot at present be done, a
very much better standard of cataloguing is secured than is possible in

most ordinary-sized libraries.

Cost must be an important factor in ensuring the establishment and
continuance of a scheme of this sort ; not only the cost to the subscrib-

ing libraries but also to the cataloguing bureau itself. In America the

scheme is, actually, just more than self-supporting, and as far as the

subscribing libraries are concerned, the average cost of providing the

necessary entries for a book requiring three cards varies from about
3d. to 4|d., including the cost of requisitioning and forwarding the

cards, which is done by a s}rstem of government franking. Fuller

details will be found in an interesting little brochure issued by the

Library of Congress : L.C. prirded cards ; how to order and use thenn.

It is only fair to point out, however, that the cost of the cataloguing

and of the production of the original cards is charged to the Library
of Congress itself, on the ground that the service would have to be pro-

vided anyhow, llie distribution scheme is recognized as “ a by-product
of the operations necessary to our own service." It must be apparent
from this alone, that no such scheme could possibly be a success from
a purely commercial point of view, that the amount paid by participat-

ing libraries must vary according to the number of cards requisitioned,

and that this will be less m more in prop<»tion to the number of

libraries participating.

It is a far cry from America to China, but it is interesting to note that
in 1936 the National Library of Peiping initiated a scheme of printed

cards, obviously modelled on the Congress metiiod, and describe in a
similar brochure printed in English, with sample cards in Chinese

:

Chinese catatogue cards and horn ts order them. For the time being, the
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cards will be limited in the main to Chinese' books publidied since the
beginning of 1912. The cost of a set of 6000 titles is the equivalent of
about £6.

Because Great Britain has no sudi scheme, it must not be supposed
that we are not alive to the advantages attaching to one. In fact, a
certain amount of co-operative catalc^uing of a different iHnH is already
being carried on to our mutual advantage. Such cumulative catalogues
as are being compiled in connexion with the recently established
r^onal library schemes, and the union catalogue of the non-fiction

stocks of the- metropolitan boroughs, are examples of a very valuable
form of co-operative cataloguing, though not of the kind that is even
more urgently needed. Several county libraries have done something
closely akin to it by producing joint lists of books, as for example, a
Combined list of books on engineering, published by the Derbyshire and
Lancashire County Libraries. There are plans afoot for a much wider
extension of the idea, covering the whole county system.

It has been pointed out that any such scheme could not be a com-
mercial success, and it would seem essential therefore that thfe centre

should be one of the libraries benefiting by the operation of the copy-

right acts. The British Museum is, in fact, clearly indicated as the

natural centre of the scheme.

Attention was drawn afresh to this question by the prominence

given to it in the Report on public libraries in England and Wales, issued

by a Departmental Committee of the Board of Education in 1927, in

which it was estimated that the initial expenditure by the Museum for

storage equipment would be round about £1000, that some 600 libraries

would imm^ately avail themselves of the facilities offered, and that

the cost of bu}nng the necessary catalogue cards for 1000 books diould

not exceed £18

:

15s.

While libraries would be the main beneficiaries of such a schme,
publishers, booksellers, teachers, students and others would find it

useful in tkat they could buy sets of cards on any subject in which they

might be interested, and thereby secure, with a minimum of trouble,

the nucleus of a representative bibliography on almost any subject.

The case was so clearly put in the Report (p. 167-173) that we cannot

do better than examine its findings.

It started off by exj^esang the view that “ two of the principal

defects of our pubUc library sjrstem arise from lack of co-operation, in

the fimt place sheeting the lo(^ supply of books, and in the second the

productiqn of catalogues." The first has been remedied by the develop-

ment of the National Central librapr, the r^onal and the county

library ^tems, but the second remains as far from settlement as ever

it vras, except ^t it is still talked about and written u^n.
The Report deplored the vraste oftime andmoney resulting from every

library in the country continuing " to catalogue its own books, regard-

less of the fact that Ae same books undergo similar treatment in some

hundreds of libraries throuc^out the country." That this is recognized

by the majority of req>onsiUe library authorities was evidort from the
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large number of afibrnative answers received to the question “ Are you

in favour of the supply of printed cards from a central source ?
* and

from the evidence of witnesses examined at the time.

The principal objections raised against it were summarized under

three broad heads

:

(1) The use of so many and divergent codes of rules.

(2) The fear that librarians would be deprived of a valuable p^
of their technical training, and that their " opportunities for becoming

acquainted with the character and contents of books " would be reduced.

(3) The cost of such a scheme, coupled with the delay in securing

car^, would render it impracticable.

Experience compels us to admit much truth in the first objection,

but it cannot be so strong as to make such a scheme utterly impractic-

able. The second may be dismissed as more imagined than real.

Librarians could find ample fields in which profitably to spend all the

spare time they are likely ever to have. The compilation of bibliog-

raphies and reading lists, analytical cataloguing and suchlike are held

up or retarded in most libraries, because it takes all the cataloguer's

time to keep abreast of the inflow of new books. And anyhow it is a
librarian’s job to become acquainted with his books.

The third objection has been thoroughly disproved by evidence

collected concerning the American scheme. It was shown that out of

twenty-seven boote for which cards were requisitioned, those for

twenty-three were supplied within five days. Of the balance, two were
unpublished, one was an English book not cop)rrighted in America,
leaving a single book unaccounted for.

There is a very simple test of this objection. If the time taken to

obtain the printed cards results in books being withheld from circula-

tion longer than if they were catalogued at the hbrary, then the scheme
is not functioning properly. As far as the Congress scheme is concerned,
it has been proved that, with very few exceptions, it is possible to obtain
the necessary cards as soon as a library is ready to order them, and in
most cases sooner.

Many special libraries in America print their own cards and supply
copies to the Library of Congress, an arrangement that still further
reduces the number of books for which cards are unobtainable.
A paper by J. E. Walker on Central calaloguing, printed in the
Library Association record " for March 1928, examines the suggestions

put forward in the Report, and discusses some of the difliculties in the
way of the successM working of a scheme. Briefly these are :

(1) That many libraries use sheaf catalogues, and cards would there-
fore be of no use. Even if it were possible for such libraries to obtain
copies of the entries on thin paper, not only would considerable work
be meurred in pasting down the entries, but the sheaves would bulk to
the extent of reducing their capacity by about 25 per cent.

(2) The danger of creating the impression that there will be large
savings on the salaries of cataloguing staffs consequent on the removal
of the task of cataloguing every bode that comes into the libi^. If
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this impre^on^ allowed to become a fact, we should gain little,

the whole idea being that time now spent by hundreds of cataloguers
in catalogt^ the same books could be diverted to the
of reading lists, Inbliographies and other aids to read^ not now possible
through lack of time.

(3) That the cases of the British Museum and of the Library of
Congress are not exactly analc^us. It is made clear in the R^ort
that for the Library of Congress the work has to be done anyhow in
order to feed the library's card catalogues, and that the distribution

scheme is therefore defiiiitely a '* by-product." The Museum, on the
other hand, does not use car^ for its catalogues ; re-imposition of the
t}rpe would probably be necessary, and if annotations and class-marks
were added after the Museum entries had been taken off, delay would
almost inevitably occur, as it would through neglect to deposit cojdes

of books inunediately on—or before—^publication. This last difficulty

could easUy be got over by tightening up the deposit r^^ihitions.

(4) That the housing and arrangement of the cards would require

serious consideration and not a little space. Mr. Walker rightly

envisages the day when storage accommodation may have to be found
for many millions of cards.

Having had the privilege of seeing the machinery involved at the

library of Congress as weU as copies of the deposit^ catalogues in a
numbtf of libraries, nobody would be more willing to ad^t than

myself that a lot of space is required, and that most British libraries are

not planned to accommodate card cabinets on the grand scale. But it

is a fault that could be remedied as time goes on.

It must not be assumed that Mr. Walker is antagonistic to the idea

of central cataloguing. On the contrary, he says that " most of us are

agreed that some form of central cataloguing is desirable," and that
" no more suitable agency for it would be found than our national

library.” He is merely showing what is not alwa)rs made clesu* by its

enthuaasts, that there are difficulties to be got over, though none of

them is insuperable.

One of the alternatives suggested is the compilation of a printed

standard catalogue of books that should be represented in the stock of

any general library, on the lines of the Library Association’s Booksfor
youth ; a tiassified and anntdated catalogue, being a guide for young

readers. The chief objection to such a scheme as tUs seems to lie in the

fact that it has been proved, in connexion with the preparation of union

catalogues of regional schemes, that the stocks of public libraries are

not in agreement to anything like the extent that one might suppose

th«y would be. It is altogether a poor substitute for what is r^y
wanted, and is, moreover, merely a reversion to one of the early ideas

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, and long since abandoned

as impracticable.

As was said earlier, almost every librarian is convinced of the neces-

sity for a centralized co-operative cataloguing bureau, but even assum-

ing thn* the Britidi Museum authorities were willing to set it up, there
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3fe arill manyp(^ts th&t foT soriotts considcTatioii b6fore the scheme

could operate with general satisfaction.

Public libraries, county and town, have been comi^ into being, and

their stocks of books have been growing for getting on towards a

century. During all this time codes of cataloguing practice have been

set up that are by no means uniform, and librarians have formulated

their own views on cataloguing, sometimes in relation to recognized

codes, but more often in ration to none in particular. These

divergences of opinion would need to be put straight to start ofE

with.

In the field of co-operative cataloguing on a more or less commercial

basis may be included the Subject index to periodicals, published by
the Library Association, referred to earlier, and the work of the Institut

International de Bibliographie. The efforts of the latter to compile a
register on cards of the world's literature have been monumental.
Somewhat similar co-operation is to be found in the Standard catalog

series, published by the H. W. Wilson Company, of New York, who
have, in foct, given us many valuable indexes and similar works that

could not have been possible by any other means. In 1935 I had an
opportunity of examining the work of this firm and of meeting some
of the people who did it. My admiration was increased considerably.

I saw other aspects of it in 1937.
Some of the more ambitious examples of modem European co-

operative cataloguing have come from Germany. One is the Gesamt-

hidalog der wiegendrucke, a complete catalogue of all known incunabula
which is in course of publication in about fourteen large quarto volumes,
by a commission appointed by the Prussian Board of Education in

1904. With the co-operation of local bibliographical societies and
s^olars throughout the world, it has been made possible to record
detailed particulars of every known piece of incunabula, to the extent
of more than 37,000 descriptions of separate works, arranged under
the names of authors.

The other is the Gesamtkatalog der preussisehen biblitdheken, a union
.catalo^e arranged by authors, of the Prussian libraries, of the Bavarian
^te library at Munich, and of the National library at Vienna. In form
it is very similar to ^e British Museum's General catalogue, and the
first volume was published in 1931. It is to be known in future as Der
Deutscher Gesamikatalog, and will embrace all German libraries open to
the public containing 100,000 volumes or more, and special libraries

possessing distinctive collections.

From time to time several publishing houses have issued printed
catalogue cards of books published by them, including Messrs. Harrap,
the McGraw HiU Publidiing Company, and the H. W. Wilson Company.
Those of the second are, unfortunatdy, not suitable for insertion in
card catalogues, because they are not punched, the particulars are not
in leoogni^ catalogue fonn, and they are green in colour. But they
are useful in connexhm with book selection, and could be easily modified
for use in library catalogues. Those of the H. W. Wilson Company
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are practically identical in form with the Congress cards, and an exten-
tion of the idea is conunended to other pubh^rs. The illustration (m
this page is a specimen.

There has been in course of compilation for some years a union
catalogue on cards of the non-fiction books in the libraries of the

Metropolitan boroughs, under the auspices of the Metropolitan boroughs

standing joint committee. It is estimated that when completed this

will comprise some half a million cards, and that some ^,000 will

represent books contained in only one of the participating libraries.

It is housed in the National Central Library in six cabinets totalling

346 drawers. Particulars of books in the participating libraries are

recorded on paper slips, in the form shown on page 274.
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These are ultimately transferred to cards, the s3nnbols at the base

indicating those libraries in which copies are to be found.

The committee have had to do a considerable aniount of work in

reducing to some sort of uniformity the divergent practices in the various

Author {names in full, surname first and in capitals)

Tide

Date Edition Volumes

BATT DEPT
BERM FINS

BETH FULH
CAMB GREE
CHEL GUIL

HACK KENS
HAMM LAMB
HAMP LEWI
HOLB MARY
ISLI MINE

PADD STEP

PANC STOK
POPL WAND
SHOR WEST
SOUT WOOL

LONDON LIBRARIES UNION CATALOGUE CARD

libraries, and have, in fact, issued a list of rules supplementary and
emendatory to the Anglo-American code, which are printed below as
being of some interest to cataloguers in general.

X. Advowsons. Enter under name of property.
2. Baptisms. Enter under name of person baptized.
3. Bible. Books of the Bible are arranged in alphabetical order as

sub*headings of Bible.
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4. Biographies. Enter under the author of the work ; refer from
the biographee.

5. Concordances. Enter under the author concordanced.
(British L.A. rule.) Refer from the author of the concordance.

6. Consecrations. Enter under church where consecration takes
place.

7. Conveyances. Enter under land or property.

8. Corporate Authors. Enter indeterminate classes of citizens^

according to the A.L.A. code, under the name of the place, with
the name of the class as sub-heading : e.g, Surrey : Electors.

9. Criticisms, etc. Enter works of criticism, etc., under the author,

with reference from the author criticized.

10. Dictionaries, when personal (i^.g. A Thomas Hardy dictionary),

follow the rule for concordances.

11. Estates. Where the work is anonymous :

() Enter sales, deeds, accounts, etc., under the name of the
estate, unless the name of the owner takes an important
place, in which case enter under owner.

() Enter petitions, etc., from lessees under the name of the

estate, and in doubtful cases under the owner also.

12. Hyphenated Names of authors. Enter under the last part and
refer from the i&rst.

13. Law Courts. Enter under the place where the court is held,

with the name of the court as sub-heading : c*g. Guildford :

Assizes.

14. Peudonyms. When the author's real name is unknown,, enter

under pseudon3an whatever its form, except in the case of

initials, stars, dashes, etc.

15. Publishers. Enter under the publisher works generally known
by his name, where the editors change periodically: e,g.

Black's Medical dictionary.

16. Rolls. Court Rolls, etc. Enter under manor.

17. Royal Commissions and Departmental Committees. Enter

under title, beginning with the first descriptive word : e,g.

Historical Monuments Commission ; Housing of the Working
Classes Acts Amendments Bill, Select Committee on. Refer

from the chairman, or any useful part of the heading.

18. Series. In accordance with the Joint Code, enter under the title

of the series, unless it is decidedly better known under the name
of the editor. Refer from the heading not chosen as the main
entry : e.g. Cambridge Modem history ; Oxford History of

music.

Make a single entry only, under the author, for series such as

the Blue guides, Highways and byways, Makers of Canada.

19. Society Publications. V^ere individual volumes are complete

in themselves, enter under the author, as well as under the

society.

19
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20. Surveys. Enter under land or building.

21. Wnxs. Enter a will under the name of the poson makii^ it.

22. Enter Departments of State, etc., of Great Britain, and institu-

tions, etc., of London under their own names, not as sub-

headings of the above.

There are, of course, a number of controversial points in the fore-

going, but aU the same the rules are interesting and tho^ht-provoking.

In the gatnft building there is constantly Ixing carried out another

piece of co-operative cataloguing, the union catalogue of the ^uth-

Eastem Regional Library Bureau, which may be taken as t5rpical of

similar catalogues that have been, or are being, built up in other

regions. Copies of all these catalogues, as far as they have been

completed, may be seen in the catalogue room of the National Central

Library.

It may be taken as indicative of the differences that exist between

British librarians, that while the London libraries catalogue is being

made on cards, the catalogues of the regional bureaux are being made
in sheaf form.

The nucleus has been provided in at least one case by amalgamating

the catalogues of several of the larger participating libraries, to which
other contributing libraries add particulars of their own books, while

additions are made from slips identical with those used in the London
card catalogue. The sheaf catalogue slips are described in chapter 14.

Centralized Cataloguing

For the present purpose, some slight distinction has been drawn
between co-operative cataloguing and centralized cataloguing, the
second being limited to that method of cataloguing which is commonly
adopted in larger systems of libraries, whereby all the cataloguing,

classifying, and possibly other operations, are carried out at a central

point in the system, usually the central library.

The advantages of such a method are obvious. It avoids duplica-
tion of work, it ensures consistency, and should result in a tetter
co-ordination of the book service. The only objection that can be
urged against it is that it may deprive many assistants of the oppor-
tunity of le^ing and practising a vital part of their profession. Tim
may be avoided to some extent, as is pointed out in chapter 28.
The methods of centralized catal<^ing in force at Manchester may

be taken as t}^ical of the procedure usually followed. Fiction is not
catalogued centrally, and additions to the reference library are dealt
with separately. Tlie procedure is briefly as follows

:

A, Initial processes. Non-fiction, as soon as accessioned, is passed to
the cataloguers, who divide it into two groups

:
(i) books not

previously catalogued, (2) books previously catalogued. Treat-
ment is then as follows

:
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X. Group (i). Each title is catalogaed and classified, the main
entry and dass number selected being written on a 5' x 3* catalogue
slip. When the cataloguing has been checked, the date of “ &rst

cataloguing '*
is stamp^ on the slip and behind the title-page <d

the bcmk, together with the class number ; e.g. 620

5jy34-
2. The books are then passed to the staff of the Union Shelf

Register, who write for each slip a shelf register card, in the top
right comer of which is stamped the date of " first cataloguing."

In the appropriate squares of this card are stamped in red the dates
of accession to the various libraries of the copies sent to them.

3. Grottp (2). For these books, the cataloguers extract from the
Union Sh^ Register the appropriate shelf register cards and check
them to ensure that there is no variation in edition, date, etc. If

none is found, the books are at once passed to the Union Shdf
Register staff for treatment as shown in paragraph A2. If, however,
variations of any kind are discovered, the books are held back for

recataloguing. in which case a new " first cataloguing date " is

given.

4. At 4 p.m. daily the day's output of books is distributed by
the Union Shelf Register staff in the bins for dispatch to the

libraries, and consignment notes, showing number of volumes and
list of authors' names, are made out for ^eck on deliveries.

B. After processes, (i) The Union Shelf Roister cards are now
collected for author indexing and immediate filing by subject

(Dewey).

(2) The catalogue slips are returned to the catalogum, who jxe-

pare them for the fortnightly List of Recent Additions, which is

stencilled and supplied in duplicate to all libraries, one copy being

for display in the library, the other for the librarians' use.

(3) By noting the " first cataloguing " dates behind the title-

pages of b<x>ks received, the librarian is aUe to find rapidly the

appropriate main entries, since they usualfy appear in the first list

published after the cataloguing date ; much time is thus saved

when books are added to libraries some months after the purchase

of the first copy. Main entries for the catalogues ate coined from
those in the lists, aulded entries and index entries being made at

the discretion of the librarian.

(4) There is also published at intervals a " Supplementary list

of additions," which is not displayed in the libraries. This has for

its purpose the provision fcnr the Ubrarians' use of main entries for

books which are not newly published, and do not come within the

scope of the first list ; it includes entries for replacements and cdder

books whidi were in the libraries before the introducticm of central

cataloguing, and which, therefore, have not yet necessarily received

a dassification which is uniform throughout the service. The

entries in this list will beccnne progressively fewer until, as all titles
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will either have been centrally catdogued or withdrawn, it will no
longer be necessary.

(5) District Librarians are expected to watch the official entries

and classifications in both the lists, and in cases of older books on

stock to amend their entries and placings to conform to those in the

list if there should be variations.

C. Fuiure deuelopment. It is the intention that as soon as practicable

a full set of catalogue cards and a District Shelf Register card shall

be sent out with each book. The system outlined above was
designed to allow of this expansion at the appropriate time without

radical alteration of method. Catalogue slips then be marked
to show the number of copies to be purchased as well as the tracings

for necessary added entries to be made at District Libraries. The
cards will be produced by the Rotaprint machine, which is part of

the Central Library's equipment.

Ultimately, the allotting of book numbers will also be done
centrally, so that every copy of a book will have exactly the same
call number, no matter the library in which it may have been
placed.

Liverpool provides an interesting example of centralized cataloguing
that cuhninates in a sheaf catalogue, and in the work of which three
departments have a share ; the Administration department, the
Cataloguing department itself, and the Branch libraries co-ordination
department.

The new books are ordered and checked in by the first of these
departments, which also arranges for payment to be made for them.
Books for the Reference Library are at once sent to the Reference
Ubrary cataloguing department, and those for the Central lending
library and for the Branch libraries go to the Branch libraries co-
ordination department.

In the cataloguing department itself the Chief cataloguer is respons-
ible to the Chief librarian for book-selection, accessioning, classifying
and cataloguing. The ^ditions to the Reference library are collated,
stamped, labelled, classified, and entered in the accessions book. They
are Aen catalogued on cards, the date of accessioning, and the necessary
tracings of added entries being written on the back of mam entry.
When^ the catalogue entries have been checked, they are typed on

slips which are inserted into the sheaf catalogue in the Picton Reading
Room, as illustrate in the frontispiece. The entry in the accessions
hook is checked witt the catalogue entry and ticked, and the catalogue

inserted, in the manuscript catalogue kept in the Cataloguing
department.

There is at the disposal of the staff a wide choice of bibliographical
mdudi^ tte dialogues of the British Museum and of the

Jmraotheque Nationate, encyclopedias, dictionaries, gazetteers, uni-
VHHty cairadars, year-books of teamed soctettes, a set of the *' English
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catalogue,” the ” United States catalogue,” and ” Whitaker’s reference
catalogue.”

There is dose relationdiip between the Cataloguing and the Adminis-
tation departments, the former bei^ situated on the seamd floor

immediatdy above the latter. It measures 40' b'xaS', is lighted

from the roof, and is in tdephonic communication with every depart-
ment.
The sheaf catalogue referred to is in dictionary form and contains

the additions to the Reference library since 1891, the earlier periods

being covered by three printed volumes. It comprises 711 cases,

containing approximately 420,000 sUps. Large subjects are preceded
by pink ^ps, giving lists of divisions, and each division is preceded
by a green sUp. Each sheaf case bears a brightly coloured label, a
separate colour and design being used for each letter of the alphabet,

to preserve order.

Auxiliary to this Department is the Branch libraries co-ordination

department, which is responsible for selecting, allocating, classifying,

and cataloging the books (between 70,000 and 80,000 per year) add^
to the Lending libraries.

This Department is on the ground floor, adjoining the Central

lending library, and here all the non-fiction is clashed and catalogued

before being sent to the Branches.

Four union catalogues are maintained: Adult non-fiction (Dic-

tionary) ; Children's non-fiction (Author) ; Adult fiction (Author)

;

Children’s fiction (Author).

For Adult non-fiction, catalogue entries are written on cards and
the symbols for all the Lending libraries are printed on every card,

the appropriate symbols being ticked to indicate the Libraries possessing

the book. When the entries have been checked, the cards are sent to

the Gammeter multigraph department, where 24 copies of each entry

are printed on sheaf slips for distribution to ^e Lending libraries,

thus maintaining in every library a union catalogue of non-fiction

additions.

Closely related to centralized cataloguing is the problem of keeping

them in correct working order. Whatever di^vantages the old printed

catal<gue may have had, when once it was printed it had to remain

constant for &e time being as far as the pubhc copies were concerned,

whereas the present-day mobile catalogue is in a constant stare of flux,

and the work involved by what are c^ed " catalogue alterations ” is

very considerable and never-ending. So much so that unless the cata-

logue is being constantly edited it will speedily fall into a state of chaos.

Revisions to library catalogues may be rendered necessary through a
variety of causes, of which these are some

:

(1) Addition of copies of books to other libraries in a system.

(3) Withdrawal of some or all of the copies of a book in one, several, or all of

the libraries.

(3) Puichase of new editions, which may or may not involve actnalrecatalogniag,

and which may be for s«ne or all of the libraries.
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(4) Changes in classification marks, either by extenakm of emsting marks or by
rectification of marks regarded as wrong in the light of experience or of
the developments of a subject.

(5) ChangM in the forms of authors' names.

(6) Changes in subject headings for use in dictionary catalogues.

(7) Deletioiis from, or additions to, the scheme of cross-references.

(8) Deletions from, and additions to, the subject index.

(9) Amendments and additions to guide cards.

Work of this kind can only be regarded as a necessary evil, for it

takes much longer to effect the alterations involved by a single book
or by somebody's sudden impulse than it does to catalogue many
accessions to the stock, and is the sort of work that leaves little to show
for the time expended on it.

Some libraries carry out certain phases of the work by maintaining

a " Catalogue alterations book," into which are written the author,

brief title and dassihcation mark of each book involved, and a note of

the alteration to be effected, something like the form illustrated on
page 280)
The original is retained in the book for reference or may serve for

use at the central library while the duplicate is circulating the system.

It is of the utmost importance that alterations shall be carried out
promptly or they wiU assume gigantic proportions, besides allowing

the catalogue to convey for longer than necessary wrong information

to readers.

Every library has its own machinery for dealing with discardings,

the number of which has increased manifold in recent years consequent

on the publication of so many ephemeral books, popular for a year or

so and then passed over in favour of still newer and more popular books.

One method is to write a vrithdrawal slip fw every book due for dis-

carding, which slip is used to ensure the withdrawal of the main entry

card or slip. It is here that the importance of " tracings ” comes into

play. In the case of the dictionary catalogue the back of the main
entry card should contain a brief list of all secondary entries and
references that exist for the particular book in hand. Take for example,

Langdon-Davies, John. Man and his universe, which will invtdve

the tracings shown on the next page.

The withdrawal of entry cards is now simple enough ; in this case

they are shown to exist under title and one subject, but care must be

exercised in dealit^ with the two reference cards in case either or both

still apply to other books—a matter of simple but necessary and careful

checking.

The dassified catalogue is somewhat more difficult. If there is an

author catalogue, the main author card should bear the list of tracings,

not only of any added author entries of references, but of added subject

marks, and subject index references. If there is only an author index

the tracings must be made on the back of the main classification card.

The utmost care must be exercised in dealing with the subject index
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references to see that entries are not deleted when they are s^ api^c>

aUe to other books, or conversely that they are not left stmding whra

the sole book on the subject has been withdrawn—if such a thing is

to be allowed to happen ; but that is a matter of book selection rather

than of cataloguing, and only serves to emphasize that the cataloguer

is not merely a writer of catalogue slips.

FURTHER READINGS
Those who are interested in the problems of co-operative and centralised

eatalogning will find plenty of material listed in Cannons' " Bibliography ” and its

•np^ements, in Th» Ytat^s work in UbrarUmship, and in the American CaMogon'
and dnttifitn’ yser booh. Almost every librarUn of standing has enptwied
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himself in bvonr of co-opentive cataloguing from time to time. L. Stanley Jast

was one of its most aident advocates, asfor example, in an address “ Wasteintiie

library field,” which is printed in the Library assistant tat 1912 (pp. 142-51).

Ernest A. Savage made a plea for it before the Scottish Library Association in

1929, and the supplement of Proceedings in the Library Association record, v. 7
(new series), 1929, pp. 20-50, has a series of valuable papers " Towards union

cataloguing." Nathan Patten has dealt with " Co-operative cataloguing in

Canada ” in the Library journal, v. 53, 1928, pp. 353-55. The Wilson bulletin,

V. 3, pp. 356-57, describes the Russian experiment in co-operative cataloguing

by means of printed cards, of which four millions had been distributed by 1928,

and the late W. R. B. Prideaux deals with " Cataloguing codes and card printing
"

in the Library Association record, v. r (third series), i93r, pp. 41-51.

PROBLEMS

1. Think out for yourself the pros and cons of centralized cataloguing

in a system of libraries. How would you organize it for a system of,

say, seven libraries ?

2. How would you suggest that a scheme of co-operative cataloguing

might be best organized in this country ?

3. How does the "unit” prindple affect any scheme for the

distribution of printed catalogue cards ?

4. Describe briefly the Congress system of printed cards.

5. How would you set about compiling a regional library catalogue ?

What form of catalogue would you prefer, and why ?



CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CATALOGUING CODES

Codes for the cataloguing of books are so numerous that a comparative

study of them all would develop into a treatise by itself. Moreover,

this work has been splendidly done already by Klas Aug^t Linderfelt

m his Eclectic card catalog rules, author and title entries; based on

Dziatzko's " Instruction " compared with the rules ofthe British Museum,
Cutter, Dewey, Perkins and other authorities. The “ other authorities,"

it may be noted, are : the American Library Association, the Bodleian

Library, John Edmands' Rules for alfaheting, published in the Library

journal for 1887, Charles C. Jewett’s On the construction of catalogues of

libraries and their publication by means of separate stereotyped titles ;

with rules and examples, 1853, and the British Library Association's

Cataloguing rules, as revised at Liverpool, 1883-1885.

Exactly what Linderfelt did is b^t told from his own introduction,

in which he writes :
“ I have diligently compared all the cataloguing

S3rstems with which I am acquainted and noted their divergencies, as

well as their agreement on special points, hoping thus to furnish a Idnd

of tabular key to all practices of card cataloguing which, even if my
conclusions were not accepted, might serve as a convenient medium
for recording individual preferences.”

Unfortunately, this work is out of print, and the number of copies of

it in this country must be few. Those who are fortunate enough to have
access to it wiU find profit in studying it. One day some enterprising

cataloguer will revise the work to make it line on with modem practice.

All that is proposed in this chapter is to take the three codes with
which British cataloguers are chiefly concerned, namely, those of the
British Museum, Cutter, and the joint committees of the American
and British Library Associations, and examine some of their differences,

as well as their points of agreement. This involves some repetition of
the detailed study of the Anglo-American code in chapters 4-7, but it

was felt that students would be confused by the discussion of variant
practices at that place.

It may be useful to outline first the nature and scope of these codes.
That of the Museiun is given first place, as being the oldest, and the one
on which, to a very large extent, all subsequent author codes have been
based. It is commonly spoken of as one of thirty-nine rules, with
supplementuy rules for maps and music. This is a little misleading,
as many of its single rules are broken up into what is tantamount to
Mveral separate rules in both Cutter and the Joint Code. Its full title

is Rulesfw compiling the catedogues in the Department ofPrinted Books
in^ British Museum. The story of its development has been referred
to in chapter 25, and need not, tterefore, be repeated here.

Cutter’s Rules for a dictionary catalog is so familii^r to the student of
aS4
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cataloguing, that any attempt to describe its scope and arrangement
should be superfluous. Yet a textbook on cataloguing would be stully

lacking without some treatment of such an outstanding contribution

to the subject. Moreover, the experience of teachers and examiners
seems to show that younger cataloguers are not as familiar with it as
they should be.

The first edition appeared in 1876, the second in 1889^ the third in

1891, which was reprinted in 1898, 1899, 1900, 1902 and 1903. The
fourth and last edition appeared in 1904, and was reprint^ by the

British Library Association in 1935. It has had a far wider drculation

than any other book dealing with librarianship, no fewer than 35,000
copies having been printed up to 1903, a figure that takes no account
of the several thousands of copies of the fourth edition. An examination
of its lists of contents will serve as a very good indication of the scope
and arrangement of the rules.

After some general remarks, and a very valuable list of definitions.

Cutter proceeds to deal with :

(A) Entry (Where to enter) and (B) Style (How to enter). What
more could any cataloguer want to ^ow than this : where to enter a
book, and how to enter it there correctly so as to ensure that everyone

who wants it will find it ?

While many of his rules governing author entry are precisely the same
as those in the British Museum and Anglo-American codes, there are

sufficient differences to warrant some sort of comparative study of the

outstanding ones. The chief difference between Cutter and the other

two codes Ues in the fact that it is a code of rules for the compilation

of a dictionary catalogue, and therefore makes provision for both
subject and author entries. Moreover, while the British Museum rules

are compiled primarily for use in an individual library, and while the

Anglo-American code is, as a whole, more suitable for large libraries

than small ones. Cutter stands alone as one who has recognized that

there are libraries large and small, scholarly and popular, and has

framed his rules accordingly. For instance, he tells us in the preface to

his fourth edition that ** the convenience of the public is always to be

set before the ease of the cataloguer. In most cases they coincide. A
plain rule without exceptions is not only easy for us to carry out, but

easy for the public to understand and work by. But strict consistency

in a rule and uniformity in its application sometimes lead to practices

which clash with the public’s habitual way of looking at things. When
these habits are general and deeply rooted it is unwise for the cataloguer

to ignore them, even if they demand a sacrifice of system and
simplicity."

With this prelimin^ note on the respective codes, let us examine

the rules for the making of main, or author, entries, and see how each

treats the problems that confront the cataloguer concerned wiA the

maldng of this important and apparently simple entry, but which is,

actually, not nearly as easy as it might appear to be.
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Joint Authorship

The rule for joint authorship is not as clear or precise in the Ang^o-

American code as it is in either the British Museum’s or in Cutter's

rules. The first adds to the heading the name of the second author

where there are only two of them. If there are more than two, the name
of the first is followed by and others ; their names are included in the

title if there are not more than three ; if there are still more, the names

are put into a note or in the contents. It would have been helpful if

there had been a reference under this rule to the one dealing with

collections, with which joint authorship is sometimes confused.

The Museum rule makes it clear that a book may be regarded as a
work of joint authorship when it is “ without specification of the parts

written by each.” When there are only two authors, the names of

both are to be included in the heading,W when there are more than

two, the name of the first alone figures in the heading.

A distinction is to be made between " books, or series of books, made
up of separate works by more than two authors.” When published

under a collective title, these ” are to be entered under the name of the

editor ; if there is no e^tor the collection is to be treated as anonymous,
and the heading taken, according to the rules governing anon3mious

books, from the collective title.” Books containing ” sul^diary parts

by other writers are to be entered under the main author, only, the

subsidiary parts by other writers, when not covered by the general

title, unless too numerous or unimportant, being noticed in accordance
with Role i6,” which directs that ” the description of a book must show
adequately all that it contains and give all necessary information as to

editors, translators and writers of supplements or subordinate parts,”

and in all other cases any important contributions to a book due to any
writer other than the one whose name is taken as the heading are to

be specified in the Description of the book.
Cutter's rule directs that works written conjointly by several authors

shall be entered under the one first mentioned, with references from
the others. He then, like the Museum, makes it clear that joint authors
of one work, and two—or more—authors of separate worlra bound into
a volume are to be distinguished.

Unlike eithw the code or the British Museum, Cutter says that the
heading for a joint author entry should be the name of the irst author
only, which is not v^ good. If there are not more than three, their
names may be given in the title ; if more, in a note, or in the contents.

Dissertations

Dissertations are dealt with to some extent on pages 42—43. There
is no need therefcwe to dwell on them further here, except to indicate
the very much simpler Museum rule, which ente» under the leqxmdent
or defender, unless the pneses is obviously the author. Qosa-ieferanoes
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fr(»n prases to le^ndent or vice versa are to be made " otdy to indicate

actual participation in the work"
This rule, however, has been criticized in Eclectic card catalogrules in

strong terms :
“ The rule . . . that the respondent or defender is to

be considered the author of a thesis, except when it unequivocally

appears to be the work of the prases, which rule the Bodleian Library

reverses, is practically useless in either form.”

Cutter contents himself with a recital of the rules propounded by
the American Library Association and by Dziatzko. Incidentally, the

latter enters under the prases—^unless it is known that the respondent

is the author—all dissertations until about 1750, not 1800, as in the

code.

Illustrators

The rules of both Cutter and the code for illustrated works are

substantially the same. Cutter alone has a rule for photographs, but

says that ” the photographer need not in general have an entry, even

in a special catalog of photographs.” In these days, when photography

has definitely developed into a fine art, and when so many remarkable

collections of photographs are published, this rule obviously needs

reconsideration.

The cataloguing of maps is separately discussed in chapter 20.

Musical Works

The cataloguing of musical compositions is likewise dealt with in

chapter 20, and it is only necessary to say here in connexion with the

cataloguingof ” words,” that Cutterhas got over the problem of whether

words or music shall take precedence in certain cases, by entering them
” doubly.” He points out that short and medium cataloguers will

generally enter under the composer, ” but even by them references

^ould be nuule under important authors.”

Continuations

There is a dight difference of opinion between Cutter and the code

respecting continuations of works begun by some earlier writer. The
00^ enters under the writer of the actual book in hand, with a reference

from that of the original or initiating work, whether the continuation

is printed with the original work or not. Cotter, on the other hand,

mdces a certain distinction by entering under the name of the originate’

when the amtinoation is printed with the original, ” with an andytical

reference from its own author ; when printed separately, enter it under

each author.” As, however, the code dWcts refermce " from the author

of the original work," the result is practically the same.

Concordances

This is one of the few rules in the code on which the two committees

&fled to agree. The Britirii rule makes the main entry for concord*
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ancfts under th** author concordanced, while the American rule makes
It under the concordancer. Cutter sa}^ that entries are to be made
under both, but that the entry under the author concordanced is to be

regarded as the subject entry, which of course it quite logically is. The
British Museum rule makes no specific provision for concordances.

It is strange that the two committees failed to reach agreement on

such a comparatively small point, especially as in the role immediately

preceding they agreed to make the main entry for the index to a work
with the work indexed.

Compound Surnames

There is considerable divei:gence of opinion in cataloguing practice

r^arding compound names, and not a little uncertainty as to when a
name is a compound name and when it is not. The co^ defines it as
" a name formed from two or more proper names, often connected by a
hyphen, a conjunction or a preposition." But even this statement does

not offer very sure guidance to the cataloguer, fw in many cases known
to us the first part of a supposedly compound name is actually only a
Christian name.
The Museum enters foreign compound names under the first part,

except Dutch ones, which, with English, are entered under the last

part. The code, on the other hand, perhaps with a view to securing a
certain uniformity of practice, entos them all under the first part, but
immediately proceeds to make things difficult by saying that " when
it is found that the author's own usage or the custom of his country
distinctly favors entry under some part of the name other than the first,

it may be advisable to make an exception to this rule.”

Cutter in turn makes things even more difficult by saying that they
are to be treated " according to the usage of the author's fatherland,
though if it is known that his practice differs from this usage, his

preference should be followed.” Cutter's general practice, then, is to
enter English names under the last part ” when the first has not been
used alone by the author,” and foreign ones under the first part.

The examples Cutter gives only serve to show how justified is the
criticism of users of our catalogues, when they say they cannot under*
stand their arrangement. He would enter Baring-Gould under Gould,
but Haffiwell-Phillips and Locker-Lampson under Halliwell and Locker
respectively, because, as he says, " the authors wrote much under the
first names.”
Evra in regwd to foreign compound names. Cutter goes on to show

how difficult his rule is to apply, for he says ” there are various excep*
tkms, when a name has been more known tmder the last part. . . .

Moreover, it is not always easy to determine what is a compound sur-
name in Fren<ffi.'' Not is it any less difficult in English I And it is still

more difficult in the case of Spanish and Portuguese. Cutter suggests
that a cmivenient rule would be to follow certain authorities, but
immediately tells us that ” unfOTtunatdy. th^ often differ."
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On the whole, therefore, we favour the Museum rule, as being the
most consistent, the easiest to apply, and the simplest for the user of

the catalogue to understand.

Surnames with Prefixes

Of the three codes, that of the Museum has the clearest and simplest

method of entering authors whose names begin with prefixes. In ail

three, prefixes to English surnames are regarded as parts of the names.
French names—and Cutter adds Belgian ones—^are treated similarly

by the three codes, i.e. entry is made under the prefix when it is, or

contains, an article, but under the word following when the prefix is a
preposition de or d’.

In other foreign names preceded by a preposition or an article, or

both, the Museum regard the preposition or the article " as an
appendage to the Christian name.”
The code goes a little further by providing that in Italian and

Spanish names, when the prefix consists simply of an article, the entry

is to be made hereunder.
Both Cutter and the code remind the cataloguer that naturalized

names with prefixes are to be treated “ according to the rules for the
language adopted,” and that when prefix and name are written as one
word, entry must be made under the prefix.

Christian Names

Some libraries give an author's Christian name or names in fuU,

others give initials only, some follow the title-page—^which may vary
from time to time—and yet others give a single Christian name in full,

but only initials when there is more than one. The Museum, as is

quite necessary in a catalogue of its particular kind and status,, gives

them in full, and in their vernacular form, whenever it is possible

to do so.

The code has a series of four rules on this apparently trivial point.

Christian names are to be
:

(i) in the form common to the author’s

native or adopted language, (z) only such as are used by the author

and represented in full or by initials on the title-pages of his works,

(3) in the case of those with variants, in the form in which they are

regularly used by the author, (4) if two or more are compounded into

one word they are not to be separated into their component parts,

unless the separate form represents the author’s usage.

Cutter’s corresponding rides take a rather different form from either

of the others. His first rule is that a forename is to be used in the

manner in which.it is employed by the owners, whether it be Bill, Jack,

m anything dse. The second is that authors whose family names are

the same, are to be distinguished by having their forenames in fi^, ot

indicated by initials. Lastly, forenames not used by an author in his

works are to be marked in some way, and ignored in the arrangement.
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He suggests, for example, Dickens, Charles {in futt Charles John
Huflam), Hunt, Leigh {in full James Henry Leigh).

Sovereigns and Popes

All three codes enter sovereigns and popes under their forenames,
but with differences. The Museum uses " the English form of the name
which they officially assume," but the code requires the names of popes
to be given in Latin, with references from the vernacular form of the
forename, as well as from the family name, and those of sovereigns to be
in the vernacular, with reference from the English form. Cutter like-

wise uses the vernacular form for sovereigns, and the Latin form for

popes.

Cutter's explanation of his change from the English to the vernacular
form in the case of sovereigns, since the appearance of his third edition,
is interesting and even amusing. The former practice was, he says,

“
a

concession to ignorance ; when it was given, that form was almost alone
employed in English books ; since then the tone of literature has
changed. ... If the present tendency continues we shall be able to
treat paces’ names like any other foreign names

;
perhaps the next

generation of cataloguers will no more tolerate the headings William,

Emperor ofGermany, Lewis XIV, than they will tolerate Virgil, Horace,
Pliny."

Saints

The Museum is content to enter saints tmder the English form of
name by which they have been canonized, while members of religious
or^is which discard secular names are entered under “ the name in
religion." In both cases the original names are added in brackets.

Cutter's rule is simplicity itself. It enters persons canonized under
their .forenam^, as also friars who drop their surnames, with family
names added in brackets.

The code likewise enters saints under their forenames, but in the
Latin form, "unless they are decidedly better known under the
vernacular or some other form."

Titles of Nobility, etc.

It is a pity the code did not give some more precise information on
the addition to the heading of titles and designations. As it stands,
the only guidan^ the cataloguer gets is to the effect that " titles and
designations which indicate nobility and the higher offices or ranks,
when they are commonly used in referring to a person " are to be addedm the heading. “ Foreign titles are to be given in English when the
forename is entry word, otherwise in the vernacular/'
The Museum is more sj^cific as to what titles are to be added,

mnging '' from those of Knight and Dean upwards," and giving nearly
a page of examples of English titles, foreign ones being treated, as far
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as possible, in the same way. They are, in fact, so useful that we have
taken the liberty of reprinting them here :

Cardiff

:

Pole, Reginald. Cardinal, Archbishop of Canterbury

.

Archbishop : Parker, Matthew. Archbishop of Canterbury,
Duke : Howard. Thomas. Duke of Norfolk.

Marquis : Graham. James. 1st Marquis of Montrose.
Earl

:

Stanhope. Philip Dormer. Earl of Chesterfield.

Viscount

:

Saint John. Henry. Viscount Bolingbroke.
Bishop : Butler. Joseph. Successively Bishop of Bristol and Durham.
Baron : Macaulay. Thomas Babington. Baron Macaulay.
Privy Councillor : Pitt. Right Hon. V^ilUam.
Baronet * Scott. Sir Walter. Bart.

Knight

:

Landseer. Sir Edwin.
Son of Duke or Marquis : Gordon. Lord George.
Daughter of Duke, Marquis or Earl

:

Stanhope. Lady Hester Lucy.
Younger Son ofEarl, or Son of Viscount or Baron : Wingfield. Hon. Lewis Strange.
Daughter of Viscount or Baron : Russell. Hon. Harriet.

Wife of younger Son of Duke or Marquis : Campbell. Elizabeth. Lady John
Campbell.

Wife of Younger Son ofEarl, or ofSon of Viscount or Baron : Montague. Margaret,
Hon. Mrs. Charles Montague.

Wife of Baronet or Knight

:

Smith. Pleasance. Lady.
Dean : Swift. Jonathan. Dean of St. Patrick*s.

Cutter, too, has a valuable explanatory rule dealing with the titles

of mamed women, which may be carefully perused in this connexion
(rule 214). He is also alone in making it clear what should precede and
what should follow the Christian name in the heading. Prefixes like
Hon., Mrs., Rev., Captain, etc., should be placed before the Christian
name in the heading, and suffixes like Jr., D.D., LL.D., etc., where they
figure in a heading at all, should be put after it, as Robinson, Copt.
George, Clarke, Robert, Jr., etc. “Hereditary titles follow the
Christian name, ^ Derby, Thomas Stanley, 1st earl of; but British
courtesy titles (i.e. those given to the younger sons of dukes and
marquesses) precede, as Wellesley, Lord Charles." “ In other languages
than English, French and German, the title usually precedes the fore-

name."
Cutter further warns the cataloguer that tne term Lord “ Should be

replaced by the exact title in the names of English noblemen, e.g.

Lord Macaulay should be entered as Macaulay, 1st baron.*' The title

b^onet is given in the form of Scott, Sir Walter, hart. The name of a
king’s wife should be written Mary, Queen, consort of George V of
England.

With regard to other epithets, the Museum adds them only when
they are necessary to distinguish persons of the same forenames and
surnames. The code only makes provison for their addition to fore-

names used as entry words, in the terms “ add to the forename when
it is used as entry word any epithet, by-name, or adjective of origin,

nationality, etc., by which the person is usually known." Cutter simply
says

**
distinctive epithets are to be in the same language as the name/*

20
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and that “ patronymic phrases, as of Deham, follow all the names

;

but they must immediately follow ^e family name when they are

always used in close connection with it.”

Princes of the Blood

The British code rule follows the Museum practice of entering

invariably under the forename ; the American rule is the same in

general, except that princes who are decidedly better known by their

titles are to bie entered under them. Cutter’s only exception to the rule

of entry under forenames is to be found in the case of princes of the

French Empire, who are to be entered under their titles.

It will be seen that here, and elsewhere, the American tendency is

to give discretion to the cataloguer in his choice of headings, which, as

a general principle, is something to be avoided rather than sought after.

As the late John Minto has pointed out, the question most immediately

arise, “ better known to whom ? to the cataloguer ? to the specialist ?

to the ordinary intelligent reader ? or to the man in the street ? How
is the cataloguer to determine what princes to enter under forename and
what princes to enter under title ?

"

As far as most ordinary public libraries are concerned, the answer to

these questions must be : to the ordinary library public as a whole, as

envisaged by the librarian or his cataloguer. If either or both of these

is so out of touch with the average user of the library as not to be able

to determine what name is most likely to be asked for or looked for,

it says little for the popular appeal that his library is likely to have. Nor
is it merely a matter that concerns the theory of cataloguing alone, or

even the actual catalogue entries. It affects the positions of hundreds
or even thousands of books on the shelves, especiaUy in classes like

literature and biography, and an unwise choice may easily result in

many readers being annoyed. Suppose, for example, it is decreed that

the family name shall be used invariably as heading. This will result

quite rightly in Lord Tweedsmuir being entered under John Buchan,
but it also result in Lord Birkenhead being entered under F. E.

Smith, a name by which he is seldom spoken of to-day. On the other

hand, it will cause Lord Passiield to be entered under his family, and
certainly better-known, name, Sidney Webb. So that with all its

objections, there is perhaps something to be said in favour of the aximn

:

enter under the best-known name—at any rate in popular libraries.

Noblemen

The two British codes enter under the family name, while the
Americans, in common with Cutter, enter under the latest title, unless
a nobleman is decidedly better known by the family name or by an
earlier title. Similar arguments for and against this diK^tion apply
here as in the ca^ of princes previously discussed. But at the same time
it must be admitted that Cutter has made quite a good case fm* entry
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under the title. As he says, " British noUemoi are alwaj^ so^ken of,

always.sign by their titlM only, and seldom put the fai^y name upon
the titlo-pa^ of their books.” But Cutter was always perfectly fsur,

and willing to see the other side of the argument ; he goes on to say
that " the reasons against it are that the founders of noble families are

often as well known—sometimes even better—by their family names as

by their titles, that the same man bears different titles in different

parts of his life, that it separates members of the same family, and
brings together members of different families.”

Pseudonyms

If there is one rule in the code on which we might have expected the

committees to disagree, it is the one dealing with pseudonyms.
Strangely enough, they agreed that entry should be made under the

real name when it is known, and contented themselves with a footnote

to the effect that the Library of Congress enters under their pseudonyms
a few authors who, ” besides having written exclusively under their

pseudonjrms, are decidedly better known in literary history by their

assumed than by their real names.”
Cutter is a little less dogmatic, and while following the same practice

in general, allows entry to be made under the pseudonym " when the

writer habitually uses his pseudonsmi or is generally known by it.”

It is interesting to read in a note the story of Cutter's conversion,

between the appearance of his first edition in 1876 and of the fourth in

Z904. From the beginning he was obviously uneasy about it, but by
1904 he was "

in favour of frequent entry under the pseudonym, widh

reference from the real name. I recommend the pseudonjon as heading
in the case of any popular writer who has not written under his own
name, provided he is known to the public chiefly by his pseudonym.”
His toal conclusion was the quite common-sense one t^t “ a large

library and a library used mainly by scholars may very properly show
a preference for the real name ; a town library will do well to freely

choose the names by which authors are popularly known.” Knowledge
and experience show that this is the course followed in most ordinary

libraries to-day.

Curiously enough, in this connexion it is rather significant to find the

Museum saying that “ fictitious names assumed by authors in order

to conceal their identity are to be treated as real names, with the addi-

tion to the heading of the abbreviation pseud., followed by the real

name of the auUior within brackets.”

Change of Name

General rule

:

the British rule follows precisely the Museum practice

of entering under the earliest name an author has used, followed in the

heading by afterwards . The American rule again gives discretion

to the ca^oguer, providing that the entry shall be under the latest

name, unless an earlier one is decidedly better known. Cutter likewise
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eaters under the " best known form, provided the new name be per-

manently adopted.” In a note, he offers some advice on the point by

telling the cataloguer not to ” worry about the proper form of changed

and transliterated names, nor spend much time in huntii^ up f^ts

and deciding. If the necessary references are made, it is of little

importance which form is chosen for the main entry.”

Married Women

:

the British Museum has no precise rule governing

women who change their names ; they are subject to the same pro-

visions as men, as indicated in the previous paragraph, which is the

practice followed in the British code rule, viz., entry under the earliest

name used as an author.

The Americans make entry under the latest name, unless the woman
has consistently written under an earlier one, the heading to consist of

(a) her husband’s surname, (b) her own forenames, (c) her maiden name,
when known, in parentheses. Cutter has a curious, albeit useful, rule.

He simply indicates that married women are to be entered under their

surnames, “'using the known form.” This is clarified by a note, in

which he sa}rs that ” wives often continue writing, and are b«tter known
in literature, only imder their maiden names, or after a second marriage

retain for literary purposes the first husband’s name. The cataloguer

should not hurry to make a change in the name as soon as he learns of

a marriage. Let him rather follow than lead the public.” When the

husband’s name is used in the title, entry is to be added in curves,

which is precisely the American code rule.

Ancient Greek and Bibucal Names

There is a variation in treatment here. The Museum prefers the
English form of name, as Homer, not Homeros. Cutter and the code,

however, enter Greek authors under the Latin forms of their names,
e.g. Homer under Homenis. The last makes reference from the English
forms, and occasionaUy from the Greek, and uses the standard classical

dictionaries for guidance in choosing the correct form.

In connexion with this rule, it is once more apparent how clearly

Cutter recognized that what might do for one t3T)e of library might
prove undesirable for another. He sa)rs ” a college library catsJog
may safely use tte more nearly transliterated forms which are coming
into use, like Aiskulos, Homeros, but used in a village library catalog
they would only puzzle and miriead its readers. For that I should
prefer the English forms, as Homer, Horace.”

In the matter of Biblical names, the code and the Museum adopt, as
far as posrible, the English forms used in the authorized version.
Cutter makes no pronouncement on the point, but evidently would
pursue a similar course.

Orientax. Names

’The correct headings for oriental writers is a source of some trouUe
to catalogues wiio do not have to deal with them to any conwdfiraMe
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extent, and most of them wnll prefer the Museum's very simple dbec-
tion that " the forms in use in the various Oriental catalogues are to be
adopted."

.

Cutter's general rule is to enter such under their forenames, but as
he wisely points out and prints in forceful italics :

" This ride htu many
exceptions. Some Oriental writers are known by, and should be
entered under, other parts of their name than the ^t." Cutter, like

the Museum, suggests reference to some authority, including, in fact,

the Museum's catalogue itself. His rules are practically the same as

those in the code, which are summarized on pages 55-57 and need
not therefore be repeated here.

It may, however, be mentioned that while in Arabic names, words
expressing relationship, as abu (father), umm (mother), ibn, bin (son),

ahu (broker), are not to be treated as names, they are not to be dis>

regarded. " They form a name in conjunction with the word follow-

ing {e.g. Abu Bab) and determine the alphabetical place of the entry."

The article al, whether retained before the name under which the entry
is made, or whether transposed, is to be disregarded in arranging.

Cutter very wisely warns the cataloguer to be careful not to confuse

Oriental titles with names, as for example, emir, bey, pasha, pundit,

etc.

Anonymous

The treatment of certain kinds of anonymous books was the cause

of two disagreements between the committees. One concerned the

first word of a title which might be spelled in more ways than one.

The British method is to choose one form of spelling and to refer from
the others, while the American follows the spelling of the title-page

vrith reference from other forms. Neither the Museum nor Cutter

makes any provision for such cases, which must be very few.

The second difference concerns translations of anonymous works.

The British rule, which is the same as Cutter's, enters und^ the

heading adopted for the original work, while the Americans enter under
the first word of the translated title. The Museum rule on the point

is a little involved, and forms part of the general rule devoted to

translations, which directs that " except in the case of recognized

classics, translations into verse which do not contain the name of the

original author are to be treated as original works. Translations in

prose may be treated at discretion in the same way, but when the

title of the original is closely followed they should be entered under

the heading which would be chosen for anonymous editions of the

original work, in order that such versions may be brought together."

At first it may be difficult to understand why the conunittees

disagreed on this point at all. But when it is realized that entry

under the heading adopted for the original work necessitates enter-

ing Arabian nights’ entertainments, or The Thousand and one nights

under Alif laila valaUa, one can see why 1 Linderfelt has remarked

in a note “ this rule causes some inconvenience in the arrangement of
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well-known translations of works that are hardly known at aU in

the original, except among special scholars, like the so-called Arabian

nights' entertainments ; but it seems to be the only way of absolutely

preventing originals and translations of anonymous works from

being entered independently of each other." True, but we can hardly

imagine the catalogue of a general library entering its copies of The

Arabian nights under Alif laila valaila I

It may surprise the cataloguing student to find that in all three

codes considerable attention is devoted to problems arising out of

the cataloguing of anon3nmous works ; more than one would think.

The Museum has four rules : one, in six parts, for anonymous books,

one for anonymous replies, comments, etc., having no independent

title, one for the treatment of derivative names in anonymous books,

and another for books not to be treated as anonymous.
The first has several interesting provisions not without practical

value. An anon3mious book about a person named or described on
the title-page is entered under his name, one about a body or an
institution is entered under its name, and one concerning a place or

an object beginning with a proper name under the name of that place

or object. As last resources, the anonymous book is entered under
the fi^t substantive in its title, or, if there is no substantive, under
the first word, not an article. In all these cases, when the author has

been traced, his name is to be inserted in the entry between brackets.

The code devotes seven rules to such books. The chief difference

between them and the Museum rules is that anonymous books are

entered under the name of the author when known ; if not, then under
the first word of the title not an article. Added entries are made
under the titles in those cases where the author has been traced, and
if a work relates to a person or place, added entry is made also under
the personal or place name.

Cutter likewise devotes a large number of rules to this troublesome
class of book. Reference to his index reveals no fewer than thirty-one

references to various rules and comments. His main rule enters

anonymous works under their author when his name has been dis-

covered, otherwise under the first word of the title other than an
article, with such exceptions as anonymous biographies or works of

art relating to a person or other subject. Cutter does not agree with
the general entry of anonymous books about places under their names,
but as he takes care to point out in another note, " a catalog of authors
alone ^ds the entry of its anonymous books a source of incongruity.
The diction^ catalog has no such trouble. It does not attempt to
enter them in the author catalog until the author's name is known."

Initials

It sometimes happens that authors seek to cover their identity by
initials or other devices, and the question has to be determined whether,
in the event of the real name not having been ascertained, these shall
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be used as headings. All these codes have rules on the point. The
Museum says that initials are to be adopted as headings. If they stand
for the name of a person, the last letter is to be understood as repre-

senting a surname, unless it is clear that some other letter does ; the
entry is to be made accordingly.

The code makes it clear that where " initials, asterisks, or other

typographical devices ’* are used on a title-page, the main entry is

made under the author's name, if these have b^ identified with it.

If not, the entry is to be made under the title, with, of course, added
entries or references under the first and last initials, under asterisks,

etc.

Cutter rather follows the Museum example, and uses any part of

the author’s name, as well as asterisks, initi^, etc. As he rightly

observes, " This mode of entry ensures the easy finding of a particular

book, brings together all of an author’s works in which the same
letters are used, and sometimes leads to the discovery of a real name.’

The Bible

One of the few important points on which all three codes are agreed,

is the entry of the Bible and parts of it under Bible with necessary sub-

heads, and of course, references from the respective parts of it. In

the words of the Museum rule, ” the Old and New Testament and
their component parts, in whatever language, are to be entered under
the general heading Bible, with the addition of sub-headings for the

separate books or groups and for the two testaments." WMe Cotter

agrees that this is the best heading to use, he is careful to point out

what must occur to every student of cataloguing, that " it would be
much more in accordance with dictionary principles, but much less

convenient, to put the separate books of the Bible under its own
name as given in the revised English version . . . with all necessary

references." This is the Bodleian principle, and in ordinary libraries

it seems more reasonable to put Psalms imder Psalms, Old Testament
under Old Testament, and so on.

Periodicals (change of name)

Many periodicak change their titles over a period of years. The
British code rule enters under the earliest title, the American undw
the latest. In a note to his general rule dealing with periodicals.

Cutter says that " when a peri<^cal changes its title, the whole may
be catalogued imder the original title, with an explanatory note there,

and a reference from the new title to the old ; or each part may be

catalogued under its own title, with references, ' for a continuation,

see
’ * for the previous volumes, see .’ ’’ But later. Cutter

has a specific rule on the subject, in which he directs that a periodical

whidh changes its name shall be entered under each title, but here,

too, he has a note *' or the periodical may be catalogued in full under
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the first title with a note of the changes," The Museum gives no

directions on the point.

Collections

With regard to collections, i.e. what the code describes as " com-

posite works and collections of independent works, essays, etc.," care

must be taken to distinguish these from works of the joint-authorship

type, i.e. those written in collaboration with one or more other authors,

in which the portions written by each are not usually specified, though

it is curious to note that Cutter, in his definition, defines joint-

authorship as " writing a book in conjunction, with specification of

the part written by each." Cutter recognized the possibility of con-

fusing the two and warned the cataloguer to " distinguish between

joint authors of one work and two authors of separate works joined in

one volume," and defined a collection as being " made by putting

together, with a collective title, three or more works by different

authors, so as to make one work."

The code’s general rule is to enter such works under the name of

the compiler or editor, or, if the editorial work appears to be very

slight and the name does " not appear prominently in the publications

• . . enter under the title."

Cutter is far more elaborate and precise. He enters

:

() a work published together withoui a collective title, under the

author’s name first on the title page, even though the collector’s name
is there too.

() an anonymous collection under the title, unless the editor’s name
is well known,

{c) a collection to be continued indefinitely under the title, on
the reasonable ground that the editor may change from time to

time.

{d) a collection known chiefly by its title under the title.

With regard to (a) it should be noted that the code makes precisely

similar provision.

The Museum also recognizes the close relationship between joint-

authorship and collections, by providing for both within the same
rule. It enters those having a collective title under the editor ; if

there is no editor, entry is made under the collective title in accord-
ance with the rules governing anonymous books.

Place Names used as Headings

AU three codes are agreed that, in cases where a place name is used
as a main or author heading, entry shall be made under the English
form, and not under the vernacular.
The Museum says specifically " in the form in which they are

generally known in English." The code makes the proviso that
" where both an Englkh and a vernacular form are used in English
books, the vernacular is to be preferred," while Cutter is more explicit
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than either. He uses, generally, the Englidi form, but the vernacular

when both “ forms are used by English writers.** He further has a
rule to the effect that the modem name of a city is to be used
** provided its existence has been continuous.**

Modified Vowels

In arrangement there is some difference of opinion as to how to

deal with the German modified vowels 5 and u. Previous to his

fourth edition. Cutter advocated arrangement under a, o and u respec-

tively, but now both he and the code are agreed that while these should
be written according to the usage of the author, they should be arranged

as though spelled ae, oe and ue. The Museum, with greater common-
sense and convenience, goes further, and writes the vowels out

—

ae, oe and ue.

Titles of Books

The extent to which the title, or “ description *’ of a book is to be
transcribed in the main entry is laid down pretty fully in the code,

which says that it “is usually to be given in full, including the

author*s name, and is to be an exact transcript of the title-page,

except that mottoes and non-essential matter of any kind . . . may
be omitted, the omissions being indicated by three dots (. . .).*'

The Museum requires that *' the description of a book must show
adequately all that it contains and give ^ necessary information as

to editors, translators and writers of supplementary or subordinate

parts.** But if a book cannot be adequately described from its title-

page, the description must be supplemented from the book itself, or

from information supplied by the cataloguer.

Cutter treats this matter more explicitly than either of the other

codes, and again has in mind that what is necessary for a large library

may not be so desirable for a small one. A perusal of roles 221-238

will show how fully he has covered the case, and yet what latitude he

has granted to the cataloguer. He may, for example, omit what Cutter

calls *' puffs ** and words implied by the rest of the title, he may
*' omit all other imnecessary words,*' omit the preliminary article

from a book’s title, and so on, but he should preserve the order of

words of the title, retain *' what is necessary to distinguish the work
from other works of the same writer,** retain both alternative titles,

if there is more than one, retain the first word of the title, and avmd
by abridgment the rendering of *' the words retained false or meaning-

less or ungrammatical.**

As he points out, '* the more careful and student-like the im>babte

use of the library, the fuUer the title should be, fuller, that is, of in-

formation, not of words. Many a title a yard long does not convey

as much meaning as two well-^osen woixb. No precise rule can b«

given for abrid^ent. The title must not be so much shortened

tl^t the book shall be confounded with any other book of the same
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author w any other edition of the same book, or that it shaU fail to

be recognized by those who know it or have been referred to it by title,

or that it shall convey a false or insufficient idea of the nature of the

work. ... On the other hand, it must not retain anything which

could reasonably be inferred from the rest of the title or i^m its

position under a given heading.’*

Long experience in cataloguing tells one that the safe way is to

transcribe the title as it stands. If it is too long to form part of the

description, or entry, the sub-title may be transferred to a note,

enclosed in
“

", and Svb-tiAe added.

Books with More than One Title-page

Some books, especially translations, and classics that have been
reprinted over long periods, have more than one title-page. Cutter

and the code are pretty much agreed as to the procedure to be followed

in such cases. The most general one should be adopted for use in

making the main entry ; of an engraved and a printed title-page, the

second should be used ; of two general title-pages, the first ^ould be
chosen when one follows the other ; the second when they face each
other. If of two title-pages, one only is in roman characters, that

should be used, but if both or neither are in roman, use the one
in the original language. If a reprint includes a reproduction of

the originsJ title-page as well as that of the reprint, the second
should be used ; the existence of the facsimile may be mentioned in

a note, with the date of original publication, and of any difference

in the title.

The simpler Museum rule is more precise. The entry is to be made
" as a rule, from that which gives the fullest information. In the case
of polyglot books, with titles in different languages, the first title-page

is to preferred, the existence of a second (or third) being indicated

by the quotation of the first few words."

Missing Title-page

The three codes are practically agreed as to the treatment of books
that have lost their title-pages. Three courses are open : (i) to supply
the title from some bibliographical source, (2) to use the half-title or
the running-title, (3) to manufacture a title. In all cases the course
taken diould be infficated.

The Imprint

The imprint, which is. excluding the collation, the statement of the
l^ace of publication, publisher’s name (and sometimes of place of print-
ing and name of printer too), and date of publication, receives varying
treatment in the cot^. The Museum devotes a single lengthy rule to
jit. Cutter gives it nineteen rules, mostly short and only applicable in
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exceptional circumstances, and the code disposes of it in eight rules,

addi^ those of the Library of Congress.

As to fLS the code is concerned, the only things to be borne specially

in mind are that place of printing and name of printer are, usually, only
given for rare and old books, or if there is some definite reason for giving
them, as in the case of a book privately printed. In all three codes, it

is made clear that if a book does not bear a date, some attempt shoidd
be nuide to supply an actual or an approximate one, whether from the
preface or introduction, the copyright date, or from some other source,

written between brackets. An undated book is a nuisance, and it

should be made compulsory for every book to bear its date of publica-

tion. In the case of books frequently reprinted, the date of original

publication should be given as well as that of the reprint. Works in

several volumes published over a period of years should show the period

covered, as 1917-24.
In cases where more than one place of publication is given, as it

frequently is, full cataloguing will give both, but sliort and medium
will give only one (vide Cutter 260). The date should be in arabic

figures, irrespective of how it may appear on the title-page. In the few
cases where a date appears other than in the Christian era, it is to be
given in the form used on the title-page, foUowed by that of the

Christian era in brackets.

The Collation

It is rather surprising that none of the codes considers it necessary to

give the pagination of works in more than one volume, although the

code does add a note to the effect that if there is a contents note to a
work in several volumes, the pagination of each volume may be
included.

Even Cutter is not specific on the point. He has two rules, the first

of which says " give the number of volumes,” and the second, an A.L.A.

rule, that the number of pages is to be indicated, and then goes on to

say how sequences are to be shown, almost exactly as in the code rule.

The Museum says nothing about illustrations. Cutter prints the short

A.L.A. rules, but the code lays down details for separating their

different varieties, and the order in which they are to appear, as

frontispiece, illustrations, plates, photographs, portraits, maps, plans,

facsimiles, tables, diagrams. The number of each should be given when
it can be ascertained easily. For a general library such detail seems

quite urmecessary, and it will suffice to lump the first four under
"

illustrations.”

In the matter of size, many libraries only indicate by means of a Q
or an F the fact that a book is larger than an octavo, largely, we think,

for the convenience of the staff, to act as a reminder that books so

indicated will not be found in the main sequence on the shelves. Those

that indicate the size of smaller books simply call them 8vo, demy 8vo,

crown 8vo, etc. Such sizes are vague, and meaningless to the ordinary
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person, and it is better to be quite definite. The code and Cutter use

centimetres, but for an English library, especially a popular one, inches,

to the nearest quarter, would be much better. It is to be feared that

the indication of a book's height is really of little to the average

readtf ; it may even picture in his mind something very different

from the actual book, which may be half an inch or two inches thick.

The inclusion of the number of ps^es in the collation may be justified

in this connexion. The Museum determines the size of modem books,

as folio, quarto and octavo " from the number of leaves in a sheet,

taken in conjunction with its measurement." The last words are signifi-

cant, because in modem books the number of leaves in a sheet signifies

nothing.

Contents

Both Cutter and the code make similar provision for the inclusion of

lists of contents in certain cases, comprising (i) books containing several

works of the same author, (2) works by several authors, (3) works on
several subjects, (4) single works on a number of distinct subjects.

Notes

Notes are commonly regarded as something auxiliary to cataloguing,

but within limits they are actually an integral part of it. So much so

that all three codes contain rales governing their use. The Museum
limits such notes to bibliographical details, such as “ imperfections, the

presence of cancelled leaves or inserted matter, peculiarities of arramge-

ment or other differences from other copies, the fact of the book forming
part of an edition of which not more than 100 copies were printed,"

and suchlike.

Cutter has an admirably concise rule on the point :
" Put into notes

that information which is not given in the ti^ but is required to be
given by the plan of the catalog.” The code says that notes may be
added “ when necessary to explain the title or to correct any mis-
apprehension to which it might lead, and also to supply essential

information about the author and bibliographical details not given in
the title, imprint, or collation.”

It is clear, however, in the case of the Museum and the code, that
such notes are intended to be in the nature of bibliographical data, and
not what is usually known as descriptive annotation, as dealt with in

chapter 13.

But Cutter enlarges on this to some extent by saying that notes
have several obj^ts

:
(i) to give information about the author, about

the different editions of a book or places of publication
; (2) to explain

a title or to correct a misapprehension
; (3) to direct attention to the

best books. He also goes so far as to say that ” dull books and morally
bad books should be left in obscurity. Under some of the poorer books
which have attained unmerited popularity a brief note of protest may
be made ”

; (4) to lay out courses of reading.
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Added Entries and References

In all the codes, directions are given to make added entries or

references in certain cases. In full cataloguing, added entries are made
on a very extensive scale, as is obvious from the frequent cases in which
the code directs that they shall be made. In addition, the cataloguer

is told to " make added entries for the titles of all novels and pUys,
and of poems likely to be remembered by their titles ; for other strik^
titles ; for editors ; and in all cases wWe an added entry will insure

the ready finding of a book."

It is recognized, however, that there must be a limit to the number
of such entries that can be reasonably made, which must depend
largely on the nature of the library, and on the amount of time and
space available.

It may be as well to point out here that there is likely to be a certain

amount of confusion as to the difference between an added entry and a
reference. The code defines the first as " a secondary entry, i.e, any
other than the main entry," and the second as " a direction from one
heading to another." Cutter, however, while agreeing in the first case,

defines a reference as a " partial registry of a book (omitting the

imprint) under author, title, subject, or kind, referring to a more full

entry under some other heading ; occasionally used to denote merely

entries without imprints, in which the reference is implied." To denote

reference from one subject to another he uses the term cross-reference,

and from an alternative form of an author’s name to the one selected

for heading as a name-reference.

These cross-references should be, as the code puts it, " freely made
from alternative forms to the form of heading chosen," and in the

subject catalogue between sjmonymous and related headings. Care

must be taken to distinguish between a See reference, and a See also

reference. In the first case, no entries are made under the heading

from which it is made ; in the second, they are.

Inexperienced cataloguers do not, as a rde, give sufficient attention

to add^ entries and cross-references, with the result that the efficiency

of their catalogue entries is seriously impaired. As an indication of

their importance, reference to the Museum code will show that five

rules are devoted to directions for making cross-references. They are,

mainly, of three kinds : " (i) references from alternative forms of the

same heading, (2) references from alternative headings for the same

entry, (3) subordinate or supplementary entries for the same work."

The first case is dear, llie second covers books entered under a
beftriing other than the author's name, and headings comprising initials

or descriptive names, in which case reference is made from the heading

which the book would have been catalogued, if the initials or

descriptive name were not there. The third indudes names of editors,

translators, subjects of biographies, authors of books criticized, etc., as

well a^ if deemed necessary, from writers of prefaces and mtrodocti<ms»
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illustrators, etc., and from names of authors of parts of books, or of

books forming parts of series.

These references are more nearly equivalent to what is understood

by added entries, for it is required that they “ must contain an adequate

description of the book, omitting details as to its pagination, etc., but

stating its date and size."

Capitals, Punctuation, Figures

Details respecting the above are discussed in chapter 4, and need

not therefore be repeated here.

This brief study of comparative cataloguing might have been pro*

longed indefinitely. It might, for example, have included the Rules

for the general catalogue of printed books in the Bodleian Library

at Oxford, and the Cambridge University Rules to be observed informing
the alphabetical catalogue ofprinted books, both of which are referred to

in chapter 25, but space forbids.

FURTHER READINGS

The codes of catal(^ing rules referred to, and any others of standing to which
the reader may have access.

Mash, H. B. M. “ Cataloguing codes *’ (in The Librarian, 1913-14, p. 135, etc.,

and reprinted separately).

A very useful comparison of the rules of Cutter with those of the joint code.

Mnrro, John.
" The Anglo-American cataloguing rules " (in Library Association

record, 1909, pp. 289-302).

Discusses Ihe points of difference and the reasons for them.

PROBLEMS

1. From your study of the differences that exist between the chief

present-day codes, what chances do you think there are of securing

international, or even national, uniformity of practice ?

2. Pick out from the chapter five cases in which variant practices

are to be found, and consider the merits and demerits of each divergence.

3. Reference has been made in the chapter to the Bodleian's treat-

ment of the Bible and its parts. What advantages or disadvantages
does this possess over the treatment laid down in the other codes
referred to ?



CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CATALOGUING CODES

Corporate Authorship

Every catalc^ing student must have been alarmed by the very large

proportion of the code devoted to corporate authorship, amounting to

fifty-four rules, while Cutter gives it fifty-one, though he succeeds in

compressing them into eight and a half pages, as against the code's

seventeen. The British Museum has included the substance of many
of these rules in the short sentence “ Works officially published, not
merely subsidized, by Learned Societies are to be entered under the

general heading : Academies, etc., followed by the name of the town or

country in which the Society holds its meetings, and the name of the

Society. Institutions other than Learned Societies are to be entered

under the name of the town or country where they are situated,

followed by the name of the institution as a sub-heading."

Those who are familiar with the Catalogue of prints books in the

British Museum willknowwhat a lot of space is devoted to this heading.

Academies. In the new edition this practice is being abandoned, wisely

as most of us think, in favour of entry under the name of the place of

the society’s headquarters.

The Museum devotes another equally short rule to collections of laws

and other public documents of a State, all of which are entered under

the name of the State. Separate laws, proclamations, etc., are similarly

entered, " with the sub-heading of the supreme authority which
sanctions them."
Cutter and the code approach corporate authorship in rather different

ways, and Cutter’s notes are both helpful and interesting, even as mere
reading matter. As an introduction to the subject, be has reprinted part

of an article from the Library journal (v. 22, p. 432-34), justifying his

view, now accepted almost wi&out question, that a corporate body is

tantamount to being the author of its proceedings and o^er " official
’’

publications, as against " the German practice of dispersing these

works throughout the alphabet under the noun which happens to be

first, in the title."

It will be recalled that the code treats corporate authorship under

four heads

:

(i) government publications, whether central or local, (2) societies,

which includes associations, scientific, benevolent, mor^, etc., clubs,

orders of knighthood, political parties and religious sects, and other

bodies distinguishable from (3) institutions, i.e. establishments, which

embrace such things as educational establishments, libraries and

galleries, churches, monasteries and convents, hospitals, asylums and

prisons, and suchlike, (4) miscellaneous bodies or organizations not
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{wovided for in 1-3, including conferences and other occasional meet-

ings, budness houses, ecclesiastical councils, foundations, expeditions,

etc.

Cutter deals with corporate authorship in a totally different way. He
begins with a general affirmation that “ bodies of men are to be con-

sidered as authors of works published in their name or by their

authority," and discusses in a note the difficulty that immediately

arises in determining (i) their names, (2) whether the name of the body
or some other word sheffi be the heading.

Cutter disagrees with the wholesale entering of such works under a

place name :
“ to enter the publications of all bodies of men under the

places with which the bodies are connected is to push a convenient

practice so far that it becomes inconvenient and leads to many rules

entirely out of harmony with the rest of the catalog."

Instead of dividing after the manner of the code. Cutter has :

(1) countries and other places

(2) bodies other than countries or smaller places. Parties and
sects.

(3) committees and other subordinates.

Under the first he deals with what we ordinarily speak of as govern-

ment publications, whether central, local, ecclesiastical, military, or

judidd, and makes the main entry under the place name with neces-

sary added entries. This section makes one or two provisions not in

the code, including one for " calendars of documents, regesta, etc."

which are to be entered under their maker, with a series entry under
the department ordering their publication. To dte Cutter's own
example, this results in entering Cdeniar of state papers, domestic,

Charles 11, under Green, with a series entry under great Britain.

Master of the Rolls, which strikes us as being diametrically opposed to

the fundsunental piindple of corporate authorship.

Under the second head he puts such bodies as parties and sects,

associations and sodeties, educational, cultural and religious bodies, and
others that are induded in the code under the two headings : societies

and institutions. He also rules clearly that " sodeties are authors of

their journals, memoirs, proceedings, transactions, and other publica-

tions," excepting what are known as publishing sodeties, such as the
Hakluyt, Ewly English Text, Harleian, etc.

He further points out what users of the code only learn after much
experience, ttot, to quote Cutter’s own words, " Where to enter societies

is the most difficult problem in cataloging, so difficult that the Germans
eva^ it, not entering them at all, and the British Museum solves it by
putting them in a separate catalog." The code prescribes two gener^
rules for these, one for sodeties, which it enters—^with exceptions

—

under the first word not an article of its corporate name, allowing as an
alternative, entry for those "whose names indude that of some
locality indicating the home of the sodety or the territorial limits of its

researches, or both, under the name of that locality,” the other for
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institutions, which it enters—again with exceptions—under the name
of the place in which located.

Cutter's general rule, however, is to enter what he calls corpora-

tions and quasi corporations " under their names as they read, but he
has a number of exceptions, grouped under " inversion of name,"
which allows Young People's Society of Christian Endeavour to he
entered under Christian Endeavour, Young People's Society of, a guild

under the name of the trade, and not—as the code—under the name
of the city, and an order of Knighthood, " under the significant word
of the English title " and under " place preferred," which follows

pretty closely the code practice.

Under the third head he deals with committees and other sub-

ordinates, such as sectional bodies, conventions, and conferences, as

found in the code's " miscellaneous bodies or organizations " section.

It is interesting to notice that the long code rule concerning exploring

expeditions does not appear in Cutter.

With regard to churches, Cutter has two rules against the code's one,

which is simply " enter all churches under the name of the place."

Cutter, however, says in the second of his rules that " a few cathedrals

generally known by some other name may be entered under it," and
cites as examples, Notre-Dame, Paris, SL PauVs, London, and St,

Pder*s, Rome. He also has a useful note to the rule providing for

general entry of churches under the place name, which is worth

remembering :
" Of course the parishes of London (as Kensington,

Marylebone, Southwark) like the parts of . . . any other composite

city, will be put under their own names, not under the name of the

city."

One of the main difficulties about corporate authorship is to know
whether to enter under a place name, a personal name, or the name
of a society or other corporate body. The following tabulation of the

code rules arranged under these heads may therefore be of some
assistance.

Under a Place Name (whether of a country or of some smaller

community, often with the addition of certain sub-heads).

Government publications, including subordinate departments

(58» 59. 61, 62).

Law reports of a single court (64).

Opinions, decisions, charges (66).

Constitutions and constitutional conventions (68-69).

Charters (70).

Treaties (but not collections of those of several countries)

(71).

Gilds (77).

Institutions generally (i.e. establishments) but with exceptions

(82).

Public Schools, i.e, those supported by public taxation (86).

21
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American and British private schools (unless their names b^;in

with a proper noun or an adjective) and all foreign ones (87).

Foreign private schools (87).

American Indian Schools receivkg government support (88).

National and State Institutions (90-91).

Agricultural experiment stations (92).

Universities, galleries, etc., called Ro)ral, Impmal, etc. (93).

Observatories (unless part of a coUege, university or other

institution) (94).

Botanicd and zoological gardens (except those attached to a
university or school, owned or controlled by a society, or owned
privately) (95).

Churches (96).

Monasteries, abbeys, convents (monasteries not located in a
dty or town, under their own names. British abbeys, etc., under
their own names) (97).

Banks (national banks designated by numbers only, as in

America) (98).

Libraries (only those designated Carnegie, Passmore Edwards,
etc.) (99).

Diplomatic congresses (100).

Exhibitions, etc. (not those held under the auspices of a society)

(102).

Ecclesiastical Councils (of the Catholic Church, and of others

too, provided they are not limited to a single demomination. But
Lateran councils under Lateran, and Vatican councils under
Vatican, not Rome) (104).

Committees and meetings of citizens (106).

Classes of citizens (107).

Under the Name of the Society or other Organization.

Societies generally (but with exceptions) (72).

International societies extending through many lands (73).

Orders of knighthood, and secret societies (but masonic institu-

tions are entered under Freemasons) (74).

Alumni Associations (under the school or college to which they
belong) (75).

Local college or university societies (under the name of their

college) (76).

Leiumed academies (ignoring adjectives expressive of royal
privilege, except English) (78).

Affiliated societies (under name of parent organization, unless
they have independent names) (79).

Religious denominations (80).

Political parties (81).

Institutions with names beginning with a proper noun or with an
adjective (83).
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Colleges or professional schools (tinder the university of which
they are part) (84).

College or university institutions (under the university of which
they are part) (85).

American and British private schools (when the name b^;ins

with a proper name or with an adjective) (87).

Banks (except those designated by number in America) (98).

International meetings (not to ^ confused with Diplomatic
Congresses) (loi).

Exhibitions held by societies or institutions (103).

Conventions, conferences of societies, politick parties, religious

denominations, etc. Those having no existence apart from the

convention, under name of convention. If no suitable name, under
place (105).

Boards,. Trustees, etc.. Bodies known as. Under name of

institution they control (108).

Foundations, endowments, funds (no).

Under a Personal Name.

Reports to a government department not by an official (60).

Digests of laws (if the text is quoted partially or fragmentary).
In doubtful cases under the country (63).

Digests of reports (under digester) (65).

Pleas printed separately (67).

Collections of treaties of several countries (71).

American and British private schools known by the name of the

proprietor (87).

Catalogues of private collections (where a private collection has

passed to an institution or society, entries for subsequent publica-

tions to be made under the institution or society) (89).

Firms (109).

Exploring expeditions (only if clearly the work of a single person

or of two or more persons working in conjunction). Alternatives

:

(i) name of expedition, (2) body or individual assuming respona-

bility for the expedition, and publication of results, (3) the com-
mander, (4) name of vessel, (5) editor of results, (6) first word of

title (in).

FURTHER READINGS

The appropriate sections of the codes referred to.

Mann, Maxgarxt. IntroducHon to eoMoging . . ., pp. 162-67.

Quinn, J. Hsnky. Library eakUoguing, chap. 8.

PROBLEMS

I. What views have you on the arrangement of publications of cor-

porate bodies under ** the places with which the bodies are connected/’

as compared with any alternative arrangement ?
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2. What problems are likely to be created for the cataloguer by
adopting. Cutter's proviso that a few cathedrals better known by their

names than by the place in which they are situated, may be entered

under those names ?

3. What will be the effect of the British Museum’s decision to abolish

the heading Academies from its catalogue, and to enter publications

that used to be assembled there, under place names ?



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

THE HISTORY OF CATALOGUES AND CATALOGUING

Library catalogues of sorts existed in the ancient civilizations, and
are, in fact, as old as organized collections of books themselves. Many
of the earlier examples that have come down to us were arranged by
authors, some where roughly classified, while the remainder were
arranged chronologically, by titles, by order of accession, and so on.

But they rapidly became so numerous, and have varied so greatly in

details, as well as in size and in the type of collection they were designed

to serve, that it is quite impossible to refer to more than a few typical

examples, chief of which is the Catalogue of printed books in the British

Museum.

The Author Catalogue

Briefly, the story of the printed catalogue of our national library

goes back to 1787 when two printed volumes appeared bearing the title

Librorum impressorum qui in Museo Britannico adservantur catalogus, a
very modest work compared with the huge project now in progress.

A new edition of this catalogue appeared in seven volumes between

1813 and 1819. In 1834 f^e then keeper of printed books, the Rev.

Henry Baber, was instructed by the trustees to prepare a plan for the

printing of a new catalogue. The first volume appeared in 1841, but

owing to representations to the trustees by Panizzi, the work of print-

ing the new General catalogue ofprinted books was suspended until 1881,

from which year until 1900 the work proceeded as rapidly as possible,

being followed between 1900 and 1905 by a supplement ; the whole

work constituted 55 folio volumes that speedily went out of print. In

1931 the publication of a new edition was begun, which is likely to

take at least some twenty-five to thirty years to complete.

France and Germany have played their parts in giving us some
equally monumental catalogues. The Bibliothique Nationale pub-

lished the first volume of its Catalogue geniral des livres imprimis in

1897.

The Prussian State Library began in 1931 the publication of a

Gesamtkatalog der Preussischen bibliotheken, an important example of

co-operative cataloguing, to which reference is made in chapter 22.

Returning to Great Britain, in 1856 Andrea Crestadoro (1808-1879)

saw the necessity for sound principles in the making “of the many
catalogues that would be a necessary consequence of the general

adoption of the Libraries Acts, and produced a work called The art of

naking catalogues of libraries. When he became librarian of the

Manchester Public Libraries he applied his rules to the collections then

being assembled there. Crestadoro's code recognized the necessity

for recording book titles in full. Each entry began with the author's

311
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name, bat strange to say, the actual arrangement uras not strictly by
authors at all ; in fact, the entries were in order of accession numbers.

Th^ wore accordingly numbered serially, and there was a sort of key

index of authors and subjects, a numb^ opposite the index entry

indicating where the main entry would be found.

A copy of this catalogue is before us as we write. It is in three large

volumes, but only the first was compiled by Crestadoro. It consists of
** principal entries,” numbered from i to 26,534, with an index at the

end in &e form of what is called ” subject-matter entries or classifica-

tion.” Volume 2 begins with number 26,535, and the first four entries

are by Black, Dixon, Yonge and Charles respectively. It also is a
volume of ” principal entries ” only. Volume 3 is an index of names of

authors and subjects, and as far as subjects are concerned, is based on
the idea of giving ” the author’s own definition of his work, and therefore

those subjects which are mentioned on his title-page have been the only

ones adopted. Under any given subject the whole of the books relating

to that subject which the fibrary contains are not brought together,

but only those in which the name of the subject occurs on the title.”

Here are specimens of the entries

:

Principal entry

:

Makshaix (J.). a Description of the Human Body : its Structure and
Functions. Illustrated by nine physiological diagrams, containing 19^ col.

figures. By John Marshall. Loud. [t86o]. 2 vols.

V<4. I, text, 4to, pp. X, 260 ; Explanatory Key, 8«o, pp. xv. Vol. 2, plates,

fol. 336**

Index entries

;

Human Action, Principles. 1805. 8vo. . . . 10856, 49424.— Body : Structura et Uses. Platerus. 1583. fol. 30472
Described. Marshall, i860. 2 vols. 4to. 33618

All things considered, the palm is generally awarded to the author
catalogue of the London Library, which first appeared in 1847, and of

which the last edition, in two volumes, was published in 1913-1914,
with two supplements since. Despite their condensed nature, the titles

and bibliographical details are f^ enough for all ordinary purposes.
Together with the Subject index, this constitutes an invaluable guide,

alike to the cataloguer and to the searcher after bibliographical

information.

The Dictionary Catalogue

Not all early cataloguing history was made by librarians. T.iv^rpnfti

engaged^ the services of Samuel Hudgins, a retired architect and writer
on architectural subjects, a friend of Sir James Picton, chainhan of
the Uvmrpool Library Committee. In 1872 he was responsible for the
puUif^tion of the first volume of a catalogue of the reference library,

following the rules laid down by Professor Jewett, to whom reference
is made later. It is interesting as an early example of a dictionary
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catalogue on broad lines, which form was to remain for many years
the commonest kind of catalogue used in public libraries.

Here is a single example of the fullness urith which books were
catalogued

:

Author entry

:

Montgombry, Jambs. The Abolition of the Slave Trade. 4*. 1814. Mas
Subject entry

:

Slavbry
Montgomery, J. The Abolition of the Slave Trade. 4**. M 13

Suited reference

:

Slave Trade. See Slavery

Title entry

:

Abolition of the Slave Trade. Montgomery, J. 4*. M 13

The second and third volumes were produced by Peter Cowell, who
points out in the preface to volume two the advantages of looking for a
book under the author (i.e. the main entry), where the fullest par-

ticulars relating to it will be found.

An example of the dictionary catalogue on the title-a-line basis was
attempted at Birmingham in 1869 by John D. Mullins {1832-1900),

the first librarian of the Birmingham I^blic Libraries. A reprint of the

Catalogue of books in the reference department was published between

1883 and 1890. It was issued in parts, and sold at prices ranging from

one to four shillings, such a book as BuUer’s Birds of New Zealand,

fcr example, receiving entries under Buller, Birds, and New Zealand.

All the entries were aUke, and were printed in columns in the following

form, under the headings mentioned :

Number No. of Size Date
Vol$.

67947 Buller (W. L.). Birds of New 2^and i 8vo 1882

Subject entries were sometimes shown under subject headings, as

Birds, Biology, Cornwall, etc., and sometimes by means of inverted

title entries, as

:

Sussex, Church Bells of, by Daniel’Tyssen

Sussex, Coast of, by Pavey
Sussex Dialect, Dictionary of, by Parish

Form entry was used to a considerable extent, as for example, under

Drama (for Plays), Poetry, Periodicals, etc., and some attempt was made
to bind related headings by means of cross-references. If a title could

not be g6t into one line, the ingenious method of printing the remainder

alongside in two lines of a fount half the size was resorted to, as

:

Copley (J. S.). Life, by Amory, JMSSSSSt.

In America, one of the most interesting examples of the printed

catalogue is that of the Boston Athenaeum, a dictionary catalogue in

five volumes, compiled by Cutter himself between 1874 and 1882. What
is usually regarded as the best example of this t}^ of catalogue,

however, is the Index-catalogue of the library of the surgeon^eneral's
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office begun in 1880 by Dr. J. Shaw Billings, and extending through

various series down to the present time. like first volume of a fourth

series was published in 1936.

An examination shows the elaborate nature of this catalogue,

which is complete with analytical entries and cross-references.

More attractive in appearance, and nearly, if not quite as good in its

compilation, was the dictionary catalogue of the Peabody Institute at

Baltimore, the first volume of which was published in 1883.

The public library of Detroit issued the first volume of a large and
well-compiled General catalogue of the books in 1888, in which the entries

were dear and concise, as w^ be seen from this single typical example :

Main Entry

:

Campin, Francis. Practical treatise on mechanical engineering, metallurgy,

moulding, casting, etc. Philadelphia. 1877. 621.6136

Subject Entry

:

Emginbbring, Civil

Campin, F. Practical treatise on mechanical engineering, etc. 621.6136

Earlier than any of these examples was the Catalogue ofthe New York
State library, published in 1856 . This was an author catalo^e, with

an index to subjects. An idea of the sort of entry contained in it may
be gained from this example :

Milton (John). A Complete Collection of the historical, political and mis-

cellaneous works. . . . London, 1738. 2 vol. fol.

A Subject-index of the General Library, listing briefly under each
subject the works about it, was published in 1872.

The Classified Catalogue

An examination of several shelves of early library catalogues shows
that the classified catalogue is not by any means the modem thing it is

frequently supposed to

George Sandy , librarian of the Signet Library, Edinburgh, issued a
classified catalo^e of that library in 1803. as Catalogue of the library of
the writers of His Majesty’s Signet. "It had an alphabetical index of

authors and subjects, and was arranged in accordance with the classifica-

tion of De Bure. Four years later, in 1809, the Royal Institution of

Great Britain followed with A Catalogue of the library of the Royal Insti-

tution of Great Britain, methodically arranged, with an alphabetical index

of authors, by William Harris. A second edition appeared in 1821,
complete with a single index of authors and subjects, and again in 1857
there was A New classified catalogue of the library . . . with very good
indexes of authors and persons, and of subjects.

Going back to 1812, we find the Surrey Institution publishing A
Catalogue of the library, arranged by the classification of Thomas Hart-
well Home, with an author index. In 1827 Home himself produced a
Catalogue of the library of Queen’s College, Cambridge, methodically
arranged, in two volumes.
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The London Institution issued a systematically classed ” catalogue

in four volumes between 1835 and 1852, arranged under such class

headings as zoology (with sub-divisions), architecture, fine arts, etc. It

was described by Edward Edwards as one of the best examples of its

kind, and was equipped with separate subject and author indexes, a
typical example of a main and index entries being :

FINE ARTS
Printing, Engraving, and Sculpture

Elmes (James). General and Bibliographical Dictionary of the Fine Arts.

8vo. Lond, 1826.

Subject index

:

Arts. Works on The Fine Arts, I. 153
Fine Arts. Works relating to the. I. 153-158

Author index

:

Elmes (James). A Dictionary of the Fine-Arts, I. 153

The preface to this catalogue contains a justification for the classified

catalogue that makes interesting reading a hundred years later, if only

because it may cause us to wonder how much, if at all, we have really

progressed in our views on the functions of library cataJogues.

In concluding this preface with some remarks upon the subject of

classification in catalogues, it will be scarcely requisite to notice the

great and numerous advantages which a methodical arrangement of

books possesses over a list that is simply alphabetical. With whatever

accuracy the latter may be compiled, it can be effectually useful to those

only who are in search of a particular work ; or who are already well

acquainted with authors in general, or at the least with such as have
written upon the subject in which they are interested. Such a list, on
the contrary, is of little benefit to the reader who is desirous of being

informed what books are to be found in a large library upon any par-

ticular branch of knowledge ; but a Classed Catalogue immediately

furnishes that information and exhibits, at the same time, the peculiar

excellence of the collection. Nor is the answer that such an arrangement

discovers the weakness of a public library, of sufficient importance to

counteract the extensive utility of the plan ; since the classes which
most require improvement, are thus made known to such persons as

might be both inclined and able to assist the establishment, if its peculiar

deficiencies had been stated.
** The principle upon which a Classed Catalogue is constructed, is

the division of the mass of human knowledge contained in printed

books, into the most natural large and distinct heads ; each being sub-

divided into such smaller sections as may comprise every variety of

subject, at the same time that they are entirely independent of each

other. The proper characteristics of such an arrangement are a facility

and a convenience of reference, and a simplicity of classification, in the

number and distinctness of the chief departments and subdivisions

;

and in forming such a Catalogue the principal design is, to enable all
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who consult it readily to find either any particular work, or the authors

upon any particular subject ; as well as to furnish a clear view of the

contents of the collection/'

The Parliamentary Committee of 1849, api^inted to enquire into

public libraries and similar institutions, referring to the necessity for

providing catalogues, said that “ So far as they have enquired, it appears

to your committee that a catalogue, classified as to subjects, with an

alphabetical list of authors, would be best."

The Newcastle-upon-Tyne Literary and Philosophical Institute,

known to most librarians simply as the Lit. and Phil., provided another

early example of the classified catalogue with its Catalogue of 1848 . . .

with a supplement, published in 1838. It has an alphabet of authors and
of subjects in a single alphabet.

Many good examples of the classified form have been in the nature

of trade catalogues, beginning with the first volume of Sonnenschein's

Best books in 1887, and followed by others, including Nelson's Standard

books of 1912-15, and the more recent edition of Sonnenschein, 1910-31.

Besides providing many good examples of the dictionary catalogue,

equally good ones in classified form have emanated from America.

Perhaps the best known is the Classified catalogue ofthe Carnegie Library

of Pittsburgh. Actually, it is a long series of class catalogues published

at intervals since 1895. James Duff Brown described this catalogue as
** a good example of bibliographical classified cataloguing," but
criticized the annotations as being in some cases " unnecessarily full."

No account of the development of printed catalogues would be

complete without some reference to the editions of the A.L.A. catalog

that have appeared at intervals since 1893. These catalogues do not

represent the stock of any specific library, but besides the primary
purposes for which they were produced, they provide an interesting

study for cataloguers. Of the several editions, the most valuable from
our present point of view is that of 1904, prepared by the New York
State Library and the Library of Congress under the auspices of the

American Library Association publishing board and known as A.L.A.
catalog

:

8000 volumes /or a popular library, with notes. The value of

this particular edition lies in the fact that it is in two parts, part i

class&ed by Dewey, and part 2 in dictionary form. As all the books
are cat^ogued by both methods, it provides an interesting basis for

comparing the much-debated advantages and disadvantages of the
contending forms of catalogues.

Coming to quite modem times, the first quarter of the twentieth
centiuy has given us many further good examples of both classified and
dictionary catalogue. Brighton published a useful series of class-lists

an^ed by Dewey during the first decade, Bolton followed with a
similar series, but perhaps the honours go to Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
from where some exceedingly good examples of the classified class-list

have come, the most recent of which appeared in 1934, as a new edition

erf the Fine arts catalogue, a well-printed volume of 226 pages with
sixteen appropriate illustrations. T^e arrangement is by Dewey, with
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combined index of authors and subjects. Nor must some of the
Gla^ow catalogues be omitted, although reference to them is made
in chapter 3.

Brown gave us his Select catalogue and guide to the Islington Libraries
in 1910, classified by his Subject Classification ; Hampstead produced
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several good examples of the printed dictionary catalogue ; in 1925
Liverpool pubhshed an alphabetical Catahgue of hooks ... in all the

Brandt Libraries, arrang^ in three parts
:

(i) subjects and titles,

(2) foreign literature, (3) an author list. Fiction was not included in

this cat^ogue. In 1935 there appeared a Catalogue of works of non-

fiction added to the lending libraries, 1925-1935. It differs from the earlier
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catalogue in that it is arranged in a single alphabet of author, subject,

and necessary title entries.

In 1927 Bethnal Green provided another example of an annotated

catalogue arranged by Brown's Subject Classification, limited to books

on sociology and related subjects.
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A.L.A. Dictiohary Catalog.

The more recently established county libraries have not given us

many examples of general printed catalogues, but Kent has published

one or two examples arranged by Dewey, with indexes of authors and
of subjects, and other counties have produced sectional catalogues, to

some of which reference is made in copter 21.

Two important subject indexes call for mention here. But they are
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not in the present instances to be confused with the ordinary sort of

subject index to a classified catalc^e, which indexes subjects only,

not subjects and books about them, like the Islington index shown
below.

The first of these is the Subject index of the modern works added to the

iNOBX

Britiali

— Twritortal
Art
Art fallerict

ArtbropotU
Artistic anAtomy
Artiiti (Biog.)

Artitti* colouri

Arts and crafts

Arts and sciancs

Arts. Domestic
Fine— Graphic and plastic

— Recreative
— Useful
An^ndel

Asia Minor <

Asian languages
Asparagus
Assaying
Assessments
Assisi
Association foottiall

Assyria
AiStyro>Dabylooian lang.

Astrology
Astronomers
Astronomy

Nautical
Astrophysics
Asylums
Atheism
Athenian F.ropire

Athens
Athletics
Athletic sporu
Atlantic Ocean
Atlases (Generali

Atmosphere
Atolls
Atomic theory

Atoms
.

Atonement of Christ

Attica
Augustus (Rosm)
Aurora Borealis

Australasia
Australasian literature

Attslralia

Austral ia» South Pojs— Western Po2$
Australian Commonwealth Poao
Austria
Austria*Hungary
Authenticity (Biblicall
Author catalogues
Authors (Biog )

Collected works
— Foreign
Authorship
Autobiography
Autocars
Autographs
Aylesbury
Ayrshire
Asores

Babylonia
Bacon (Fraocisl

Bacteriology
Baden
Badges

&rc.
Baku
Balearic Islands
Balkan Sutes
Ballad operas
Ballads (Music)
— (Poetry)
Balleu
Balloons
Balneology
Bamboos
Banffshixo
Bangor
Banjo
Banking
Banners
Banstcad
Bantu language
Baptist Churches
Barbary Corsairs

Sutes
Barometers
Barons
Barotselaod
Baseball
Basket-BBaUof

S301
8joo

A003
p. *6-31

Mioi'S
X
“570
Xais
U75»

''nsil

0037

Lsto-7
Eai?

Spoo-ai
X094
C60S
04*9

Si43
E781-4

eJS

Htis

Vi<
U836
cea

LgSo^
X007
USpi
Maos
K8ao
oyai

Ojao-i
Daj6
3tiS
06ee
H7Sft
Ijgu

794

Subject Index. Islington Select Catalogue.

library of the British Museum, the first volumes of which appeared in

1902-1903, covering additions between 1881 and 1900, but which
now appears at quinquennial periods, the most recent volume,

published in 1933, recording the ad^tions from 1926 to 1930.

Needless to say, the arrangement is alphabetical, but there is a go^
deal of subdivision, both under countries and under more or less
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specific subjects. The subjects that are subdivided under countries

are

:

Antiquities

Anny
Colonies

Constitution and government
Law (general systems and codes)

Navy
Politics

Population and ethnology
Social life

Topography
Trade and finance

while among the many other subjects capable of local treatment, but

given separate headings, may be mentioned

:

Architecture
Art
Birds
Botany
Education
Painting
Railways

The other is the London Library Subject index, the first volume of

which was published in 1909, and the second, a supplement, in 1923.

The headings are, in some cases, more detailed than those in the Britii^

Museum index, and an idea of its arrangement may be got from the

list of subdivisions under chemistry, listed alongside the corresponding

list in the Museum index. The late Henry R. Tedder said of this

work that " it is not too much to claim for it the honour of being the

best subject-index yet produced in this coimtry, a valuable working
tool to all scholars, librarians, and bibliographers/'

British Museum
Chemistry

Bibliography

History

General works
Experimental and practical

Inorganic chemistry

Organic chemistry

Analysis

General

Qualitative

Quantitative

Applied chemistry

Chemical arithmetic

Electro-chemistry

Medical, phj^ological and
biological chemistry

Physic^ chemistry

London Library

Chemistry (general)

Ancient and mediaeval

chemistry

Applied chemistry

Bibliography

Biographies

Dictionaries

History

Medical and physiological

chemistry

Periodicals and societies
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The History of Cataloguing Codes

The placing on the Statute Book of the Public Libraries Act of 1850
naturally directed attention to the necessity for the better cataloguing

of books. But for signs of interest in the subject as we know it t<>day,

we must go back to 1839, when the authorities of the British Museum
adopted a code of Rides for the compilation of the catalogue of printed

books in the British Museum, printed in 1841 as the famous ninety-one

rules. These rules have formed the basis of most author or main entry

codes that have appeared since. Among those associated with this

venture in more scientific cataloguing were Anthony Panizzi (1797-

1879), principal librarian of the British Museum, and his colleagues

Edward Edwards, better remembered as a pioneer of the public library

movement in this country, Thomas Watts, J. Winter Jones and John
H. Parry.

It was not without some opposition that the rules became established.

There was, in fact, nothing less than a Royal Commission appointed in

1847 to enquire into the management of the British Museum, and one

of the things discussed was Panizzi's rules, chiefly on the score of the

length of the entries proposed, which, it was maintained, delayed the

completion of the catalogue. The whole story is very fully told in

the chapter on “ The battle of the rules " in H. B. Wheatley's How to

catalogue a library. Much of it now sounds petty and even amusing,

especially the story of Mr. J. Payne Collier, secretary of the Royal
Commission, who is alleged to have catalogued twenty-five books in an
hour, and on which Mr. Winter Jones reported that These twenty-five

titles contain almost every possible error which can be committed in

cataloguing books I

"

It is difficult to understand the antagonism that confronted these

rules, for, as Wheatley concludes his chapter, " We can now see how
much we are indebted to them. To their influence we largely owe the

education of the librarian in the true art of cataloguing."

A little later, library cataloguing began to receive attention in

America. The initiative was taken by the Smithsonian Institution,

whose librarian, Charles C. Jewett (1816-1868) published a code of

thirty-nine rules in 1852 on the lines of Panizzi's code, under the title,

On the construction of catalogues of libraries, and their publication by

means of separate stereotyped titles, with rules and examples. Besides

giving rules for author entries, he included examples and a model
subject index.

In the Institution's scheme is to be seen the germ of co-operative

cataloguing, for behind it was the idea of making a union catalogue of

the libraries of the United States. But this aspect of Jewett's con-

tribution to our subject is reserved for another chapter.

The rules propounded by the British Museum still remained, on the

whole, the soundest code of rules for the making of author entries,

although the spread of the pubUc library movement created a public
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who wanted books about specific subjects just as much as they did by
specific authors, if not more. This directed further attention to the

question of subject cataloguing. It is not too much, therefore, to

regard 1876 as an epoch-making year in the history of cataloguing, for

it saw the publication of the first edition of Charles Ammi Cutter's

(1837-1903) Rules for a dictionary catalog.

How early was the recognition of the educational value of libraries

in America is suggested by the fact that these rules formed part of a

Special report of the United States Bureau of Education on the history,

condition and management of public libraries in the United States of

America.

It is scarcely necessary to say that this was of the greatest importance

to cataloguers, being, as it was, the first code of complete cataloguing

practice for every kind of entry needed in a dictionary catalogue. The
rules are dealt with more fully in other chapters ; it only needs to be

said here that in this first edition there were 205 of them. Three later

editions followed, in 1889, 1891, and in 1904 respectively, by which

time the number of the rules had grown to 369. For the dictionary

catalogue it is still the standard code of rules, and there is every reason

to suppose that it will remain so. It should be made clear that Cutter

was not the inventor of the dictionary catalogue in its more elementary

forms, and he never claimed to be. In fact, he wrote the history of the

dictionary catalogue in a United States special report, and traces it back
to 1815, as far as America was concerned.

The gradual spread of the library movement was further evidenced

at about this time by the establishment of Library Associations, the

American Association in 1876, and the British in 1877. Problems of

cataloguing, and an endeavour to secure greater uniformity in its

practice early engaged their attentions ; America had a code in 1878,

the full text of which was submitted to the Association's conference in

1883, in which year Great Britain revised its rules at Liverpool, and
published them in 1893, together with those of the Bodleian and
British Museum Libraries.

The rules used in the library of the University of Cambridge have
some interest to us in this connexion. They were originated by Henry
Bradshaw, who was the librarian from 1867-1886, and published in

1878. As drawn up by Bradshaw the code consisted of forty-nine rules,

but it has grown into one of sixty-four, an edition of which appeared
in 1927, though advance copies were in use by the staff in 1925,
There are ^o the Rules for the general catalogue of printed books in

the Bodleian library at Oxford, which is a code of fifty-nine rules, first

drawn up by the librarian, E, W. B. Nicholson, in 1882, and based on
the rules of the Library Association, with some additions made in 1885.

A further revision became necessary in 1921, in which year it was
decided to commence a new catalc^e of printed books published in

and after 1920. The new rules were printed in 1923, and in a revised

form in X930. The code is divided in the list of contents of the printed
rules into eleven parts : (i) headings, general and personal, (2) initials
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and pseudonyms, (3) anonymous, (4) collectaneous and corporate^

(5) miscellaneous, (6) title*entries, contents of, (7) title-entries, form of,

(8) arrangement in the catalogue, (9) cross-references, (10) works
excluded, (ii) appendix pn transliteration. In the main, it follows the
lines laid down in the Anglo-American code, but naturally, there are
variations. For instance, English compound names are entered under
the second part of the name, persons who have changed their names are
entered under the last well-known name," only editions of the entire

Bible being entered under Bible
; parts of it are entered under Testa-

ment (Old), Testament (New), or lesser divisions, as Pentateuch,
and the names of individual books, and so on.

The section dealing with arrangement in the catalogue is interesting,

and is accordingly referred to in chapter ii.

An important, but sometimes overlooked, contribution to cataloguing

practice was made in 1886 by Professor K. Dziatzko (1842-1903), a
German librarian, which an American librarian, K. A. Linderfelt,

translated in 1890, and published, with other rules of his own, as

Eclectic card catalog rules : author and title entries. Based on Dziatzko*

s

** Instruction” compared with the rides of the British Museum, Cutter,

Dewey, Perkins, and other authorities. Next to Cutter, this was among
the most useful contributions made to the science of cataloguing.

It is more difficult to write the history of card catalogues, because

the examples of them lie in their appropriate libraries. Actually it is

not quite as modern in its elementary form as is sometimes supposed,

for we have seen examples of it in some of the great French libraries

dating back to the eighteenth century. The Abbi Rosier, for instance,

used the card principle in 1775, when he made a catalogue of the Paris

Academy of Science, and it was probably used even earlier than this at

the Biblioth^que du Roi, now known as the Biblioth^que Nationale.

The library of Trinity College, Dublin, used cards early in the nineteenth

century, and it is said that the library of Rochester University (U.S.A.)

adopted them about 1845, abandoned them as unsuccessful, but
reverted to their use in 1870.

In its more modem form, the card catalogue began to make its appear-

ance in British and American libraries round about 1876, in which

year the well-known firm of Library Bureau was established, with

Melvil Dewey at its head, but it has been used extensively in this

country only since the end of the last century.

The codes referred to, and many others, paved the way for the joint

code of rules drawn up by the American and British Library Associa-

tions, and first published in 1908 under the title Cataloguii^ rides

:

author and title entries. That this joint effort came to fruition was
largely due to the efforts of L. Stanley Jast and Henry Guppy, as far as

British librarians were concerned, who, at the Birmingham conference

in Z902, read papers on the desirability of revising and reprinting the

A^ociation's cataloguing rules. Since 1900 the same question had
been ei^aging the attention of American librarians. With the aid,

therefore, of advance copies of the American rules, of the British

22
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Huseum^a and the existing British Library Association's codes* the

committee appointed at Birmingham presented to the conference at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1904 a ^aft of the proposed revision*

That the joint code actually came about at all was largely due to the

late Mdvil Dewey» of decimd classification *famei who made the very

practical suggestion that the two associations should jointly produce an
Anglo-American code, and so secure greater uniformity in cataloguing

between the English-speaking peoples. The idea found favour with the

British committee and with the association as a whole, and it was
agreed to warmly by the American Library Association in 1904.

Progress was reported at the British conferences in 1905 and 1906, a

final revision of the draft was made in 1907, minor adjustments were

afterwards effected, and the code made its appearance in 1908. Those

who are interested further in its history^ and especially in the reasons

that led to the alternative rules, should read an article by John Minto,

who did valuable work as the secretary of the British committee, in

The Library Association record for 1909.

But the end has still not been reached. The cataloguing rules

committee was reconstituted shortly before the war began, and the

results are to be seen in the United States and in this country. Two
criticisms of the code as it first appeared have been made. One was
that the rules are too elaborate for application to small libraries, for

which Cutter is regarded as being more suitable ; the other was that

there is still no joint code for subject entries, and that one is badly

needed for the large number of libraries still using the dictionary

catalogue. For the time being, however, the committee could not

concern itself with the second problem.

The printed catalogue reached its height at the end of the nineteenth

an<ithe beginning of the twentieth centuries, prior to which time there

were few libraries of even small size that did not possess their printed

catalogues, sometimes arranged by authors, more often in the dic-

tionary form, and occasionally on a classified plan.

It was a long time, however, before libraries realized the value of

what has become known as the “ unit " principle in card cataloguing,

whereby every other card is a replica of the main entry card, with the
insertion of appropriate name or st^ject headings. The old practice

of providing abbreviated entries under all other headings than the
author was generally continued, although Jewett had published his

views on the matter so many years ago. The development of this and
of the schemes for providing printed catalogues are discussed in

chapter 22, and need not be reputed here.

In the chapter devoted to comparative (^talpguing, detailed reference

is made to a few of the more important c^es of cat^oguing rules, but
this seen^ an appropriate place at which to refer to some of the others.

A mere list of those that have been compiled in various countries would^M many pa^. Those who have access to Dewey's Library school riAee

(Soston : Library Bureau, 1892), will there find six quarto pages of
launched between 1718 and 1891. Margaret Mann has hmught
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this Ibt down to date in. her IntroducUm to cataloging and the dasaifien^

Hon cf hooka, and later codes are noted from year to year in The Year's

work in Uhrananskip.

Amcmg the more important of all these are the following

:

I. Comparative:

1890. Linderfelt. K. A. Eclectic card catalog rules : author and
title entries. Based on Dziatzko’s *' Instruction ” (see

page 323)-

.

a. BriUsh and joint codes

:

1841. The British Museum code of ninety-one rules, adopted by the

Trustees in 1839.

1878. Cambridge University. Rules to be observed in forming the

a^halMtical catalogue of printed books. (A code of49 rules

revised and expanded to one of 64 in 1925 and published

in 1927.)

1883. Library Association. Cataloguing rules.

1883. Oxford. Bodleian Library. Compendious cataloguing rules

for the author catalogue.

1908. American and British Library Associations. Cataloguing

rules ; author and title entries.

1923. Oxford. Bodleian Library. Rules for author-catalogue of

books published in or after 1920.

1936. Roles for compiling the catalogues of printed books, maps and
music in the British Museum. Revised edition.

1941. A.L.A. Catalog rules : author and title entries
;
prepared by

the Catalog Code Revision Committee of the American
Library Association, with the collaboration of a Committee

of the (British) Library Association. (Preliminary

American second edition.)

3. American codes

:

1852. Jewett, C. C. Smithsonian report on the construction oi

catalogues of libraries . . . and their publication by means
of separate, stereotyped titles, with rules and examples.

2876. Cutter, C. A. Rules for a printed dictionary cat^og. (Three

later, revised and enlarged editions app^ued in 1889, z^i
and 1904 ; it was reprinted by the Library Association

in 1935.)

2883. American Library Association. Condensed rules for an author

and title catalog.

2884. Perkins, F. B. San Francisco cataloguing for public libraries.

2886. American Library Association. Condensed rules for a card

catalog.

x888. Dew^, Melvil. Rules for auth<»- and classed catalogs as
' used in Cdnmbia College Lilxary.
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1889. Dewey, Melvil.. Lilwary school card catalog roles ; with

52 facsimiles of sample cards for author and classed

catalogs.

1^5. United States. Library of Congress. Catalog division. Sup*

plementary rules on cataloguing. [Since continued on
cards.]

4. French codes ;

1878. LTnstruction g6n6rale relative au service des biblioth^ues

universitaires.

1889. Delisle, Leopold. Instructions 616mentaires et techniques

pour la mise et le maintien en ordre des livres d'ome
biblioth^ue.

1912. Association des Biblioth6caires Fran^ais. R^les et usages

observ6s dans les principales biblioth^ues de Paris. . . .

1923. Paris. Biblioth^ue Nationale. Usages suivis dans la

redaction du catalogue g6n6ral des livres imprimis de la

Biblioth^ue Nationale.

1929. Association des Biblioth^caires Fran9ais. R^les g^ndrales.

5. Qertnan codes

:

1886. Dziatzko, K. Instruction fur die ordnung der titel im
alphabetischen zettelkatalog der kbnigl, und Universit&ts-

bibliothek zu Breslau.

1899. Prussia. Instruktionen fiir die alphabetischen Kataloge der

preussischen bibliotheken, vom 1899. Zweite ausgabe,

1908.

(There is a very fine exposition of this code : Erl&uterungen
zu den Instruktionen . . . von Dale Sass, Leipzig, 1927.)

6. Italian codes

:

1931. The Vatican code : Norme per il catalogo degli stampati.

Besides these, there is scarcely a country in Europe that hasnot given

attention to the setting up of some sort of official code of cataloguing

practice. Czechoslovakia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Russia,

Holland, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Switzerland, Belgium, Poland and
Spain would all figure in any complete bibliography of cataloguing

codes.

FURTHER READINGS

Beride the sonices already indicated, some fnrthM valuable information will

be-found in

:

Ksaop, WoUAM Warnbr. Practical handbook of modem library cataloging.

Baltimore. Williams and Willdns Co., and ed. 1934.
Ch. z is a brief sketch of the history of library cataloguing ; chapter 6

includes a list of codes, English, Americanand fweign.
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Edwards. Edward. Memoirs of libraries, indudiag a handbook of library

economy. V. z 1859. o,p.

Part 2. Book HI. deals with classification and catalogues. Contains much
sound advice even to modem cataloguers. Invaluable on the historical side.

Fumnbix. Hilda A. A Sketch of the history of the classified catalogue in the
British Isles. (In Library worldt 1911-12. p. 197-200.)

Hanson, J. C. M. The Cataloguing situation. 1929 ; its national and inter-

national aspects. (A.L.A. Proceedings of the catalog section. Washington.
D.C. Conference, May, 1929.)

Hbndbrson, Mrs. Alexander. County library cataloguing. (In Library world,
X930-3I# P- 117-X22.)

Mann. Margarbt. Introduction to cataloging and the classification of books.
I930 * (New ed, 1943.)

Pp, 149-151 kave a good bibliography of cataloguing rules.

Pridbaux. W. R. B. Cataloguing codes and card printing. (In Library Associa^
Hon record, 1931. p. 41-51.)
The first part is a useful summary of codes of many countries.

Quinn, J. Hbnry. Library Cataloguing. 1913.
Ch. 2. short history of modem cataloguing.

Wheatley. Henry B. How to catalogue a library. 1889.
Ch. 2. on ** The Battle of the Rules.**

Caialogers* and Classifiers* yearbook, 1940. has an interesting article by John L.
Lund on “ Cataloging and classification in Europe since 1930,** and a similar

one on Cataloging in France in recent years,** by Jose Meyer.

PROBLEMS

1. Study the facsimile pages of catalogues, and consider to what
extent library cataloguing has improved or deteriorated vidth the march
of time.

2. Write down briefly a sketch of the development of (a) the dic-

tionary, and (b) the classified catalogue.

3. Trace briefly the history of cataloguing codes for the making of

author entries.

4. What is the significance of the name of Cutter in the history of

subject catalogues ?



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

CLASSIFICATION AND CATALOGUING

For too long there has been a strange divorcement between cataloguing

and classification. The two subjects have been studied separatdy for

years, though some attempt to remedy this was made when the Libraiy

Association remodelled its examination syllabus into Elementary,

Intermediate and Final, by compelling candidates to sit for classifica-

tion and cataloguing simultaneously. But even then the two subjects

were still kept too far apart. The classification tutor was careful not to

trespass on the preserves of the tutor in cataloguing to any great extent,

and vice versa. Textbooks were written on each of the two subjects,

most of them with little dr no close relationship to the other, though in

1912 the late James Duff Brown published his Library classificaHon and
cataloguing, whichhad a short chapter on classification andcataloguing,

and in 1930 the first edition of Margaret Mann's Introduction to caialog-

ing and the classification of books appeared, which recognized to some
greater extent the inter-dependence and inter-relation^p of the two
subjects in a rational and practicd manner, as also does Susan G. Akers
to a lesser extent, whose Simple library catal<^ng (A.L.A., 1933)
commences with a chapter on classification.

It is not until now, when a further revised syllabus is under considera-

tion, that, in the Final examination, the two subjects have been
brought together in a single examination sitting. In view of this

v^ sensible development, it seems appropriate to make some
slight study of the two subjects together, and as they affect each
other.

It will be dear in the minds of readers by this time that classification

and cataloguing are two distinct processes, but that they are, never-
theless, so dosely intertwined that the second must be regarded as the
direct complement of the first. In saying that the second is the com-
plement of the first we do so designedly, for it is the catalogue that is

the complement of the classification and not the dassification tfiat is

the romplement of the catalogue ; there is nothing that a shdf dasn-
fication does, but what a catalogue can do equally well, short of
facilitating the actual comparative examination of the books them-
selves. On the other side, there is a good deal that the catalogue can
do, that no classification can do at all, which is suffident just&cation
for sound and adequate cataloguing, if any is needed.

Before trying to show some of these things it may be as well to dispel
ooe misconception. It has been said again and again that a classified

CRtalogne is the key to, and the complement of, ^e classification,

tnq^jdng, perhaps u^^tionally, that no other form of catalogue is,

or can be that. This is, of course, quite wrong, as there is tmt the
d^l^test reason vdiy a dictionary catalogue Aould not be just ar

3»s
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'effective a hey and compleinent as the classified fonn. Indeed, <m
can even see a certain amount of logic in having a dictionary catalogue
rather than a dassifi^ one, in open^ccess libraries at any rate, as
thereby may be combined the advantages of the logical or systematic
class order on the shelves with the specific subject order in the cata-
logue. This, however, is not intended to imply that in itself the
dictionary catalogue is necessarily a better form of catalogue than the
classified one, a question that has been discussed in chapters 3 and 8,

though not conclusivdly either way, for human nature being w^t it is,

librarians will always have their preferences in this as in o^er matters
of library administration.

Almost the first thing a student of classification learns is that there .

is something called the physical form of books, which imposes certain

limitations on the dassMer who has to deal with them, which amply
means that a book is a concrete, sdf-contained unit that in its complete
state can be in only one place at a time, and as, obviously, when once

it is put into that place it must stay there, the benefit tiat might be
derived from placing it somewhere else is lost.

Brown put his finger on the diff^nce between the two operations

when he said :

" When a .book is classified it must be put only in one

place, because it is physically impossible to make a angle copy serve

as representative of the many aspects which some subjects may present.

A classifier makes up his mind what is the dominant subject-matter

of the book, and where it is likely to be most required, and places it at

that appropriate dass. The cataloguer, on the other hand, need not

trouble himself as to the chief topic handled, because he deals with

entries, not with books, and can dassify and index a work under as

m{my headings as he dooms necessary. His function is to provide

descriptions of books so that they arrange in a definite <»der and the

inquirer is enabled to find the literature of all aspects of a subject

assembled at get-at-able places."

It has bera suggested, for argument rather than for serious propositimi

perhaps, that the difiiculty could be remedied to some octent by
provi&ng duplicate copies of books, or even by breaking up books into

their component parts and placing the duplicates or the parts at their

appropriate places on the shelves. But what sane librarian would follow

either course ?

Even if he went to these lengths he would still not have made the

dassificatira fill all the possibilities of the catalogue. He would not,

for example, be able to show what books his library possessed by
spiedfic authors, whetiier he had a book of this <»: that title, a set of thk

or the other series (doubtfully worth while showing anyhow), or others

of the things that a catalogue is able to do by its alality to reproduce

an4 duplicate to any deshed extent, whether by additional entries in

the body of Ae catalogue or in one of the indexes if it be a dassffied

. Catalogue. SOmetldng can of course be done by mechanical shelf guides

Slid qjthtf such aids, but in the end it fdls to the catalogue to come to

the aid of the dassificaticm and cany on.fixnn the point at which the
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classification has had to leave off by reason of this physical form of

books.

It may not be out of place to review here the functions of a catalogue

as compared with those of a classification. In summary form these

may be said to be :

(1) to show what books the library has by a particular author, using

that term in a loose sense to include personal writers, corporate bodies,

editors, translators, conunentators, illustrators, musical composers,

and so on.

(2) to show what subjects are treated in the books contained in the

library, and even in parts of books, where any contribution is considered

to be of sufficient importance.

(3) to show some measure of collocation of subjects, which will vary

according to the kind of catalogue in use, and may be done in part by
logical or by alphabetical arrangement of the entries, and in part by
cross-references.

(4) to show whether the library has a book with a given title, at any
rate in certain circumstances, discussed in chapter 9.

(5) to show by cross-references, related or alternative headings or

entries that a reader might otherwise overlook.

(6) to give some sort of a description of each book, by means of

imprint, collation, notes, etc., as and when may seem necessary.

Returning to classification, readers of Sayers will recall that in his

Introduction to library dassification he has made it clear that classifica-

tion takes two forms : " (i) the arrangement of books on the shelves,

and (2) the arrangement of entries of books in a catalogue or bibliog-

raphy. These may be distinguished as (i) shelfor bibliothecal classifica-

tion, and (2) bibliographical dassification, although this term really

includes both species, and catalogue classification would be a more pre-

cise term for the second of them.” He goes on to say what we have
said in other words :

” A book can go in only one place on the shelves,

but catalogue entries can be multiplied to any desirable extent. An
additional advantage of classification therefore is that it allows us to

anal)rse a book dealing with several subjects by the placing of an entry
under each of those subjects in our catalogue, referring the reader to

the shelf-place of the book." This, then, is where the catalogue comes
into the picture as the complement of the shelf classification.

Up to a point the task of the classified catalogue-maker is easier than
that of his dictionary colleague, for his main subject is determined by
the classification schedule. Similarly, if he decides that secondary
subject entries are necessary these will likewise be determined the
same means. The difficulty arises when he comes to consider what, if

anytlung, he ought to provide in the way of cross-references, as between
technical and economic aspects of subjects, and between the difierent

as^ts from which countries are treated in boolra. The necessity for

the rcascmable use of these in a classified catidogue is often overlooked,

. as is the need for adequate subject indexing, a jHroblem that has been
dhcassed to amne extent in chapta* z6.
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Any practising cataloguer could dte dozens of examples from
everyday experience to show how ail this operates. With two cata-
logues before us, those of Liverpool and Glasgow, which are dictionary
and dassified rapectivdy, let os take for example Life after Death,
according to Christianity and spiritualism, edited by Sir James Marchant.
The responsible dassiiiers at both Glasgow and Liverpool are agreed
that the objects of dassification are best served by placing the book at

237, thereby showing its bearing on the Christian view of the future
life. But both are likewise agreed that by virtue of its concrete form a
part of the book’s value is lost if its classification alone is relied upon.
Accordingly, theysummon the aid of their respective forms of catalogues

to make good the limitations of the dassification.

Glasgow does this by making an added entry under 134, while

Liverpool brings about a similar result by making the shelf subject

entry under Future State and a replica of it under Spiritualism.

Similarly with Fishing boats andfisherfolk on the east coast ofScotland,

by P. F. Anson; which has valuable descriptions of this part of Scotland

and equally valuable information about fisheries. It must therefore be
classified and shelved imder one or other of the two available heads,

914.1 or 639.2, and provided with an additional catalogue entry at the

other, though, not so strangely perhaps, Glasgow regards Scotland as

the main interest of the bmk and dassifies and shelves it at 914.1,

while Liverpool regards the fisheries as the more important and puts

it at 639.2.

But it is not necessary to make pilgrimages to Liverpool or Glasgow

to find examples of the inadequacy of shelf dassification or of single-

subject entry in the catalogue if books are to be made capable of being

useful to'the greatest number of readers ; every cataloguer has plenty

of examples on his own doorstep. For instance, here are one or two
taken from our own Reader’s index.

Cruttwell’s Role of British strategy has been classified on the shelves

at Military science, with the result that it is in grave danger of being

overlooked by the large numbers of people who are interested in the

history of the last War unless they use the catalogue and so find the

added subject entry. Similarly, students of the devdopment of Japan
may overlook Falk's Togo and the rise of Japanese sea power, which is

shdved with books on Naval sdence, but has an added entry at 952.

A composite book like Sdentific progress, containing contributions by
such authorities as Jeans, Bragg, Haldane and Julian Huxley is shelved

at 504, but contains essays on such things as Progress in medical science,

Sdence and its rdation to sodal needs. Progress of physical sdence, all

of which will be utterly lost if there are no analyticals.

In regard to biography, books like Maud Diver’s Honoria Lawrence,

Dr. Masaryk’s Defender of democracy, and Lord Parmoor’s Retrospect,

besides their biographic and persond interest, contain valuable and

authoritative information on Indian history, the development of

Czechoslovakia and modem Parliamentary histc^ respectively, all of

which is in grave danger of being overlooked, and is, in fact, entirely lost
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mcit BlHaiiM. for it is aot by aay means the practice to make acklod

subject entries for Irfogtaphies.

tte amount of information lost to students thn^h the practice ci

arranging biographies o^ individuals in alphabetical mder must be
immense. Most lives of artists, musicians. act<»s. kings, statesmen,

and soldiers, for instance, contain invaluable information on important

and'much sotight-after subjects, which can only be brought to hght>by

entries under the subjects in the catalogue, or. altematvely. by adopting

the Congress method of classifying biographies with the subjects which
they most illustrate.

Even in cases vdiere only a sing^ subject entry is considered neces-

sary. it does not follow that the term indicated in the classification

schedules as belonging to a certain symbol, and which fixes the place

of a book on the shelves, necessarily ^termines the subject heading to

be used in a dicticmary catalogue, even after allowing for a choice

between the scientific terminology of the classification and the more
popular terms employed in most public library catalogues. Very often

the two will coincide, but the catadoguer shotdd not t^e it for granted

that it must be so. A few example from the Liverpool dictionary

catalogue will demonstrate this.

The groundwork of modem geography, by Wilmcnre. is classified at

551.4 (Surface features of the earth), but in the catalogue it figures

under Geography. General, among eighteen other bools bearing the

910 symbol, or some section of it. It does not figure under Geology or

Geography. Physical at all.

Vampires ofthe China coast, by Bok. is classified at D51 (an adaptation
of 9i5>i). but it figures in the catalogue under Pirates, and not under
China.
An OuUjne of the fradice of preventive medicine, by Newman, is

classified at 614 (Public health), but is entered in the catalogue under
Medicine. General.

Dmocra<y in s^ch of a religion, by Carpenter, is classified at 335.7
(Christian Sociali^). but is catalogued under Democracy, with ten
other books bearing the class number 321,8. and under Christianity

and Sociology.

It may, of course, be argued that either the classifications or the
subject headings are wrong, but that does not concern the particuhur
pdni at issue here. In the mind of the cataloguer there was clearly an
idea that the class number and the most appropriate heading were not
in these cases s3monymous.

Ilforgaret Mann^ made this point in section i of chapter ix of
her book. She b^ins by making it dear that the dictionary catalogue
siqiplements the classification of the books on the shelves. She dtes
the cm of Furniture, all of which Dewey lumps togedier at 749,' but
the dtetionary cataloguer will not transfer that term to his dictionaiy
Catslegue except toe application to books of quite a gaieral nature

;

»la fkkiMM to Dtmty it ought to be pointed out that this nnuber is te
iOi^dgdaiattdtanoitltf^
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ttioee on chairs, tabtas« etc., will be entered under thosa tcMu^ {#bceii|f

the most specific heads available. But perhaps she should be ouoted^
here as she says precisely what the author has it in mind to say
but he cpuld not put it more dearly : After the classifier has ^teiv
mined the {dace the book shall take on the shelves—^that is, determined
its true subject value—^that same subject can often be ti:an8lated into

the term or phrase which will bring it into a like place in the dictionary

catalog.*'

The word ** often " has been italicized by ourselves, for she goes on
to say that ** A pitfall must be called to the attention of the student
who attempts this translation. It is not a purely mechanical process,

because ... the classification scheme takes no account of the alpha-
* betical dictionary catalog. The two systems, cataloging and clasdfica-

tion, have very Afferent features. The terms interpreting the symbols
in the classification sdieme cannot be accepted as the headings for the

subject cards in the dictionary catalog. The problem of entering under
subject in the catalog is an entirely difierent one from that of clarifying

the book, and the student must not look upon the classification scheme
as a source of terms ; it only furnishes symbols. ... In the Decimal

classification schedule a book with the symbol 727.1 is called Schools, a

term applied to the subject of school buUdings in the dass Architecture.

The catdoger must take quite a different term to express the same sub-

ject. If the term Schools is used in the dictionary catalog for such books,

it may mean anything from kindergarten to college, or from the

question of attendance to a description of the schools of a particular

city ; there is nothing to limit it to buildings. The catalog must show

a more definite term, such as Schoolhouses.”

An article in the Library Assistant (v. 29, 1936, p. 289-292) by F. E.

Cronshaw, entitled Bulletins and the harrier, demonstrates how difiicult

the classifier's lot must always be as compared with that of the cata-

loguer. He shows, for example, how Sir Norman Angell's This have and
have-rwt business has been placed at six varying Dewey numbers in as

many library bulletins, some of them differing very widely, and how
Lasld's Rise of European liberalism results in the same number of

variations.

Anyone who has tried to classify dogmatically the books set in the

practical part of the Library Association's examination will have experi-

enced precisely the same difiiculty. There are usually two, and some-

times three or more available places, all equally good and almost

equally coitect. But the classifier must choose one only, with the result

that the value of the alternatives is lost completely unlek they are shown

in the catalogue by means of added entries, and thb is not always

practicable as we have said before.

All these examples will suffice, then, to show how important it is that

the classifier should place his books carefully, where the majority of

readers are likely to look for them, because, while it is true that the

catalogue can make good the limitations of the classification, too many
readers, alas, do not bother to use it, nor indeed do they realize thid
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tliere is any difference between the catalogue andihe shelf classification.

And we cannot blame them for not knowing ; it isn't their job. But
even .some library assistants do not recognize the difference between

the two. I have been told more than once that the shelf register and

the subject catalogue were identical.

Shelf das^cation has brought with it many obvious advantages to

liteurians and readers alike, especially when it is practised in connexion

with unrestricted access to the books. But it is one of the anomalies of

life that no measure for greater progress comes about but it must needs

bring with it certain pains and penalties. And so shelf classification has,

in many cases, led to a n^lect of the catalogue on th^ part of readers

and librarians aUke. In the dajrs before shelf classification and open-

access the catalogue was indeed the key to a library, as it still is if it is

well constructed. But the short cut commends itself more than any-

thing else to us to-day, with the result that, as far as libraries are

concerned, a lot of valuable potential information on many subjects

must be lost because people will not use the catalogue, the only complete

guide to a library's resources.

We have dealt with the question of analyticals in chapter 9, and
it is only necessary to say now that here is another important case

in which the catalogue carries on the work of the classification. There
is, too, the case of Biography, to which some reference has also been
made.
A good deal has been said about the collocation of subjects and the

respective merits of the dictionary and the classified forms of catalogue

in bringing it about to a lesser or a greater extent. A considerable

amount of it is undoubtedly done by means of the shelf classification,

but libraries that use a dictionary catalogue can bring about still further

examples of it. In the Liverpool catalogue, for instance, we have aspects

of Italy that on the shelves are spread over six classes, and under
Shippingwe have aspects that are spread over four classes on the shelves.

This is, of course, brought about by a scheme of subdivisions under
country or subject.

It would be unwdse to dogmatize by saymg that classification is

more important than cataloguing or that the reverse is true. In a
sense classification is probably more important than cataloguing,

especially in open-access libraries, where people are tempted not to use
the catalogue, becaiise it is so easy to put a book where it may be
utterly lost to many people who would find it useful if only it vras where
they thought it shotdd be, whereas in the catalogue there is at least a
dumce of lessening the likelihood of this happening by making one or
mote added entries.

But really cataloguing is just as important, partly because it can do
o very much more than the classification by reason of its flexibility,

and partly because the catalogue entry is there always while the book
may be the shelves for one of a variety of reasons : it may be out,
it may be in the reserve, it may be on display, it may be out of its

oonect place, arid so rm.
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PROBLEMS

I. What are the functions of a classification and of a catalogue

respectivdy ? Show by example how they differ.

2.

How can the catalogue supplement the collocation of subjects

that is effected on the shelves by means of classification ?

3.

What questions can the shelf classification answer at once which
a dictionary catalc^e can only answer partially without a considerable

amount of reference, and vice versa ?



CHAPTER TWENtY-SEVEN

A.L.A. CATALOG RULES
(F<»inerly known generally as the Anglo-American Code

Tbose who have tead the second edition of this book will find by
oNnpariscm that this particular chapter dealt with the possible revision

of, and extensions to. thh original Anglo-American code. There is no
longer need to speculate, however, as not even a great war has pre-

vented its appearance in an American edition <in 1941. Unfortunately

this same war has made it impossible to import many copies of it, wirii

the result that it is almost unknown in this country, which may per-

haps be fortunate for war-time examinees who study under great diffi-

culties, but which is equally unfortunate for practising cataloguers

in particular, and for librarianship in general.

In physical form and size it is quite different from its familiar original.

Its title-page reads: A.L.A. Catalog rules, author and title entries;

prepared by the Catalog Code Revision Committee of tite American ^.ibrary

AssoeiatioH, with the collaboration of a committee of the (British) Library

Association. Preliminary American second edition, 1941. Tte “ pre-

liminary . . . edition *’
is explain^ in a puUisher’s note, which reads

:

'* Concerning the rules here proposed there has been considerable

disagreement as between some catalogers and some administrators.

The latter are indined to believe that there is too much elaboration and
that the expense involved in following these rules in many cases will

be unjustified. A special committee of administrators and catalogers

hasbm appointed to consider this view and has been asked to report

its condusions as soon as possible. On the basis of these condusions
it is expected that a definitive edition will be issued superseding this

preliminary edition." It will be interesting to see what the definitive

edition turns out to be. and as a member of the British Committee it

may be permissible to say how deeply we regret that it was not possible

for us to collaborate to the end. But we put in a lot of work under
the chairmanship of J. D. Stevtart and the secretaryship of H. W.
Acomb, and it is generous of our American colleagues to acknowledge it.

The original code numbered 174 rules ; the present one has 324,
besides more appendixes, to which reference is made later. It is divided

into two parts: (z) Entry and Heading; (2) Description of Book
(something quite new). The sections are : JPf. i. Entry and Heading :

Author entry; Personal authors, Corporate authors. Geographic
headings. Title entry. Series entry and Analytical entry. Added entries

snd References. Pt. 2, Description of Book

:

Transcription of title,

Iim^t. Collation. Notes and Contents.

-'nie appendikes cover: Abbreviations; Punctuation, Modified

: vmr^. Accents, Figures ; Capitalization ; Translit^tion ; Authority
ptixdi Inomabula; Maps and Atlases ; Music.

3J<
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: A.LA. CAT^OS RULES ^
The preface tells 119 that the rules here presented are an expan^ioii

and revision of the 1908 edition. It makes dear that since then there
Jhas been progress in the standardization of catalogues, furthered as
far as America goes, by increa^g use of the Library of Congress cards.
In X930 t]he A.L.A. Committee on Cataloging and Classification

suggested a revised code, and in 1932 a sub-committee was made an
independent committee of the Association '' to make necessary revisions

in the A.L,A. Catalog rules, with authority to co-operate with the
Litoury Association of Great Britain and with such other national

library assodations as it might think appropriate.'*

It very soon became apparent that there was some dissatisfaction

with the old code, not so much on the ground of what it included as on
what it omitted. The basic rules were regarded as generally satisfac-

tory, but it was thought that they were not meeting the needs of the

cataloguer in the large, scholarly or specialized libraries. Even so, the

policy of the original has been largely followed, " restricting the rules

primarily to those dealing with (^oice of main entry and details of

descriptive cataloging. Subject entries are mentioned only in excep-

tional cases where they bear an important relationship to the choice of

main entry, pr where there would be a question of choice between a
subject entry and some other form of secondary entry."

On the matter of arrangement, those rules in the first part of the new
code settle the position which the entry for a particular book will take

in the catalogue, on which it is desirable that there shall be substantial

agreement in libraries. The rules in the second part, however, deal

with details on which practice might vary to a greater extent, but it

is admittdl that the extent to which any Ubrary will follow the rules in

all their detail must be decided by the individual library.

The conunon criticism of the original code in this country has been

that it is too elaborate for use as it stands in ordinary public libraries,

a criticism due in part perhaps to the low value that is commonly
attached to cataloguing in this country, a fact that McColvin has drawn

attention to in his recent report. That same criticism will, I feel sure,

be levelled vnth perhaps more reason against the present rules, and it

should therefore be made clear that the Committee was very alive to

the fact that small libraries did not need such an elaborate code, and

accordingly the question of a simplified code has received consideration,

and will be considered further when this more elaborate one has been

tried out. That there is urgent need for such a code in this country

was expressed time and again by the British committee, but it was
agreed that it would be better to do what has in fact been done, concen-

trate on one thing at a time. Whatever may be its value to British

cataloguers in their everyday work, there can be no doubt whatever

abopt its value as a cataloguer’s reference tool of the first importance,

and as a ificture of everything the word cataloguing implies.

It is difficult to know how or what to write further ateut the revised

code while it is still so comparative^ unknown in this countiy.^

Ptrhapc the most useful thing we can do is to enumerate its rules, with
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such laief annotations as seem to be necessary. It will be notic^ that

the order of the original has been disturbed in fdaces. In certain cases

where there is a corresponding similar rule in the 1908 code, its number

has been included in curves, as
: (48).

Part i. (Entry and Heading)

Author Entry

:

1. General rule (i).

2. Joint Authors (2).

Th« essential difference is that all the authors' names are to be

included in the title “ unless the number is so great as to make the

title cumbersome.”

3. Composite Works.

A useful new rule for an increasingly popular form of authorship.

4. Debates, Conversations.

5. Correspondence, Letters.

a long rule in six sections covering the many forms that published

letters may take, as : those between two or more persons, collected

letters of one writer, those wholly addressed to one person, and so on.

6. Table Talk (20).

7. Interviews (20).

8. Narratives.

9. Mediumistic Writings,

10. Collections (126).

A considerable amplification of the original.

11. Dissertations (3).

12. Program Dissertations.

13. Habilitationsschrift, rede, etc.

14. Works of Art (4-5).

Includes drawings, engravings, paintings, sculptures, photographs, etc.

15. Architectural Drawings and Plans (7).

16. Heraldic Visitations (ii).

17. Inscriptions (129).

18. Manuscripts (22).

19. Calendars of Manuscripts.

20. Continuations (Supplements) (14).

21. Sequels.

A useful new rule :
" Catalog a sequel as an independent,work, giving

in a note the title of the work which precedes it unless this information
is shown in the title of the ^uel." If by a different autiuw, make an
added entry under the author of the work which it continues, lollotired

by a brief title.

22; Excerpts, Chrestomathies (18).

23. Translations (21).
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24. Revisions (19).

25. Abridgments, Epitomes, Outlines (17).

26. Adaptations, Paraphrases.

27. Dramatizations.

Enters dramatizations based on a novel, legend, poem or other
literary form under the playwright, with added entry under the author
and title upon which the dramatization is based.

28. Parodies, Imitations.

29. Commentaries (13).

30. Scholia.

31. Concordances (16).

32. Indexes (15).

Personal Authors

:

Mainly concerned with that section of the old code known as

Personal Authors : under what part or form of name.'*

33. General Rule (23).

34. Modem Authors.

35. Compound Surnames (25).

36. Surnames with Prefixes (26).

37. Form of Forenames (27).

38. Unused Forenames {28).

39. Forenames with Variants (29).

40. Compound Forenames (30),

41. Titles, Designations, etc., included in heading (35).

42. Titles, Designations, etc., omitted in heading.

A useful simple rule, though not everyone will agree with all the

omissions, such as ** minor ecclesiastical titles or “ military and

naval titles.**

43. Epithets, etc., added when forename becomes entry word (36).

44. Dates and Designations (37).

45. Saints (48).

46. Popes (45).

47. Patriarchs.

48. Cardinals.

49. Ecclesiastical Princes.

50. Bishops and Archbishops (34).

51. Names of Persons in Religious Orders.

52. Bible Characters (47).

53. Sovereigns, Rulers (46).

54. Princes of the Blood (32)

55. Noblemen (33).

56. Pseudonymous Authors (38).

While adhering to the original method of entry under real name if

known, makes concessions in regard to pseudonyms *' fixed in literary

history (including current criticism).**

23
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57. Writers known under Sobriquets, Nicknames, etc. (39).

5^ Writers who have changed their Names (40, 42).

Enters under ** the adopted name/* i.e. the latest, unless the original

is decidedly better known.

59. Married Women (41).

Elaborates the original rule, but still allows a certain amount of

discretion :
** Enter . . . under her latest name unless . .

.** If

she continues to write under her maiden name after marriage, entry

is made under her maiden name. Enters a woman who remarries

but continues to write or to be best known under her former husband’s

name, under that husband’s name. Also makes provision for a

divorced woman, entering under her maiden name when she resumes it.

60. Ancient Greek Writers (49).

61. Byzantine Writers (50).

62. Classical Latin Writers (51).

Enters ” under the name by which they are best known and most

frequently cited in standard classical dictionaries.”

63. Medieval Writers.

A new rule which enters medieval writers ” under the given name,

favoring the Latin form in case of doubt for names prior to 1400.”

64. Medieval, Renaissance and Reformation Writers with Classi-

cized Names (43).

65. Post-Reformation and Modern Writers with Classicized

Names (44).

66. Arabic Names (52),

67. Hebrew Names (53).

68. Chinese Names.

69. Japanese Names.

Chinese are entered under the family name ” separated from the given

names by a comma.” Japanese are entered under the surname
” followed by the forename.”

70. Indie Names.

Corporate Bodies as Authors :

(a) Government Publications,

There is an interesting addition to the specification which helps to

clarify matters :
” Certain classes of institutions and other bodies,

created, maintained, controlled or owned by governments are. how-
ever, to be treated according to the rules governing these bodies as

authors.” Examples are: colleges, universities, schools, libraries,

museums, galleries, asylums, prisons, etc.

It will be seen, too, that the scope of thissection of corporate authorship
has been very considerably extended.

71. General Rule (58).

72. Bureaus of Offices subordinate to a Department (59).
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73. Official Gazettes.

A new rale entering official gazettes directly under the government
without subdivision.

74. Periodicals issued by Government Departments.

Another new rale, which enters
"
periodicals issued by government

departments under their titles if they contain a considerable number
of literary, scientific, or technical articles, and have a distinctive title.”

75. Reports by an Official.

76. Reports not by an Official (60).

77. CoUections or Series of Reports (61).

78. Sovereigns, Presidents, Governors, etc.

79. Armies, Navies, etc.

80. Military Organizations (U.S.).

81. Embassies, Legations, Constates, etc.

82. Delegations, Delegate, Delegates.

83. Commissions to Expositions, Exhibitions, etc.

84. Legislative Bodies.

85. Laws, Ancient and Medieval.

86. Laws, Modern (62-63).

87. Constitutions (^).
88. Constitutional Conventions (69).

89. Charters (70).

90. Treaties (71).

91. Courts (includes Digests of Reports) (65).

92. Pleas and Briefs.

93. Civil Actions (132).

94. Contested Elections.

95. Crown, State and Criminal Trials (133).

96. Impeachment Trials.

97. Courts-Martial and Courts of Inquiry.

98. Admiralty Proceedings (134).

99. Collected Reports of Trials (135).

100. Joint Boards, Commissions, etc.

101. Special Local Government Districts.

102. Companies, etc.

Only relates to those owned by governments, which are entered under

their names, as British Broadcasting Corporation.

(b) Societies.

Besides amplified specifications, there are useful definitions of what is

meant by a Society, and later on of what is meant by an Institution,

on both of which there has always been justifiable confusion. ** A
society is an organisation of persons associated together for the pro-

motion of common purposes or objects such as research, business,

recreation, etc. An academy is a learned society devoted to the

cultivation and promotion of literature, of arts and sciences, or of

some particular art or science.*' Institutions, on the other hand, " are

entities whose functions require a plant with buildings, apparatus.
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etc., as distinguished from bodies, organized groups of persons such as

societies, associations, etc, whose duties may be performed equally

well in one place or another. The necessity of having a permanent

material equipment tends to identify the institution with a locality.**

103. General Rule (72).

104. Change of Name.

Enter under the latest form.

105. Societies with Identical Names.

To be distinguished by dates in the heading.

106. Omission of City in Heading.

107. Name of Country, State, etc., added for Identification.

108. American State Historical and Agricultural Societies.

109. Adjectives denoting Royal Privilege (78).

no. Names beginning with a Title of Honor, EMstinction, or Address.

111. Names beginning with a Numeral.
112. Names made up of Initial Letters or Syllables of the Actual

Name.
113. Names Containing Initials.

1 14. Initial Article in Heading.

115. Corporate Names practically Unknown.
1 16. Incorporated Societies.

1 17. Federated Societies (79).

118. Affiliated Societies.

1 19. Denominational Societies with Local Units.

120. Church Auxiliary Societies.

12 1. College or University Societies (76).

122. Alumni Organizations (75).

123. University and Union League Clubs.

124. Volunteer Fire Companies and Associations.

125. Mercantile Library Associations.

126. Gilds (77).

127. Political Parties (81).

128. International Societies (73).

129. Churches not Organized within National Bounds.

Such as : Moravian, Armenian, Orthodox Eastern, Catholic.

130. Catholic and Eastern Churches.

131. Local Ecclesiastical Units.

132. Orthodox Eastern Church.
X33. Lesser Eastern Churches.

134. Eastern Churches in Communion with Rome.
135. Liturgies.

A very long rule, with several exceptions.

136. Canon Law (including Papal Bulls (12)).

137. Councils and Synods.

138. Special Rules for the Catholic Church.

Concerned with sub-headings.
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139. Concordats.

140. Indulgences.

14X. Modem Protestant Denominations.

Under the latest corporate name.

142. State or National Churches.

143. Denominational Bodies Congregational in Polity, Unitarians,
Baptists, CongregationaUsts.

144. Legislative and Ad^nistrative Departments and Organizations.

145. Lo^ Administrative Units.

146. Creeds. Hymnals, and Service Books.

147. Local Ecclesiastical Councils.

148. Religious Orders.

149. Orders of Knighthood (74).

(c) InstittUions {EstabUshments).

Note the definition quoted under Societies (q.v.).

150. General Rule (82).

Then come the familiar and in some ways to be regretted
" exceptions and special rules."

151. Names beginning with a Proper Noun or Proper Adjective (83).

152. Institutions called Imperial, Royal, National, etc. (93).

153. Universities whose Corporate Names are Practically Unknown.
Enter under place, followed by ** the simple form of name in current

use/'

154. State and Prqvincial Institutions (U.S. and Canada) (91).

155. Agricultural Experiment Stations (92).

156. Botanical and Zoological Gardens (95).

157. Parks.

158. Institutions forming an Integral Part of a Larger Organization.

Includes colleges of universities, professional schools, libraries,

museums, etc.

159. Public Schools (86).

160. Private and Endowed Schools (87).

161. Indian Schools (U.S.) (88).

162. Private Collections (89).

163. Churches.

Has a useful footnote definition ;
'* A local establishment for the

pnUic observance of Christian worship. It covers (a) the edifice . . .,

(fi) the organisation functioning as the establishment, whether called

church, parish, society, congregation, or other name . . ., (c) the

geographical territory to which the activities of the establishment are

limited, usually denominated parish.’'

164. Churches in the Open Country.

165. Church vs. Parish, Society, etc.

i^. Subsidiary Church Institutions.

167. Monasteries,_Abbeys, Convents, etc. (97).

168. Shrines, Images, etc. (Religious).
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169. Temples.

170. Mosques.

171. Cemeteries.

X72. Institutioiis Located in Suburbs Later Absorbed in a Metro-

politan Area.

(d) Miscellaneous Bodies N<d Included in the Speaficaiiota for

Societies and Institutions.

173. Diplomatic Congresses.

174. International Meetings (loi).

175. Congresses of Groups of States having Similar Language or

C^ture.

176. National Congresses.

177. Regional, State, and Local Conventions, Conferences, Institutes,

etc. (80, 81, 105).

178. Exhibitions, etc. (102).

179. Exhibitions held by Societies or other Bodies (103).

180. Pre-Congress or Pre-Exhibition Publications.

181. Festivals.

182. Committees and Meetings of Citiziens (106).

183. Classes of Citizens (107).

184. Joint Committees.

185. Boards, Trustees, etc. (108).

186. Foundations, Endowments, Funds (zio).

187. Firms, Business Corporations, etc.

188. Banks.

189. Chambers of Commerce, Boards of Trade, Stock, Produce, and
other Exc|ianges.

190. Exploring Expeditions (iii).

191. Ships* Logs.

Geopraphic Headings

:

192. Language of Heading (130).

193. Cities and Towns.

194. Counties.

195. States, Provinces, etc.

196. Political Division in Heading.

197. Two or More Places of the Same Name.
z^. Names of German Health Resorts beginning with Bad.

Title Entry

:

Divided into sections
:

(a) Anon^ous Works (General)

;

{b) Anonymous Classics
;

(c) Periomcals, Encyclopedias.

(a) Anof^mous Works (General).

Z99. General Rule (zz2).

200. Spurious and Doubtful Works.
20X. Pseudo-Authorship.
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(6) Anonymam Classics.

According to the definition ** an anonymous classic is a work of
unknown or doubtful authorship, commonly designated by title."

202. The Complete Classic.

203. Parts of Composite Classics

204. Cycles.

205. Criticisms of Anonymous Classics.

" Enter criticisms . . . under the author of the criticism. Make
subject entry under the specific uniform heading for the whole or
part, as the case may be."

206. Alternative Rule for Popular and School Libraries.

A useful innovation, of which we should like to see more.

207. Annals, Chronicles, and Similar Records (chiefly medieval).

208. Bible (119).

209. Jewish Sacred Literature.

210. Buddhist Scriptures.

211. Hindu Scriptures.

212. Koran.

(c) Periodicals, Encyclopedias.

213. Newspapers (124).

214. Periodicals (121).

215. Almanacs, Year-Books, etc. (123).

216. Directories (125).

217. Telephone Directories.

If issued by a telephone company enter under the company, but if

issued by a compiler or publisher other than a telephone company
under title " if published serially. If it is non>serial, enter under

compiler if prominently mentioned on the title-page, otherwise, enter

under title."

218. Encyclopedias, Dictionaries (127).

Series Entry

:

It is strange to find how much importance is still attached to

the series entry. The four rules occupy fifteen pages.

219. Series Entry (128).

220. Analytical Entry (170).

Occurs here because " works or collections " are regarded as series.

221. Works Published Independently but Subsequently Bound
Together.

222. Works Issued Together without Collective Title.

Added Entries, References

:

223. Added Entries.

224. References (i7i)-

The two rules together make it clear in what drcumstances an added

mitry or a reference should be made.
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Part 2 (Description of Book)

Transcription of Title

:

225. General Rule (136).

226. Omissions from the Title.

227. Additions to the Title.

228. Errors in the Title (138).

229. Title of Rare Books (137).

230. Language of the Book (140).

231. Transliteration and Translation of Titles (141).

232. Titles of Works in More than One Volume (142).

233. Same Work Published under Different Titles (143)

234. Books with Several Title-Pages (144).

235. Title-Pages and Text in Two or More Languages.

236. One Title-Page with Titles in Two Languages.

237. Reprints with Reproduction of Original Title-Page (146).

238. Title-Page Wanting (147).

239. Edition (148).

240. Different Editions in the Same Set (149).

Imprint

:

A note at the head says :
" The imprint has three functions :

(1) to aid in the bibliographical identification of a book

;

(2) to indicate the source from which it may be procured

;

(3) to date the subject matter.”

241. Language of the Imprint.

242. Place (150-151).

243. Publisher, Bookseller, Printer.

Occupies 5| pages.

244. Two or More Places, One Publisher.

245. One Place, Two or More Publishers.

246. Two or More Places and Publishers.

247. Variation of Imprint in Works of More than One Volume.
248. Initialisms in Imprint.

Cites the example of P E P. *' At head of title : P E P (Political and
Economic Planning), give : London, P E P.”

249. Author, Compiler, etc., as Publisher.

250. Imprint Incomplete or Lacking on Title-Page.

251. Imprint on Title-Page not the Actual Imprint.

252. Privately Printed Books.

253. Early Imprints.

254. Dissertations, Academic.

255. Offprints.

256. Public Documents.
" For British documents where His Majesty’s Stationery Office appears
in the imprint as puUisher, disregard the name of the printer."
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257. Serial Publications.

258. Typc^phical Errors in Imprint.

259. Imprint of Another Publisher on Label.
*' Give the original imprint if it can be deciphered, and give the
imprint on the labd in a note.”

260. Date.

261. Works of More than One Volume.
262. Irregularly Dated Volumes.

263. Date of Issue Different from Imprint Date.

264. Error in Imprint Date.

265. Dates Other than Those of the Christian Era (155).

266. Chronograms.

267. Date Wanting (156).

Collation

:

268. General Rule (158).

269. Paging (159).

270. Numbered Pages.

271. Unpaged Matter. Preliminary.

272. Unpaged Matter, Intermediate.

273. Unpaged Matter at End of Book.

274. Advertising Matter.

275. Numbered Leaves.

276. Pages Designated by Letters, Asterisks, etc., or combinations

of these «dth numbers.

277. Alternate Pages Blank.

278. Folded Leaves.

279. Double Leaves.

280. Cover-Title.

281. Separates.

282. Continuous Paging.

283. Facsimiles, T3T)e.

284. Facsimiles, Photomechanical

285. Facsimiles, Photostat.

286. Duplicate Paging.

287. Two-Way Paging.

288. Inverted Pages.

289. Various Pagings.

290. Unpaged Books.

291. Loose-Leaf Volumes.

Omit where pages may be added later ’* in continuation or sub-

stitution.”

292. Columns.

293. Errors in Paging.

294. Imperfect Copies (163).

295. Volumes.

2^. Parts.
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297. Numbers.
298. Pamphlets.

299. Pieces.

300. Folded Books.

301. Folder.

302. Sheet, Broadside, Table, etc.

303. Illustrative Matter.

304. Illustrations in the Text.

305. Frontispiece.

306. Colored Illustrations.

307. Folded Leaves.

308. Double Plates.

309. Title on Two Leaves.

310. Mounted Illustrations.

311. Number of Plates.

312. Number of Illustrations.

313. Illustrations with Little or no Text.

314. Group Portraits.

315. Tables, Forms, etc.

316. Music (as Illustration).

317. Illustrative Matter Unattached.

318. Illustrated Title-Page.

319. Illustrations on Lining-Papers.

320. Cover Illustrations.

321. Typographical Ornamentation.

322. Size.

Notes, Contents :

323. Notes (168).

324. Contents (167).

Appendixes

:

I. Abbreviations.

11

.

Punctuation {173), Modified Vowels (131), Accents, Figures

(4 rules).

III. Capitalization.

First : six general principles governing : Proper Names ; Words
Derived from Proper Names ; Common Nouns ; First Words of

Sentences, Titles, etc. ; Appendix, Index, etc. ; Lower Case instead

of Capitate.

Second : forty-one ** Special Rules " governing : Bible and Other

Sacred Books ; Buildings ; By-Names, Epithets ; College Classes ;

Creeds and Confessions ; Days, Months, Seasons ; Degrees, Honorary

Titles ; Deity ; Devil ; Documents ; Eras ; Explanatory Words in

Heading; Fanciful Names; Fathers of the Church; Geographic

Names ; German Indeclinable Adjectives ; Government Bodies

;

Holidays ; Imprints ; Incorporation, Terms Indicating ; Initials

Used for Names ; Languages, Names of ;
Members of Groups (Poli-
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tical. Religious, Fraternal, etc.); Movements, Political, Social, etc.

;

Noted Events, Periods, and Regimes ; Numbers, Ordinal ; Numerals,
Roman ; Peoples, Races, Nationalities ; Periodicals ; Personifica-

tions ; Political Alliances ; Prefixes ; Religion ; Names in ; Scientific

Names—^Astronomy ; Scientific Names—Botany and Zoology

;

Scientific Names—Geology ; Series Note ; Societies, Institutions,

etc. ; Streets, etc. ; Title Entry ; Titles of Honor, Distinction, and
Address.

Transliteration

:

New Russian Orthography ; Slavic ; Modem Greek ; Semitic.

Authority Card

:

** Make an autnority card for each heading established, giving the

heading exactly as it is to appear in the catalog." " For corporate

headings, make a history card to contain whenever obtainable, the

date of founding, date of incorporation, changes of name, and affilia-

tion or union with other bodies."

Simplified Rules for Incunabula.

" The catalog cards for incunabula should be concise and sufficient to

identify book and edition, but a wealth of minute detail, long coUa-

tions and the like, should be rigidly avoided, and reserved for a

supplementary sheet catalog, which it will be possible to use ... in

close proximity to the book under investigation."

1. Entry Heading.

2. Title.

3. Imprint.

4. Collation.

5. Illustrations.

6. Size (format).

7. Notes.

8 . Bibliographical References.

9. Description of the Copy in Hand.

10.

Added Entries.

Maps and Atlases

:

1. Heading.

" Enter maps under the person or corporate body responsible for

them : cartographer, publisher, government bureau, society or

institution."

2. Title and Imprint.

3. Collation.

4. Scale.

6! Added Entries.

7. [Number Seven Has Been Skipped.]

8. Atlases.
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JlfMMC : Etifyy and Heading

:

A very welcooie amplification of the bare rules contained in the

origin^ edition.

A. General Rides.

1. Main Entry.

2. Anonymous Compositions.

3. Traditional Melodies.

4. Two or More Composers in Collaboration.

5. Collections.

6. Editors, Transcribers, etc.

7. Title.

B. Compositions in Which the Work ofthe Original Composer Has Been
Changed, Extended or Used in a New Context.

8. Arrangements.

9. Transcription.

10. Paraphrase.

11. Fantasia, Caprice, Rhapsody or similar work.

12. Variations.

13. Cadenzas.

14. Medle3rs, Potpourris, Quodlibets.

C. Vocal Music.

Opens vrith a useful list of definitions of the following ; a song, folk*

songs, opera, oratorio, cantata, libretto, incidental music, a pasticcio

(or pastiche), liturgical music, mass, motet, anthem.

15. Songs.

16. Sets of Songs.

17. Songs : Words by One Author, Various Composers.

17a. An alternative to the Above.

18. Folk-Songs or Traditional Melodies.

18a. An alternative to the Above.

19. Collections of Songs.

20. Operas, Oratorios, Cantatas.

21. Librettos.

2ia. An alternative to the Above.
22. Incidental Music.

23. Pasticci.

24. Liturgical Music.

25. Masses and Requiems.
26. Motets, Anthems, etc.

27. Hymn^.

D. Music to be Performed in Connection with Dancing or Dramatic
Action (Ballets, Pantomimes, Masques, and Incidental Music).

Opens with a further useful list of definitions of aballet, apantomime,
and a masque.
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28. Ballets, Pantomimes, etc.

29. Scenario, Choreography.

30. Masques.

£. Thematic Catalogues.

31. Thematic Catalogues.

Comparative Table of Rides

:

Gives in tabulated form the corresponding rules in the original code
and the present one, and in certain cases in Harriet W. Pierson's
“ Guide to the cataloguing of serial publications of societies and
institutions."

Th6 cataloguing student who has ploughed through the foregoing

list of rules no doubt have ended up with very mixed fe^ngs,

uppermost of which will probably be one of hopelessness of ever becom-
ing a proficient cataloguer, or of even passing an examination, which

are not necessarily synonymous achievements. To all such it may help

to repeat what has been already said to the effect that this Code, even

more so than its predecessor, is primarily for use in much larger libraries

than most of us are ever likely to be associated with, and in which

problems must present themselves that can never arise in ordinary

public library cataloguing.

But there are two sides to this as to every other picture. It does

give us an insight into what is really involved in the cataloguing of a

great library, and if it inculcates into we lesser fry a greater sense of

the importance of cataloguing in its many ramifications, the perusal of

these rules will not perhaps have been altogether in vain.



CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

CATAIXKiUING PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATION

Whatever indirect purpose this book may have had, its ultimate aim
has been to emphasize the importance of cataloguing in the scheme of

library economy, and it should not be necessary to do more at this stage

than reiterate that the cataloguing of a library’s books, and the auxili-

aries that go with it, are among the most urgent, and at the same time,

often the least recognized, pieces of staff work that exist.

Readers, and even members of libraries' committees, have not the

faintest conception of the amount of work that has to be done before

a book gets on to the shelves, and in many British public libraries it

only gets there after much delay, because the catdoguing and the

auxiliary processes are done at spasmodic intervals between the public

service and other necessary routine.

Volumes have been written and spoken about cataloguing and its

problems, but, in this country at any rate, scarcely any attention has

been paid to the people to whom the work is delegated. Perhaps this

is why so much bad cataloguing is seen, and why there are so many lax

ideas about its importance. Cataloguing is one of the branches of

library work in which there is room and need for more specialization.

It is something that requires a certain type of mind, a wide knowledge,
not only of books and their authors, but of past and present events and
subjects, and above all, the possession of a flair for something more than
ordinary accuracy, what Mr. Jast has so aptly called " meticulous
accuracy." What a few of us have it is per^ps reflected in the fact

that so many people who sit for the examinations in this subject have
failed to satisfy the examiners. Inaccuracy is a frequent cause of failure,

and by inaccuracy is meant not only, or even mainly, fundamental
and glaring errors, but inaccuracies in what may be called the minutise

of cataloguing ; things like bad transcribing, mis-spellings, wrong or
uncertain punctuation, the wrong use of capitals, and suchlike.

If anyone wants to appreciate to the full the importance that can be
att^ed to cataloguing and its auxiliary operations, he should go to the
United States and visit one or other of the larger libraries, with a
request to be shown the catalcguing department. It was my good
fortune to see a number of them in 1935 and in 1937, and I uras

amazed, the more so as I had been led to believe that the greater part
of Ameri^ cataloguing was done at the Library of Congress in con-
nexion with the scheme for the distribution of printed cards described
in chapter 22.

Alternatively, if anyone has access to the Enoch Pratt Free Library
(Baltimore) S^ff InstrucHon Book, published in 1935, one of the finest

manuals of library ^nomy that I have come across, because it is a
manual of actual daily practice, illustrated by actual forms, he will find

35*
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sixty-six instructions dealing directly with the work of the catalog

department, and a lot more besides dealing with other processes for

which the department is responsible. Here is a brief outline of ^e
department's functions and responsibilities. vJ^The Catalog Department
is responsible for cataloguing all books, bound periodicals and news-
papers, back numbers of . . . newspapers which are very old and
valuable, and selected pamphlets ; makes all necessary card records

for the Shelf-list, Official and Public Catalogs. All such cards for the

Central Library are filed and withdrawn by the Catalog Department.
Branches are responsible for filing and withdrawing cards in their own
catalogs, which are inspected and revised from time to time by a repre-

sentative of the Catalog Department. A record of book stock by class

and yearly statistics of work accomplished is kept by the department."

That is as brief and concise a statement of the duties of a cataloguing

department as anyone could wish for.

There are classifier-cataloguers responsible for the classification and
catalogue entries for all new books, cataloguers of branch books

responsible for the Union Branch Catalogue, for recording branch books
in the Official Catalogue, and making cards for the individual branch

catalogues and shelf-lists.

Every large American library keeps an official catalogue in its

cataloguing department in addition to the public copies ; the public

catalogue at the Central library is invariably a union one, while the

branch catalogues are often restricted to entries for books in the

respective branches. Besides the general catalogue there are some-

times departmental catalogues far more numerous than would be either

practicable or necessary in any British public library.

The department is also responsible for carrying out the necessary

mechanical processes prior to books becoming available for public

circulation, for the supervision of stocktaking, and for processes con-

nected with withdrawals and replacements. The weakness in the

scheme of things seems to us to lie in the fact that the actual ordering

and checking in of books is done by another department, the Order

department ; unless the closest co-ordination exists between these

two departments, accidents seem likely to occur. In our own view

the whole of the operations connected with the acquisition, making
available for public use and subsequent withdrawal and replacement

should be centred in the one department. With few exceptions, it is

only the very large British library systems that have on their staffs

people whose sole task it is to do this kind of work. Usually, one or

more of these is concerned also with at least the preliminaries of book

selection, with ordering, classifying, accessioning and processing.

More often, however, cataloguing and classifying are the duties of

some senior member or members of the ordinary staff, who enlists the

services of such of his colleagues as can be freed from the more pressing

public service. Experience of both methods shows that there are

advantages and disadvantages attaching to each.

Where the cataloguing is done in a separate department away from
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the public rooms, and by special people, the ordinary staff ccanplain,

with some reason, that they are deprived of a valuable part of their

professional training, that they get little opportunity of seeing what
books are to be circulated, and are therefore sometimes less able to

help readers in their choice of books than they might otherwise do.

On the other hand, the cataloguer, and more particularly the

classifier, who devotes the whole of his or her time to this work, is

handicapped by not being in direct contact with readers. He loses the

public point of view, is apt to become narrow in judgment, and is un-

aware of many criticisms that would be helpful.

Even in America, where cataloguing has become highly developed,

and where there are sufficient cat^oguers and classifiers to justify the

publication of a year-book of their own, there is deep concern about
the possibility of these more or less secluded workers losing touch with
the public and staff aspects of their work. Needless to say, there must
be the closest co-operation between the cataloguing and the public

departments. To quote Minnie A. Lewis of the John Crerar Library

once more :
" It is to the best advantage ... to have exchange of

assistants. Each cataloguer should have half a day per week to learn

how the public asks questions, sometimes hindside foremost as we all

know ; such experience will make her or him more intelligent and
understanding in efforts to have mere cards, words or numbers answer
those questions. It is just as important that the reference assistant

have experience in the catalog department. . . . This experience

should help the reference assistant to understand the many problems
of preparing the catalog, make her more intelligent in using it, and
make it easier for her to advise the catalogers as to improvements.”

There are, of course, answers to the objections to separate catalogue

departments, and ways of meeting them to some extent. Cataloguing
by people not wholly engrossed in the public service results in bools
getting into readers' hands quicker than when the work has to take its

turn with other routine ; that the work is done more proficiently and
accurately by people whose sole concern it is, than it can be by those
who only do it from time to time as other duties permit ; and that it is

the duty of every assistant to make himself conversant with the
principal books of the day, though admittedly only a portion of these

can find their way on to the shelves of smaller libraries.

To get over the staff difficulties to some extent, facilities might be
extended to the rank and file of the staff for going into the cataloguing
room from time to time in order that they may see and handle the bools
they are afterwards to administer. • If, say once a month, a member of

the cataloging staff can be prevailed upon to give an informal talk

on some important additions of the month, matters will be helped
considerably.

The experiment has been tried in some lilMraries of giving assistants

periods of from three to six months in the cataloguing room. But as

only one or two assistants at a time can be spar^, some years must
elapse before the whole of a staff can get its turn. There is, moreover.
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the disadvantage to the cataloguing department of having its work
repeatedly slowed up by such frequent entrances and exits.

Whether there is a separate department or not, all the cataloguing

and classifying in a system of libraries should be centralized. To do
otherwise not only wastes a lot of time, but ensures such a series of

inconsistencies as seriously to impair the unity of the s3rstem.

Something may be usefully said at this stage about the organization

of the cataloguing department, concerning ourselves only with the
actual cataloguing process, and leaving aside the other things that a
cataloguing staff may or may not do according to local circumstances.

The success of the department depends largely on two things : on
the person in charge of it and on the arrangement of the room in which
the work is done.

With regard to the cataloguer in charge of the department, it should

be made clear that it is not every one who is cut out to be a cataloguer,

and it certainly is not every cataloguer who will make an ideal public

assistant. It goes without saying that he, or she, must be someone with

a good general education on broad lines, possessing wide interests in

things of the past and in those of to-day, for the work lies equally with
both. A sound knowledge of literature must take an early place in the

list of necessary accomplishments, but not just a mere book knowledge.

He—or she—^must know books, the great books of the world, and the

books of the moment, how one book on a subject differs from another,

and, perhaps, more still, how to use books ;
in short, he must be

endowed with what someone has called book-sense.*'

A working knowledge of the classic and modem languages is neces-

sary; the more the better. Latin, French, German, Spanish and
Italian, these are not too many. Coupled with literature and languages

may be cited a knowledge of the world. Few things broaden a person's

mind like travel, whether home or foreign, and enable one to acquire

that wealth of what is so vaguely called " general information " not

only of books but of the world and its people, and of the events that are

happening in it.

Brides this broadmindedness there is an urgent need for an inquisi-

tive as well as for an acquisitive mind. The cataloguer must needs find

out what a book is really about, and not be influenced by the often

misleading or vague title that it bears. If he does not know anything

about the subject he must find out ; this in turn involves an ability to

undertake research, which again suggests a wide knowledge of books

and how to use them.
But a cataloguer must be something more than a scholar and a man

of the world ; he must be an organizer, an ardent and patient worker,

and the possessor of more than the usual modicum of tact, commonsense
and good humour.
A good memory is a valuable asset. The catalofluer must soon come

to grief who cannot remember rules and forms, related subjects, books

that have been added to the stock and not yet passed into the public

catalogues, and so on, for the cataloguer is himself a sort of temporary
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human catalogue* But a word of warning just here* Everybody's

memory pkys low-down tricks occadonally, and should never be looked

upon as infallible. In cases of the least doubt, one should always verify*

A chief cataloguer must be an organizer, because an unorganiz^

cataloguing department, like anything else that is unorganiz^^ will

rapidly ^come chaotic. He must see that a certain order is preserved

in dealing with his books and in the making of their necessary records,

so that one department is not kept waiting unduly for its books because

too much time is being devoted to those of another. There should be,

as far as possible, a steady flow of books to all the departments served.

At the same time, he must be able to discriminatebetween the books that

can afford to wait awhile, because their value is either trivial, on the

one hand, or permanent on the other hand, and between those that are

topical, and which will miss the purpose for which they were acquired

if delayed. It is, for example, bad organizing to let the outdoor books
sit in the cataloguing room until the winter is upon us, or the book of

the moment stay there until everyone has forgotten that it was ever

written. For the rest, however, a steady sequence should be preserved,

existing batches being, as far as possible, cleared off before new ones

are begun.

The good organizer will be able to apportion the cataloguing among
his staff so that each gets a certain amount of practice, according to

ability and experience. Unfortunately, most cataloguing departments
are understaffed, and it is not possible to give junior assistants much
actual cataloguing, because their time is taken up with the other pro-

cesses through which books have to pass. Not everyone who works
in a cataloguing department can be a cataloguer pure and simple.

But the wise chief cataloguer will see that some opportunity is given to

juniors for learning how to catalogue. Fiction, for instance, can usually

be entrusted to a careful and promising junior, as can the writing of

other simple catalogue slips. The looking up of dates, definitions of

terms and some of the other data required in connexion with annota-
tions can also be delegated to such juniors, though it may be quicker
to do such things for oneself.

The cataloguer must be, in a peculiar sense, an ardent and patient
worker, because his work is never done. The assistant in a lending
library can at least say at the end of a busy day, “ thank heaven that*s

done,” even though he may begin doing the same thing all over again
next morning. But the occasions on which the cataloguer can con-
gratulate himself on finding that he has no more books to catalogue are,

from personal observation, almost non-existent. The work just goes on
from day to day in a circle.

Cataloguers tend to become very temperamental, and it is scarcely

to be wondered at, for their task is no sinecure. Reference library,

lending libra^, branch librmes, children's libraries, all of them clamour
for preferential treatment in the cataloguing and atxessioning of their

books
;

pri^^eged readers have an inconvenieht |>ut not unnatural
lial>it of t^ing to borrow just the books that evferyonc wanto. The
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eatalogtm must ^eref<m rtrive to t>e taictful, adaptable, and .capaUe
ci co-<q)enttttig with others, and it is especially important that he should
try to view ca.taloguing problems, not only from the an^e of his

department and task, but from that of those who are more do^y
concerned with public requirements, and with that public’s ability—or
lack of it—to understand and use the catalogues provided. For
instance, the cataloguer should not stick out for the maintenance of

subject headings and author forms which experience has shown do not
find general favour with readers. It is sometimes difficult to accept
criticisms and suggestions from others, but where they are offered in a
proper spirit, it is up to the good catalc^er to accept them in the same.

Nothing has been said, except by implication, about what is com-
monly ca^ed library technique, which, as far as the cataloguer is

concerned, consists, among other things, of a broad acquaintance with
the whole field ofhuman learning, for it is most important that he should
at least know the branch of knowledge to which a subject belongs.

The need for an equally wide knowledge of books and authors goes
without saying, and has been referred to already I

Nor has anything been said about such an elementary thing as

neatness, both in the matter of how books, cataloguing records and
their auxiliaries are kept, or about such vital things as handwriting,

the setting-out of slips and catalogue cards. Bad writing in a cataloguer

is utterly inexcusable ; it may easily result in wrong records h^g
perpetttated, and cause endless trouble and annoyance. Wherever
possible, the t}q)ewriter should be employed for writing catalogue slips,

cards, and other records, but if in exceptional cases handwriting has

to be used, evoy cataloguer should be required to approximate to the

standard form of library writing, and examination candidates would be
well advised to pay more attention to writing and setting-out than they
do. It has been the misfortune of everyone who has had an3^ing to

do with cataloguing to have to try to read ^ps that are execrable in

both respects. However perfect the actual cataloguing may be, no
one deserves to pass this examination who will not give proper attention

to these matters.

Little need be said here about the planning and equipment of the

cataloguing room ; these are largely matters of library organization

and planning. But they cannot be overlooked altoge^er. The
room itself should have good natural and artificial lighting, and
proper ventilation. As far as possible, the staff should be seated in

proper rdationship to the windows, which should be, preferably to

the left of the worker, and certainly not inunediatdy in front of him.

Usually there will be windows on one side of the room only, the remain-

ing three bdng lined with book shelves, which may, if necesa^,
project at rij^t angles on the alcove principle. But there is an obvious

advantage in keeping the floor space clear of cases.

Artificial light^ should likewise be ad^uate and properly placqd.

The new form^of artificial daylight is eminently snitaUe tat a room
of this kind, giving as it does a perfectly white %ht without *' glare.*’
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Tftl^ ti^ts are not reconunended in cataloguing rooms because they

are ^t to get mixed up with the books, and unless screwed down,

are ei^y upset.

The equipment of a cataloguing room should be simple but comfort*

able. The strain of catalogmng and its auxiliaries for seven hours daily

is not light, and it can be lessened or increased according to the degree

of attention paid to small details of equipment. Besides book-'Shelves,

there must be chairs, tables, desks, fiUng cabinets for cards and other

reconte, book trolleys if the room is large, a book lift if it is situated

on an upper floor, accessions roister and shelf roister holders, a staff

reference book-case, typewriters, and certainly telephones, both internal

and to the outside world.

Desks should be flat-topped and fairly large, say, not less than

4 ft. by 3 ft. For the benefit of any young librarian with inventive

genius it may be said that there is urgent need of a cataloguer's desk.

It must provide adequate writing surface and leave space fw the book,

large or small, that happens to on hand.. It must have some device

for keeping in position the score or less other books that are awaiting

their turn, so adjustable that whatever their number books will not fatt

about in the way that new books persist in falling, whether piled or

stood on their bottom edges, and it should provide, say on the right-

hand aide, in place of the one tier of drawers, accommodation for a few
essential reference books. The writing surfoce should be covered with
some soft, but easily cleaned and non-clinging material, and the bottom
should be fitted with an adjustable foot-rest, something more than just

a rail, set at a convenient angle.

Chairs should be adjustable in height and of the swivel type to
facilitate constant getting op and sitting down.
Among the other accessories indicate are card and vertical filing

cabinets, and accommodation for stationery, but it seems unnecessary
to discuss or describe these here.

Smnething might be usefully said in this chapter about the cost of

catalogui^ and its auxiliary processes. Very little attention has been
given in libraiUnship to cost accounting at all, and scarcely any to the
cost involved in ma^g books available to readers. To arrive at some
sort of conclusion I had analysed the work done in the cataloguing
dqmrtment of our own libraries during a normal year. The depart-
ment consists of five people, whose salaries aggregate £858 per annum.
Excluding children's books, which are dealt with by the junior library

545* volumes of new non-fiction and 7697 new novels were added
to the stock, and 707 worn-out volumes of non-fiction and 5704 novels
were replaced, a grand total, of 19,580 volumes.
The staff is responsible for writing slips for books suggested for pur-

chase by tl» Chief Librarian and other members of the staff, compUing
the Committee Book Lists, ordering the books, checking them id,

canying out the whole of the {urocesses (except teanch copies, which
are aoxsaioned and shdf registered at the libraries to which they
hhlong). m^dng the necessary catalogue cards for sudi books as do pot
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pass through the library bulletin, mounting the bulletin entries, keej^ng
the union catalogues (which are in name and in subject form), and the
subject indexes revised, and other auxiliary tasks. The cost of doing
all this work averaged 10^ a volume, before the war.

This figure takes no account of such overhead charges as heating,

lighting, and cabinet equipment, or of the bulletin and the necessary
catalogue cards. If for the sake of a rough estimate, we add the annu^
cost of that much of the bulletin as is allocated to new books, about

jf73, plus the cost of 25‘,i46 catalogue cards (about £12. 10s.) the average

cost of making availaUe each bwk added to, or replaced in stock, is

slightly over a shilling a volume.

The figure compares favourably with the average cost arrived at by
-Cutter years ago, of 50 cents (as. id.) a volume, or even with Margaret

Harm’s estimate of the cost of classifying and cataloguing a new library

of 20,000 volumes, a much easier task than maintaining an existing

catalogue, which has to be revised in parts firom time to time in

consequence of discardings, new editions, changes in stock locations,

in forms of headings, and so on. In summary form she arrives at

:

Stock of cards and guides . . $923.76
Catalog cases .... $287.00
Salaries ..... $3845.00

*5055.76
Cost per title .... $0.35

Cost per volume . . . $0,253

which is round about a shilling a volume. For the sake of example she

has assumed that the figure of 20,000 volumes is made up of 14,300

titles, 25 per cent of which are fiction. She has assumed too—^what no
British library can assume—that Congress cards are not available for

5 per cent of the titles, that 7 per cent of all titles require reference

cards, that 3 cards are required for each volume of fiction, including i

for the shelf-list, and that 4 cards are allowed for each volume of non-

fiction, again including i for the shelf-list.

Those who are interested in cataloguing costs, admittedly based on
the greater generosity towards American hbraries, should read " Cata-

loging Costs," by Eiruna V. Baldwin, in Catahgers’ and Classifiers’

Year^k, 1940.
’

Finally, a word about the cataloguer’s library, for it is as impossible

for him to carry out his work without access to reference books as it is

to carry out any other research work. It is desirable, therefore, that the

cataloguing department shall be in dose proximity to the reference

library, and if possible, to the lending library as well, if only on account

of the frequency with which it will be necessary to consult the main
, catalogues. But it is to be feared that the importance of cati^oS’^Nl

is not so folly {q>preciated in Great Britain as to hope foe su^ an
extensive collection of cataloguer’s reference tools as is outlined in

chapter two of Halriet D. MaePherson’s SomeproU^ in cataloging
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(A.I^, ZO36). Moreover, most of our pabttc library systeibs are not

lat|e enough to warrant it.

What fdlows, then, must be regarded as applicable in tbe main to

larger libraries ; analler ones will have more or fewer tools according

to the enUghtened views of the iituarian and the degree of importance

that is attached to the work.

It is assumed that every library has some sort of a code of rules of

its own. usually a modified Anglo-American code as far as author

entries ate concerned, and an adaptation of Ciitter for the rest if the

dicticmary catalogue is used. To supplement its own rules, and for

reference in diffiofit cases, there should be copies'of the Anglo-Ammcan
code itself and of Cutter’s Rides for a dictionary catalog, which was
rei«inted by the Library Association in 2935. In addition, five other

codes are suggested : Rulesfor compiling the catalogues ofprinted books,

maps and music in the British Museum, the last revision of which
appeared in 1936 ; the rules of the Biblioth^ue Nationale in Paris,

Use^es suivis dans la redaction du Catalogue giniratdes litres imprimis,

published by Champion ; the Vatican code, said to be the fullest and
most up-to-^te code in the world. Norms per il catalogo degli stampati ;

die Library of Congress rides, wUch are on cards ; and Lindeifelt's

Edeetic card catalog rides, published by A, C. Cutter at Boston in 1890.

A certain number of textbooks on cataloguing should also be avail-

able, but these need not be enumerated here as they are nearly all

referred to elsewhere.

Libraries that stock rare books in any numbers should contain

Arundell Esdaile's Student’s manual of bibliography (Allen and Unwin,

Z931) and the late McKeirow’s Introduction to bibliography (Oxford

:

Qurendon press, 1927). Esdaile has very useful chapters on the

collation and the description of books, and on the arrangement of

bibliographies, while McKerrow has been described as " the first aid for

the catalt^er of rare books ; it is especially fine in its accurate and
adequate explanations of the physical make-up of old books."

It has. been said in chapter 8 that libraries using the dictionary

catalogue should build up their own list of subject headings, but they

dionld also possess one or more of the authoritative lists, of which,

alas ! come from America. Smaller libraries will content themselves

with the late Minnie £. Sears’ List of subject headingsfor small libraries

(H. W. Wilson Co., New York. 1933). Larger libraries will choose
tetween the Libra^ of Congress Subject headings used in the dictionary

eatak^ues of the Library of Congress (Wadiington Government Printing

Office, ^d ed., 1928 and supplements), and the List of subject headings

for use in dictionary catalogs (Chicago, A.L.A., 1911). The first has the

neat advantage of everything that emanates from the Library of

Congress ; it is kept up-to-date by means of supplementary lists

heacungiTOblished from time to time.

Prints catalogues of mdinary public lilnaries are the exception

nther man the rule these days, but sdme good examples have been

'

awitioned in du^ers 3 and 23. Unfntonately cmly the larger
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ttbriuies cto afford to bay the great national catalogues, sudi as the
Cdtix^fuofprifAei books in the ^riti^ Mo^unt, the Catalogm gMral
bf the BibHoth^ue Nationale, and the GesanUkabil<« dor preussisehm
biWothe^.

It should be scarcely necessary to mention such obvious works as
The re/ere^ catalogue of current literature. The English catalogue of
books, Whitaker’s CumuUUive book list, a file of the Times literary sup-

plement, a collection of publishers' catalogues and announcements.
Baker’s Guide to the best^ion (Routledge, 1932) and his Guide to his-

torical fiction (Routledge, 1914), Aldred and Parker’s Sequel stories,

English and American, Halkett and Laing's Dictionary of anonymous
and pseudonymous English literature (new and enlarged edition, by
James Kennedy and Others, 7 v., 1926-34), Kunitz’ Authors to-day and
yesterday, 1933, which is a companion to Living authors : a book of

biographies, 1931, and British authors of the nineteenth century, 1936 (aU

published by the H. W. Wilson Company), Harvey’s Oxford companion

to English literature (Oxford : Clarendon press, 1936), Magnus’ Di^
Honary ofEuropean literature, designed as a companion to English studies

(Routle^e, 1927), Nouveau petit Larousse iUustri, 1932, Who*s Who,
Who‘s who in literature. The American cumulative book index,' The

PubUsho's’ circular, and a good well-indexed atlas. Even where it is

not possible to provide copies of all these for the exclusive use of a

library’s cataloguers, they should be available through the reference

litnary, for most of them have quite a general interest.

So one could go on enumerating one work after another, the British

Museum Subject index, the London Library Catalogue, the wonderfully

fine bibliographies published by the Library of Congress, and many
more, which will be well represented or not according to the size and

needs of the library.

Biographical dictionaries, encyclopsedias and dictionaries of the

F.ngliah and foreign languages are in constant demand by the cattdogu-

ing staff ; those that are in almost continuous use shoidd be available

in the department itself ; the remainder will, of coarse, have to be

consulted in the reference library, as it will be obviously too exi>ensive

to iHovide duplicates on a large scale, and anyhow, there would not be

shelf room in which to display them.

But space forbids us to dwell at any greater length on this aspect of

our subject. Besides the chapter in MacPherson’s Practical problems

iri cataloging, already referred to, further useful information will be

found in Madge’s Guide to referenu books (A.L.A., 6th ed., 1936).

FURTHER READINGS

Bishop, William Wakmbr. Practksf handbook of modem library cataloging.

Ch. a. Rooms and equipment ; ch. 4, Organization of the cat^oging force

;

ch. 6, Cataloging method.

CATALOOUBRS* AMD CLASSinBRS’ Yeakbook. (A.L.A.).

Three nnosnally informative articles :
(i) Organisation of the catalog

departmait in a Univerrity library, by Arnold H. Trotier, catalog librarian.
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TJiUvenity of Illinois, (s) Organisation of the catalog department in a
pnUic library, by Ruth Wallace, chief of the catalog department, Indiana-

p<dis puUk library. ($) Orgmisation^f the preparation division. New York
public library, by Rud<dph H. Gjelsness, librarian, Uidversity <d Arisooa.

Fuchs, Flouncb. Labor and money saving devices hi the catalog department.

<In Library Journal. 1933, p. 57b-77 -)

Typewriters, multigraphs, photostat, mimeograph, electric stylos, etc.

Mahm MAnoARBT. Introduction to cataloging and classification of books.

Ch. 17, Organisation and administration of the catalog department

;

ch. 18, {garters, equipment and suppUes.

PROBLEMS

z. Discuss the question of having separate cataloguing staffs in

public libraries, from the angle of both the staff in genei^ and the

service in particular.

2. How would you set out to organize the work of a cataloguing

department concerned with the catsdoguing of the books for a central

and four branch libraries, a reference library and a junior library, the

staff,to conist of a chief cataloguer and four assistants ?

3. Make an annotated list of ten essential reference books for a
cataloguing department.
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CATALOGUING FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSES
(Dr. a. J. Walford)

I was so struck with the following article when it appeared in The
Library Assistant in 1943 that I decided to reprint it in the next edition
of Cataloguing without comment or alteration, which I now do with
Dr. WalfoTd’s permission.—H. A. S.

Students of cataloguing have on several occasions confessed to me
that the practical examples given in Sharp's Cataloguing, generous in

scope though they undoubtedly are, do not fully meet present require-

ments. How is one to deal, students ask, with a combined index to
two books, a very lengthy title-page (such as appeared in the December
1941 paper), a series issued by a corporate b^y ?

—
^these, apart from

the persistent anxiety as to subject headings and references.

Those who have not already done so are strongly urged to turn to

Mr. McDonald's excellent article in The Library Assistant for October

^939 (PP- 233~39)» ^^nd Mr. Best Harris's note on “ See also " references

(The Library Assistant, January 1940, pp. 17-18). I have ventured to

elaborate on one section of the former, before proceeding to actual

examples and the question of subject references.

MAIN ENTRY
HEADING.—^Who is really responsible for the book's existence ?

If Sidney C. Hurst compiles a volume. The Silent Cities, " with the kind

permission of the Imperial War Graves Commission," clearly, he is the

author, although he may have been obliged to do research work among
the documents in the possession of the Commission. If, however.

Medieval Latin Word4ist is " prepared by " three scholars " under the

direction of a Committee appointed by the British Academy," then

the focal point of responsibiUty shifts to the corporate body, BRITISH
ACADEMY.

Rule 60 of the Code, Reports not by an official, is a stumbling block

to many, since the necessary evidence as to the status of the author of a

Government or Society publication is rarely available in an examination

room. It is popular practice in public libraries to regard such an author

as meriting main entry unless he is definitely proved to be an official.

This is done, according to Mr. Hanson, " even though he is, in many
instances, receiving a salary from the institution, and the latter is

paying cost of publication." Mr. Sharp would appear to favour main

entry under the corporate body when a work is issued under ite auspices,

published by its authority, or written at its request and with its col-

laboration. It would be unwise, nevertheless, to push this preference

to extremes. The American Speeches of Lord Lothian, " issued under

3«3
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the auspices of the Royal Institute of International Affairs," ctearly,

luui main eiitry under the diplomat in question, not under the society.

TITLE AND IMPRINT.—^Distinct respect should be pdd to the

acth^ wording of the title-page, and omissions from the title proper

should be indicated in the ususd way. The author's name need not be
repeated after the title ; if the imprint gives three or four places of

publication in addition to the London office, express thus :
" London,

(ate.).—."

OTHER ENTRIES AND REFERENCES FOR A DICTIONARY
CATALOGUE, comprising

—

Added author, editor, compiler or translator, etc., entries ; to include

writer of foreword, introduction, etc.

Analytical author entries—^preferably written out in full, as for added
entry,

Author, editor, etc., references (for alternative form of name, etc.).

Title entries, if distinctive—^written out, as for added entry.

Series entries. Only headings need be given {e.g., CLA^NDON
ENGLISH SERIES ; ed. by David Nichol Smith).

Series editor references (prefer references to entries here).

Subject headings—to be restricted, usually, to one, tmless the book
is composite or definitely deals with two or three subjects ; to include

subject headings for ^es, if required. The rule of specific entry,

thought to be so obvious, is consistently neglected.

Subject analytical entries. If several are called for, give one as an
example, as for added entry.

Subject references—from synon3nnous terms (" see "), from collateral

subjects, and also from- more inclusive subjects, working back to the
specific subject heading chosen from what is usually the equivalent of a
Dewey class or division heading (" see ako "). Examples of this appear
below.

INDEX ENTRIES FOR A CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
Th^ should conform, so far as headings are concerned, to those for

the dictionary catalogue, above, unless there is very good reason for

ruling otherwise.
,

Author index. Give headings only, writing out references in full.

Series and title entries should conform to those for the dictionary
catalogue.

Subjjsct index. Give entry-headings only, expressing re.ferences by a
covering phrase such as that used by Mr. Sharp :

" and subject refer-

ences as' for a dictionary catalogue, above."
The first two examples for ca^ogqjng are both taken frmn the

' Deiiembet 1941 paper, and the first, at least, is of more than average
difficulty.

,

•

I. The Book of Receipts Containing a Veterinary Materia Medka
With Prescriptions illustrating the Employment of Drugs in
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General Use f(Hrthe D-eatment of the more Common Ailments of

, Animals Comprising dso A Pharmaceutical Formulary For the
Mawfacture of Proprieta^ Articles, Toilet Preparations, Dietetic
Articles, Household Specialties, etc. A Photographic Formulary,
A S}mopsis of Practical Method employed in the Examination of
Urine, Milk, Potable Waters, Sputum, etc. Together with
numerous chemical and other tables likely to be of use to Pharma-
dsts and Manufacturers. By E. W. Lucas, C.B.E., and H. B.
Stevens, O.B.E. zath ed. London, J. & A. Churchill. 1924.
vi. 473 PP-

Main entry

LUCAS, E—W—, and STEVENS, H— B—

.

The Book of receipts ; containing A Veterinary materia medica, with
{vescriptions ; . . . A Pharmaceutical formulary for the manufacture
of proprietary articles, toUet preparations, dietetic article^, household

speciaUties, etc. ; A Photographic formulary ; A S3mopsis of practical

methods employed in the examination of urine, milk, potable waters,

sputum, etc. . . . 12th ed. London, J. & A. Churchill. 1924.

vi, 473 pp. tabs. — cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added author entry

STEVENS, H— B—
,
joint author.

Subject entry

RECEIPTS.

Subject analytical entries

VETERINARY MEDICINE.
LUCAS, E—W—, and STEVENS, H— B—. A Veterinary materia

medica (*» their The Book of receipts, i^).

PHARMACY.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Formula.

DIAGNOSIS.
CHEMISTRY, Medical and

pharmaceutical.

Similar subject analytical entries.

{N.B. DIAGNOSIS covers the exam-
ination of urine and sputum;
CHEMISTRY, Medical, etc.—covers

(.milk and potable waters.)

Subject references

MATERIA MEDICA {su also VETERINARY . MEDICINE).

ANIMALS, Treatment (see also VETERINARY MEDICINE). DRUGS
(see also PHARMACY). DISPENSING (see also PHARMACY).
PATHOLOGY (see also DIAGNOSIS). PHARMACY (see also

CHEMISTRY, Medical and pharmaceutical). BEVERAGES, Chemical

antdysis (ses (Uso CHEMISTRY, Medrd and pharmaceutical).
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MEDICINE (SM also VETERINARY MEDICINE, PHARMACY
PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, M^iad and phofmoeettHcat).

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author Index

LUCAS, E. W., and STEVENS, H. B.

STEVENS, H. B., joint author.

Subject index

RECEIPTS, VETERINARY MEDICINE, PHARMACY, PHOTOG-
RAPHY, Formula. DIAGNOSIS, CHEMISTRY, Medical and
pharmaceutical, and subject references as for a dictionary catalogue,

above.

2 . Publications of the University of Manchester No. CCLXXVI.
Theological Series No. VI. The Religious opinions of Milton,

Locke, and Newton by H. McLachlan, M.A., D.D., Principal,

Unitarian College, Manchester, Lecturer in Hellenistic Greek,

University of Manchester. Manchester University Press. 1941.

viii, 221 pp.
[Shows that all three were antitrinitarians. Contents

: John
Milton (1608-1674) ! Locke (1632-1704) ; Sir Isaac Newton
(1642-1727) : Milton, Locke, Newton, and other Unitarians.]

Main entry

McLACHLAN, H.
The Religious opinions of Milton, Locke and Newton. Manchester,

University Press, 1941.

viii, 221 pp. —cm. (Publications of the University of Manchester,

no. CCLXXVI. Theol(^cal series, no. VI.)

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Series entry

MANCHESTER. University.

Publications of the University of Manchester, no. CCLXXVI.
Theological series, no. VI.

Subject entries

UNITARIANISM.
MILTON, JOHN. Criticism.

LOCKE, JOHN. Criticism.

NEWTON, Sir ISAAC. Criticism.

Subject series entry

THEOLOGY.
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Subject references

TRINITY {see also UNITARIANISM).
ANTITRINITARIANISM {see UNITARIANISM).
GOD (s« also TRINITY).
THEISM {see also GOD).i
THEOLOGY {see also GOD).
RELIGION {see also THEOLOGY),

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

McLACHLAN, H.
MANCHESTER. University.

Publications of the University of Manchester, no. CCLXXVI.
Theological series, no. VI.

Subject Index

UNITARIANISM.
MILTON. JOHN. CrUicism.

LOCKE, JOHN. Criticism.

NEWTON, Sir ISAAC, Criticism.

THEOLOGY.
And subject references as for a dictionary catalogue, above.

The third example is taken from The Periodical, February 1939, is

literary, and is included on the plea that many studenfs find this type

of book far from easy to catalogue. Title reference has been preferred

to title entry, although Mr. Sharp refuses even this to a critical work on
Hamlet {Cataloguing, p. 239) on the plea that it is not the text of the

play.

3. Johns Hopkins Studies in Romance Literatures and Languages.

1938. Royal 8vo. Vol. 31. La CalprenMe’s Faramowd. A Study
of the Sources, Structure and Reputation of the Novel. By S.

Pitou, Jr. Pp. 174. 6s. net, Johns Hopkins Press,

“ Faramond was the third and final novel of the Gascon writer Gautier de

Coste de la CalprenMe (1609-63). This study shows how the novel eame

into being, analyses the stories composing it, shows their sources, and

considos the structure, characterisation, and style of the novel."

Main entry *

PITOU, S—
,
jr.

La Calptenide's “ Faramond "
: a study of the sources, structure

and reputation of the noveL , Johns Hopkins Press, 1938.

« Mr. Sharp (Cataloguing, p. 261) prefers " THEISM " to " GOD " as entry

word and has the reference " GOD. See THEISM."
* The most frequent errors with this type of entry occur in faulty transcribing

(" John Hopkins " for " Johns Hopkins ”), in giving LA CALPREN£DE author

instead of subject entry, in neglecting title reference and in faulty series entry.

Series subject entries are also frequently omitted.
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Z74 1^. (Johns Hopkins studies in Romance Uteraitures and
languages. V0I31.)

Other entries and references for a dictionary eaiakdgue

Tltla reference

FARAMOND. by La CalprenMe (see under LA CALPRENRDE,
UAUTIER DE COSTE DE. Faratnond).

Series entry

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, —

.

Johns Hopkins studies in Romance Uteratures and languages.

Subject entry

LA CALPRENEDE. GAUTIER DE COSTE DE. Faramond.
Critical studies.

Series subject entries

ROMANCE LITERATURES.
ROMANCE LANGUAGES.

Subject references

FRENCH FICTION.
FICTION.

.

For works by or about specific novelists, su
under names, asLA CALPRENEDE,
etc.

FRENCH LITERATURE (see also FRENCH FICTION).
ROMANCE LITERATURES (see also FRENCH LITERATURE).
NOVELS FICTION).

Index entriesfor a classified catalogue

Author Index

PITOU, S., jr.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
Jdms Hopkins studies in Romance literatures and languages.
FARAMOND, by La CalprenMe.

Subject Index

LA CALPRENEDE, GAUTIER DE COSTE DE. Farmond.
Critical studies.

ROMANCE LITERATURES.
ROMANCE LANGUAGES.
And tderences as for a dictimuuy catalogue, above.

The final example is rather complex, being a combined ifidex to two
separate woria. eadi in sevoal volumes.'

4. An Index to Sir E. K. Chambers’s ” The Elisabetban st«^/' and-
” William Shakespeare : a study ot facts and prol^ems.’^ By '
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Beatrice White. 1934. Demy 8vo, pp. J70. 21s. net. Oxford
at the Clarendon Press.

Main entries

(1) CHAMBERS, Sir E— K.—
The Elizabethan stage .

Index ; comp, by Beatrice White. Oxford, Clarendon Press,

1934.

170 pp. —cm.

(2) CHAMBERS, Sir E— K—

.

William Shakespeare : a study of facts and problems .

Index ; comp, by Beatrice White. Oxford, Clarendon Press,

1934.

170 pp. —cm.

Other entries and references for a dictionary catalogue

Added compiler entry

WHITE, BEATRICE, comp.

An Index to Sir E. K. Chambers’s “ The Elizabethan stage " and
" William Shakespeare ; a study of facts and problems." 1934.

Subject entries (index being entered with work concerned)

THEATRE. History. England.

SHAKESPEARE. WILLIAM. Biography.

Subject references

ACTING. 1

DRAMA. \ See also THEATRE.
PLAY-PRODUCTION.j
ELIZABETHAN THEATRE {see THEATRE. History. England).

STAGE {see THEATRE).
ENGLISH DRAMA {see also THEATRE. History. England).

ENGLISH LITERATURE {see also ENGLISH DRAMA).
ACTORS.

I
For works by or about individual acton,

DRAMATISTS. > dramatists, playwrights, see under their

PLAYWRIGHTS. I names, as SHAKESPEARE, etc.

(

For biographies of indi-

viduals, see under their

names, as SHAKE-
SPEARE. etc.

Index entries for a classified catalogue

Author index

CHAMBERS, Sir E. K. (2 entries).

WHITE, BEATRICE, comp.
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Subject lfid«c

THEATRE. History. Etigland.

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM. Biography.

An^ relerenctt as for a dictionary catalogue, above.

Subject headings are the averse student's continual bugbear, and
one of the first fences to be negotiated is that of subject v. locality. It

must be admitted that Cutter's formidable list of subheadings under

locality is bewildering to many, and if the would-be cataloguer would
only commit to memory some dozen of the more obvious subheadings

under locality, he might save himself anxiety. The more common are

:

Antiqiutm. — Industries and manufactures.

Colonies ^ut, BRITISH EMPIRE).— Laws, statutes.

— Commerce and trade.

— Constitution.

— Description and travd.

— Economic history.

— Foreign rdations.

— Government and administration.

— History (plus periods).

— Parliament.
— Politics.

— Rdigious life.

— Social conditions.

— Social life and customs (plus

period).
— Statistics.

Many of these subheadingsbelong to Dewey’sclass 300, a fact wellworth
noting. Naturally, only a basic selection can be given, and slight varia-

tions can be introduced (e.g. Economic conditions. Economic policy.

Constitutional history). Again, a distinction must be' drawn between
ARCHEOLOGY as a general subject heading and Antiquities as a
subheading under loo^ty ; between INTERNATIONAL RELA-
TIONS as a general subject heading and Foreign relations as a sub-
heading under country.

It follows, conversely, that subjects such as GERMAN PHIL-
OSOPHY, CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY, SPANISH ART, BIRD
LIFE IN NEW ZEALAND will be given entry under subject, with
local subheadings: PHILOSOPHY, GERMAN. MYTHOLOGY,
CLASSICAL. ART, Spain (or, ART, History, Spain). BIRDS, New
Zealand. Art and science subjects, particularly, yield to this treatment,
the local subheading being expressed usua% in noun rather than
adjectival form. Faced with a title such as Sketches of the Natural
History of Ceylon, and discovering that the work deate entirely, on
the evidmce given, with animal life in that country, the student
should dismiss the idea of local entry (since a choice is more or less

imposed) and favour the heading 2X^LOGY, with local subheading
CeyUm.

In' the case of Language and Literature, the heading is usually
quite distinctive: it may be general (LITERATUI^, DRAMA,
LANGUAGES) ; it may be national or Unguistic (ENGLISH LITERA-
TURE. ENGLISH LANGUAGE)—including forms (ENGLISH
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FICTION. CLASSICAL DRAMA. ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Dic-
tionaries)

;
it may, Anally, consist of individual writers' names and

their works. The bridge between subject or literary form and person
is adequately catered for by some such reference as that provided by
Mr. Sharp. Examples appear in 3 and 4, above.

The provision of adequate subject references, and the formation of a
subject hierarchy, as pointed out by Mr. Best Harris, is of vital import-
ance if the dictionary catalogue is to be truly syndetic. While many
students fail to be sufficiently specific in choice of subject headings,

almost as many neglect references—not only from synon3mis and col-

lateral subjects, but from the more inclusive headings to others less

inclusive, eventually linking up with the subject in hand. Having
determined the specific subject heading, the student should then think

in terms of the general class heading (and it is usually a Dewey class

heading—LAW, RELIGION(S), etc.), and proceed from that broad
terminus to travel back to the specific subject, stopping at as many
important junctions on the way as possible, making his progress a kind

of modulation of terms, linked by “ see also,'* with an occasional see'*

for synonyms or terms not used.

The idea might be expressed in diagram form ^

:

COLLATERAL—See also—SPECIFIC SUBJECT—See—COLLATERAL
HEADINGS (used) HEADINGS (not

used. e.g. synonym)
See also

ditto. — o/to—/AtCil/S/lE DIVISION—Stt— ditto.

t
See also

ditto. —See oIso—INCLUSiIe CLASS —See— ditto.

and an example appended :

SKA TING ICE-SKATING

1
See also

WINTE^SPORTS —Set—ICE SPORTS

I
See also

ATHLETICS —See also— SPORTS \nD GAMES—See GAMES
PASTIMES

* In this particular case, the hierarchy consists of three steps ; it may well be

shorter (e.g. Science of Life. Subject heading : BIOLOGY. Hierarchy ;

SCIENCE. See also BIOLOGY) ; it may occasionally be longer, as in Mr. Best

Harris's examples.

25
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that is: SKATING.
ICE-SKATING. See SKATING.
WINTER SPORTS. See also SKATING.
ICE SPORTS. See WINTER SPORTS.
SPORTS AND GAMES. See also WINTER SPORTS.
ATHLETICS. See also SPORTS AND GAMES.

PA^MEs} SPORTS AND GAMES.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Adaptation.—A book that has been re-written or edited, wholly or in part,

usually for a particular purpose. Not to be confused with an
abridgment.

Added Edition.—A different edition from one already in the library.

Added Entry.—Any entry other than the main entry, usually abbreviated

by the omission of all or part of the imprint and collation, and possibly

of the book's sub-title. Sometimes called a secondary entry. To be
distinguished from a reference (q.v,).

Alphabetic Subject Catalogue.—One arranged alphabetically by subjects,

usually without subdivisions.

Alphabetico-Classed Catalogue.—An alphabetical subject catalogue, in

which entries are not made under the specific subject, as in the dic-

tionary form, but under their appropriate classes, each being sub-

divided alphabeticaUy to accommodate the subjects. Author and
title entries may be included in the same alphabet.

Alternative Title.—More commonly known as the sub-title (q.v.)

;

often

the part following " or," " a," or " an."

Anagram.—A transposition of the letters of a word or sentence resulting

in some new word or sentence.

Analysis.—A book is said to be " anai3^ed " when any part of it is recorded

separately by means of analytical entries

Analytical Entry.—An entry for part of a book, periodical or other publica-

tion, including an indication of the work containing it. Analyticals

may be made under authors, subjects or titles.

Annotation.—Any elucidation, appraisal, or evaluation of a book's contents,

beyond that given in the catalogue entry as taken from the title-page.

Anonymous.—^When the author's name does not appear in the book, it is

said to be anonymous, even though the name may have been ascer-

tained. There is a difference of opinion on this point, as the code rule

says :
" Enter anonymous works under the name of the author when

known.**

Appendix.—^Matter at the end of a book giving additional information,

often of an explanatory or a statistical nature.

Appraisal.—^An estimate of the value of a book as a contribution to a
subject.

Asyndetic.—^Without cross-references. The reverse of syndetic (^.v.).

Author.—^The person, persons, or corporate body responsible for a book's

existence. Usually to be distinguished from an editor, translator,

compiler, etc., though, failing any alternative, these may sometimes
be regarded as authors.

Author Catalogue.—^A catalogue arranged alphabetically under authors'

names, usually including entries under editors, translators, etc.

373
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Author Entry.—Entry under the person or body responsible for a book's

existence. Failing a real name, the author entry may have to be
made under a pseudonym, initials, or some other heading. Usually
the main entry

Autonym.—The real name of an author.

Bastard Title.—The short title by which a book is commonly known,
usually printed on the leaf immediately preceding the full title.

Generally known as the half-title.

Bibliography.—In relation to cataloguing, a list of books and sometimes
of other material too, such as articles and illustrations, by an author
or on a subject. Bibliographies may be (a) complete, (6) general or

universal, i.s. attempting to include books published in every country
and age, and on all subjects, {c) national, t.s. those printed or published

in a specific country, (d) select, usually best books,*' or books
suited to a special purpose, (e) special, i,e. limited to one author or

subject, (/) trade, compiled primarily to facilitate the sale or purchase
of books.

Binder's Title.—The short title of a book placed on its back by the book-
binder. It need not be precisely the same as that on the title-page or

on the original publisher's case, known as the cover title {q.vJ),

Biographee.—The person whose biography is the subject of a book.

Body.—^The book proper, as distinguished from preliminary or appended
matter.

Brackets.—Rectangular enclosing marks [ ]. Used to indicate something
added, and to be distinguished from curves ( ), (q*v.\

Broadside.—A single sheet, printed on one side only.

Bulletin.—A periodical or occasional publication containing lists of addi-

tions to a library, and other library information.

Caption.—The heading printed at the head of a chapter, section or page
(cf. running title).

Card Catalogue.—A catalogue, in any desired order, made on cards of

uniform size and quality, stored on their edges in drawers, each card
being restricted to a single entry.

Catalogue.—A list of the books in a library, arranged in some definite order.

To be distinguished from (i) a list, which may or may not be in any
particular order, and from (2) a bibliography, which may not be con-

fined to any one collection of books.

Catalogue Raison^e.—A catalogue, usually arranged by subjects, with
comments, elucidations, appraisals, and bibliographical details.

Catchword Entry.—Entry by some striking word in a book's title,

other than the first, and likely to be remembered by an enquirer.

Changed Title.—Used to describe a book that has been published or

translated under more than one title.

Chronogram.—A device for expressing dates in words, usually by employing
Roman letters to indicate the numerals, as

stVLtVM est DlfflCILes habere nVgas, which is :VLVMDIICILV
5 50 5 1000 500 I i 100 X 50 5 « 1718.
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Circa.—About. Used to indicate uncertainty in a date, as c. 1934, about

1934 -

Class Entry,—An entry under the name of a class, as distinct from one
under a specific subject.

Class List.—A list of books in a particular class, usually arranged in

classified order.

Class Mark.—The symbol added to a catalogue entry indicative of the

book's place in the classification.

Classified Catalogue.—A catalogue arranged in classified order of subjects,

whether logically, or alphabetically as in the alphabetico-classcd

catalogue (^.w.).

Collation.—The statement of volumes, format, size, pages, columns or

leaves, illustrations, maps, etc., constituting a perfect copy of a book.

The mechanical process of examining a book by its signatures {q.v.)

to check its completeness, presence of all the illustrations, etc.

Collection.—A number of works, or parts of them, regarded as constituting

a single whole, as a collection of plays, essays, etc.

Collector.—Usually called an editor. He who puts together several works
or parts of works.

Colophon.—A statement, frequently found at the end of old books, giving

all or some of the following details : (i) title, (2) name of the author,

translator or editor. (3) printer or/and publisher, (4) date and place of

printing, (5) publisher's or printer's device.

Compiler.—A collector or editor of printed material gleaned from various

sources.

Compound name.—A name made of two—or more—proper names,
generally connected by a hyphen, conjunction or preposition.

Continuation.—May be : (i) a supplement to, or a carrying on of, a work
already begun, (2) a separately issued part of a serial or book.

Co-operative Cataloguing.—The cataloguing of books by some central

bureau, and the distribution thereform, of printed catalogue cards,

notably the Library of Congress scheme.

Corner Marked Card.—An American device for facilitating the rapid per-

usal of a number of cards at a single heading, like Shakespeare,

Goethe, and other authors with a prolific literature. It may consist

of the name of an editor, or a translator, a date of publication, an
indication of language, or a combination of several of these, written

in the top right-hand corner of the card.

Corporate Entry.—Entry under a government, government department,
society, institution or other body, of a work issued by such bodies, or

under their authority.

Cover-Title.—The short title of a book placed on the back of the publisher's

case. Not to be confused with the binder's title {q.v.), or with the

book's full title.

Cross-Reference.—A reference (^.v.) or direction from one heading to

another. In a dictionary catalogue, those references between subjects

that bind related ones together.
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Cttrv68.—

(

) Signs used to denote inclusion, or an inserted clause or remark.

To be distinguished from brackets (g.v.)*

Date.—^The publication year printed at the foot of a book's title-page.

It may be that of actual publication or of cop3rright. Failing a

publication date, a preface, introduction, dedication or foreword date
may be used, the fact being indicated in a note, and the date being

placed within brackets. In old books a date often forms part of the

colophon. In modern books it is often printed behind the title-page.

Diagram.—^As distinct from an illustration proper, a diagram gives only
the general outline or plan of the thing represented.

Dictionary Catalogue.—A catalogue that arranges its entries and refer-

ences in a single alphabet—like a dictionary. As distinct from some
other alphabetical catalogues, subject entries are made under specific

subjects.

Dissertation.—A thesis or treatise prepared as a condition for the award of

a degree or diploma.

Double Entry.—Equal entry under more than one subject.

Dust Wrapper.—The paper wrapper or jacket round most modern books
usually bearing the name of the author, the title, sometimes an
illustration, and often a publisher's blurb. Hitherto disregarded in

cataloguing, recently there have been examples of dust wrappers that

have contained information or a picture essential to the book, but not
repeated in it.

Edition.—All copies of a publication issued at one time and printed from
the same t3rpe. Not to be confused with Impression {q.v,).

Editor.—A person who prepares someone else's work for publication.

Editorial work may be limited to mere preparation for printing, or
may involve considerable revisionary and elucidatory work, and even
the addition of material.

Elision Marks.—^The insertion of three . . . dots to indicate omission.

Entry.—^The catalogue record of a book, which may be the main or an added
entry (cf. Reference).

Entry Word.—The first word of a heading ; the one by which the entry is

arranged (cf. Heading).

Epitome.—A work that has been abridged or summarized for a particular

purpose. The essential matter of the original is retained. To be
distinguished from an adaptation (^.v.).

Evaluation.—^An estimate of the value of a work as a contribution to the
literature of a subject.

Excerpts.—Extracts.

Expurgated Edition.—An edition with those parts left out that might be
objected to on moral or other grounds.

Extra-Illustrated.—A copy of a book that has been ** grangerized " (g.t/.),

or had additional illustrations inserted.

Facsimile.—A copy of an original, reproduced in its exact form and style.

Fascicule.—One part of a work appearing in “ numbers."

Filing Word.—^The word by which an entry is arranged in the catalogue ;

the first word of a heading.
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Finding List.—A very brief list of books, usually limited to bare author and
title and class mark.

First-word Entry.—Entry under the first word of a book's title other than
an article.

Folio.—(i) an indication of format or size, usually 12 in., (2) strictly, a
folio is printed on sheets folded once, giving two leaves or four pages,

{3) the individual leaf of a book.

Forename.—A name preceding a surname, usually a Christian name.

Form Entry.—Entry for a book under the form of literature in which it is

presented, as a poem or play.

Format.—The size and shape of a book.

Frontispiece.—Any pictorial representation at the front of a book, usually

facing the title-page, and as a rule un-numbered.

Grangerizing.—The insertion of additional illustrations, portraits, etc.,

into a copy of a book. Takes its name from the first book so treated :

Granger's “ Biographical History of England.*'

Guide Card.—The card with an upstanding tab used in a card catalogue to

facilitate reference.

Half-Title.—The short title of a book printed on the fly-leaf immediately
preceding the title-page proper. A half-title sometimes figures in the
body of a book to divide sections or separate contributions.

Head-line.—The line printed at the head of a page, which may be the title

of the book, of the chapter of which it is a part, or of the actual page
(cf. Running title).

Heading.—The name—or other word—which determines the alphabetical

place of an entry in the catalogue. It may be that of an author, a

subject, a form, or the first word of a title.

Illustrations.—In a broad sense, any graphic representations forming part

of a book or other piece of printed matter. They may include portraits,

maps and plans, facsimiles and diagrams.

Impression.—The copies of a book printed at the same time. A book

reprinted without alterations is a new impression, and not a new
edition.

Imprint.—^The statement of place of publication, publisher and date, all

usually to be found at the foot of a title-page, though in modem books

some of the particulars may be found behind the title-page, and in

old ones form part of the colophon. Frequently, more than one place

and publisher are given. Sometimes, though only occasionally

in modem books, the imprint name may be that of the printer.

Incunabula.—Books printed before 1500.

Individual Entry.—Entry under a person or place as subject.

Inverted Title.—The twisting round of a title in order to bring a leading

word to the front.

Joint Author.—One who writes in collaboration with another writer, or

several others. Usually, but not necessarily,, the parts written by each

are not indicated.
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Main Entry.—^Ganerally, the author entry for a book. The main entry

usually contains the fullest particulars. In card catalogues<-*-especially

dictionary ones—the main entry card sometimes bears on the back
notes of ill the other entries (see Tracings).

Microphotography.—^Photography on a greatly reduced scale. Any
photograph so small as to require visual aid to discern its features

may be called a microphotograph. At present the predominant

medium is cellulose him, 33 mm. wide, reducing the typical page to

about i inch x 1 inch, or to twice that area (as in the case of news*

papers).

Monograph.—^A book limited to a single subject.

Name Catalogue.—A catalogue arranged alphabetically by names, whether
of persons or places, or both.

Name Reference.—Where alternative forms of names are available a
reference to the one adopted for the heading.

Nom de Plume.— pen name or pseudonym.

Nothing before Something.—Alphabetizing word by word, counting the

space between one word and the next as ** nothing."

Octavo.—An indication of format or size. Strictly, a whole sheet of paper

folded three times, making eight leaves. In ordinary cataloguing,

any book under ten inches is styled an octavo.

Offprint.—An article or chapter taken out of a book or magazine with or

without a title-page, and with or without the type reimposed.

Onymous.—^The exact opposite of anonymous (^.v.).

Pagination.—The system of consecutively numbering a book through from
beginning to end. That part of the collation stating the number of

pages in a book.

Pamphlet.—A publication of a few pages, certainly not more than 100,

usually in paper wrappers.

Panoramic Catalogue.—The endless chain principle adapted for displaying

catalogue entries.

Partial Title.—An entry for a well-known, and likely-to-be-looked-for, part
of a title.

Pen Name.—A nom de plume, or pseudon3rm.

Periodical.—Strictly, to be distinguished from a serial (q.v,) in that while
it appears at intervals, not necessarily stated ones, the publication
extends for an indefinite time. To be distinguish^ in cataloguing
from the Memoirs, Proceedings, Transactions, etc., of a Society.

Personal Catalogue.—A catalogue that enters under an individual's name
both those books by him and those about him. Similar to many
Name Catalogues.

Placard Catalogue.—A list of books displayed on a large sheet, or sheets,

and hung up for consultation.

Plate.—^An illustration, often printed on distinctive paper. Not generally
included in the pagination, but not invariably so in modem books.

Polytopical.—Treating of several subjects.
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Pref^.—A brief explanation, usually, but not necessarily, written by the
author, separate from the body of the work.

Preliminary Matter.—^That which precedes the book proper, including
preface, introduction, contents, etc.

Printer.—He who prints a book, as distinguished from the publisher or
bookseller. Of considerable importance in old and local books.

Privately Printed.—A book not primarily intended for general distribution

through the trade, but for—more or less—^private circulation. Often
issued from a private press, or if printed on a public press, usually
described as being printed at the author's expense, or by private
subscription.

Pseudonym.—A name assumed by an author instead of his real name.

Publisher.—One who places a book on the market, as distinguished from
him who prints it. Publisher and printer may be the same person,

but in modern books usually are not.

Quarto.—An indication of format or size. Strictly, a whole sheet of paper
folded twice, making four leaves, giving a square appearance. In
cataloguing, a book over lo and under 12 inches is called a quarto for

convenience in shelving.

Quotes.—The inverted commas " placed at the beginning and end of

quotations.

Reading List.—A list of recommended books on a subject, often with
guidance as to their purpose and features.

Recto.—The right-hand page of a book—the odd numbers.

Reference.—(i) a direction from one heading to another, (2) a partial

registry of a book, omitting imprint and collation, under author,

subject or title, referring to the main entry. References may be
general, as from one form of name to another, e.g. Twain to Clemens,

or specific, concerning some particular book, e,g, from a joint author.

Removal Slip.—A temporary card or slip inserted into a card catalogue

to denote the temporary withdrawal of a permanent card, containing

sufficient information for the indentification of the book, and an
indication of the whereabouts of the permanent record.

Reprint.—(i) a re-issue of a work without change, from the same standing

type, except possibly for a new title-page, (2) a contribution taa serial,

afterwards issued separately, though not necessarily from the same
type as the original. Sometimes called a separate."

Running-Title.—^The title that runs through a book or section of a book,

repeated at the head of each page.

See.—^A reference from a heading under which no entries are placed, to the

one that contains them.

S4e Also.—A reference often found in dictionary catalogues—and sometimes
in classified ones—from one entry with entries under it, to a related

one.

Separate.—^Another name for a reprint or ofiprint from a periodical or
collection.
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Serial.—^Any publication in parts, appearing at intervals, usually regular
ones. The term includes perio^cals, annuals, and proceedings or
memoirs of societies ; e.g. Number 17, Part 7, Monograph 18, Forty-
second Annual Report.

Series.—(i) volumes related to each other in subject-matter, issued in

uniform style, and bearing a collective series title,** (2) succeeding
volumes of essays, etc., issued at intervals or in sequence, (3) successive

volumes of a serial publication numbered separately to distinguish

them from other sequences of the same series.

Series Entry.—An added entry under the name of the series for such
volumes as the library may possess.

Series Note.—A note following the collation, indicating the name of the

series, if any, to which a book belongs.

Sheaf Catalogue.—A catalogue made on slips of paper, as distinct from one
made on cards, and loose-bound by some mechanical device, into a
sheaf, or volume.

Signature.—(1) A section, or folded printed sheet, forming part of a book,

(2) the letter, figure or other mark printed at the foot of the first page
of each section, to assist the binder in collating the book.

Size.—In relation to cataloguing, the vertical measurement of a book in

inches or centimetres. The width is not usually given except for rare

books, or for those of unusual shape. Not necessarily to be confused

with Format (^’.v.).

Sobriquet.—A nickname or a fanciful appellation.

Specific Cross-Reference.—A reference to a specific book.

Specific Entry.—An entry under the actual subject, as distinct from one
under some broader heading, embracing that subject. The principle

on which subject entries are made in a dictionary catalogue.

Sub-Heading.—A secondary heading, used in the subdivision of a subject.

Sub-Title.—An additional or subordinate title, often explanatory of the

main title.

Subject Catalogue.—A loose term designating any catalogue arranged by
subjects, whether alphabetical or classified.

Subject Entry.—Entry under the heading adopted to indicate a book's

subject.

Subject Heading.—The heading under which books on a subject are

entered.

Subject reference.—A reference from one subject to another, whether a
synonym or a related heading.

Subject-word Entry.—Entry under a word of the title indicative of the

subject.

S3mdetic.—A dictionary catalogue that connects entries by a scheme of

cross-references, to form a co-ordinated whole. References are made
from broad subjects to less broad ones, and from these to still more
subordinate subjects, and sometimes vice-versa as well.

Systematic Catalogue,—A classified catalogue, in which the classes and
subjects are arranged in logical order.
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Thesis.—The equivalent, to some extent, of a dissertation

Title.—Ordinarily, the name by which a work is designated on its title-page,

and—usually—distinguished from any other work. In its fuller sense,

it includes the name of the author and/or editor, translator, etc., the
edition, but not the imprint.

Title Entry.—An entry under a word of the title, usually the first word
not an article. A title-entry is generally, but not necessarily, an added
entry.

Title-Page.—^The page at the beginning of a book bearing the name of the

author, its full title, and the imprint.

Tracings.—Indications on the main entry card showing what added entries

and references exist. Specially important in a dictionary catalogue.

Transliteration.—The representation of the ordinary characters of a
language by those of another, as from Russian or Greek into Roman.

Tray Labels.—Labels, usually hand-printed, inserted into slots on the fronts

of card catalogue drawers, indicating their contents.

Uncut Edges.—Books whose edges have not been trimmed in the guillotine,

as distinct from those that are unopened (^.v.).

Union Catalogues.—A catalogue of a smaller or larger library system,

ranging from that of a central library with two or three branches,

to that of a regional or national co-operative lending scheme.

Unit Card.—A single form of card which, by the addition of the appropriate

heading, serves every purpose. The Congress Scheme of printed cards

is based on the unit principle.

Unopened.—^When the ** bolts," or folded edges, have not been opened with

a paper-knife.

Vernacular.—The language of a country. When it is directed that a name
shall be given in the vernacular, it means the form customary in the

country concerned.

Verso.—^The left-hand page of a book—the even numbers.

Volume.—Roughly, that which is contained between two covers, and has

its own title-page and pagination. Printed pieces of fewer than 100

pages are often regarded as pamphlets.





INDEX
Definitions of terms are in alphabetical order on page:, 373-3^1

A
Abbeys, 69
Academic dissertations, 42

rules compared, 286
Academies, learned, 65
Accuracy, importance of, 2, 10

Ace ” rotary stand index. 146
Actions, civil, 81

Added entries, 38
rules compared, 303

Admiralty proceedings, 81

Affiliated societies, 65
Agricultural experiment stations, 68
Almanacs, 78
Alphabetico-classed catalogue, 27-29
Alphabetization, rules for, 117
A. L. A. catalog., 316
American Library .Associations rules,

323
revised edition, 336-351
See also Library Association

Analytical entries, 12, 38, 105
Anglo-American code. See Library

Association

Annotation, evaluation in, 1 1

1

in catalogues, 109-114
Annuals, 78
Anonymous books, 74

rules compared, 295
Archbishops, 51
Arrangement of catalogues, 116-123

works under an author, 118

Atlases, 37, 225
Author catalogue, history, 31

1

importance of. 19
Author, definition of an, 4
Author entry, clues to correct making

of an, 6
parts of, 5
rules for, 31-82
specimen of, 6

B

Baltimore catalogue, 314
catalog, dept., 352

Banks, 70
Bazaars, 71
Bible, 76

rules compared, 297

Biblical names, rules compared, 294
Bibliothdque Nationale catalogues, 3x1
Birmingham catalogue. 313

local catalogue, 341
Bishop, W. W., on a good cataloguer, 2

on arrangement under place. 88

Bishops, 51
Boards, 72
Bodleian Library, rules. 322
Bonnange card catalogue, 14

1

Bonser, Wilfrid, on the cataloguing

of periodicals, 246
Boston Athensum catalogue, 313
Botanical gardens, 69
Bradshaw, H., rules. 322
British Film Institute, 249
British Museum catalogues, 31

1

centre of co-operative cataloguing,

268
code, history, 321
rules for cataloguing maps. 226
rules for cataloguing music, 232
rules for cataloguing periodicals, 245
subject index, 24, 319

Bulletins, compilation of, 147
specimens, 169-173

Bulls, 45
Business firms, 72

C

Cambridge University, rules, 322
use of. 38

Capitals. 3S

Card catalogue, 141

Cartographers, 43. 225
Cataloguer, work and qualifications

of a, 352-362
Catalogues, arrangement of, 116-123

forms of, 14, 19-30
fullness of entries in, 8
function of, 2

guides to use of, 150-154
in relation to readers. 6
methods of displaying. 135-149
necessity for, ix

upkeep of, 147, 279
use made of, 13
varieties of, 27-43

383
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Definitions of terms nre in olphnbeHcal order on pages 373-381

Cataloguing, definition and scope of, x

department, 352-362
for examination purposes, by A. J.

Walford, 363-372
general principles of, i

history of, 31 1-327
in wartime, 16

Centralized cataloguing. 264-283
Chaindex, 147
Changed names, 52

rules compared, 293
Charges and pleas, 62
Charters, 62
Chicago University, method of selec-

tive cataloguing. 124
Children's books, 241

catalogue, explanation of, 244
China, printed cards in, 268
Choral works, 44
Chzestomathies, 47
Christian names, 50

rules compared, 289
Churches, 69
Cinematograph films. 249
Citizens, committees and meetings of, 72
Civil actions, 81

Class lists, compilation of, 131-134
Classic writers, 55

rules compared, 294
Classification and cataloguing, 328-335
Classified catalogue, 23-27, 314
arrangement of, 122
history of, 314
indexes, 155-164
use of references in, 25

Clippings, 252
Code, abridged, 3
Codes, comparative study of, 284-310

history of, 321
select list of, 325

Collation, 35
rules compared, 301

Collections, 78
private, 68
rules compared, 298

College societies, 65
Colleges, 67
Collocation of subjects, 20, 334
Commentaries, 45
Comparative study of codes, 284-310
Compilation of class lists, guides to

reading, bulletins, 13X-134
Compound names, 49

rules compared, 288
Concordances, 46

rules compared, 287
Conferences, 71

dii^matic, 70

Constitutions, 62
Contents, 37

rules compared, 302
Continuations, 45

rules compart, 287
Conventions, 71
Cooley, W. D., on use of stereo blocks,

264
Co-operative cataloguing, 264-283
Corporate authorship, 59-73
Corporate bodies, miscellaneous, 70

rules compared, 305-310
Costs of cataloguing, 358
Councils, ecclesiastical, 71
Coulsdon and Purley catalogue, 141
County library cataloguing, 254-263
Cranshaw, J.. on good cataloguing, x

on present position of cataloguing,

12

on subject indexes, 155
Crestadoro, Andrea, rules by, 311
Criminal proceedings, 81

Cronshaw, F. £., on classifying v.

cataloguing, 333
Cross-references for a dictionary cata-

logue. 95
Cutter, C. A., growth of rules, 284, 322

D
Dates, 35
Decisions, 62
Deeds, 231
Definitions of terms, 373-381
Designations, 52
Detroit catalogue, 314
Deutscher gesamtkatalog, 272, 31

1

Dewey, Melvil, on co-operative cata-
loguing, 265

Dictionaries, 104
Dictionary catalogue, 20-23

arrangements of, 116
history of, 312
subject entries for, 83-98

Digests, 61
Diplomatic conferences, 70
Directories, 78
Display, methods of, 135-149
Dissertations, academic, 42

rules compared, 286
Dziatzko, K., eclectic rules, 284, 323

£

Early printed books, 219
Ecclesiastical councils, 71
Economies in cataloguing, x6
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Definitions of terms we in alphabetical order on pages sys-sSi

I
HEdition, 34

Editors, 57
Edwards, Edward, on cataloguing, i

Encyclopaedias, 79
Endowments, Wndations, funds, 72
Engraved works, 43, 229 ,

Entries, contents of, ii

differentiation in, 9
Epics, 76
Epithets, 52
Epitomes, 46
Evaluation, 112

Examination cataloguing, examples
of, i8 i~2 i 8, 363-372

Examinations. 176
Excerpts, 47
Exhibitions, 71
Exploring expeditions, 73

F
Fairs, 71
Fiction, annotation of. 112
modem practice in cataloguing. I2

Figures, 39
Films, 249
Firms, 72
Folk ^les, 76
Forenames, 50

entry under, 51
Form entry, 102

Foundations, endowments, funds, 72
Freemasons, 64
Full names, 49
Funds, endowments, foundations, 71

G

Galleries called Imperial, Royal, etc., 69
General principles. 1-7

Geographical headings, 80
Gesamtkatalog der preussischen biblio-

theken, 272, 31

1

Gesamtkatalog der wiegendrucke, 272
Glasgow classified catalogue, 26, 331

dictionary catalogue, 22

Gloucestershire local catalogue, 241
Government publications, 59
arrangement of, 121

rules compared, 305
Gramophone records, 247
Greek names, rules compared, 294
Greek writers, 55
Guides to reading, compilation of,

131-134
to use of catalogues, 150-154

Guilds, 65

Handwriting, library, 357
Heraldic visitations, 44
History of catalogues, 311-327
Huggins, S., catalogue of. 3x2

I

Illustrations, 36, 229
Illustrators, 43

rules compared, 287
Imperfections, 36
Imprint, 34

rules compared, 300
Incunabula, 219
Indexes, 46. 155-164
Initials, rules compared, 296
Inscriptions, 80
Institutions, 66
International meetings, 70
Interviews, 48
Islington select catalogue, 129

J

Jast, L. S., on accuracy, 2

explanation of catalogues, 152

Jewett, C. C., on a union catalogue,

264, 321
Joint authorship, 41

rules compared, 286

Joint code. See Library Association

K
Kardex, 147
Knighthood, orders of, 64
Koran, 76

L

laboratories, college or university, 67
Lambert sheaf catalogue. 137
Lantern slides. 230
Latin writers, 55
Laws, 6z
Leyden sheaf catalogue, 137
Libraco cabinets, 144
Libraries. 70

college or university, 67
Library Association, suggested abridged

edition of code, 3
rules. 322, 323

Library Bureau, 147, 265
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Library of Congress printed cards, a66
Linderfelt, K. A., eclectic rules, 284,

3*3
Liverpool early catalogue, 3x2
methods of centralized cataloguing,

278
Local collections, 237

manuscripts, 231
prints, 229

London Institution catalogue, 315
libraries union catalogue, 273

London Library catalogue, 312
London Library subject index, z6i,

320
London Libraries union catalogue card,

*74

M

McColvin, £. and L. R., on reference

library cataloguing, 15
McColvin, L. R., on music, 235

report on libraries, 17-18
Main entry. See Author entry
Manchester, early catalogue, 311
methods of centralized ca^oguing,

276
Mann, Margaret, on a good cata-

loguer, 2

on selective cataloguing, 128

on subject entries for a dictionary

catalogue, 92
on title entries, 99. xoi

Manuscripts, 48, 230
Maps, 60, 225
Married women, 53

rules compared, 294
Masonic orders, 64
Meetings, international, 70
Metcalf, K. D., on microfilms, 251
Metropolitan boroughs union cata-

logue, 273
Microfilms, 231
Middlesex county library, magazin'*,

13*
Modem practice, 8-18
Modified vowels, 81

rules compared, 299
Monarchs, 5X

rules compared, 290
Monasteries, 69
Monumenta, 79
M<x>re*8 modem methods, sheaf cata-

logue, 140
Mudge, 1 . G., on economies in cata-

loguing, 16-X7
on purposes of a catalogue, 2

on selective cataloguing, X28

Museums, college or university, 67
Music, 44, 232

rules compared, 287

N

Name catalogue, X9
Names, changed, 52
mles compared, 293

National institutions, 68
New York State Library catalogue, 3x4
Newcastle Lit. and Phil, catalogue,

316
Newcastle P.L. catalogue, 3x6
Newspapers, 78
Noblemen, 51

rules compared, 290, 292
Notes, 37

rules compared, 302
Nothing before something, 1x7

O

Observatories, 69
Opinions, 62
(Cental writers, 55

rules compared, 294
Ormig process, X38

P
Pagination, 35
Pamphlets, 240
Papal bulls, 45
Periodicals, 77, 243
mles compared, 297

Personal authors, 4X-58
Picture collections, 229
Pittsburgh Catalogue, 3x6
Place names, mles compared, 298
Plans, 43, 225, 273-277
Pleas, 62
Political parties, 66
Poole's index to periodical literature,

265
Popes, 51
mles compared, 290

Prefixes, 50
mles compared, 289

Press, preparation for, 165-X75
Princes, 51
mles compared, 292

Printed catalogue, X35, X65-X75
Printing, place of, 34

styles of, X65
tenders for, X67
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Prints, 59--60, 229
Private collections. 68
Praof-reading. 165
Prussian State Library catalogue.

222, 311
Pseudonyms, lo-ii, 52

rules compared, 293
Publication, place of, 34
Punctuation, 39

Q

Quinn, J. H.. on the dictionary cata-
logue. 21

on title entries, 99

R

Rare works. 36, 2x9
Reading lists, compilation of. 131-134
Reference library cataloguing. 15
References. 38

for a dictionary catalogue. 95
rules compared. 303

Regional catalogues. 140
Religious denominations. 66

orders. 66
Report on public libraries. 1927. on

co-operative cataloguing. 269
Reports by individuals, 60
Revisions. 47
Rogers, T. H.. on a co-operative

index. 265
Royal Institution Catalogue. 314
Rudolph Indexer Co., 263

S

Sacconi-Ricci. Mme., sheaf catalogue,

137
Sacred books, 76
Saints. 51

rules compared. 290
Savage. £. A., Manual of . . . an-

notation. X09
Sayers. W. C. Berwick, on annotation,

1X0
on children's catalogues. 242
on classification, 330

Schools, 67
Scriptures. 76
Secret societies. 64
Selective cataloguing. 12. 15. 124-130
Series entry. 80

note. 37
Sheaf catalogue. 137

Shelf register and catalogue, 14, 127
Signet Library Catalogue, 3x4
Size. 36
Smithsonian Institution, rules, 321
Snaith, Stanley, evaluation in cata-

logues. 1 12

Societies' publications. 63
South-Eastern Regional Library

Bureau union catalogue, 276
Sovereigns. 5X

rules compared. 290
Special cataloguing. 219
Spellings, variant. 75. 119
Staderini catalogue. 137. X41

State institutions, 68
Statutes. 61
Stewart. J. D,. on children's cata-

logues. 242
Subject arrangement. 12

1

entries for a dictionary catalogue,

83-98
entries, number of. 93
entry, event versus country, 87
entry, person versus country, 86
entry, subject or form versus coun-

try. 87
entry under specific subject, 83
heading, care in making, 7
heading, compound subject names,

91
heading, language. 90
heading, subjects that overlap. 89
heading, subject-word and subject,

91
heading, synonyms. 90
headings, building list of. 84
how to determine headings. 83
index, importance of. 135-164

Subject indexes

:

British Museum, 319
London Library, 320
references for a dictionary cata-

logue. 35
Surgeon-General's catalogue. 3x3
Surnames, distinguishing people with

same. 52
Surrey Institution catalogue. 3x4
Synonyms, 90

T
Table-talk. 48
Temporary material. 252
Terms, definition of, 373-381
Title entry. 74. 99
Title-page, missing. 34

rules compared, 299
translation of. for music. 233
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Title-pages, works with several, 33
more than one, rules compared, 300

Title, transcribing, 32
Titles of individuals, 51

entry under, 51
rules compared, 290
of works, 32
of works, rules compared, 299

Tracings, 281
Trade catalogues, 252
Transcriptions and arrangements,

difference between, 235
Translations, 48^

Transliteration, 54, 224
Treaties, 62
Trials, 81

Trustees, 72
Type faces, 165

U

Uniformity in names and forms, 10
United States, special report on

libraries, 322
Universities called Imperial, Royal,

etc., 69
University societies, 63

V

Van Hoesen, H. B., on selective

cataloguing, 124

Variations, musical, 44
due to language, etc., 54

Vedas, 76
Vocal music, 44
Vowels, modified, 81

rules compared, 299

W
Walford, A. J., cataloguing for ex-

amination purposes, 363-372
Walker, J. E., on central cataloguing,

270
Wallace, Ruth, on added entries and

references for music, 236
Wartime cataloguing, z6
Wheatley, H. B., on British Museum

code, 321
Wilks, John, on the cataloguing of

periodicals, 245
Wilson Company, printed cards, 272

Standard catalog., 272
Women, changed names of, 53

rules compared, 294

Y

Year-books, 78

Z

Zoological gardens, 69
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